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BEFORE THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

PETITION BY UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC RULE-MAKING

IN RE AMENDMENT OF CRITERIA 1, 5, 6, AND 10 OF APPENDIX A OF 10
C.F.R. PART 40

'
,

Union Carbide Corporation (" Union Carbide") respectfully

petitions the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") to

|
reconsider and revise Criteria 1, 5, 6, and 10 of Appendix A to 10

C.F.R. Part 40 (1981) on the basis of new information not available
to the NRC when it promulgated these regulations on October 3, 1980

( 4 5 Fed . Reg . 65531 et seq.) .

I. INTEREST OF THE PETITIONER

Union Carbide is a New York corporation engaged in uranium

exploration, milling and mining. It operates a uranium and vanadium

milling facility at Uravan, Colorado and uranium milling facilities

in Maybell, Colorado and Gas Hills, Wyoming.

The Colorado Department of Health ("CDH") is the licensing

authority for the possession and use of source material for uraniumi

milling and byproduct material in that state pursuant to an
:

j agreement entered into in 1968, and recently amended on May 10,

1982, under section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended ("AEA of 1954"). Union Carbide's,Uravan uranium and

vanadium milling facility is operated under a v& lid radioactive
,

1 42 U.S.C. S2021

.__ _ __ _ ___.
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materials license designated SUA-673.2 Its Maybell uranium

milling facility is operated under a valid radioactive materials

license designated 660-01S.3
'

In Wyoming, the NRC remains the licensing authority for the
'

possession and use of source material for uranium milling and

byproduct material, since Wyoming has not entered into an agreement

with the NRC under section 274 of the AEA of 1954. Union Carbide's

Gas Hills facility is, and has been, operated since 1960 under a

valid radioactive materials license, desigaated SUA-648, issued

originally by the Atomic Energy Commission ("AEC"), now the NRC.

The May 1982 amendment to the 1968 agreement between the CDH and

the AEC came about as a result of the enactment of the Uranium Mill

Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 ("UMTRCA")4 which added a

new definition of " byproduct material" to the AEA of 1954.

" Byproduct material" was defined as the " tailings or wastes produced

by the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from any

2 The Uravan milling facility has been in existence since 1915. f
Union Carbide has operated it as a uranium and vanadium facility
since 1957. Its original radioactive materials license was issued
by the Atomic Energy Commission ("AEC").

3 The Maybell facility has been in existence since 1957 and has
been operated by Union Carbide since that date, although not
continously. Under its original license, issued by the AEC,
conventional uranium milling operations were followed. Since 1976,
a less convential uranium recovery process, i.e., heap leaching of
low-grade uranium ores, has been authorized under its radioactive
materials license.

4 Pub. L. No. 95-604, 92 Stat. 3021-3043 (1978).
<

e
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ore processed primarily for its source material content."5 In

order to be authorized to control the licensing and regulation of

such byproduct material, the CDH amended its radiation control

regulations and requested the NRC to approve an amendment to the

1968 agreement.

The NRC approved the amendment to its agreement with Colorado

because it determined that the State had adopted standards for the

protection of public health, safety and the environment from
radiation hazards associated with uranium mill byproduct material

6which meet the minimum standards in Appendix A of 10 C.F.R. 40

established by the NRC pursuant to UMTRCA. Thus, Union Carbide's

Uravan and Maybe11 uranium milling facilities must comply, at a

minimum, with the 6RC's national standards, even though the

standards are imposed by CDH as the licens,ing authority in Colorado.

In Wyoming, since the NRC remains the regulatory agency for

control of source and byproduct material, the standards in Appendix

A for control of uranium mill tailings or waste are directly imposed

upon Union Carbide's Gas Hills facility by the federal agency.
,

5 Section lle. of the AEA of 1954, 42 U.S.C. ; '. w . , as amended by
;

Section 201 of UMTRCA, Pub. L. 95-604, 5201, 92 Stat. 3033 (1978).

j NRC regulations require that, "after November 8, 1981, in the6
licensing and regulation of byproduct material. . .or of any activity!

l which results in the production of such byproduct material, an
Agreement State shall require... compliance with standards which
shall be adopted by the Agreement State...which are equivalent, to
the extent practicable, or more stringent than, standards in
Appendix A of 10 C.F.R. 40." 10 C.F.R. 150.31(b) (1981). As

interpreted by the NRC (e.g., see letter of February 20, 1981 from
John F. Ahearne, Chairman of the NRC to Governor Lamm of Colorado),
NRC regulations constitute " minimum national standards."

-3 -
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10 C.F.R. 2.801 states that rulemaking may be initiated on the

petition of "any .... interested person." As a member of the uranium

mining and milling industry directly (i.e., in Wyoming) and

indirectly (i.e., in Colorado) subject to the NRC requirements
'

contained in Appendix A, Union' Carbide qualifies as an " interested
person."

II. REGULATION TO BE AMENDED
'

Union Carbide requests that criteria l, 5, 6, and 10 of

Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 40 be amended.

As a licensee of the NRC and an Agreement State, Union

Carbide must adhere to the criteria relating to the operation of

uranium mills and the disposition of tailings or waste resulting

from cuch milling activities contained in Appendix A (see 10 C.F.R.

4 0. 31 (h) and 10 C.F.R. 150.31).

It is Union Carbide's contention that compliance with amendments

it proposes will protect public health, safety and the environment

from radiation hazards associated with uranium milling byproduct

material while significantly reducing Union Carbide's costs of

compliance at its Uravan, Maybell, and Gas Hills mills.

III. PROPOSED LANGUAGE CHANGES AND SUPPORTING STATEMENTS;
'

Criterion 1

Union Carbide proposes that the long-term isolation of tailings

7 " Agreement State" means any state with which the NRC or the
Atomic Energy Commission has entered into an effective agreement
under subsection 274b of the AEA of 1954. For example, Colorado is
an Agreement State.

-4 -
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and associated contaminants be defined as a 100-200 year period

rather than a " thousands of years" period. Accordingly, Union

Carbide proposes that this criterion read as follows:

In selecting among alternative tailings disposal sites or
judging the adequacy of exist,ing tailings sites, the following site
features, which will determine the extent to which a program meets
the broad objective of isolating the tailings and associated
contaminants from man and the environment during operations and for
100-200 years thereafter without ongoing active maintenance, shall
be evaluated . . .

Testimony presented to the NRC during. its consideration of mill

tailings regulations, as well as before the CDH and the

Environmental Improvement Board of the State of New Mexico in

connection with their proposed regulations modelled on the NRC's

uranium mill licensing requirements indicated that:

1. The selection of a " thousands of years" period is

unreasonable; .
,

2. Technology does not not exist to assure isolation of tailing

for thousands of years;

3. Such requirement is both costly and speculative;

4. It is difficult, if not impossible, to design a reclamation

plan for a tailings pile that will withstand erosion over a
,

i

" thousands of years" period, a period of time for which

meteorological data is nonexistent.

5. Tailings disposal should be based on a realistic period of
|

-

time, such as 100-200 years; 4

,

6. Criterion 11, which requires ultimate federal or state
|

title to, and control over, byproduct material and the land on which

it is disposed, should be used as the desirable supplementary

-5-|
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measure it was intended to be. The " thousands of years" requirement

tends to relieve the government of any responsibility for ultimate
control; and

7. Finally, should an unexpected event occur which damages the

cover, the funds required by Criterion 10 for long-term surveillance

and control will be ava11able to pay for any necessary repair.8
Additional testimony to the same effect was presented to the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (" EPA") in response to its

proposed disposal and cleanup standards for inactive uranium

processing sites (46 Fed. Reg. 2556, January 9, 1981) and in
hearings before the Procurement and Military Nuclear Systems

Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services on June 24 and
25, 1981.'

Union Carbide therefore requests that the NRC reconsider its

decision with regard to long-term isolation of tailings and
determine that a 100-200 year period is sufficient and in accord
with the requirements of UMTRCA.

8 See comments by the American Mining Congress on the Draft
Generic Environmental Impact Statement ("GEIS") on Uranium Milling
(NUREG-0511) and on the Proposed Regulations on Criteria Relating to
Uranium Mill Tailings and Construction of Major Plants, datea
October 24, 1979; testimony of Dr. Robley Evans on June 11, 1981,
before the Environmental Improvement Board of the State.of New
Mexico; comments of the Colorado Mining Association on'the Colorado
Department of Health's proposed revisions to its radiation
regulations, dated June 5, 1981, June 17, 1981 and June 29, 1981;
comments of the Uranium Environmental Subcommittee of the New
Mexico Mining Association and Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation on
proposed amendments to New Mexico's Radiation Protection'

Regulations, dated August 7, 1981.

-6-
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Criterion 5

Union Carbide proposes that this criterion relating to

groundwater restoration be revised. Union Carbide requests that the

following sentences be deleted:

5Where groundwater impacts are occurring at an existing site due
to seepage, action shall be taken to alleviate conditions that lead
to excessive seepage impacts and restore groundwater quality to its
potential use before milling operations began to the maximum extent
practicable. The specific seepage control and groundwater
protection method, or combination of methods, to be used shall be
worked out on a site-specific basis.

In their place, Union Carbide proposes the following:

Where excessive groundwater contaminatio'n that may cause present
and future harm to human health and the environment is occurring at
an existing site due to seepage of. radioisotopes and other toxic
materials into groundwater, corrective action shall be taken to
clean up groundwater and alleviate conditions that may lead to such
contamination to the maximum extent practicable. The specific
seepage control and groundwater protection method or combination of
methods to be used shall be worked out on a site-specific basis. In

evaluating the' method (s) to be used, consideration should be given
to the current use of the groundwater, naturally-occurring

I characteristics of the groundwater, potential use of the groundwater
based on needs of the community, size of the aquifer, and
availability of other drinking water sources, and the practicability,

i

of restoration. In determining potential use of groundwater, any
applicable state aquifer designation, water quality standard or
water quality criteria shall be considered.

As presently written, Criterion 5 attempts to distinguish

existing from new sources. For new sources, seepage may not result

|
|

|
|

9 See comments of Dr. Robley Evans to EPA, dated May 27, 1981,
EPA Docket No. A-79-25; testimony of Robe'rt G. Beverly, Director,
Environmental [ Affairs), Mining and Metals Division, Union Carbide
Corporation on behalf of the American Mining Congress on EPA's
Proposed Disposal and Clean-up Standards for Inactive Uranium
Processing Sites, dated May 14, 1981; " Uranium Ore Residues:
Potential Hazards and Disposition," Ninety-Seventh Congress, 1st

,

Session, Hearings Before the Procurement and Military Nuclear
| Systems Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services, June 24 and

25, 1981, H.A.S.C. No. 97-14.!

.

1 -
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in deterioration of existing groundwater supplies "from their

current or potential uses" and technical alternatives are provided
to assure that such deterioration does not occur. For existing

sites, if groundwater impacts occur because of seepage, Criterion 5

requires that groundwater qudlity must be restored to its " potential
use before milling operations began to the maximum extent
practicable." Site-specific seepage control and groundwater

,

protection methods.are to be developed, but no guidance is given

concerning the standards to be used in developing such site-specific
programs. As a result, the distinction between groundwater control

methods for new and existing sources is more apparent than real.

Union Carbide's proposed language is intended to pr ovide the missing
guidance for existing sources.

Criterion 6

Union Carbide proposes deletion of Criterion 6, which requires a
three meter cover over tailings or wastes to result in a calculated

reduction in surface exhalation of radon emanating from the tailings,

or wastes to less than two picocuries per square meter per second.

In its place, Union Carbide proposes the following:

This criterion addresses tailings cover requirements and
radiation control. Earth cover snall be placed over tailings or
waste at the end of milling operations to prevent erosion over
100-200 years. A site-specific geo-technical evaluation shall be
made to determine cover design requirements. The evaluation shall
take into consideration climatic conditions and surface hydrology.
The cover shall be designed to result in a calculated reduction in
radon emanation from the covered tailings or waste areas to assure
that concentrations of radon and other radioactive material
concentrations beyond a small buffer zone of approximately 500 feet
established around the covered areas do not exceed limits specified
in Appendix B, Table II of 10 C.F.R. Part 20, excluding background.
Habitable structures within the buffer zone shall be prohibited. If

-8-
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non-soil materials are proposed to be used for cover material, it
must be demonstrated that such materials will not crack or degrade
by differential settlement, veathering or other mechanism over
100-200 years.

It is the objective of the NRC regulations to stabilize and

control mill tailings in a safe and environmentally sound manner in
'
,

order to minimize or eliminate radiation health hazards to the
public. Union Carbide proposes deletion of a radon flux standard

because radon flux from tailing piles has no. direct health-related

significance.10 The health concern is radon daughter

concentrations within inhabited buildings near tailings piles.11

A cover designed in accordance with Union Carbide's proposal will

reduce the radon emanation rate and, in turn, the potential for

radon daughter build-up in nearby buildings. The buffer zone
t

immediately around the covered tailings or waste piles within which

habitable structures are probibited will further contribute to

protection of people from any dangers associated with tailings.

This protection will continue with governmental ownership of the

| covered tailings piles and buffer zone after completion of a
i

licensee's remedial action program.

Union Carbide proposes that, beyond a small buffer zone, the

concentration limits for radon and other radioactive materials

specified in Appendix B, Table II of 10 C.F.R. Part 20 should be

.

10 See Footnotes 7 and 8, supra.

11 See Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation v. Nuclear Regulatory
| Commission, No. 80-2043 and consolidated cases, slip. op. at 34

(10th Cir. , March 17, 1982) and Petition for Rehearing for
Appellant American Mining Congress at 8, (10th Cir., 1982).

! -9-
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used as the standard which a site-specific cover design must meet

since these limits have already been recognized by the NRC as tne'

. standard which protects against potential radiation hazards
resulting from licensed NRC activities.

Union Carbide's proposal', deletes the requirement that direct

gamma exposure f rom tailings or wastes be reducea to oackground
levels. External gamma radiation originates almost entirely from-

1the outer one foot of tailings and wil,1 be easily snielded by an

earth cover designed in accordance with the above proposal.

The present NRC prohibition on the use of mine waste or rock

that contains elevated levels of radium in the earth cover is also
excluded from Union Carbide's proposal. If Union C'arbide's changes

to Criterion 6 are accepted, the material to be used as cover will

be one among many considerations evaluated in determining cover
design requirements.

Union Carbide bases its request to change Criterion 6 on tne

documents cited in its discussion of proposed changes to
Criterion 1, above In addition, Union Carbide requests that.

the June 30, 1982 Commingled Ta lings Study prepared by the U.S.

Department of Energy ( " DOE ") be considered by the NRC in response to
this request to revise Criterion 6.

Criterion 6 is based on perceived risks to the public from

exposure to mill tailings. As pointed out in the DOE Commingled

i

12 See comments of Dr. Robley Evans to EPA, dated May 27, 1981,
EPA Docket No. A-79-25.

I13 See pages 5 and 6 and Footnotes 8 and 9, supra. i

4 - 10 -
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Tailings Study, in testimony before Congress, and in comments to the

EPA, health risks to the public from exposure to radium and radon
~

from uranium mill tailings should be compared with risks from

exposure to other natural sources of radium, radon and their

daughters as well as to other iisks commonly accepted by the
14public If such comparisons are made, it is clear that the.

health risks to the public associated with uranium mill tailings
have been greatly overestimated.15

Union Carbide requests that Criterion 6 be revised so that

cost-effective remedial actions are based on a realistic assessment
of the health hazard to the public which uranium mill tailings may
pose. Union Carbide believes that its proposal will insure that

'

mili tailings are controlled in a safe manner and that people and
the environment.are protected from radiation hazards associated with

,

tailings disposal.

Criterion 10

Criterion 10 imposes on each mill operator a charge to cover the

cost of long-term surveillance. The total charge must be such that
'

"with an assumed 1 per cent annual real interest rate, the collected

funds will yield interest in an amount sufficient to cover the

annual costs of site surveillance."

Union Carbide proposes that an assumed.2 percent annual real

l

14 See Footnote 9, supra.
15 See Petition for Rehearing of Appellant American Mining
Congress, American Mining Congress v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
No. 80-2271 (10th Cir. 1982).

!
'
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1

interest rate be used instead of a 1 per cent annual real interest ;

l
'

rate. l
i

Comments provided to the Colorado Department of Health by the
,

16Colorado Mining Association in connection with its proposed

radiation regulations indicated that "a 2% annual real interest rate ;

is a more accurate reflection of the historic earning power of

investments."17

Union Carbide therefore requests that the more accurate

percentage spread between inflation and interest rates be used.

IV. GROUNDS FOR REQUESTED ACTION

Specific statements in support of Union Carbide's proposed

changes have been provided in Part III of this Petition. This Part

summarizes, in a more general way, the grounds on which Union

Carbide bases its request for changes to Criteria 1, 5, 6, and 10 of

Appendix A.

1. As authorized and required by UMTRCA, the NRC adopted its

uranium milling and mill tailings regulations on October 3,

1980.18 These regulations include Appendix A. As its

introduction makes clear, the Appendix " establishes technical,

financial, ownership, and long-term site surveillance criteria

relating to the siting, operation, decontamination, decommissioning,

16 Comments of June 5, 1981 and June 17, 1981.

17 Comments of June 5, 1982, page 8.

18 45 Fed. Reg. 65531.

- 12 -
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and reclamation of [ uranium or thorium) mills and tailings or waste

systems and sites at which such mills and systems are located." -

2. In order for Agreement States, that had previously assumed

authority for regulation of the possession and use of source

material in conjunction with ufanium or thorium milling pursuant to

Section 274 of the AEA of 1954,19 to be authorized to continue the

licensing and regulation of mill tailings (now that UMTRCA had given

jurisdiction to the NRC), the NRC's 1980 regulations required

Agreement States, in turn, to require compliance by their licensees

with the requirements of Appendix 'A of 10 CFR 40.20

3. Colorado and New Mexico (Agreement States) held public

hearings on June 17, 1981 and June 11-13, 1981, respectively, and'
~

solicited public comments as part of their own rule-making

procedures so that they could adopt regulatory programs," equivalent,

to the extent practicable, or more stri.ngent than, standards in

Appendix A of 10 CPR 40."21 As a result, additional testimonyfand

evidence have been elicited which were not available to, the 11RC in 'I

the consideration of its own regulations. Union Carbide requests

that the NRC reconsider !ts regulatory program in light of the

following documents, which are attached to and incorporated,by

'reference into, this petition:
.

a. Colorado Mining Association comments on the Colorado

i

19 42 U.S.C. S2021.

20 See 10 C.F.R. 150.31 (1981).
21 Id. .

:,

e
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Department of Health's proposed revisions to its radiation control

~ regulations, dated June 5, June 17, and June 29, 1981.

b. Comments of the Uranium Environmental Subcommittee of

the New Mexico Mining Association and Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation

on amendments to New Mexico's 'fadiation protection regulations,

dated August 7, 1981.

c. Testimony of Dr. Robley D. Evans before the New Mexico

Environmental Improvement Board on proposed amendments to New

Mexico's radiation protection regulations, dated June 11, 1981.

d. Analysis, including' revised language, of the eleven

criteria proposed to be added to New Mexico's Radiation Protection

Regulations by the State's Environmental Improvement Division, dated

August 5, 1981.

5. In addition to comments prepared in response to rule-making

by Agreemer.t States, more recent comments on mill tailings

regulations have been presented to the EPA in response to its

proposed standard for inactive uranium processing sites. Testimony

b' on NRC's mill tailings. regulations were the focus of a House

Subcommittee hearing in 1981 and, most recently, this past August,

after completion by the DOE of its report on the clean-up and cost
!

'' of commingled tailings sites. Union Carbide requests that the NRC
,

reconsider its regulatory program in light of the folloe y

documents which are attached to (unless otherwise specified), and

incorporated by reference into, this petition:

a. Comments of Dr. Robley D. Evans to EPA, dated May 27,

1981, EPA Docket No. A-79-25;

-

- 14 -;
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b. Testimony of Warren K. Sinclair, President, National

-Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, before the

Procurement and Military Nuclear Systems Subcommittee of the
|

Committee on Armed Services (" House Subcommittee"), 97th Congress,

2nd' Session, August 18, 1982. *
*

,

c. Testimony of Alphonso A. Topp, Jr., Chief, Radiation

j Protection Bureau, Environmental Improvement Division, Health and

Environment Department, State of New Mexico, before the House

Subcommittee, 97th Congress, 2nd Session, August 18, 1982.i

d. Commingled Tailings Study, dated June 30, 1982,

prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy (not attached).

e. Uranium Ore-Residues: Potential Hazards and
. ..

Disposition, 97th Congress,1st Session, Hearings before the House

Subcommittee, June 24 and 25, 1981, H.A.S.C(. No. 97-14 (not
attached);

f. Testimony of Robert G. Beverly, Director,

'

Environ. mental [ Affairs), Mining and Metals Division, Union Carbide

Corporation on behalf of the American Mining Congress on the EPA's

Proposed Disposal and Clean-up Standards for Inactive Uranium

Processing Sites, dated May 14, 1981;

g. Testimony of George B. Rice, Vice-President,

Kerr-McGee Corporation, on behalf of the American Mining Congress

before the House Subcommittee, 97th Congress, 2nd Session, August
, ,

18, 1982.
i

6. The NRC regulations are based, in large measure, on the
'

Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling

' (" Final GEIS"), NUREG - 0706. The Final GEIS contains estimates on
.

15
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the number of uranium mills and the amount of mill tailings to be
generated through the year 2000. These figures are inaccurate. A-

DOE mid-range projection of 180 gigawatts of increased nuclear

generating capacity by the year 2000 was used in the 1980 Final GEIS

to estimate U.S. uranium production necessary to meet estimated

nuclear fuel needs through the year 2000. Since the Final GEIS was

written, DOE projections have changed - downward. The March, 1982*

report of DOE's Energy Information Servic,e estimates that the

gigawatts of nuclear power to be generated will be within the low

range of 145 and the hign range of 185. Because of additional

cancellations and deferments of nuclear power plants since the

information for that report was compiled, Union Carbide believes
'

that DOE's low-range (145) is a more accurate replacement of the

mid-range projection of 180 used in Final GEIS.

To generate 145 gigawatts of power, approximately 405,000 metric

tons of U 0 in yellowcake will be required by the year 2000.38

However, not all the U 0 will be produced in the . S.38
I

Concomitantly, not all the tailings will accumulate in the U.S.

Imports accounted for approximately 10% of the enrichment feed

for nuclear power plants in 1981. U.S. uranium enrichment policies

are encouraging an increase in imports, and imports are indeed

rising. Union Carbide estimates that net uranium imports will

account for at least 20% of the U<0 used in commercial reactors38

in the U.S. between 1979 and 2000 and that this fact should be

considered by the NRC in estimating the accumulation of tailings

- 16 -
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between.1979 and 2000.22 If so, the amount of uranium produced in

the U.S. will be approximately 324,000 metric tons (80% of 405,000

metric tons of U 0 needed). Given the estimate in the Final38

GEIS that 77% of all uranium will be produced by conventional

"

milling, then future U.S. nuclear energy requirements served by such

milling will result in the production in the U.S., of about 250,000

metric tons of U 0 , versus the Final GEIS estimate of 440,00038

metric tons.

Because the estimates on the amount of U 0 in the Final38

GEIS appear to be almost 1.8 times greater than present assessments

indicate, the estimates of the amount of the mill tailings would

also appear to be similarly overstated. Thus, the health effects

attributable to uranium mill tailings, shich are based in part on

projected amounts of tailings, are also not accurate; they are

over-estimated. Union Carbide request,s th:t the NRC reconsider the

health effect data on which is based its regulations in light of the

significant change to domestic mill tailing projections.
.

7. The Final GEIS also fails to use the best available
1
- information on dose-response models, risk estimates and carcinogenic

co-factors to calculate the benefits of radon emission controls and

ignores the observed distribution of radon. Its cost estimates are

also not accurate. Information on these points is provided in

documents referenced in paragraphs 4 and 5, above.

| t

| 22 The effects of net uranium import-export balances were not
included in the uranium demand projections in the Final GEIS. See
3-10.

,

|
'
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These matters have also been brought to the NRC's attention in

comments submitted by the American Mining Congress, among others, on

the Final GEIS and proposed mill tailings regulations, in briefs
filed by industry petitioners for review of the NRC's uranium mill
licensing regulations in Kerr-*McGee Nuclear Corporation v. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission and consolidated cases (10th Cir.) and, most

recently, in petitions for reconsideration filed by industry !

petitioners.23 Union Carbide requests that the NRC reconsider its
regulatory program in light of these documents.'

8. Finally, the Introduction to Appendix A of 10 C.F.R. Part
40 states that "in many cases, flexibility is provided in the

criteria to allow achieving an optimum tailings dispocal program on
a si.te-specific basis." Given the language of the criteria which

follow, the site-specific flexibility promised by this sentence is
not provided.

For the reasons enumerated in Parts I through IV above, Union

Carbide requests that Criteria 1, 5, 6, and 10 of Appendix A of 10

C.F.R. Part 40 Le reconsidered and revised.

Respectfully submitted,

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION

By ( 4lb b2 x ,bour (
Carol L. Dudnick
Law Department
Union Carbide Corporation
Old Ridgebury Road
Danbury, Connecticut 06817
(203) 794-6233

23 See in particular, Petition for Rehearing for Appellant
American Mining Congress, in American Mining Congress, v. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, No. 80-2271, at 8 (10th Cir., 1982).
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APPENDIX A

I

TABLE OF DOCUMENTS 1

1. Comments of the American Mining Congress ("AMC") on Draft GEIS
,

i on Uranium Milling (NUREG-0511) and on the Proposed Regulations |

}
on Criteria Relating to Uranium Mill Tailings and Construction |

of Major Plants, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC"),
October 24, 1979.*"

2. Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling
,
'

("GEIS"), NUREG-0706, NRC, September, 1980.*
,

3. Letter of February 20, 1981 from John F. Ahearne, Chairman of
the NRC to Governor Lamm of Colorado.*

'4. Comments of Dr. Robley D. Evans to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (" EPA") on Proposed Disposal and Clean-up
Standards for Inactive Uranium Processing Sites, May 27, 1981,
EPA Docket No. A-79-25.

.

5. Testimony of Robert G. Beverly, Director, Environmental
(Affairs], Mining and Metals Division, Union Carbide Corporation
on behalf of the AMC on EPA's Proposed Disposal and Clean-up

4

Standards for Inactive Uranium Processing Sites, May 14, 1981,
i EPA Docket No. A-79-25.

6. Transcript of Testimony of Dr. Robley D. Evans on June 11, 1981
before the Environmental Improvement Board of the State of New
Mexico.,

7. Comments of the Colorado Mining Association on the Colorado
Department of Health's proposed revisions to its Radiation
Control Regulation, June 5, 1981, June 17, 1981, and June 29,
1981.

8. Uranium Ore Residues: Potential Hazards and Disposition, 97th'

Congress, 1st Session, Hearings before the Procurement and
Military Nuclear Systems Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed
Services (" House Subcommittee"), June 24 and 25, 1981, H.A.S.C.
No. 97-14.*

I 9. Comments of the Uranium Environmental Subcommittee of the New
Mexico Mining Association and Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation on
proposed amendments to New Mexico''s Radiation Protection'
Regulations, August 7, 1981.

,

1 Documents not attached are marked with an asterisk. These
i documents are public records which should be within the NRC's

possession.
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10. Analysis, including revised language, of the eleven criteria
proposed to be added to New Mexico's Radiation Protection
Regulations by the State's Environmental Improvement Division,
August 5, 1981.

11. Industry Petitioners' petitions and briefs for review of NRC's
regulations governing licensing of uranium mills and uranium
mill tailings in Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation v. Nuclear

. Regulatory Commission, No,. 80-2043 and consolidated cases, 10th
Cir.*

12. Petition for Rehearing of Appellant American Mining Congress,
American Mining Congress v. Nuclear Regulatory Crmmission, No.
80-2271 (10th Cir. 1982) .*

.

13. Commingled Tailings Study, U.S. Department of Energy, June 30,
1982.*

14. Testimony of Warren K. Sinclair, President, National Council on
Radiation Protection and Measurements, before the House
Subcommittee, 97th Congress, 2nd Session, August 18, 1982.

15. Testimony of Alphonso A. Topp, Jr., Chief, Radiation Protection
Bureau, Environmental Improvement Division, Health and
Environment Department, State of New Mexico, before the House
Subcommittee, 97th Congress, 2nd Session, August 18, 1982.

!
16. Testimony of George B. Rice, Vice-President, Kerr-McGee

Corporation, on behalf of the AMC before the House Subcommittee,
97th Congress, 2nd Session, August 18, 1982.

.
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Scorrsorts, AnszONA $$233

May 27,1981

,

Dr. William A. Mills, Director '

i Criteria and Standards Division (ANR-460) ;Office of Radiation Programs
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460* -

Re: Remedial action for uranium processing sites .(40CFR192)

Dear Bill: -

Thanks for inviting my comments on several matters involved in EPA's
proposed disposal and cleanup standards for Inactive Uranium Processing Sites
(40CFR192) as published in FR 46 2556-2563, January 9,1981, (hereafter
"FR81"), and in the EPA Criteria,and Standards Division's Draft EIS for .j

Remedial Action Standards for Inactive Uranium Processing Sites, EPA 520/4-80-011,
December 1980,(hereafter"DEIS").

I do have several substantive constructive comments and a few minor ones
to share with you.

Recall the remarks made concerning quite different health hazards by a
' water resource expert, Johns Hopkins' Professor Abel Wolman, in a 1960 JCAE

hearing:
'

"The development of criteria for the protection of health has in-
variably preceded full scientific understanding and acceptance... .
The criteria have been eternally subject to reinterpretation, adjust-

|
ment, and reframing as newer knowledge and experience were forthcoming."

| My feeling is that there is sufficient new knowledge, not yet embodied in the
~

DEIS or the FR81 to justify substantial adjustment of several of the standards
proposed in FR81, paragraphs 192.12, and Tables A and B.

! The Congressional mandate quoted in FR81 that "The Comittee does not
want to visit this problem again with additional aid. The remedial action must
be done right the first time." does not comit the EPA to propose standards which
are overly severe in the reduction of radiation levels which are already so low
that they are sra'i compared with fluctuations in the natural background radia-
tion. Rather, tre Committee could have been asking that the balance be "done
right" between perceived risks, benefits, and costs.

; The gu s.ng principle probably is that exposures should be kept as low as
| is reasonabb ..hievable, economic and social considerations being taken into
! accouM (u 4 4 But where man-made exposures are significantly less than the
| variations 'r.e natural background that has long been accepted as a normal fact

of life, - ly increased expenditures of money and manpower, and possible serious
ham to u , 1 and th'e' general public, in reducing the exposure further cannot
be just."ied n any scientific basis.

, .
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My constructive canments on 11 topics may be abstracted as follows.
These abstracts are then followed by detailed discussion of each topic. I am
sorry I didn't have time to write a shorter commentary.

ABSTRACT

1. Radon Flux and Dispersion.

Table 4-2 lists theoretical radon decay product working levels (WL)
at distances downwind from a nominal uranium pile whose total annual
radon flux is taken as 10,000 Ci. The slow growth of WL with elapsed
time downwind is not recognized. The tabulated WL values can be con-
verted to intended Rn concentrations vs. distance from the pile.

Carefully measured radon values reported elsewhere for the piles in
Salt Lake City, Grand Junction, Monticello and Durango show that no
radon from these piles can be detected at distances beyond 1/4 to 1/2
mile from the pile. The theoretical values of radon concentration
are found to clearly exceed the true values as measured in the field,
especially within the first mile.

The dispersion model overestimates the radon concentrations, and the
incorrect assumption of 50% decay product equilibrium further enhances
the overestimate of exposure values in WL units. For the important,

close-in distances in the vicinity of 0.5 mile or less the combined
overestimate can easily exceed a factor of 10. Therefore all of the

,

estimates of attributable lung cancer for the " local" (0 to 6 miles), '

" regional" (6 to 50 miles), and " national" (beyond 50 miles) popula-
tions become invalid overestimates. ;

Those estimates totalled only 2 prenature deaths per year from lung
cancer attributable to radon released from all the 22 inactive uranium
tailings piles without remedial action. This is to be compared with
the death rate of 92,000 per year from lung cancer.

2. Radon Flux: Natural and Man-Made.

In round numbers, the average radium concentration of the earth's suf-
face soils and rocks is about 1 pCi Ra/ gram, or 2 Ci of Ra and 6 tons
of uranium per square mile to a depth of 1 foot. This radium is a
sourcg which supplies atmospheric radon at a rate of about i pCi Rn/. sec. Good grade uranium tailings piles, if dry and unstabilized,meter
have a nominal flux of about 640 pCi Rn/ meter 2 . sec. Therefore a
handy rule of thumb is that the annual average radon flux from 1 acre
of tailings is equal to that from 1 square mile of ordinary land,
prairie, back yard, pasture.or desert.

The radon flux varies with rainfall and soil moisture content, freez-
ing and thawing, fluctuations in barometric pressure and surface wind
speed, plowing of fields, growth of crops, and other factors.

.
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:

The 1966 to 1976 increase in the water level of the Great Salt Lake;

produced a decrease in radon emission in the Salt Lake City area
' -which was 8 times the radon emission of the Salt Lake City uranium

tailings pile. A change of 2%.in the area of inland waters in the
i U. S.. changes the national radon emission by an amount exceeding

the total radon emission from all inactive uranium tailings piles.

The total radon released from all inactive unstabilized uranium tail- r

ingr piles is a minute fraction of the variations produced by meteoro- I

logical conditions and agriculture in the total radon released by
i natural processes from all land areas. The level of radon-decay-

product exposure from unstabilized uranium tailings piles, at distances
j greater than 1/4 to 1/2 mile, is a minute fraction of the range of
i fluctuations of the natural background in the area. Under the ALARA
i principle no substantial action to reduce the exposure is warranted.

'

4

3. Lung Cancer Risk Factors.

The DEIS gives 4 different values for the lifetime absolute lung
cancer risk factor, ranging from 3.0 to 11.1 per 10,000 person-WLM.
These risk factors derive from unpublished data, never given peer-

revitw, and. relate .only to undergrcund uranium miners. For the low-
level exposure of the general population, not involved in underground
labor, the recently published recmanendation by 6 widely recognized -

a,

senior specialists from 4 countries should be used. This is a life-
time risk with an upper bound of 1 per 10,000 WLM and with a lower

,

bound which may include zero.

Adopt {on of 1 x 10-4per WLM in place of. values between 3.0 and 11.1
x 10- per WLM will reduce all estimated health effects (2 deaths per
year, nationwide) by a factor somewhere between 3 and 10. Standards
which were prepared on the older basis of risk can be relaxed to 3,

' to 10 times the proposals in FR81. This shift is in addition to, and
in the same direction as the corrections discussed earlier for radon-

: decay-product dispersion patterns.
i

4. Working Level and Working Level Months per Year.

The WLM unit of exposure is the product of exposure rate expressed as
j the radioactive concentration WL in the inhaled air, and the duration

of the exposure M in units of the nominal 170-hour working month.
,

Neither WL nor M has anydependence on air density or breathing rate.,

I Therefore, for an exposure rate of 1 WL, extending uniformly for an
entire year of 8760 hours, the exposure is 1 WL yr = 51.5 WLM. The
relationship 1 WL yr = 27 WLM used in the DEIS on ground of differences
in breathing rates is inaccurate. Differences in breathing rate is just,

one of many parameters which enter the estimation of the lung cancer
risk factor for the general population from the basic data on uranium
miners.

,

!

!
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5. Fractional Occupancy Time.

The conversion factor between WL yr and WLM does depend on the duration
of exposure time M measured in units of 170-hours. If the relevant
exposure rate is in a workplace then the fractional occupancy factor
would be 170/730 = 0.23, and 1 WL yr would equal 0.23 (51 WLM/yr) =
12 WLM. *

.

Lifetime exposure in WLM will depend upon a variety of WL exposure
rates experienced for various occupancy times in various work places,
residences, shops, out-of-doors, etc. Regulatory guides on permissible
WL in occupiable structures should recognize that the lifetime weighted
average WL exposure rate is more important than the maximum WL exper-
ienced in a particular home or workplace. An average occupancy factor
in the vicinity of 0.5 or less would seem reasonable. Then the conver-
sion factor 1 WL yr = 27 WLM could be retained on a basis of fractional
occupancy. factor.

6. Indoor Radon Decay Product Concentration Standard.

With newer risk factors and cost effectiveness in view, an action level
of 0.03 WL or 0.04 WL would involve less risk and much less implementa-
tion cost than had been, associated with the 0.015 WL proposed in FR81.

,

7. Radon Flux fran Stabilized Tailings Piles.
,

No radiobiological justification is known for the proposed radon flux,

limitation of 2 pCi Rn/m2 . sec. It is unnecessary for "the protection
of the public health, safety, and welfare, and the regulation of inter-
state commerce". Its implementation through massive translocations of
earth and/or tailings would be very expensive, would be inflationary to
the economy, and would be hazardous to the health of workers and the
general public.

The mathematical justifications given in FR81 are distinctly inaccurate
and hence the conclusions drawn from them are invalid.

1

The e !erlying purposes of PL 95-604 with respect to radon flux suppres-
sion would be fulfilled by procedures equivalent to providing a sturdy,

and durable cover of soil and vegetation adequate to prevent erosion
and dispersion of tailings by extremes of weather, including rain, snow,
ice, and windstorms, and by including a small buffer zone without habi-
table buildings in the area under Federal or State custody after comple-i

tion of the remedial action program.

8. Gamma Radiation from Tailings Piles.
The ganna radiation offers no health hazard. Substantially all of the
gamma radiation is self-absorbed within the pile. The external gamma

(

!
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radiation originates almost entirely from the outer one foot of tailings.
It is easily absorbed by one or two feet of earth cover.

The attenuation of gamma radiation from the pile by overburden does not
follow an exponential law, as would be the case for a point source.
The concept of half-value-lafer is not applicable to extended sources.
Instead, the attenuation can be shown to follow a second-degree exponen-
tial integral. The actual attenuation by only 0.5 meters (20 inches)
of soil is more than 5 times greater than given by the simple exponential
transmission formula used in the DEIS. Some numerical examples are in-
cluded in the detailed comentary. This bit of radiation ohysics can be
corrected easily in any later version of the EIS. The FR81 is not
affected.

9. Longevity o_f_ Disposal Standards.
The FR81 requests "... comments on whether 1000 years is the best choice".
" Disposal" without any form of occasional surveillance is impracticable.
" Management", not " disposal", is a more realistic plan.

Brief consideration of the changes which have t' :n place in recent cen-
turies, from the Norman Conquest, to the fall , the Aztec civilization,
and the founding of our Republic, suggest that it is impossible to pre-
dict even the state of the healing arts 100 years from now.

With Federal or State custody of the stabilized tailings sites planned
under Section 202 of PL 95-604 after remedial action is completed, even
100 to 200 years seems a more than adequate time span.

10. Radium in_ Soil.
The 5 pCi Ra/g soil standard seems reasonable if it is intended to apply
to cover materials near the surface. But the proposed rule needs to be
clarified on the~ depth to which the "below 1 foot" rule applies. If
it is any considerable depth then the radon flux at the surface could be
5 pCi Rn/m2 . sec, another reason for dropping the 2 pCi Rn/m2..sec concept.

11. Radium i_n_ Drinking Water.n

Based on long-term epidemiological studies and on recent ICRP recommen-
dations on annual limits of intake (ALI), raising the EPA drinking water
standard for Ra-226 and Ra-228 from 5 pCi/ liter to at least 30 pCi/ liter
can be shown to have a safety factor of at least 3 to 4 orders of magni-
tude with respect to the international radium MPBB standard of 0.1 pCi Ra.
This can be shown without making any assumptions about the shape of the
dose vs. response curve.

.

e
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1. RADON FLUX AND DISPERSION

The estimate that without remedial action the radon from all the 22 inactive
uranium tailings piles might cause about 2 premature lung cancer deaths per year
in the nation (FR81, page 2558, column 1, and DEIS Tables 4-1 plus 4-6) should be
compared with the national lung cancer death rate of 92,000 per year (Am. Cancer
Soc. " Cancer Facts and Figures" 1978). As we shall see later the 2 lung cancer
deaths per year is a substantial overestimate. But accepting the estimate pro-
visionally for illustrative purposes, a remedial action which reduced the radon
flux from a typical tailings pile by say a factor of about 20 would reduce this
estimate to 0.1 lung cancer deaths per year (or 1 per 10 years) attributable to
treated inactive uranium tailings. This is about one-millionth of the national
lung cancer mortality, and even if overestimated is surely below any realistic level
of significance.

,

The estimate of detriment due to radon from a tailings pile depends multi-
plicatively on three factors: (1) the radon flux from the pile, (2) the lateral
dispersion of this radon in the environs, and (3) the lung cancer risk factor per
working level month (WLM) for exposed persons.

The radon flux from a typical ina
often been taken as about 640 pCi Rn/m2.ctive and unstabilized tailings pile hassec (e.g., J.J. Swift et al. EPA-520/1-
76-001, page 12) which will suffice here as a nominal " source tenn" although many
piles have a smaller flux (DEIS, page 3-2).

The radial dispersion of this radon in the environs is treated in DEIS,
chapter 4 and especially Table 4-2. This topic seems to me to require complete
recon' sideration and revision. Although no basis is given in the text, Table 4-2
lists calculated exposure in WL at 8 distances from 0.2 miles to 40 miles from the
edge of a tailings pile which releases 10,000 Ci of radon per year (essentially
equivalent to the Salt Lake City tailings pile as listed in Table 3-1 of the DEIS).
The model used for this calculation can be reconstructed by plotting the tabulated
values. These turn out to form a straight line with a slope of -1.7 on log-log
paper (except for the point at 2 miles wnere the tabulated WL should read 0.0003
instead of 0.0004 WL). Therefore the radial dispersion model assumed by the author
of this section was simply:

-1.7 '

g)
where D is the distance in miles. There are several theoretical and. experimental
reasons for rejecting this c.odel.

The text states that the model assumes a symmetrical wind pattern around the
pile, with a constant speed of 6.5 mph. Also that a constant 50% equilibrium be-
tween radon and its decay products is assumed in outside air within 25 miles, and
70% equilibrium in outside and inside air at more than 25 miles.

Of course there are no decay products present when the radon emerges from
the tailings pile. At a wind speed of 6.5 mph the travel time to a distance of
0.5, mile is 4.6 minutes. The build-up of decay products in' young air has been
shown to be well approximated by:

WL = 0.'023 t .85 (2)
0

for 100 pCi Rn/ liter, and time t from 1 to 40 minutes (Evans, " Engineers' Guide to
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the Elementary Behavior of Radon Daughters", Health Physics 17, 229-252 (1969)).
-

Therefore in the 4.6 minute air at a distance of 0.5 mile the WL is less than
9% of equilibrium, rather than the 50% assumed in Table 4-2. .

The WL values in Equation (1) are clearly incorrect. Because WL = 0.5 for
100 pCi Rn/ liter air was assumed for all' distances in Table 4-2, one WL corresponds
to 200 pCi Rn/ liter and we may rewrite Equation (1) in terms of radon concentra-
tion versus distance. Then:

Rn(pCi/ liter) = 0.2 D-1.7 (3)

This power function relationship is slower than an inverse square diminution of
Rn with distance. It bears no resemblance to the exponential Gaussian-type dis-

p(ersion formulas commonly employed in meteorological atmospheric pathway modelse.g., EPA-520/9-73-003-B, page A-2). No theoretical justification is found in
DEIS for this power-function dispersion model.

Recall that there are good experimental values for the annual average Rn.
concentration as a function of distance from the tailings piles in Salt Lake City,
Grand Junction, Monticello, and Durango, by S. D. Shearer Jr. and C. W. Sill be-
tween June 1967 and October 1968 (Health Physics 17, 77-88 (1969)), and for the
Grand Junction pile between April 1974 and April Tf75 by David L. Duncan et al.
(EPA publication ORP/LV-77-1). For all sampling stations which were free from
the overt local use of tailings, there was no measurable atmospheric radon from
tailings at distances of 0.5 mile or more. Shearer and Sill wrote:

"The~ tailings at Grand Junction are not affecting the atmospheric
radon concentrations beyond a distance of 0.5 mile in the prevailing
wind directions. At the other three stiudy locations the effect of
tailings is not observed at distances greater than one-quarter to
one-half mile.".

The measurements in 1974-1975 by Duncan et al. at Grand Junction, after that pile
was restructured and stabilized in 1970, were in substantial agreement with the
1967-1968 measurements of Shearer and Sill at all the 12 off-pile sampling stations
which were common to the two studies. Duncan et al. were unaware that at least 4
of their sampling stations were heavily contaminated, especially their station
No. 10 at 645 E. 4th Ave. This led them to propose, erroneously, that at Grand
Junction in the quadrant between 270 degrees (west) and 360 degrees (north) there
was a " power curve relation" (meaning a straight lirte of unstated slope on log-
log graph paper) between radon concentration and distance out to 1.5 miles. When

the contaminated station No.10 is excluded from the stations in the 270 to 360 de-
grees quadrant, their " power curve relation" disappears. Duncan et al. could not
find any such relationship in the other 3 quadrants either. The radon concentra-
tion at distances of 0.5 mile or more from the center of the Grand Junction pile
have the background value of about 0.8 + 0.2 pCi Rn/ liter.

_

Possibly the use of Equation (1) for the dispersion of radon from a tailings
pile arose from this inaccuracy of interpretation in the report of Duncan et al.
You will recall that I wrote to you on August 21, 1980 with full details of the
effects of the several contaminated sampling stations at Grand Junction, and that
you followed this up with a written request of September 24, 1980 to David Duncan
requesting a response. However I have received nothing so far from him.
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Equation (1), in its Rn concentration form as' Equation (3), predicts a con--

centration of Rn from the Salt Lake City pile of 1.0 pCi Rn/ liter at a distance
of 0.4 mile, and 0.6 pCi Rn/ liter at a distance of 0.5 mile from the pile. How-
ever in Salt Lake City the measured Rn concentration at stations 83 and 84, which
are about 0.3 and 0.4 miles from the pile, have annual average concentrations of
0.43 and 0.39 pCi Rn/ liter. These are nbt statistically different from the average
background of the city which is 0.38 pCi Rn/ liter.

It is impossible that the predicted value of an additional 1.0 pCi Rn/ liter
at 0.4 mile and 0.6 pCi Rn/ liter at 0.5 mile from the pile could have escaped detec-
tion. The power function model of Equations (1) and (3), and of Table 4-2 is in-
validated by the experimental evidence of radon dispersion as measured at 4 differ-
ent inactive tailings piles. The dispersion model overestimates the radon con-
centrations. The incorrect assumption of 50% decay product equilibrium further
enhances the overestimate of exposure values in WL units. For the important close-
in distances in the vicinity of 0.5 mile or less the comt.ined overestimate can
easily exceed a factor of 10.

A more sophisticated model for the dispersion of radon from a large tailings
pile has been reported elsewhere (F. F. Haywood et al. " Assessment of Radiological
Impact of the Inactive Uranium-Mill Tailings Pile at Salt Lake City, Utah", ORNL/TM-
5251 (1977)). This model uses the Oak Ridge " Comprehensive Atmospheric Transport
and Diffusion Model" of Culkowski and Patterson (ORNL-NSF-EATC-17, 1976). Radon
concentrations predicted by this elaborate model are compared with the values
measured experimentally by Shearer and Sill for the Salt Lake City pile.in Table
14 of the F. F. Haywood et al. document. At every one of the 10 away-from-pile
measurement stations, ranging from 0.3 to 2 miles from the Salt Lake City pile,

'

the ORNL model also overestimates the actual observed radon concentration. Again,
the discrepancies are particularly large for locations nearest to the edge of the
pile.

I was peripherally involved in the 1967 to 1968 radon studies by Shearer
and Sill at Grand Junction, Salt Lake City, Durango, and Monticello, and I can
personally certify to the accuracy of their sampling procedures and of their radon
measurements. Where there is disagreement between a theoretical model and the
measured radon concentrations it is the model which is inaccurate.:

| The conclusion is inescapable that the particular radon dispersion model
; used, and indeed any known model grossly overestimates the actual radon concen-

trations attributable to the tailings piles. Therefore, all of the estimates of'

attributable lung cancer for the " local" (0 to 6 miles), " regional" (6 to 50'
miles), and " national" (beyond 50 miles) populations become invalid overestimates.

i
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2. RADON FLUX: NATURAL and MAN-MADE'-

i

The average concentration of radiun-226, in equilibrium with its parent;

uranium-238, in surface soils and rocks is in the domain of 1 pCi Ra/g of earth.
At this concentration the content per square mile of ordinary land, to a depth

i of 1 foot, is 2 grams (or 2 Curies) of radiun and 6 tons of uranium. A portion of
i the radon-222 produced by radium in the soil and rocks escapes from the crystal
' grains and diffuses slowly throughout the interstitial voids. Some of this diffus-
! ing radon, mostly from within less than 2 meters from the surface, reaches the ;

earth-air interface and escapes into the atmosphere. The flux of radon which dif-
fuses through the earth-air interface depends on several characteristics of the

'

i soil or rock, including porosity, moisture content, grass.or other cover crops,
freezing and thawing, and also on fluctuations in barometric pressure and surface

,

wind speed. A reasonable annual average value is 1 pCi Rn/m2 . sec, with varia-
tions expected mostly in the 2 . sec. Rundo et al.!

m:asuredafluxof'7pCiRn/mgomainof0.5to5pCiRn/msec from soil containing about 1 pCi Ra/g in the
4

i unpaved crawl space under an Illinois home (}iealth Phys; H, 729-730(.1979)).
l

If the averagg inactive unstabilized uranium tailings pile releases a radon!

flux of 640 pCi Rn/m' sec (J. J. Swift et al. EPA-520/1-76-001, page 12), then i

each square meter of tailings would have the same radon release as 640 square meters
of ordinary land. In the same ratio, each acre of inactive tailings would have the
same radon release as 640' acres of land. But 640 acres is one square mile. Thus
we have the handy-dandy rule of thumb that on the average each acre of inactive
tailings releases to the atmosphere the same quantity of radon as one square mile
of land, prairie, back yard, pasture, or desert. In brief, for radon release:

,

1 acre of unstabilized inactive tailings cr 1 square mile of ordinary land (4)
'

:

| The Salt Lake City uranium tailings pile is one of the largest which is near
,

a well-populated region in the U. S. Its area is given as 100 acres (DEIS, page
j 3-3). The radon released from the inactive uranium pile at Salt Lake City is there-
i fore equivalent to that from about 100 square miles of natural land, or a circle

5.6 miles in radius.
,

The Great Salt Lake li'es in Salt Lake City's front yard to the northwest.
In 1976 the water level in the Great Salt Lake had risen about 11 feet above its
level a decade earlier. The lake had spread "over 1,700 square miles - nearly twice'

the surface of a decade ago." (Utah's Great Salt Lake Advisory Board: United Press
International, Oct. 24,1976). Thus some 800 square miles of land became covered
by water, and had its radon flux cut off. This natural process therefore reduced
the annual radon released into the Salt Lake City regional air by 8 times as much;

t as the annual release from the tailings pile. On a regional basis, even this great
tailings pile near a heavily populated area has an atmospheric radon influence which

! is not only overwhelmed by the natural radon flux of the area but is much smaller
|

than the fluctuations in the regional radon flux which are caused by variations in
the water level in the Great Salt Lake'. If the radon emission from the lake shore
is not worth controlling, what magnitude of resources should be expended to mini-
mize the much smaller radon emission from the tailings pile?

. - - - . - - --_ - - - - _.. - . . - -_ . - - -. - - .. . - - - - _. -
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,

Moving along to the national scene, the total area of all the 23 inactive i
uranium tailings piles, as listed on pages 3-2 and 3-3 of the DEIS, is 1021 acres. .

Most of these have tabulated radon flux rates which are substantially smaller than
the nominal 640 pCi Rn/m2 sec. But for ease of visualization, we may consider
1000 acres of inactive tailings with nominal radon flux. Then all the inactive
tailings, if unstabilized, have a total tadon emission equivalent to not more than
1000 square miles of land' area. How shall we visualize 1000 square miles? It is
smaller than the area of a square 32 miles on a side, or of a circle with a radius
of 18 miles. One thousand square miles is less than 1% of the area of Colorado,
or of Nevada. It is less than 1/3000th (1/30th %) of the area of the 48 continental
United States. Moreover, these states contain over 55,000 square miles of inland
water, hence every 2% change in the area of inland waters changes the national radon
emission by an amount exceeding the total radon emission from all inactive uranium
tailings piles. The Great Lakes have an area of some 95,000 square miles, hence
every 1% chanoc in their shoreline area changes the radon emission by as much as
all the unstabilized inactive tailings piles.

The Netherlands have been gradually diking portions of the Zuyder Zee and
have created a total of 3,000 square miles of new land for agricultural and other
uses (Encycl. Brit. Macropedia, R, p. 1058(1974)). Thus the radon emission from
the new land area created in The Netherlands exceeds by a factor of 3 the radon
emission from all U. S. inactive uranium tailings piles. Would the Dutch, or any
of their neighboring nations, . initiate remedial action to suppress this man-made
radon release? Would anyone contend that 3000 square miles of new land is an en-
vironmental hazard or that it introduced a risk of premature or excess deaths from
lung cancer?

The radon flux from fann land is influenced by many factors. Plowing exposes
new surfaces and radon-rich interstitial voids from beneath the surface. There is
surely a net surge of radon release during and for some time after plowing. Crops
and other plants and trees, whose roots are in the subsurface interstitial spaces,
where the concentration of diffusing radon is high, bring radon through their own
pores and can increase the overall radon emission per unit area of soil by as much
as a factor of 2 or 3 for some broad-leaf crops (J. E. Pearson and G. E. Jones,
Tellus H , 655-662 (1966)). Large changes in redon flux are also produced by flood-
ing or drought and by freezing or thawing.

Significant increases in the radium-226 content, and hence in the radon flux
from agricultural lands in Illinois and other midwest areas, have been produced by
the use of.some phosphate fertilizers and ground waters with elevated radium con-
tent, as Norman Frigerio pointed out several years ago.

In summary, the total radon released from all inactive unstabilized uranium
tailings piles is a minute fraction of the variations produced by meteorological
conditions and agriculture in the total radon released by natural processes from
all land areas. The level of radon-decay-product exposure at distances greater
than 1/4 to 1/2 mile, is a minute fraction of the range of fluctuation of the natural
background in the area. Under the ALARA principle no substantial action to reduce
the exposure is warranted.
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Addition of the radon flux from the tailings of active uranium mills does
not change any of these generalizations. An earlier EPA statement of the total
area of tailings piles in 1970 (presumably in the U.S.A.) was 2100 acres (EPA-
520/9-73-003-B, (1973), page 51). If this estimate was accurate it would imply
that the active tailings piles were substantially equal in area to the inactive
piles. This would not double the total * radon released because many of the active
piles have a high moisture content. ORNL concluded that " moist tailings" emit
only 50% as much radon as " dry tailings", while " wet tailings" emit only 20% as
much radon as dry tailings (ORNL/TM-5251, page 18). Submerged tailings can re-
lease substantially no radon to the atmosphere. In view of Shearer and Sill's
observation that the inactive piles at Salt Lake City, Grand Junction, Durango,
and Monticello produce no measurable increase in the atmospheric radon concentra-
tion at distances greater than 1/4 to 1/2 mile, it is comforting, but natsurprising,
that Professor Marvin Wilkening could detect no radon from all the tailings piles
plus mine ventilation exhausts from Ambrosia Lake at his laboratory in Socorro,
NM, a downwind distance of nearly 100 miles (Personal communication, May 18,1981).

3. LUNG CANCER RISK FACTORS

Estimates of the health effects due to radon emission from inactive uranium
tailings piles depend multiplicatively on three factors: radon flux, radon disper-
sion in the environment and the growth of radon decay products with elapsed time,
and the lifetime lung cancer risk factor per working-level-month (WLM) of inhaled
radon decay products. We have seen that the measured values of radon concentrations
are very much smaller than the values derived from theoretical models. Therefore
the health effects were overestimated.

In the following discussion we will see that the lifetime risk factors per
WLM were also overestimated. These risk factors also contribute to the proposed
overrestrictive standards for radon flux after stabilization and for working level
(WL) values in occupiable buildings.

Health Effects Estimates h FR81.
Quantitative estimates of health effects are treated in paragraphs numbered

2 and 4 in column 1 on page 2558 of FR81. In paragraph 2 we read:

"For example, we estimate that individuals living continuously one
mile from a large pile would have about 200 times as great a chance
of a fatal lung cancer caused by radon decay products as persons
living 20 miles away (7 in 10,000 versus 3 in 1,000,000)."

This unfortunate sentence is obviously a misstatement. We recall that there is no
measurable difference in the ambient atmospheric concentration of radon at distances
greater than 1/4 to 1/2 mile from large unstabilized inactive piles. Any contribu-
tion from the pile is a small fraction of the normal fluctuations in the annual
average background due to meteorological and horticultural variables. The author
of the quoted sentence may have had in mind only pile-produced radon. But that is
is not what the prose says. A lay reader, a legislator, or a state or county officer
could be totally misled concerning the effective radius of pile-produced radon.
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The truth is there is no significant difference between 1 and 20 miles, not a '

factor of 200.

The estimates in paragraph 4 concerning national effects on persons living
more than 50 miles away from a pile, "4Q to 90 deaths from lung cancer per century",
(or 0.4 to 0.9 per year, out of an unstated national total of 92,000 per yea") is
also both misleading and invalid.

Even though the possible detriment or harm from pile-produced radon is much
smaller than estimated in FR81 and the DEIS, I agree that the detriment from other
airborne radionuclides (U, Ra, Po, etc.), or from gamma radiation are "far less
significant" (FR81, p. 2558, line 3), indeed they are negligible. A year-long sur-
vey in 1974 at a station on the Salt Lake City pile showed that none of 26 separate
samples of airborne dust had activities
Po-210, Th-230, U-234, U-235, or U-238 (greater than the MPCa for Ra-226, Pb-210,F. F. Haywood, et al. ORNL/TM-5251, page 21).
Also the gamma radiation from this large unstabilized pile is small, decreases rapidly
with distance from the pile (Haywood, loc. cit., page 61), and would be reduced
everywhere to nonnal background levels by a covering of less than two feet of earth
(DEIS, page 5-8).

Health Effect Estimates in the DEIS.
With respect to radon ciecay product risk factors FR81 properly states that

(page 2558):

" Additional uncertainty comes from our incomplete knowledge of the
effects on people of these generally low exposures"

The DEIS estimates of lung cancer risk (pages 4-6 to 4-11) per WLM Dvolve both
relative risk and absolute risk. My preference is for absolute risk, which coin-
cides with yours, with that of Jacobi, Stewart, McLean, and Harley, and with ICRP
and NCRP. For absolute lifetime risk the DEIS appears to have as many as 4 differ-
ent values in a span of 4 pages of text. These warrant discussion and comment, for
resolution in future publications.

On DEIS page 4-8, we read:

"For absolute risk, we use the estimate of 10 lung cancer deaths per,

| WLM for one million person cars at risk reported by the' National
Academy of Sciences (NA76)

The bibliographic reference (NA76) is not found in the list of References. From
a similar statement credited to "Na76" in EPA 520/4-78-013 (1979) on Florida Phos-,

! phate Lands the reference must be a National Research Council report supported by
the EPA Office of Radiation Programs on " Health Effects of Alpha-Emitting Particles
in the Respiratory Tract", issued in October 1976 as EPA 520/4-76-013.

That entire document actually relates to the plutonium " hot particle" flap
generated by a Cochran and Tamplin hypothesis which fueled the National Resources
Defense Council petition to the EPA that the pluton'ium-in-lung standard be reduced
by a factor of 115,000. The major issues relate to the relative insensitivity to
radiation displayed by the alveolar region of the animal and human lung, as'com-
pared with the hilar region. The conclusion was that for inhaled in::oluble pluton-
ium aerosols "the carcinogenic response is more a function of the amount of radio-

t
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activity in the lung than its distribution". Thus " hot particles" of plutonium
were judged to be no more hazardous than a uniform distribution.

The 18-page report has a 77-page appendix comprising comments on usually
relevant topics by the committee members. One o' the 10 members of this ad hoc
committee on hot particles was Professor Edward Radford. Ted Radford's 3-page
contribution to the appendix deals mainly with the location (alveolar vs. hilar)
of lung tumors associated with various agents including cigarette smoke, asbestos,
compounds of arsenic, nickel, and chromium, various organic chemicals, and alpha

6radiation. He comented on the 1972 BEIR report estimate of 0.63 cases per 10
person-rem-year for the radon decay product risk factor for underground uranium
miners (not for members of the general population),then stated"

" Finally, it has been possible to update the U. S. uranium miners
study group to 1972 (88). ... modifying the definition of period
of risk ... to 10 years after beginning of mining ... results in a
revised absolute risk of about 2 cases / rem /100 person-years."

Radford's bibliographic reference (88) to support this conclusion is:

88. V. E. Archer and E. P. Radford, unpublished data, 1975.

Thus no supporting' data have been supplied, and Radford's recommendation in 1976
has never had peer review. Radford did not express his risk factor in units of
WLM. The dosimetric conversion used in the 1972 BEIR report was 5 rem = 1 WLM.

s statement would make his risk factor for uranium miners
Applying this to Radforg' person-years as used for the general _ public in EPA 520/10 cases per WLM for 10
4-78-013 on Florida Phosphate Lands and in the DEIS. This 10-0 per WLM . yr is
derived from a proposal of Radford's, rather than being the concensus of any
committee of the National Academy of Sciences.

When this per-year risk estimate is integrated over a 70-year average life-
span, assuming that the per-year risk factor is independent of age and does not
diminish with time after exposure,that the rate of exposure in WLM/ year is constant,
that competing causes of death do not shorten the average lifespan, that a 10-year
minimum latency is associated with each element of acquired risk, and that there-

end of the 70-year lifespan, then the 10 ged " wasted" WLM terminates 10 yrs before thefore the accumulation of risk and associs
risk factor per year and per accumulated

WLM integrates to an equivalent lifetime risk of 3.0 x 10-4 per accumulated WLM.

This numerical correspondence between the risk per year and the lifetime
risk is in agreement with a relationship which can be derived from an example of
lifetime risk given in Table 10 of the Florida Phosphate Lands document EPA 520/
4-78-013. Hence we appear to be in agreement that under the assumptions listed
above, the integrated relationship is:

Clifetimel _1
risk per life-long exposure) lifetime minus 3 2f 3

(5)rate in WLM/yr jlatency,inyearsjrisk J 7 yr . WLMj
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A second estimate of the lifetime absolute risk factor can be deduced from
the statement (page 4-9 of DEIS) that a life table analysis yields a 0.6% lifetime
risk for continuous exposure to 0.01 WL. Assuming that the 10-year latency con-
cept has been retained in this life-table analysis, the relevant lifetime exposure,
using the 27 WLM/WL yr conversion factor, from page 4-6, is

(0.01 WL)(60 yr)(27 WLM/WL yr) = 16.2 WLM,

and the lifetime risk factor would be 0.006/16.2 = 3.7 x 10-4 per WLM. It is inter-
esting that the shortening of some lives by intercurrent disease or trauma, which
occurs through the use of a life-table analysis, results in a higher lifetime risk
factor rather than a lower one. Incidentally, the lifetime risk of lung cancp+ in
the general U.S.A. population is said to be closer to 4% than to the 2.9% sta'ted,
on page 4-9, to have resulted from the Cook et al. computer program and life-table
analysis. The discrepancies may be related.

A third. estimate of lifetime risk is implicit in the statement at the bottom
of page 4-9 of DEIS, which reads:

"A person's average annual risk from a lifetime of exposure may be
obtained by dividing the lifetime risk estimates given above by an
average lifespan of 71 years."

This would mean that the lifetime risk is the annual risk multiplied by 71 years, or
(10-5/WLM yr)(71 yr) = 7.1 x 10-4 per WLM. The integrations which lead to Equa-
tion (5) may have been overlooked when this simple relationship was stated.

A fourth estimate of absolute lifetime risk is the statement on page 4-10
of DEIS:

,

... our f$rmest estimate is that increased levels of radon will"

produce an additional 1 to 3 lung cancer deaths per year of exposure
for each 100 person-working-levels of lifetime exposure".

For 100 persons at one WL, and the conversion factors and latenc
this is a lifetime exposure of (1 WL)(27 WLM/WL yr)(70 - 10 yr) y already discussed,= 1620 WLM. Then
the lifetime risk factor per person would be (1 to 3 deaths /yr)(60 yr)/(100 persons)
(1620 WLM) = 3.7 to 11.1 x 10-4 per WLM .

Thus the 4 pages of the DEIS which deal with the lung cancer risk factor seem
to contain 4 different values for the lifetime absolute risk factor in units of 10-4
per WLM, namely 3.0, 3.7, 7.1, and 3.7 to 11.1. The range is nearly a factor of 4.

Update o_f_ Lifetime Risk Factor.
Fortunately this uncertainty can be resolved easily in a later version of

the EIS. As you know, there has just become available the " international concensus"
risk-factor which resulted from a week-long workshop of invited international
specialists invited by the Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Develppment in Paris to convene at the EPA offices in Arlington in
1978. As you know frpm your participation, the task g oup on radon included the
leading experts at the extremes of modeling (W. Jacobi) and of epidemiology (C. G.
Stewart) and all views in between. The manuscript recommendations of Archer,

.

e. vr
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Radford, Axelson, et al. were in hand. These were rejected, as was their paper..
; when. later independent;y refereed and rejected by the editor of Radiation Research.
4 .

I The radon task group easily rcached unanimous agreement that the upper
| limit of lifetime absolute risk is 1 x 10-4 per WLM for members of the general popu-

lation. The radon task group's findings *were accepted by the international workshop
i membership as a whole, which included strong representation of the ICRP (D. Beninson,
I B. Lindell, and others) and representatives of other nations besides the 4 nations

represented in the radon. task group. The text of the radon task group's recommenda-i

i tions apparently got lost somewhve in the connunication chain between the OECD, -

IAEA, and ICRP, and did not appear anywhere in print. Following nearly 2 years of4

subsequent correspondence, and a long series of drafts which resulted in unanimous
agreement on all final details of wording, the conclusions have at last been pub-
lished in the open literature. The reference is of course, R. D. Evans, J. H.

! Harley, W. Jacobi, A. S. McLean, W. A. Mills and C. G. Stewart, " Estimate of Risk
from Environmental Exposure to Radon-222 and Its Decay Products", Nature 290, 98-

4 100 (March 12, 1981)'. The authors noted that 10-4 per WLM was to be taken as the
upper bound, and that "the estimate of risk for low-level exposure may even include

! zero as a lower bound."

I, for one feel that the EPA now has a clear scientifically-based mandate
to adopt 1 x 10-4,per WLM as its upper limit for the lifetime absolute risk factor.,

in all future considerations of possible radon decay product health effects. i;

! Influence o_f, Risk Factor o_n_ Proposed Standards.
Adoption of 1 x 10~4 per WLM in place of values between 3.0 and 11.1 x 10~4

~

per WLM will reduce all estimated health effects by .a factor somewhere between 3
and 10. Standards which were proposed on the older basis of risk can be relaxed;

:. to 3 to 10 times the proposals in FR81. This shift is in addition to, and in the
4 same direction as, the corrections discussed earlier for radon-decay-product dis-

persion patterns.

i

Updating the DEIS Text.

Incidentally, in a rewrite of the DEIS section 4.3 on lung cancer risks, it3

would be appropriate to replace the references EP78 and AR79 in the opening para-;

: graph by a more representative selection of recent reports. Archer's AR79 is an
almost inaccessible paper at a symposium, and had no peer review. His most recent,

full compilation and tabulation of the USPHS study cases, in a refereed journal,
is, I believe, V. E. Archer, J. K. Wagoner, and F. E. Lundin, Health phys. 25, 351-
371 (1973), and this would be a good basic reference. (These are most pr5Iiably
the data with which Ted Radford made his recalculation of per-year risk in 1976).'

Figure 4-2 on page 4-7, from Archer 79, is related to the rejected Archer-Radford-
Axelson manuscript and should be deleted because it is so misleading. The Czech,

j Canadian, and Swedish data involve confounding variables and should not be plotted
' with U.S. data. Two references which would enhance the bibliography in the opening

paragraph are, of course, D. K. Myers and C. G. Stewart, "Some Health Aspects of
Canadian Uranium Mining', AECL-5970, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (1979), and'

W. Jacobi and K. Eisfeld, " Dose to Tissues and Effective Dose Equivalent by Inhala-'

tion of Radon-222, Radon-220 and Their Short-Lived Daughters", GSF-Report S-626,
Institut. fur Strahlenschutz, Munich (1980).,

- - - - - - . - . - - - . - . - - - . - - - . - . - - - -. - .
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I_n Summary.n

The DEIS gives 4 different values for the lifetime absolute lung cancer.
risk factor, ranging from 3.0 to 11.1 in units of 10-4 per WLM, i .e. , per 10,000
person-WLM. These risk factors derive from unpublished data, never given peer
review, and relate only to underground uranium miners. For the low-level exposure
of the general population, not involved in underground labor, the recently pub-
lished recommendation by six widely recognized senior specialists from four countries
should be used. This is a lifetime risk with an upper bound or maximum value of
1 x 10-4 per WUi, and with a lower bound which may include zero.

4. WORKING ' LEVEL 'AND WORKING ~ LEVEL MONTHS PER YEAR

The DEIS uses 27 WLM for the full time continuous exposure of members of
the general population to one WL for a year, that is 1 WL yr = 27 WLM. The month
(M) in WLM is defined correctly as 170 hours on page 4-6 of the DEIS. The correct
relationship for full time 100% occupancy is:

1 WL yr = 1 WL yr(8760 hr/yr)/(170 hr/M) = 51.5 WLM (6)

The 27 WLM conversion factor was based on the fact that members of the general
population breathe fewer liters of air per month than do underground uranium miners
(DEIS, page 4-6, and page~ 48 of the Florida Phosphate Lands EPA 520/4-78-013).

But under the universally accepted definitions of WL.(1.3 x 105 MeV of short-
lived potential alpha energy per liter of air) and of the working month, M, (170
hours, rounded from 173), the WLM unit is totally independent of breathing rate.
For example, members of the general public or miners working at an altitude of
6000 to 7000 feet will have a breathing rate about 20% greater than persons in
similar activities near sea level because of the lower density and hence lower

( oxygen content per liter of air, at higher altitudes. Breathing rate is iri no
| way involved in WLM detenninations, which are based only on the radioactivity con-

tent per liter of air multiplied by duration of exposure.

! The significant difference in breathing rate between uranium miners and
members of the general public at the same altitude is only one of many parameters

, which require two lung cancer risk factors, - one for uranium miners and a smaller
| one for members of the general public, as discussed earlier. Breathing rate is

already accounted for in the maximum lifetime risk factor of 10-4 per WLM.

.

.

5. FRACTIONAL OCCUPANCY TIME
!

The conversion factor 1 WL yr = 27 WLM can be salvaged and justified on a
basis of fractional occupancy time. What you would need would be an average occu-

| pancy factor of 27/51 = 0.53. If a work place is being considered, then the occu-
'

pancy factor would be!about (170 working hours per month)/(730 clock hours per
month) = 0.23. Only part of the remaining fraction 0.77 of the time is spent in

| . ,

l
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the place of residence. (The 0.75 occupancy factor for a residence as adopted in the
Florida Phosphate document, page 48, seems too high in spite of its distinguished par-
entage).

With respect to residences, most people do not spend a 70-year lifetime in one
residence, but rather in perhaps 5 to 10 houses. If one or two of these houses had ;

a substantially elevated radon decay product. level, an individual's lifetime average '

exposure could still be in a comfortable range. With this factor in mind, regulatory
guides on pennissible WL levels in homes or work places should recognize that the
lifetime average WL exposure rate is more important than the maximum WL experienced
in a particular home or work place.

Probably an average occupancy factor in the vicinity of 0.5 or less would be
easy for you to justify, and hence to retain the 1 WL yr = 27 WLM, or even to adopt
some smaller value.

.

6. INDOOR RADON DECAY PRODUCT CONCENTRATION STANDARD

Remedial actions at sites designated under PL 95-604 are "... clearly directed
at potential health problems due to tailings ..."(DEIS, page 8-28). Also "... the
proposed remedial action level of 0.015 WL (including background) for occupied or occu-
piable buildings is the most protective level that can be justified for the PL 95-604
remedial action program" .(DEIS, page 8-27).

The justification seems to be based on the engineering practicability of achiev-
ing levels as low as 0.015 WL, rather than on estimation of the health risk in compar-
ison with other risks regularly accepted in everyday life. It is also quite properly
noted that surveys of normal houses with basements in New York, New Jersey, and Grand
Junction, without tailings, indicate that (DEIS, page 8-27):

... about'10% or more are above 0.015 WL. We have concluded that ." '

efforts to reduce levels significantly below 0.015 WL by removing
tailings would often be unfruitful, and the funds expended wasted."

If an action level as low as 0.015 WL for tailings remedial action were to be
extrapolated by some agency at a later time to normal homes without tailings then
several million existing nonnal homes in the U. S. ("about 10% or more") would become
subject to remedial action, recognizing that natural radon from the soil is radio-
biologically the same as radon from uranium tailings or from phosphate lands.

An action level as low as 0.015 WL has an extremely high ratio of cost to bene-
fit. This is being demonstrated in Grand Junction where already some $11,000,000 of
federal and state tax money has been spent on tailings removal, and an equal additional
amount is projected.

Recall that even the long-term widespread dispersion of uranium tailings in
Grand Junction is not associated with any measurable excess in lung cancer, in leukemia,
or in all cancers (T. J. Mason, et al., " Uranium Mill Tailings and Cancer Mortality
in Colorado", J. Nat. Cancer Inst. 49,661,664('1972); M. Cunningham, Colorado Disease
Bulletin, 6_, No. 31 (1978); and NURlRT-0706, Vol. II, p. A-34).

Remedial action is taken in Grand Junction for schools and homes at 0.01 WL
above background, hende> at something approximating 0.017 WL including background

- - _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ . _ __- _ _ -_
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.

(if anybody could make measurements with such accuracy). Recalling 0.03 WL above
background as the midpoint of the Grand Junction 0.01 to 0.05 WL gray area in wnich
" remedial action may be suggested", it is interesting to note that the EPA categories
of WL as tabulated for 133 measured structures in Polk County, Florida, has its most
significant WL-category boundary at 0.03 WL including background, that is a cate-
gory from 0.01 to 0.03 WL and another at 0.03 to 0.05 WL. No break point at 0.02
WL is discussed (Florida Phosphate Lands, page 23-25). However in the related sub-
sequent publication in FR _44, 38664-38670, July 2,1979, the recommended remediah
action level for residences is an annual average of 0.02 WL, rather than 0.03 WL.

My letter to you dated October 16, 1979 discussed the problems of measurement
and enforcement at the suggested 0.02 WL, and recommended that some higher value
be chosen because, among other things, the lung cancer risk factor had been over-
estimated. Now the DEIS document and FR81 have suggested a still lower action level,

'

O.015 WL. Thus over a span of about 3 years the EPA's suggested action level appears
to have been sequentially tightened from 0.03,to 0.02, to 0.015 WL, whereas in the
meantime the newer scientific evidence has indicated considerably less risk per WLM
than previously assumed.

From the standpoint of the accuracy of environmental measurements or knowledge
of radiobiological effects, a standard expressed to 2 significant digits, such as
0.015 WL is unrealistic. Even a single significant digit, such as 0.02, 0.03, or
0.04 WL may imply unwarranted. accuracy.

The lung cancer lifetime risk factor of 1 x 10-4 per WLM, as an upper bound,
implies that an exposure rate of 1 WLM per year carries less risk of all cancers
than does the whole body exposure to 0.5 rem per year, which is the NCRP, ICRP,
and 10CFR20 permissible level for members of the general public. Using your
1 WL yr = 27 WLM conversion, 0.04 WL corresponds to 1.1 WLM per year, and 0.03 WL
corresponds to 0.8 WLM per year. I therefore recommend either 0.03 WL or 0.04 WL,
in place of 0.015 WL,' as the minimum annual average for indoor air which requires
remedial action if it is caused by " residual radioactive materials from any desig-
nated processing site"

With the lifetime risk factor of 1 x 10-4 per WLM in view, as compared with
3 to 11 x 10-4 per WLM used in the DEIS, the lifetime risk of 0.04 WL is less than
the lifetime risk which had been associated with the proposed 0.015 WL.

It should be noted that it would be incorrect to use 1/10th of the occupa-
tional level of 4 WLM/yr, that is 0.4 WLM/yr for the general population. This is
because of differences in breathing rate, environmental factors, age and sex dis-
tributions, etc., which led to the designation of 1 x 10-4 per WLM as the upper
bound of lifetime risk for the general population.

,
,

In sumary, with newer risk factors and cos+. effectiveness in view, an action
level of 0.03 WL or 0.04 WL would involve less risk and much less implementation
cost than had been associated with the 0.015 WL proposed in FR81, 40CFR paragraph
192.12(.b) and Table B.

,
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7. . RADON FLUX FROM STABILIZED TAILINGS PILES
-

The total radon released from all inactive uranium tailings piles is a
minute fraction of the variations in the total radon released from ordinary soil,
rock, desert, and prairie, as discussed earlier. The level of radon-decay-product
exposure from unstabilized uranium tailtngs piles at distances greater than 1/4
to 1/2 mile is a minute fraction of the range of fluctuation of the natural back-
ground in the area.

Only long-tem exposures very near to the pile, or directly on the pile, jactually have any possible interest as potential health hazards. Quantitatively 1

the DEIS estimate for the local (0 to 6 miles) population near the piles at Salt !
Lake City, Grand Junction, and 4 other southwestern piles is less than 1 lung |
cancer per year (DEIS, pp. 4-14 to 4-16). This is an overestimate, by more than i
a factor of 3, because of the dispersion model and risk factors used. Even so, it
is insignificant compared with the unrelated expectation of about 100 lung cancer !
deaths per year among the 416,000 persons living within 6 miles.of these 6 inactive
tailings piles. |

Thus there really is no significant health problem due to radon flux from j

the unstabilized tailings piles. The piles could be stabilized and provided with !
a physically sturdy and durable cover of soil and vegetation. The cover should be .

designed to prevent erosion and dispersion of tailings by weather (rain, snow, ice, |

andwind). A weather-resistant cover would be sufficiently thick to reduce the
radon flux by probably a facgor of at least 10, that is from a nominal 640 pCi Rn/m2.sec ,

to the domain of 60 pCi Rn/m sec. I know of no radiobiological reason for any-

further reduction, provided that habitable structures are excluded from the ime-
diate area of the pile.

I know of no scientific basis for the proposed 2 pCi Rn/m2 .sec. Such a
standard would involve'substantially more expense and more possibility of serious
harm to workers and the general public due to the hazards of moving large amounts
of earth. With the provisions in PL 95-604 for Federal custody of disposal sites
after completion of the remedial action program, it would seem that a small buffer 1

zone, landscaped but without houses, around a stabilized pile would more than suf- i

fice for radiological safety. Thus the purposes of PL 95-604 as stated in Section
2(a) would be fulfilled. Far from being an eyesore, a properly stabilized and land- !
scaped pile could be an attractive public park. Whatever radon flux exists on the j
stabilized pile has zero WL of decay products initially, and decay products are
likely to become measurable only off the pile several minutes downwind.

The problem of estimating the attenuation of radon flux from tailings mater-
ial by layers of overlying semiporous materials has been the subject of many mathe-
matical studies. Extrapolating from the pathfinding work of Kraner, Schroeder,
and Evans at M.I.T. in the early 1960's I believe that many of the recent mathematical
models and computer printouts are inaccurate. You will recall my concern that much
of the material in the NRC's April 1979 Draft Generic. Environmental Impact State-
ment on Uranium Milling, NUREG-0511, was dubious. In particular, the mathematical
fomulation for multilayered systems involving widely different diffusion coefficients
and porosities, as given in Appenx P of NUREG-0511, seemed impossible to accept.
That simple exponential formulation however seems to have been adopted in the DEIS

< s.
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/

in Chapter 4 and Appendix B. A very much fancier theory appeared in the revision .

of Appendix P found in the Final GEIS on Uranium Milling, NUREG-0706, dated
September 1980.

However I can at tihis time give/ full support to the situation in which the-
tailings material and the cover inaterini have the same diffusion coefficient and

attenuated with exponenti3ations 'agreithat the radon flux due to the pile will be
porosity. Then all fannul

1 dependence on the!thickaess of the overburden. This
special situation allows the concept of haif-valu4 layer (HVL) to be used, so that

#

for thickness t'of overburden the transmittedfas is implicit in the table and graph orv pagez{ flux is proportional to exp(-0.693t/HVL),
>

5-4 and 5-5 of the DEIS.
,

~
a) - *

> t

The much more complicated dependence when sev'eral ;1ayers of dissimilar over-
burden are used may eventually be clarified by! full scals experiments which are in
a very early stage at the inactive Phillips and United Nuclear pile at Ambrosia Lake.

@ .:
The text of FR81 is flawed with respect toftho p@ posed radon-emission stand-

ard of 2 pCi Rn/m2 .. sec. We note that all the backup' material in the GEIS. operates
on a pure single exponential model, exp(-0.693t/HVL). The HVL is,/taken as' a charac-tsristic of the particular overburden material. ~, ,/

ThenseeFR81,#$ age 2559, column 2, s
"# # '\, _. , . 6 *

"Several 4nalyses ' of controllinty radon emission by covering piles
7with soif suggest that the required coxering thickness rises sharply

near an emission rate of about 1 pCi/m5 sec."
This statement is as obscurd and meaningless as saying that for,an , isolated radio-
active source with ca initial activityfof say 600 mci the time'one has to wait for
the activity tg decrease rises sharply near an activity of about 1 mci. '

! - y,

The footnote ,"7." is even morej,onfusing. Itge'adsf
'

/ 1

Reducin'g the emission rate from 10 to 9 pCi/m2 . sec (510% reduction)"

require.g about 1 cm of added soilvthe same size reduction from 2 'to
; T pCi/mz sec (50%) takes about 50 cm of added soil."

' 'f ~~

The author of these selections seems to be unclear on the behavior of exponential h '
systems as coinpared with linear systems. In this case, if a 50% reduction takes i 1 j
50 cm of added soil, then the half-value-layer (HVL) is 50 cm. The addition or ^ '

subtraction of 50 cm of soil will always change the transmitted flux by exactlyt a
factor of 2. This is simply because exp But fora reduction from 10 to 9 pCi/m2 . sec, we(-0.693t/50) = 1/2 when t = 50.have 9/.]0 = exp(-0.693t/50), from which. ~

it follows that t = 7.6 cm (not ';3 bout 1 cn") forlany 10% reduction in flux. The
numerical, illustra' tion in footnote 7 is not'a misprint, it is simply wrcag. <} ,

.

" - -

Still in,colbmn 2, of,page 2559,,of FR81, we read: . ' , , ,1,
"'

.
- -

.
. ,

Higher control levels, say1D 40 pCi/m2 . sec ap ear unjusfified"

ybecause emission ' rates of,that size can be lowere to ? pCi/52 . sec
for about MLpdd t'ional cost." b,

/}g ,,

/ '
, _ }'' t?'

^

'
,,,

.
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\

This seems to be anbther example of some writer's difficulty with exponential
functions and multipl}cative relationships. To reduce from even a large initial
flux of say 600 pCi/m- see to 40, is a reduction factor of 600/40 = 15. Tgis,

requires (in 15)/0.693 = 3.91 half-value-layers. To drop from 40 to 2 pCi/m . sec
is a reduction factor of 40/2 = 20. This requires (in 20)/0.693 = 4.32 additional
half-value-lagers. Far from requiring "about 10% additional cost", going from40 to 2 pCf/m sec requires 4.3g/3.91 = 1.10 or 110% more material than was re-quired to go from 600 to 40 pCi/m sec. These relationships would be true for

. 'any covering material, as long as the exponential decrement is valid.*

j ./
I' The entire section in FR81 on Proposed Radon Emission Standards is thus

flawed by errors in mathematics and hence in reasoning.

I am nobparticularly troubled by these marked uncertainties and inaccuracies
concerning radch flux reduction by gverburden, because w2 have seen that the reasonsadvanced for proposing a 2 pCi Rn/m sec guideline are invalid. It is not needed
radiobiologically, and it would be very expensive, cost ineffective and inflationary
to spend tens of millions of dollars reducing the flux toward such unnecessarily
low levels.

In summary, no radiobiglogical justification is known for the propoced radonflux limitation of 2 pCi Rn/m sec. It is unnecessary for the " protection of the
public health, safety, and welfare, and the regulation of interstate comerce."
Its implementati.ongthrough massive translocations of earth and/or tailings would
be very expensive, would be inflationary to the economy, and would be hazardous to
the health of workers and the general public. The mathematical justifications given
in FR81 are distinctly inaccurate and hence the conclusions drawn from them are in-
valid. The underlying purposes of PL 95-604 with respect to radon flux suppression
would be fulfilled by procedures equivalent to providing a sturdy and durable cover
of soil and vegetation adequate to prevent erosion and dispersion of tailings by
extremes of weather, such as rain, snow, ice and wind, and by including a small
buffer zone without habitable buildings in the area under Federal or State custody
after completica of the remedial action program.

8. GAMMA RADIATION FROM TAILINGS PILES

It is true that the gamma radiation from a uranium tailings pile is small and
only offers a minute health hazard compared with the already very small health as-
pects of radon and its decay products. This is because the mean-free-cath for the
gamma rays of the radium series is only about 10 cm, or 4 inches, of tailings or
dirt. Substantially all of the gamma radiation is self-absorbed within the pile.
The external gamma radiation originates almost entirely from the outer one foot of

f tailings.
'

The attenuation of tailings gamma radiation by soil overburden is not given' *

correctly by Figure 5-2, on page 5-8 of the DEIS. You would want to correct this
in any later version of the EIS.
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Figure 5-2 is simply a graph of an exponential attenuation, exp(-0.693 y/0.1),
where y is the thickness of overburden in meters. However, pure exponential atten-
uation of gamma rays occurs only for a collimated beam or a point source.

In the case of an extended source, such as a flat surface on a tailings pile,
much of the radiation. emerging through *any square centimeter of surface will have
had a diagonal path within the extended source, and will therefore have suffered
more attenuation than radiation emitted perpendicular to the surface. When the
appropriate mathematics is carried out (see R. D. Evans and R. W. Raitt, Phys. Rev.
48, 171-176 (1935)) the attenuation of the gamma radiation from a unifom semi-
Tiifinite source by an overburden of thickness y and linear attenuation coefficient
.9 is given by the integral .

E (py) = e z dz (7)2
1

This cannot be integrated in closed fom but must be tabulated. Originally called
the Gold integral (E. Gold, Proc. Roy. Soc. Lon. A82, 43 (1909)), Ep(py) is now
known as one of a family of " exponential integrals". These are invoTved in the
shielding of nuclear reactors. Convenient tables will be found in H.Etherington,
" Nuclear Engineering Handbook", McGraw-Hill (1958), page 1-122.

The concept of half-va.lue-layers does not apply to extended sources. The
consequences are significant. For example the ratio of ext'nded source attenuation,

i E (py), to point source attenuation, exp(-py) for several values of py is:2

py 0.693 1 2 4 6

E(py)/exp(-py) 0.48 0.40 0.28 0.17 0.132

Thus Figure 5-2 of the DEIS underestimates the attenuation at 0.5 meters (20 inches)
of soil by more than a factor of 5. The effectiveness of overburden in attenuating
gama radiation from a tailings pile is significantly greater than given in the DEIS.
This bit of radiation physics can be corrected easily in any later version of the
EIS. The "R81 is not affected.

%

9. LONGEVITY OF DISPOSAL STANDARDS

The FR81 requests "... comments on whether 1000 years is the best choice."
In my view " disposal", without any form of surveillance, is impracticable. When
the National Academy of Sciences' " Committee on Radioactive Waste Disposal" began
in 1968 one of the,very f,irst actions we took was to change the name of our com-
mittee by substituting " Management" for " Disposal". We felt that, in the very long
tem, occasional surveillance would be essential, and that a walk-away-and-leave-
it-alone policy as. implied by " disposal" was impractical. I still feel that way.
" Management" procedures a'nd standards are practicable, " disposal" is impracticable.

t

* a
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Is there any person or group of persons who can predict the course of mankind
on this continent for the next 200 years, let alone a millennium? Could George
Washington have predicted the present state of commerce, population, communication,
or the healing arts? The Pueblo of Los Angeles, California, was founded just 200
years ago, in 1781 "... with a populatipn of twenty-six including Mexicans, negroes,
and half-breeds ... upon the site of the old Indian village, Yang-na..."(E. B. Carter,
" Hollywood, the Story of the'Cahuengas", H.H.S. Press, 1926). Its LaBrea tar pits
were a death trap, but have been " managed" successfully.

The very advanced Aztec civilization in Central America could not have fore-
seen its destruction by Cortes in 1519. And even the Norman Conquest of England
("1066 and all that") and the Magna Carta (1215) were less than 1000 years ago.
At present the mortality from all forms of cancer is only about one-half of the
morbidi ty. Who can say what the cure rate will be in 20 years, or 200 years?

For what it's worth, with Federal or State custody of the tailings sites
planned under Section 202 of PL 95-604 after remedial action is completed,100 to
200 years seems to me to be a more than adequate time span.

10. RADIUM IN S0IL

The proposed 5 pCi Ra/g soil standard seems reasonable if it is intended to
apply to cover materials near the surface. But what is meant by the provision
... in any 15 cm thickness below 1 foot, shall not exceed 5 pCi/g" (para. 192.12(a))?"

To what maximum depth "below 1 foot" does this proposal apply, 5 ft, 20 ft, 1000 ft?
If it's to any considerable depth then the radon flux might be 5 pCi Rn/m2 . sec, -
another reason for dropping the 2 pCi Rn/m2 . sec concept. -

11. RADIUM IN DRINKING WATER

FR81, in paragraph 192.03(b)(1) and Table A, repeats the EPA drinking water
standard for combined radium-226 and radium-228 of 5.0 pCi/ liter. As you know from
prior correspondence and conver >ations I feel that this is unduly restrictive,
inefficient in its cost / benefit ratio, and inflationary in the expenditure of
manpower and ircney which it is causing. Other scientists who have had significant
direct experience in the study of the radiobiological effects of radium share this
view. If this is a time for reconsideration, please consider the following.

The effects of Ra-226 and Ra-228 in humans has been under quantitative experi-
mental study for more than 40 years, and is probably the best understood of all radio-
biological responses to low, intermediate, and high level radiation. The permissible
body burden for Ra-226 was set at 0.1 pCi in 1941 based on all the cases which we
had studied quantitatively up to that time (N.B.S. Handbook 27, NCRP Report No. 5).
Now, 40 years and 2000 studied patients later, the 0.1 pCi Ra benchmark continues
to be the solid basis for all radiation protection guides for radium in man by the

- - -
__. _
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NCRP and the ICRP (e.g., NCRP Reports'No. 11 (1953), No. 22 (1959), No. 39 (1971);
ICRP Publication 2 (1959); Publication 30, Part I(1979)). This 0.1 pCi Ra stand-

,

i ard does not depend upon any model of dose vs. response, or of' estimated tissue
doses in rad or rem. The Sr-90 and Pu-239 permissible levels were based upon this;

radium standard (ICRP Pub. 2). ,
,

The 0.1 sci Ra bench mark was based on the directly measured residual body
burden of patients, long after they had acquired a much larger initial burden,

i comonly the order of at least 100 times larger. When used as a radiation protec-
tion guide the 0.1.uCi bench mark represents not a residual burden but the maximum
body burden re. ached during intake. Thus there is a substantial additional safety
factor of between 1 and 2 orders of magnitude built into the conventional use of

the 0.1 sci Ra standard 'as the maximum body (burden rather than as a residual body
,

'
burden evaluated many years after exposure see, for example, Figure 16 in R. D.
Evans, "The Effect of Skeletally Deposited Alpha-Ray Emitters in Man". Brit. J.
Radiol. 3_9_, 881-895 (1966)).

; The ICRP has given long and careful consideration to risk analysis, and to
the risk associated with the ingestion of radium. Since the very first standards

'

were proposed by ICRP and NCRP for internal emitters, radium standards have been
i based on the 0.1 uCi Ra benchmark while standards for other radionuclides have

been based on calculations of rad, rem, Gray, and Sievert tissue doses.

3 The present ICRP occupational annual limit of oral intake (ALI) of radiumt

is 70,000 Becquerels for Ra-226 and 90,000 Becquerels for Ra-228 (ICRP Pub. 30,-

Part 1, " Limits for Intakes of Radionuclides by Workers", page 99). For mixtures '

; of Ra-226 and Ra-228 we may use the average, 80,000 Bq/yr, which is 220 Bq/ day, or
; 6000 pCi/ day. ~

,

The ALI and average daily intake were derived by using the alkaline earth-
retention model of John Marshall (ICRP Pub. 20) and detemining what ALI for each
of 50 successive years would result in a final body burden not to exceed 0.1 pCi
Ra-226 (J. Vennart, Health Phys. 4_0,, 477-484 (1981)).

This ALI of 7 to 9 x 104 Bq, or 2 x 106 pCi, already contains the consider-
able safety factor of 10 to 100 cttributable to the use of maximum burden rather
than residual burden, discussed above. If now an additional safety factor of 100
is applied for the general public as compared with radiation workers, the 6000 pCi
Ra/ day becomes 60 pCi Ra/ day. The standard daily intake of drinking water is less
than 1 liter / day (ICRP Pub. 23, page 360). But putting in still another safety.

,

factor by assuming 2 liters / day, leads to a value of 30 pCi Ra/ liter as a very con-
servatively safe maximum pemissible concentration for Ra-226 plus Ra-228 in drink-
ing water.

Thirty pCi Ra/ liter, expressed .in S. I. units is 1 Bq/ liter, which is the
value adopted in Canada in 1978, prior to the publication of ALI values in ICRP Pub.
30. By coincidence,:30 pCi Ra/ liter is the concentration which I recommended mostly
on grounds of dosimetry and dose-response relationships in;my ll-page commentary !
dated October 4,1975 on EPA's 40CFR141, as well as in my letter of September 8,1980

.
s
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,

to William Lappenbusch of EPA's Office of Drinking Yater. Those two commentaries
led to the same recommendation as now results from ICRP's approach, which is
happily independent of dosimetry or dose-response relationships.

based on long-term gpidemiological studies and recent ICRPIn summary:
reconnendations on annual limits of intake, raising the EPA drinking water stand-
ard for Ra-226 and Ra-228 from 5 pCi/ liter to at least 30 pCi/ liter can be shown
to have a safety factor of at least 3 to 4 orders of magnitude with respect to
the international radium MPBB standard of 0.1 pCi Ra. This can be shown without
making any assumptions about the shape of the dose vs. response curve.

All of these comments are intended to be constructive.
I hope they will be

halpful . I will be glad to discuss any of these matters with you and your colleagues
at any convenient time.

With best regards.

Cordially,-

Robley D. Evans, Ph. D.
RDE: mms Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Mass. Institute of Technology

.
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.The American Mining Congress is an association of companies

engaged in every aspect of the mining and minerals processing

industry. As such, the AMC represents the principal domestic

producers of uranium. Because o'f the potential connection between .,

ithe proposed standards for inactive uranium processing sites and

- future standards for active sites, the AMC, as a representative
'

of its members, is an " interested person" entitled to comment on

the proposed standards. For this reason, we express our appreciation

for this opportunity to testify.

As a preliminary matter, we call the attention of the-

Agency to Executive Order 12291 (46 Fed. Reg. 13193, Feb. 19, 1981).

This order, which was effective upon its issuance, requires

in specific terms EPA to engage in cost / benefit analysis before

promulgating any regulation. When proposing a major rule, the

Executive Order requires the Agency to prepare a draft, and later

a final, regulatory impact analysis to accompany the proposal

through the regulatory process. We believe, for reasons hereafter
_

stated, that the proposed inactive site standards constitute a

major rule requiring a regulatory impact analysis. We, therefore,

request that the comment period not be closed until the regulatory

impact analysis is issued and until sufficient time is allowed

for public comment upon it.

>

.
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15- The Proposed Standards Fail to Conform to the Requirements of
the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act.*

The Purpose of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act.a.

The Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act states
'

that " uranium mill tailings... mar pose a potential and significant
radiation health hazard to the public" (emphasis added) . From

this statement, two points must,be made. First, Congress did not -

find that uraninm mill tailings present a significant hazard.

Secondly, Congress indicates that it is significant health hazards

that are of concern. Thuc, the level of public protection con-

templated by Congress is to be that which is necessary to minimize

significant health hazards.

This intention is confirmed by the direction to develop a

program "to stabilize and contt 71... tailings in a safe and
environmentally sound manner and to minimize or eliminate radiation

health hazards to the public" (emphasis added).

B. EPA Has Failed to Establish a Need for the Proposed Standards
.

The Act requires the development of a program to control

tailings in a safe manner. A safe manner is not tantamount to a

risk-free manner. The Act, as reasonably construed, requires only

the minimization of significant risks of material harm.

EPA.has not provided an adequate assessment of the nature

and extent of the hazard, if any, posed by residual radioactive

materials. EPA's analysis is based on a series of assumptions

which conclude that some health effect; may occur.

-2-
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EPA acts oc the esaumption thnt cnyzick is uncccaptabic.
.

However, a; indicar3d by the decision in the Benzene case', Congress*

could not have reascuably intended EPA to have such authority.

Before EPA can impose specific standards, it must be established

that a"significant risk of health hazard exists. This the Agency

has failed to do.

No comparison with other,publically accepted risks is made.

It is even admitted that at the low radiation levels involved,
the effects may not be detectable (DEIG page 4-1). No clinical

evidence of medically significant effects is presented. No attempt

~

to realistically assess the harms and risks is made. Only a brief,
.

pseudo-theoretical assessment of the health risks posed by the

tailings piles is discussed. Further, this assessment makes no

attempt to scientifically distinguish the various theoretical
risk estimate techniques. The estimates are based on unpublished

scientific documents which have rat been subjected to peer review.

For example, the health ef fects discussion in the Draf t Environmental

Impact Statement (DEIS) relies heavily upon a Florida phosphate

study which relies on an unpublished report entitled " Facts in

Exposure Response Relationships of Radon Daughter Injury" by

V. E. Archer. This unpublished highly questionable report also

is relied upon directly in the DEIS. Such use of unpublished

information is inappropriate, especially when published, peer-
reviewed information of high scientific credibility is available

e.g. BEIR III, and " Estimate of Risk From Environmental Exposure

to Radon-222 and Its Decay Products ," R. D. Evans, et al., Nature,

290, March 1981.

To put the EPA estimate in perspective, the AMC offers

the following information. The EPA assumed estimate is about 2

premature deaths per year. Setting aside the problem that such
.
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c low rete would not be dstsctablo in the population, this
.

assumed rate should be compared to other risks of fatalities.

Other risks of fatalities per year, based on clinical evidence

are: all accidents - 100,000; antcmobile accidents - 50,000;
.'

alcohol - 56,000; drowning - 8,000; poisons - 4,000; choking

on food - 3,000; and firearms - 2,500. Thus, the 2 assumed

fatalities per year from the ina*ctive tailings sites represent
several orders of magnitude less of a danger than many other

actual risks commonly accepted by the public. NRC's Generic

Environmental Impact Statement (NUREG-0706) estimates the maximum

number of premature deaths in the U.S. from background radiation

is 8,060 per year, this, compared to 2 premature deaths from

uncovered tailings.

Thus, the entire costly remedial action standards are based

not on substantive evidence of significant risk of material harm
to be controlled, but on a series of assumptions and policy

. considerations designed to justify elimination of all possible
theoretical risks which might be posed by tailings. Such standards

are contrary to the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act and

are unreasonable and arbitrary.

II. DEIS Does Not Comply With the National Environmental Policv Act

The Uranium FE11 Tailings Radiation Control Act requires

that the program for control of tailings be conducted in an

environmentally sound manner. The National Environmental Policy

requires the consideration of the environmental impacts of theAct

regulations. These two acts require that an assessment of the

environmental impacts of the standards be conducted to assure that

the least environmentally disruptive alternative is selected and
that environmental mitigation measures are inicuded where practicable.

-4- -
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"The environmental impact ~ assessment provided by EPA in

the DEIS is inadequate. Only the hypothetical impacts of the

tailings are considered in any dep*th. No evaluation of the

detrimental environmental impacts of implementation of the
,

propos'ed standards is made.

In the arid West, where many of the sites are located,

stripping of land has very important reclamation considerations.

Delicate vegetation is destroyed by both the actual earthwork

itself and the movement of heavy equipment in the peripheral

areas. Such vegetation must be replaced. The environmental

and health effects of such actions have not been evaluated.

Earthwork and trucking activities involve substar.tial

risks. For example, it has been estimated that a seven-year
.

remedial action program to remove tailings from Salt Lake City

will incur 5 fatalities and 62 injuries among the clean-up workers

(Memorandum for the Record dated March 12, 1981, U.S. House

Committee on Armed Services). Yet, EPA makes no attempt to

evaluate these actual risks to remedial action workers against

the hypothetical risks to the public from the tailings piles.

EPA dismisses these known risks from occupational hazards as

temporary and negligible (DEIS page 6-10). For the workers killed

or injured, these hazards are not temporary or negligible.
. . ,r
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Other risks associated with remedial action work to the
levels in the proposed standards have not been given adequate

evaluation. No evaluation of the potential public exposure as

related to the exposure from other alternative standards has been made.

Moreover, the socioeconomic impacts of the standards have

not been given adequate consideration. The simplistic assessment

in the DEIS of temporary benefits does not justify the avoidance
of consideration of impacts to the local human community.

Consideration of potential impacts to the cultural / archaeological

resources of the area'were also ignored, contrary to the require-^

ments of the National Historic Preservation Act. .

III. The Proposed Standards are Unreasonable

A. Natural Background Assumptions are Erroneous
.

The proposed standards are based on the erroneous assumption

that there is an " average" or " normal" background radiation level.

Due-to the extremely wide range of environmental conditions which

exist in nature, the use of a computed average as the basis for

the standards is unduly restrictive. The standards should either

ce on a site-specific bas..; or, if general standards are to be

applied, they should be within the rance of natural background.
This would assure that present and future generations would not

be subjected to risks that are different in kind or magnitude
from those imposed by nature.

6--

'
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P B. On2 Thoucand Yacr Effectivannas

"

The celection of a 1000-year period is unreasonable. The

state-of-the-art cannot be guaranteed to be effective for at least -

1000 years. A time period of 100 years, during which there would

be a rea'sonable expectation that the stand.ards will be satisfied,
would be realistic and reasonable. The time period selected

should be based on what can reasonably be projected to provide
control. On this basis, a target period o5 100 years is reasonable.
C. Radium in Soils

The proposed clean-up standard for radium-226 in soils

provides for reasonable assurance that in any 15 cm thickness

below 1 foot, the Ra-226 concentration shall not exceed 5 pCi/gm.
This standard is based upon a consideration of the radium-

radon exposure pathway. In its discussion, EPA relies upon two
basic assumptions. These are that (1) indoor radon decay products
in excess of 0.01 WL pose an unacceptable health hazard, and

(2) radium-226 soil concentrations of 5 pCi/gm or greater will
result in radon decay product levels in structures in excess of

.

0.01 WL.

The conclusion that indoor radon decay products in excess

of 0.01 WL pose an unacceptable health hazard is highly questionable.
A significant portion of structures in the U.S. exceed the proposed (

limit of 0.015 WL even though they are not associated with tailings.
Radon flux rates for a given Ra-226 soil concentration are

very sensitive to a variety of conditions including, for example,;

grain size distribution, moisture content, compaction, and baro-
metric pressure. The indoor radon decay product levels are also

dependent on the type of building materials and configurations.
o

I

I

I

i
!
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Thus, establishment of a. correlation between radium-226 in soils'

and indoor radon levels is precarious a.t best. If the radium-226

standard is founded on indoor radon decay product concentrations,

some assessment of the depth / exhalation phenomenon is needed.

EPA relies on two publications for its conclusion that a

5 pCi/gm radium level correlates,with a 0.01 WL. One is the

Healy and Rogers report which makes a preliminary study of

radium-contaminated soils. The report argues, it does not conclude,-

that indoor radon decay product concentrations of 0.01 WL might be

expected for soils with radium concentrations of 1 to 3 pCi/gm.
This is not a reasonably scientific foundation for standard setting.

EPA also relies on the NRC Staff Technical Position on
Interim Land Clean-up Criteria for Decommissioning Uranium Mill

Sites in the NRC Draft GEIS. EPA uses this document to conclude
'

that 3 to 5 pCi/gm of radium can cause indoor concentrations

of 0.01 WL. However, the table indicated radon levels inside

structures on land averaging 5.0 pCi/gm Ra-226 would range anywhere

from 0.0024 to 0.04 hL units. This wide range of radium values

points out the questionable validity of the use of a radium-226

standard for remedial action.
A comprehensive analytical study of radon flux rates that

can be anticipated under conditions typical of uranium mining
conditions in the western United States has recently been completed

by industry. This was provided to EPA as part of AMC testimony

on EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Regulations

(Statement of S. Baker on March 9, 1979). The study shows that

structures with average ventilation which are situated on reclaimed

-8-
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waste rock deposits having Ra-226 concentrations averaging 20 pCi/gm

to infinite depth will normally exhibit radon decay product con-

centrations on the order of 0.01 WL. Similar structures situated

on deposits having Ra-226 concentrations averaging 20 pCi/gm

near the surface and up to 70 pCi/gm below to infinite depth are
,

shown to exhibit decay product concentrations no greater'than 0.02 WL.

From this study, it can be seen that a 5 pCi/gm cut off used to
control indoor radon decay product concentrations to 0.01 WL is

unreasonable.

The health risk posed by tailings material on open land has

not been assessed. The highly tenuous correlation of radium-226

in s' oils with indoor radon decay product concentrations makes the

use of such correlation unreasonable. No discussion of alternate
;

indoor radon controls has been made. No.need for the 5 pCi/gm

radium-226 standard has been shown.
' Nature exhibits an extremely wide range of environmental

: conditions. Inadequate consideration has been given to the practical

problems associated with the implementation of the proposed standard.
i field instrumentation cannot detect radium-226 concentrations' Current

i in the specified layers. There would be no assurance that all areas

contaminated by tailings in excess of 5 pCi/gm would be identified.

Another problem is how to attribute various radium-226 levels to
I

tailings contamination. Considering the wide range of radium

background concentrations in the western states and that there has
|

been no background survey, it will be difficult to determine
whether some areas exhibit radium-226 levels in excess of 5 pCi/gm

<

due to tailings contamination or because of the presence of natural
i
(
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pockets of high background levels. Verification that every area

of greater than 5 pCi/gm radium-226 levels attributable to tailings
'

has been, detected and cleaned-up to standards will be impossible

to achieve.

Not only are the practical limitations of the field instru-

mentation and verification process not considered, the problems

inherent in existing analysis techniques for radium-226 are ignored.

Present techniques are slow and time-consuming and lack the precision

necessary to measure low concentrations accurately.

Since the radium standard is not directly related to health

effects, an assessment of alternative bases for standards should be

considered, for example gamma flux. A flexible standard based

in part on local background concentrations may be another potential

alternative. Under the proposal, dirt removal will be required

to comply with the standards. Reclamation standards should be

considered. Such alternatives could provide the degree of health

protection desired for the public at a much reduced cost.

D. Radon Emanation Rate

EPA has proposed that radon emanation from inactive tailings
2 x sec. EPA'spiles not exceed an average annual rate of 2 pCi/m

justifications for such a standard are that it will return radon
.

flux to levels near background; that the cost of meeting the 2 pCi

limit will be only 10% more than meeting some less stringent level
of control; and that it will avert 200 lung cancer deaths per

century.

To begin, the assertion that 200 lung cancer deaths will

result if no remedial action is undertaken is erroneous. Better

data (Evans, et al.) indicate that no more than 30 per century

will occur.
~
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EPA's stated objective of returning radon flux to levels

in the range of natural background is not related to health risk

and therefore is not an appropriate basis for a health standard

like the proposed inactive site standards. As stated above, EPA's

authority under the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act

is limited to proposing standards that are health based. The same

holds true for the statement that the 2 pCi standard is reasonable,

because it will only cost 10% more than a standard of 10-40 pCi.

Ten percent of several hundred million dollars is an absurd amount

to spend if it results in very little benefit. Requiring such an

unnecessary expenditure violates Executive Order 12291.

The inactive site standards must be based on a reasoned

. evaluation of health risk. They must also be cost-effective.

Even if EPA's estimate of health effects was accurate, it is

unreasonable to spend hundreds of millions of dollars to prevent

- the equivalent of 2 estimated deaths per year from lung cancer --

a number that is totally indistinguishable from the thousands of

deaths attributed to lung cancer every year in the United States.

The EIS estimates that a radon exhalation limit of 2 pCi will

prevent 99.6% of the 200 health effects that would occur each

century if the piles were left uncovered (EIS, p. 6-7). The 1978

Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act does not mandate

total elimination of risks.

As indicated by Evans, et al., the risks associated with

radon emissions from tailings are insignificant. On this basis,

AMC proposes that no radon flux standard should be included in

the inactive site standards. This is consistent with the Uranium

Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act which requires a showing of

significant risk by EPA before it issues regulations.

m
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E. Indoor Radon Daughter Concentrations

The 0.015 WL remedial action level for habitable buildings

was promulgated without public comment by EPA as an interim cleanup i

standard.- This interim standard is at distinct variance from the
remedial action level set for persons residing on Florida

phosphete lands, namely 0.02 WL, including background. The

citation for the source document recommending 0.015 WL in the

Draft EIS is AR 79, p 4-40. The reference citation was not

accepted by peer review for publication.
The EPA is using a risk factor estimate of 10-3 per WLM

for radon exposure related health events which is not generally

accepted. The most scientifically based risk assessment factor

is 10-4 per WLM as an upper bound of the risk (Evans, et. al.).

This upper bound value is based on meticulous review of all USA

and Czeckoslovakian uranium mining epidemiologic data. Based

on these data, there is no proper scientific basis for selecting
the unnecessarily restrictive value of 0.015 WL for the indoor

'

radon exposure limit, including background values. In the draft

the large uncertainty surrounding the risk estimate forEIS,

radon related health effects is freely admitted and casts

doubt upon the probity of extending the results to the general

public.

NRC's 10 CFR 20 recommends limits for nonoccupational

radiation exposure a level of one-tenth the occupational exposure

This is a more rational level and has widelimit, or 0.03 WL.

acceptance in the scientific community. The Surgeon General

recommended 0.05 WL as an upper limit.for cleanup in Grand

Junction buildings contaminated with uranium mill tailings.
.
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U.S. Radiation Policy Council advises that a generic study

of the fr,equency distribution-of radon exposure in structures
should be made a necessary first step before Federal control

actions on more than a local, problem oriented level are

contemplated. We believe EPA shou'ld delay setting such a

standard and rely on the Surgeon General's guidelines of 0.05 WL

vpper limit for cleanup of potentially contaminated habitable
structures near inactive tailings areas.

F. Groundwater Contamination
AMC has a number.of specific concerns with respect to the

ground and surface water standards. EPA has not given any

consideration to the existing or anticipated uses of the surface

and groundwater it is proposing to regulate. Because of the

shallow depths of many uranium ore deposits, it is not uncommon

for the original quality of water where a tailings disposal
site is located to not be suitable for drinking water. Rather

than acknowledging this, the proposed regulations set out to

treat virtually every water bearing formation or water body as

if it were a drinking water source.

The proposed regulations require that seepage not cause

concentrations of selected elements in groundwater to exceed the

maximum contaminant levels for particular substances under the

National Interim Primary Drinking Water Standards. This pre-

scription would in many cases make little sense. For example,

if the initial water quality of an aquifer underlying a uranium
mill tailings pond renders it suitable only for industrial use,
what purpose would be served in prohibiting a slight increase,

-13- ,
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or indeed a large increase, in tre concentration of one of

~

the listed substances?

It appears arbitrary to lift a set of standards from one

statute applicable to drinking water supply and apply it to

another statute intended to govern groundwater absent to compelling

rationale. Such a rationale is, however, lacking anywhere

in the DEIS.

Certain criteria listed in Table A appear to be unduly

restrictive. These criteria will commonly be exceeded by normal

background conditions.

The suggested limit of 10 pCi/ liter for uranium does not

appear to have any sound scientific basis. Guidelines for uranium
,

in water have been promulgated by federal, state, and inter-

national agencies. NRC, based on chemical toxicity, proposed

30,000 pCi/l for workers which calc'ulates to 3000 pCi/l after
"

dilution. The Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality has

adopted 5 mg/l or 3400 pCi/1. Colorado Department of Health

suggests 10 pCi/l is too restrictive. The ICRP (Publication 30-1979)

established an annual intake for workers based on radiological

effects equivalent to 14,800 pCi/l for the public. This may be

conservatively low because the ICRP model may overestimate the

radiological bone cancer risk factor. Again, these standards

must be health based under the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation ,

Control Act. EPA has not established the health need for these

groundwater standards.

IV. The Cost of the Proposed Standards are Underestimated
' Li

A. Costs are Ignored |

|
|

~
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In Chapter 6 and the cost estimates in Appendix B of the

DEIS, AMC, notes numerous omissions and inadequacies. Costs

for engineering, field supervision, or contingencies are not

considered. Provisions for reclaiming the land from which topsoil,

cover, or riprap is obtained are not considered. To purchase

topsoil may be impossible, as most states require saving topsoil

for reclaiming the land from which other cover material

is borrowed. If the tailings are moved to a new location, the

topsoil at the new location will have to be excavated and

vegetation established to prevent erosion during the storage

period until the tailings are moved. Riprap is not a readily

available material, nor is it free. It will probably have to

be quarried, and we see no costs to cover this. In some
t

locations, a suitable clay at a nearby location is nonexistant

or is very scarce; or if available, only at a considerable ,

distance. .These costs are not considered.
The unit costs in the DEIS were compared with costs being

experienced in actual tailings dam reclamation work. The

industry experience in some instances compares favorably with

the costs in the DEIS; however, for below-grade excavation,

transportation, synthetic liners, and soil and vegetation cover,
the industry figures are 12.5 to 3 times higher.

Te evaluate the effect of the estimating methods as well

as the unit costs, estimates for two cases comparing EPA and

industry figures were made. For Option 2, reclamation in place,

industry costs were from 1.8 to 2.7 times higher than EPA's.

-15-
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By similar comparisons for moving the tailings to a new disposal -

area (option 3 in the DEIS), the industry figures were from
2.7 to 2.~9 higher than the EPA estimates.

The EPA estimates do not include the costs for reclamation
of the borrow sites and makes no provision for costs of cleanup

around the mill sites, remedial action at offsite locations where

taili'ngs may have been used for fill material, survey and
decontamination of used equipment, burial of contaminated

equipment, demolition and disposal of buildings or reclamation

of the mill site.

B. Total Cost of Project

AMC believes the total remedial costs for the 24 inactive
mill. sites which EPA estimates at $200-300 million (page 5-3

and 9-8 in the DEIS) will more likely approach $1 billion if

the proposed EPA standards are adopted.
.

We have estimated the total cost of the 24 inactive
mill sites assuming 17 are reclaimed in place and 7 are moved

"

to new below-grade disposal sites (Table 2-4, pages 2-16 and

2-17 in DEIS). Based on EPA estimates, the total costs will

vary from $50 to $200 million. This is the cost for tailings

reclamation only and does not include many other remedial

actions required as mentioned earlier. Industry estimates that

the total tailings reclamation cost could range from $140 to

$450 million.
C. Cost-Benefit Considerations

The thicker the cover, the higher the cost, and the less

radon release from the covered tailings. The DEIS states that
2 __... reducing an uncontrolled radon release rate of 450 pCi/m"

-
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see to 10pCi/m2 -- see would avert 98% of the potential effects
of radon emitted from the uncontrolled pile." Taking into

consideration all the inactive piles, this would theoretically

reduce the 2 premature deaths per year to 0.04 per year.

Using a more recent estimate of risk from exposure to

radon-222 as proposed by Evans et. al., the 90% reduction of

radon would reduce the premature deaths from 0.3 per year from

the uncovered piles to 0.00G per year. This would be equivalent

to a cost of S2.3 million (EPA) to $17 million (industry) per

premature death averted per century. This value is, of course,

absurd.

Reducing the radon by approximately 80%, or to an

2emanation rate of 100 pCi/m x sec, would reduce premature deaths

from 0.3 to 0.06 per year at a total cost of $50 to $360 million.'

Even this calculates to be $2 million (EPA) to $15 million
.

'

(industry) per premature death averted per century, still an

unreasonable figure. The inclusion of a radon emanation limit

in the proposed standards cannot be justified on health effects.
In summary, we believe the total cost for the entire

remedial action project designed to meet the proposed EPA

standards will likely approach a billion dollars. This will
'

result in a cost-benefit ratio which, using even the lowest

figures, is greatly out of reason. Less restrictive standards

will greatly reduce costs and still insure long-term stabilization
along with reducing health risks which, even without controls,
are not now at unacceptable levels. In fact, for health effects

-17-
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alone, the expenditure of $300 million to $1 billion, whatever
estimate one uses, would be far better spent on many more

critical risk avoidance measures.
Because Congress and state' legislatures must approve the

appropriations for all remedial action, it appears prudent in
these times of budget constraints to develop standards which

are reasonable and which may be accomplished at the lowest

possible cost. The magnitude of costs required to meet

EPA's unnecessarily strict standards may jeopardize the entire

program.

.

.
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ROBLEY EVANS
7

was , called as a witness by the U.E.S. , and having
3

been first duly sworn, testified upon his oath as follows:
4

0"
5

'
,

BY MR. CROUT:
6

-
.

0 Doctor, if you could brie. fly describe the
7

' p sition you held in the educational field, an'd what areas
8

9
, of expertise you did teach and study in that area.

|
I m a Professor of physics emeritus* '10

from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, whare I wasg.

a faculty member from 1934 to 1972. I've been, in terms
12

f radiation sai i've been president of the Health Physic s
13

Society, the national society that deals with radiationg

risks. And I've been national president of the Radiation
15

'Research Society. I'm a life member of the National Council
16

of Radiation Protection; received my -- I began publishing
17

n the effects of alpha rays on humans in 1933, and I'm
18

still publishing. I don't want to use up a lot of time
19

n telling --20

0 Y***
21

A. You' re locking at hho's who in America or22 |

whatever.23-

q Have you received any medals or awards from
2{

HOWARD W. HENRY & COMPANY
General Court Reportung Servuce

1300 Ccntral Avenue. S W
ALilUQUEMOUE. NEW MLXICO 47802,

i Phone 247 2224
1
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2+ the American Medical Association ? - ..'' "
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,

3 A Yes. e

i 'f ,.
,

/ .A 9 ,# g.
#

4 4 And what we e those? *z ,1, , , i
, ,

s

/ A I received the Hull Gold Medal award for5
I -

..

6 the study of , radium and the effects of radium on humans.
f'

' O And are you a; member of councils on radiation7 ,

e-
, 3, -

8 Prot.ection?

9 A Yes, I am.

10 . O And what is tha't council?

11 A That's the National Council on Radiation Iro-
'

12 tection and Measurements. '

.

'

13 4 . And in terms of the . number of papers yott have

14 Published over the years, approximately how many would

15 have been published?

16 A Oh, it's well above two hundred fifty. Some-

17 where between there and four hundred. I don't keep track.

18 G And are most of those in the area of radiation

19 and its effects?

20 A. A good many of them are, but they are in the'

21 wide field of statistics, epidemiology, nuclear physics, geo -

22 physics.

23 , O In terms of the regulations that this board

24 is hearing on at this time, you have testimony that you
_
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2 you would like to present concerning them?

3 A Yes. I have comments which I thought would

4 be helpful to the board in making its decision.

5 g If you would make them.
J ,

6 A Well, I think the first thing to recall is

7 that radiation, which from the media gives us some worries,

a is a thing that we all live with all the time, and all

9 of our ancestors have. And if you consider this room, for

10 example, the radiation which is obvious to everyone is the

11 visible light from the illumination. But there is also

12 ultraviolet light in here from these lights, and there is
;
(

13 infrared.

14 And you know that if you set up a portable

15 radio, you pick up a number of radio stations. This is

16 radiation. These are electromagnetic radiations, the same

17 type that we'll be talking about later.

rg You know that there is -- there are T.V. s igna..s'

19 in here. You can set up T.V. sets and pick up radiation.

20 There are satellite signals you could have here. You can

21 get Kirtland Air Force Base material in this recm. This

22 room is full of radiation.

2 }. It's also full of cosmic rays. And at the

24 altitude of Albuquerque, it's giving each of us about fifty
_,
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2 millirem per year from cosmic radiation f rom outer space.

3 It's also giving us local gamma radiation from the materials

4 of construction and from the ground to the tune of about

5 forty-five millirads p;er year.
6 Each of us has a certain amount of body muscle.

7 In the male, it's about forty percent. In the female, it's
.

8 about twenty-three percent, and potassium is the main con-

9 stituent, a main constituent in muscle. Potassium is a

10 . radioactive nuclide, so each of us is a source ? radiation.

11 And if you are af raid of radiation, you should

12 sit far apart, and don't sleep in the. same bed'with anybody

13 else, and stay out of crowded elevators, because each of

14 us is a source of radiation, which is very easy to detect'

15 with modern instruments, and can quantify it with great ease,

16 There is also in this room, radon, as there

17' is everywh,ere, a radioactive gas which has been described

18 in various ways. It is an alpha emitter with a half period

19 of three point eight days. A half period, of course, means

20 the time required for half of the radioactive material to

21 have disintegrated. And in two half periods, there would

22 be a quarter level; and three half periods, there would

23- be an eighth of the driginal amount level consumed.

24 The daughter products, the decay products
,__
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2 of radon are also in this room, and these are being inhaled
'

3 by all of us. We all have a certain number of working levels

4 of radon daughters in this room, which we're all inhaling
,

5 and which we inhale at home and out on the street.

6 With re,spect to units, there has been various

7 questions in the past day-and-a-half that I've listened

8 to about millirems and millirads. And I don't think

9 you even got to milli-Roentgen and the grey unit and the

10 Severt unit have not even been mentioned, but -- and these

11 units, the millirem in particular, and the millirad, would

12 be the most likely units which would enter any discussion

13 or questions that you might want to ask me. .

14 And, of course, milli simply means one one-

15 thousandth of. And a rem is left over from World War II

16 days. The Roentgen was the original exposure unit named

17 after Professor Roentgen. And the new unit which came in
'

18 informa11y during World War II was a mm , Roentgen equiva-

19 lent, physical. Then there had to be added to that rem,

20 which means Roentgen equivalent, man, mammal or mouse, which

21 are you? So this is the rem unit, and it's a unit of modest

22 size, but the doses which we all receive are so.small that

2h usually, it's discussed in terms of millirems; that is,

24 thousandths of a rem.
_ .
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2 For guidance, I've already given somer indt-

3 cation of what you're getting. You're getting fifty milli-

rems. And in the case of cosmic radiation, the rad is about
4

the same as a rem. And for gamma rays, a rad is about the5
a

same as a rem.6

Those of us who are flying in and out of7
'

8 Albuquerque receive a half a millirem per hour at jet alti-

tu d e . That's just one of the decisions that we all make.9

We found out yesterday that a curie is a ur. :.t10

11 of activity named after the Curie family. And we had to

redefine it after World War II. And I was on the inter-12

13 national commission that redefined the curie unit. And

14 we had quite a bit of trouble, I might say, with Marie Curie s

15 daughter, Irene, but eventually, we had the three point-
'

16 seven times ten to the tenth disintegrations per second,

17- which means a curie. And'the pico curie is what you're

18 talking about here. Pico means one million millionth ten

to the minus twelve. So much for simple things of that type.19

20 The radioactivity in nature is everywhere.

Our modern instrumentation, oh, even twenty years ago we21

could measure the radium content of anything in this room;22

23 your necktie, your jacket, Mrs. Hyatt, anything at all.

24 There is a measurable amount of radium in it, because
_
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2 instrumentation is very sensitive, and because ratioactivity

3 is completely widespread, it's all over everywhere. There

4 are, in nature, forty-five naturally occurring radionuclides,

5 radioactive materials found in nature.
.

6 With respect to radium and uranium in nature,

7 an interesting guideline is that it is, as I say, every-

8 where. And on the average per square mile of backyard or

9 highway or prairie or desert, per square mile to a depth

10 of one foot, there is six tons of uranium and two curies

11 of radium-226.

12 So it's everywhere, and there is a lot of

13 it. Each person in this room has a body burden of

14 about a hundred pico curies of radium-226. And you also

15 have a hundred and thirty-five thousand pico curies of

16 potassium-40. So they are pretty good radioactive sources.

17 Your eating and your diet every day, about

18 two pico curies of radium per day in the ordinary diet.

19 Now, with respect to radon, which, of course,

20 is the first decay product of radium, the unit of measurement

21 commonly used which leads to the working level of the unit

22 is a hundred pico curies of radon per liter. It 3 a gas,

23- as has been said so many times, but it isn't a whole lot.

24 It's less than two millica atars of radon per liter for a
__
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2 hundred pico curies of radon per liter. And most of the

3 numbers that you've been talking about are one pico carie

4' per liter and so on.

5 In such air, the attenuation, the dilution,
.

6 the amount of radon is such that there is about one atom

7 of radon. This is that air with a hundred pico curies of
.

8 radon per liter-- there is less than one atom of radon per

9 ten to the fifteenth atoms of nitrogen and oxygen. That

10 means one atom of radon per thousand million atoms

11 of oxygen and nitrogen in the air.

12 It's partial pressure radon. Partial pressure

13 in terms of barometric pressures is ten to the minus six-

14 teenth of the atmosphere, but is zero followed by a decimal

15 point followed by sixteen zeros and a one -- fifteen zeros

16 and a one.

17' So radon is not a gas that you can see, or

18 that's going to create a wind or a breeze or anything like

19 that. It's a few atoms at a time'. The radon itself, as

20 I think has gradually come out in the discussion, is rela-

21 tively innocuous in comparison with its so-called decay

22 products or daughter products. And all of those words mean;

23- the same thing. These are the radioactive decay products

24 of radon. They are radon A, B, C, C prime, the short-lived
_,
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2 ones, and they are not gases, they are isotopes of solids.

3 They are isotopes of lead in plutonium so that the daughter

4 products, when they hit anything such as the wall or the

5 table or the inside of your lung, they lie down and stay
.

G there.

7 They are not a gas. If you inhale the combi-
.

8 nation of radon and radon daughters, you'll exhale the radon

9 and you'll keep the daughter products. Not all of them,

10 but about twenty-five percent of them, if you're a normal,

11 breathing human, but all of the health effects relative

12 to radon in the lung.

13 I don't know how the stenotypist can put in

14 quote marks. All of the health effects of radon so-called

15 is in the lung, is not from radon but from radon's daughter

16 products, so-called radium A, radium B, C, and C prime,

IT and is of common elements lead embezzlement from plutonium.

18 At one working level in air, which is a mea-

19 sure of the amount of daughter products present, that's

20 the amount.of daughter products which would be present at

21 full radioactive equilibrium with a hundred pico curies

22 of radon per litar. And it means that there is one atom

23- of daughter product per ten to the seventeenth atoms of

24_ oxygen and nitrogen, so it's extremely diluted.
.
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2 You also need to recall that the -- that radio-

3 activity being everywhere is of geophysical importance. The

4 radioactivity when spoken of is six tons of uranium per

5 square mile, to a depth of one foot. And the corresponding

6 amount of radium generates heat, and the earth's internal

7 heat is due to radioactivity in the earth's crust and in

8 the underlying basaltic and inner core inyers of the

9 earth.

10 These give up about ten to twenty-one per

11 year. And all of the energy is available for -- all volcanots

12 and all earthquakes are due to energy from radioactive decay

13 inside the earth.
,

14 The earth's surface is not cooling down, it's

15 heating up because of the radioactive decay in the interior

16 of the earth and the long travel time of a therma. wave

17- and cervical cord. And it's going from the center of the

18 earth out to the earth's surface.

19 One of the decay products, one of the - 'not

20 a decay prcduct, the -- the commission, the radiation which

21 is spoken of this morning, radon emits alpha rays, alpha

22 rays such as radium. The alpha ray is a he;ium nucleus.

23- And as soon as it's stopped, which is -- it's stopped by

24 a piece of paper, it cannot penetrate the piece of paper.
_
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2 So that all of this radioactive decay gives rise to an accumu-

3 lation of helium. And this is why we have helium in gas

4 wells, but in the places where there isn't this geoche nical
.

5 concentration of helium it's interesting to note that the

6 ordinary radioactivity of the earth's crust is such that

7, the helium content of one cubic mile of earth'is sufficient
.

8 to do this.

9 So radioactivity is everywhere, and radiation
4

10 is everywhere. We have lived with them, our ancestors have

11 lived with them, and our children and our grandchildren

12 and our great grandchildren will. The effects of radiation

13 on materials _of construction and on living things is probabli

14 the best studied of all environmental subjects.

15 Now, about low-level radiation, which is a

16 media phrase lately, there are at least three areas in the

17' world where a group of people have lived for a considerable

18 time, like five hundred to a thousand years, with con-

19 siderable inbreeding, in China, in Brazil, and in India,
.

20 in areas where the background radiation is two to three

21 or more, four or five times as great as it is for the rest

' #22 of us.

23- So we say we double the background radiation

24 of us, what will that do to us? The answer is nothing.
_
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2 That is, the effects have been carefully studied in China

3 and in Brazil. It's on the east coast of Brazil, just north

4 a mile from the Amazon; and in India, a colony, a group

5 just south of Bombay, about fifty miles. These have been

6 very carefully studied, and there is -- there are no radio-

7 biological effects. They do not dif fer in any way.
.

8 For example, in India, from the population

9 at Bombay, the same effect in China. Norman Frigerio,

10 the late Norman Frigerio of the Aragon National Laboratory

11 'and his colleagt es , studied the effect of variations of

background radiation in the United States.' You can take12

13 an average f.igure for the background radiation in New Mexico,

14 and that will be different for the average background
.

15 radiation in California or in Massachusetts.

16 The numbers will, for the 'orty-eight conti-

17' nental states, range from a hundred millirem per year to

18 two hundred fifty millirem per year. So you've got a range

19 of two-and-a-half.

20 Then you can take the cancer statistics, not

21 only all cancers, but the individual types of cancers,

22 leukemia, breast cancer, whatnot. And you can' plot these,

| 23- plot the cancer incidence. as a function of the background

24 radiation to which all citizens are exposed. And the

.
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2 interesting thing is that without any question at all,

3 statistically, the lowest cancer incidence occurs where

4 the radiation background is highest. The curve definitely

5 drops down, there is no question about it. These are the
o

6 data Frigerio and others presented quite widely. And there

7 is a brand new paper in the current issue of Health Physics-

.

8 from an entirely different group headed by Richard Hickey

9 of the Horton School in Pennsylvania who's finding the same

10 thing.

11 If one belived this, one would have to say

12 that a small amount of radiation is a highly beneficial

13 thing. Ther.e is no question that if you live in a sta.te,

14 I think, with high background radiation, you're living in
.

15 a state in which the citizens have a low cancer incidence
,

16 compared with the rest of the United States. The effect

17' is indisputable. -

18 There have been a few instances of very high

19 levels of radiation in whicli groups of persons have been

20 harmed. One of the earliest of these, of course, is the
i

21 radium dial painters back in the days of World War I. And

22 this is a field -- these girls swallowed radium by taking

23- a brush, and many of them developed bone cancers.

24 From 1933 to the present time, this has been
_
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2 one of my principal scientific activities, and I've studied

3 more than a thousand such persons, and have quantified the

4 dose that they got and the medical consequences. I can'

5 assure you that the relationship is not the linear

nonthreshold, and that the alpha radiation is high L.E.T.
6

radiation.7

There is absolutely no question that there
8

9
is no linear nonthreshold model, which can conceivably fit

10 the data. The statistical odds against the linear

11 nonthreshold model in this case are one in five million.

12 This has been published. If you'd like the reference,

13 Radium in Man, 1974. .

14 The second group are the uranium mint:cs , partiet -

15 larly originating in the Sneberg and the An.conof mines

16 in Bohemia,and Sacksonie in the previous century. Those data

17- are summarized in a paper in 1940. And the first suggested

is radon and thoron permissible values for use in the United

19 States.

20 In the wild west days of uran ium mining in

21 this country, when we were at war, active war, and then

22 in cold war, the question arose as to whether our miners

23 might be being exposed to something that could produce lung

24 cancers.
_
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2 Duncan Holliday was a central figure in all

3 of this. And later, a young man joined him called Victor

4 Archer. I worked with Duncan Holliday on these matters.

5 We first went into the mines together in 1954, and Victor

6 Archer came out about six or seven years later and undertook

7 to compile the data, but there are examples at very high
.

g levels.

9 Now, those persons, the miners, who -- as

10 was said this morning, we're still seeing new lung cancers

11 which are the result of exposure twenty years ago, long

12 before the present standards of four working level months

13 per year since those were put in, as you know from the on-

14 going study of the uranium epidemiology study here at the

15 University of New Mexico, the lung cancer incidence among

16. new miners since 1961 is nil. So much for background.

17 Now, with respect to specifics which are rele-

is vant, directly relevant to the issues of this hearing, let's

19 talk about radon flux and radon dispersion. The radium

20 which is in all rocks and gravel and sand and dirt is pro-

21 ducing radon at a constant rate. That's its first daughter

22 products. |

23- So that underground where there is radium,
1

1

24 as there is in all the rocks, radon is produced at a constant
_

.
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2 rate. The rocks, of course, have voids between crystals

3 of grain. The radon part of it gets out of crystal grain,

4 and as a gas, sits there in the interstitial between the

5 grains. And then it's a gas, and you see how terribly di-
,

6 luted it is. And it moves up and it moves down towards

7 the center of the earth, and then it moves sideways.

8 Some of it which comes up toward the surface

9 of the earth eventually makes it before having decay, and

10 is exhaled from the surface. So at the soil air interface,

11 there is a flux of radon.

12 The normal, average United States radium con-

13 tent of soil is one pico curie of radium per gram of soil.

14 The normal radon flux produced by this radium is one pico

15 curie of radon per square meter, about a square yard per

16 second. In a typical high-level tailings pile, and you

17 see the uranium ore is simply a geochemical, in which this

18 universally present uranium has by some chemical means ,

19 through underground waters or others , been concentrated.

20 And if it's concentrated by a few hundred

21 or few thousand fold, it's worth mining. And then the rest

22 of the uranium dependent industry follows on from there.

23- But if you take the high -- a high number, the flux from

24 typical inactive, unstabilized uranium tailings pile is
_
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2 six hundred and frirty pico curies of. radon per square meter,

3 six hundred forty times the ground average.

4 This means that from one acre of tailings

5 pile, there would be six hundred forty times as much radon
,

6 flux from one acre of tailings pile as f rom an- acre of

7 ordinary land; or from one acre of tailings pile, J.t would

i 8 ee the same radon as from six hundred forty acres of ordie

9 nary land, but that's a square mile.

10 So you have a handy-dandy rule of thumb which

11 is that the radon flux from an unstabilized uranium tailings

12 pile, one acre tailings pile, corresponds to the radon flux

13 from one square mile of ordinary countryside, pa s tu re ,-

14 prairie, desert or mountain. So' it makes it very easy.

15 Now, in the United States, among the inactive

16 piles, there is one thousand acres of tailings with --

17' some of which is stabilized. I'm going to take the limiting

18 case that none of it is stabilized. The radon flux from

19 the tailings pile, it comes out as radon, out of the sur-

20 face of the ground. There are no daughter products with

21 it because the daughter products are solids. They are

22 down in the ground, and it's only the radon gas which comes

23- out. It, therefore, has no daughter products, and tae

24 working level value is zero.
_
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2 You have to wait, and we have a concept which,

3 is called age of air. You have to wait for the ingrowth

4 of the daughter products. When these daughter products

5 grow in for the first thirty, forty or fifty minutes, a
,

6 little bit more slowly than linearly with time so that

7 in four or five minutes, you get less than, oh, around
.

8 eight or nine percent of the equilibrium dauchter products

9 will be built up. And this is time enough for a five or

10 six knot wind to carry the radon from the pile, a half

11 a mile away from the pile before the radon daughters appear.

12 In terms of a question asked of a witness

13 yesterday as,to what would be the levels on top of a'
.

14 tailings pile, the ar.swer should have been the working

15~ levels are zero, or substantially'zero, because the radon

16 has just come out of the ground, and it's being blown away

17' and it doesn't have any time yet to develop its daughter

18 products. And it's only the daughter products that are

19 bothersome. So the best place to be, if you want to be

20 away from the daughter products, is right in the middle

21 of the pile.

22 Now, the dispersion then of the radon which

23- comes from the pile, it's blown in the winds. It difD ses

24 by turbulents. It -- which is a vertical distribution,
_
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2 which under some studies is expedential, but not under
1

3 all studies. And a great deal of work has been done. The

4 master work, the best of it, is by Public Health Service

5 and A. E. C. people in 1967 and '68, Shearer and Claude
9

6 W- Sill-

7 And their paper resulted in a Public Health

8 Service publication, and in a reforced paper in the

9 open literature, Health Physics, Volume Seventeen, page

10 seventy-seven to eighty-eight, 1969. T. hey studied the
.

11 radon -- not radon daughters, but radon itself, at a large
.

12 number of sampling stations in four cities; Salt Lake City,

13 Grand Junction, Monticello and Durango. They set up samplinc

14 devices which constantly sampled the air three feet above

15 ground level, a little more than that, five, I guess, approxi-

16 mately, breathing level for forty-eight hou,rs, continuously,

17- and collected that sample.

18 They did that every three weeks for a year,

19 so as to get an. annual average value. They found that

20 at any distance equal to or greater than one-half mile

21 from any of these tailings piles, no radon from the tailings
i

.22 pile could be found. The falues were back to the background

2 }- for the town. That is, the radon in the air is the same

24 at a half mile as it is at twenty miles in, for example,
__

*
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2 Grand Junction.

3 And Shearer and Sill wrote explicitly, the

4 tailings at Grand Junction are not af fecting the atmospheric

5 radon concentrations beyond a distance of point five miles
,

6 in the prevailing wind direction. At the other three study

7 locations--see, that means Salt Lake, Monticello and Durango,
'

8 at the other three study locations, the effect of tailings

9 is not observed at distances greater than one quarter to

10 one half mile. So that so far as radon daughter hazards

li from radon eminating from a tailings pile is concerned,

12 if you go beyond a half mile from the pile, you can forget

13 it. There is no effect from either these large piles --

14 the Salt Lake City pile is more than a hundred acres of

15 very rich material, and has activities about twice the

16 ,model mill considered in the new regulation.

17- This set of measurements was repeated at

18 Grand Junction by E. P. A. workers in 1974 to '75 by David

19 Duncan and others. And their measurements, interestingly

20 enough, came out to acree completely with Shearer and

21 Sill for Grand Junction, except for four stations which

22 they inadvertently used which had local contamination where

23- people had used tailings from the pile and taken it to --

24 the one was a chemical company, tihe Smith Chemical Company,
_
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2 the L.S.D. warehouse. A state police building has tailings

3 in it. And, of course, you can't set up a valid station

4 and make those measurements, but the agreement then is

5 excellcnt, and these measurements can be relied on.

6 I was peripherally involved in the measurements

7 in 1967 and '68, and I can assure you that I can personally

8 certify that the measurements were accurate, and that the

9 method of collecting the samples was satisfactory.

10 And, of course, in doing modeling as the

11 N.R.C. and the E.P.A. and everybody else has to do, the

12 models do not give the same distribution of radon in the

13 air as a function of distance from the tailings pile a,s

14 is observed in the field.

15 Now, when the model and the experimental

16 results disagree, it is the experimental results which

17' are correct. And one must find the model, if possible,

18 which agrees with observations. So far, as far as I know,

19 nobody has found such a model. They all -- all of the

20 models that I've studied overestimate the radon concentratior,

21 at close-in distances, and by amounts as even clearly done

22 here in new reg--at page-- well, here's radon-222 in there

23- on pages G-33.

24 And from this tailings pile, which is half --
__
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2 about half the radon release as Salt Lake City, one is

3 giving at one kilometer distance, that's about point sixths

4 of a mile, one pico curies of radon per liter.

5 Sill and Shearer had two measurement stations
a

6 at point three and point four miles from that very pile,

7 and their values were about t'our pico curies of radon per
.

8 liter. It would have been impossible, experimentally,

9 to have o'verlooked the presence of one pico curie on top

10 of a background of point four, if the model had been correct.

11 The model is simply not correct.

12 This, of course, means that health effects

13 for persons living close to a pile which was discussed,

14 yesterday, are always overestimated if the radon and working

15 level values are based on models. One needs to go to the

16 actual data.

17' Now, we said that an acre of unstabilized,

18 inactive tailings is about equal in radon flux to one square

19 mile of ordinary land. There are variations, of course,

20 from this. The smallest I know about is around a half

21 of a pico curie of radon per square meter per second, and

22 up to five or so in my experience. But my very good friend,

2h Doctor John Rundol at the Aragon National Laboratory is

24 doing this kind of thing now in houses containing unpaved
_
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2 crawl spaces around Illinois.

3 And he's reporting to me open referee literatur a

4 values as seven pico curies per square meter per second,

5 just from ordinary dirt underneath the house.

6 Now, Sa'lt Lake City has been -- that tailings

7 pile, since it is near a large metropolitan area, has come
. .

8 in for a great deal of discussion. It's a hundred acres.

9 That means that its radon release, by the handy-dandy rule

10 of thumb, is about the same as from a hundred square miles

11 of ordinary land.

12 Now, the great Sale Lake, which is right

13 in the front yard of Salt Lake City, had a change in its

14 water level of eleven feet between 1966 and 1976, in that

15 decade. This cut off eight hundred square miles of land

16 which were covered by water, and therefore, the radon flux

17' was eliminated. So this natural process in Sale Lake City

18 reduced the radon flux in the vicinity of Salt Lake City

19 eight times as much as was the radon flux from the tailings

20 pile which people were so concerned about.

21 I'm saying that nature's ordinary variations

22 are vastly' greater than the kind o'f radon fluxes that are

23- coming from even untreated, unstabilized, wide-open dry

24 tailings piles.
_
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2 On the national scene, the thousand acres
.

3 of inactive ur=.nium tailings piles is the equivalent then
4 of a thousand square miles of land. Well, how much is

5 a thousand square miles? It's a square thirty-two miles
a

6 on the side, or it's a circle with a radius of eighteen
'

7 miles. It's less than one three thousandths of the area
.

8 of the forty-eight continental United States.
9 Now, we're talking about the radon release

from all -- all twenty-two or twenty-four of the unstabilizec10

11 piles. There are, in the United States, fifty-five thousand
12 square miles of inland water, lakes and rivers. A two per-
13 cent change in the area of the inland waters changes the
14 national radon flux by more than all of the inactive, un-

15 stabilized tailings ponds.

16 +- You all remember the story of the little
IT Dutch boy who put his thumb in the dike. I hope you all

18 remember it. The Netherlands has gradually been diking
19 off the Zuyder Zee, and making land out of it.

.

20 To date, they have created three thousand square miles
21 of new land. The radon release from this is three times
22 the radon release from all of the unstabilized, inactive
23- uranium tailings piles in the United States. Who is going

24 to say that the Dutch boy diking off the Zuyder Zee have_
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2 introduced a horrible lung cancer hazard in western Europe.

3 T,here are a great many other points which

4 could be made, but I know our time is short. It should

5 be pointed out that plowing of a field changes the radon
,

6 emission. It turns th'e soil over, and you've got radon7

7 which was at high level beneath the surface.
i

8 It's the same as in a mine after blasting,

9 growing crops brings radon through the roots from an area

10 of high radon concentration. And burrowing animals, gophers

11 and whatnot, live in a high radon and radon daughter con-

12 centration, which is about a thousand times what you and

13 I live in.
.

14 Now, these burrowing animals are not noted

15 for being killed by lung cancer, but they are getting a

16 thousand times what any of us get, or could get from any

17' of these tailings piles. So that what I'm saying is that

18 the total radon released from all the inactive, unstabilized

19 uranium tailings piles is a minute fraction of the variationt

20 produced by meterological conditions and agriculture in
,

21 the total radon released by naturalproansses from all land

22 areas. The level of radon decay product exposure at a,

!

23 >I distance is greater than a quarter to a half a mile, is
t

24] a minute fraction of the range of fluxations of the range
_
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2 of background in the area.

3 And under the A.L.A.R.A. principal which *

4 was voiced yesterday morning, there is no substantial

5 reason to reduce that exposure further. Lung cancer risk
,

6 factors have been discussed, and has been a pyramid of

7 inaccurate information which, if time remains , I'd be

8 glad to go into. But just to say that I'm delighted that
9 Doctor Branagan and others are beginning their studies

10 in this field, but there is a long ways to go.
11 The authors of the B.I.E.R. III section,

12 which was quoted this morning, the authors of that section

13 was held confidential. We don't know who it was. It uas

14 not subjected to peer review. It is a very bad section.

15 It has many errors of fact.

16 The work of Archer and of Axelson has

17' been mentioned this morning. That work was a complex thing,
18 but together, by Vic Archer, Ted Radford, and Axel. son,

19 in early 1933, combining U. S. data on lung cancer among

20 miners and Czechoslovakian and Canadian data, and Swedish

21 data with very poor regard to confounding variables. Thb

22 paper was submitted -- it originally had five authors,

23- and those of us who have recently published the paper which
24 . Doctor Schiager spoke about this morning, a grouo of senior__
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2 specialists from four countries, had all of those mano-

3 scripts available at the time of our meeting. We rejected

4 them as unsound, and the manuscript then was converted.

5 I think this is a. matter of public record. I don' t want
,

6 to be running anybody down, but I can tell you what the

7 facts are. It was submitted as a paper by Archer, Radford,

8 and Axelson to Radiation Research in 1978, and given peer

9 review and refused out of hand.

10 You must not put any reliance on this concept

11 that the dose response is any faster than linear. You'd

12 be talking about a dose to the one-half power. We call

13 that a belly-up curve, like that. The pro's statement

14 is that at lower levels, per working level month, the risk

15 is greater than at higher levels. This is simply not so.

16 The statistical evaluation of the data used

17- in our paper is not based, as was stated this morning,

18 on lung cancer in the 1930's. It is based on the uranium

19 miners, particularly of the United States, and the data

20 collected by the U. S. Public Health Service, including

21 Victor Archer. The Czech data, as is stated, gives a sl:.ghtly

22 higher risk, but in the case of Czechoslovakian mines,

23- these mines are rich with arsenic and nickle and chromium.

24 And arsenic in particular is known to be a carcinogenic
_
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2 to produce lung cancer. And in the case of Czechoslovakian *

3 miners, they are now reporting incidence -- excess inci-

4 dence of skin cancer.

5 Now, skin cancer is directly attributable,

6 as any dermatologist will tell you, to the systemic' intake

7 of arsenic, so that the Czech data which we kindly said

8 in this article, the Czech data imply a risk about three

9 times as great. The discrepancy is not readily explained,

10 period. That's all we said about it. But that this is

11 the explanation I'm giving you now.

12 The Canadian data are no good because they

13 are a comparison of a retrospective group of miners with

14 a prospective group of controls. And we've been all through

15 that with the Canadian authorities.

16 The Swedish data are not useful because they

17' were in mines where they have F.E. 203 iron oxide. And

18 iron oxide is known to accelerate lung cancer from alpha

19 particles in animals.

20 Doctor Branagan did use, he said in examination

21 this morning, a risk factor of three point six times ten

22 to the minus fourth. That's three point six per ten thousand

23- per working level month. It should be recalled that the

24 data he used are for miners. Miners are not only subler:ed
1

|
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2 to other environmental factors, as Doctor Schiager mentioned'

- 3
3 this morning, such as dies.el fumes and dust and whatnot,
4 but also, their breathing rate is quite entirely different
5

-

from our breathing rate here.

't
6 Mrs. H/att is now breathing at a rate of
7 about ten liters a minute. And a uranium miner is going

.

8 to run at twenty, twenty-five to thirty,_ depending on how
9 hard he's working, so he's4taking in a great deal more,

10 you see. And you have to correct for this in terms of

11 numerical values for the population.
|
1

12 All of these things are taken into account
'

\
13 in this paper. It was referred to as the paper by Doctor

l 14 Evans, and I must only say that this is a group of six
15 distinguished senior specialists, worldwide, and it only
16 happens that my name was the earliest one on the alphabet.
17' We're listed alphabetically. '

18 And the second author is John Harley, who
19 was for decades, director of the Environmental Measurements

20 Laboratory of the -- of A. E. C. in New York.

21 The third auther is Nolfgang Jacobi of

22 West Germany of radiation protec : ion.

23- The next author is Andrew McLean , who is

24 chief of the radiological protection board for the United.

_
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2 Kingdom. -

3 The next one is our good friend, William

4 Mills, who was head of the Criteria and Standards Division

5 of the -- our own E.P.A.
.

6 And the last author is C. Gordon Stewart,

7 who was head of the medical division of the Chalk River

8 Laboratories, and in charge of all Canadian radiation *

9 ha:ards works. So you have four nations. And I was going

10 to try to give you an estimate of how many man years are

11 involved here, but most of these people have been at it

12 for as long as radon has been of interest; twenty, thirty,

13 forty years. Nineteen forty -- my first paper was ' 41,,

14 years ago. So this is a -- to obtain a unanimous agreement

15 on a matter of this sort from a group of this type who

16 include all types -- Gordon Stewart treats these matters

17' epidemiologically; Wolfgang Jocobi of West Germany is a

18 modeller, and to get those two men to agree, and the rest

19 of us in the middle to agree, is a fantastic thing.
'

20 All it says is that for members of the public,

21 the maximum value, the upper limit value is one in ten

22 thousand; that is, ten to the minus fourth lifetime risk

23- per working level month, and the value may be zero, but

24 it isn't any bigger than one in ten thousand.
_ .
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2 Now, the fact that the document is being

3 looked at here, N.R.C. has used a value of three point

4 six times, that doesn't bother me at all. The ballpark

5 is about the same. Drop it by a factor of three or ten

6 or whatnot. I don'tethink that's worth arguing about.

7 The risks are too high for many reasons.

8 One is that the radon, radon daughter values

9 close to the pile are too high in the models. The second

10 is that t%e risk factors are too high per working level

11 month, and there are other factors, but all of these can

12 roll up in a factor of ten or so. That would be really

13 something to discuss in minute detail, if this quantity

14 two pico cupies of radon per square meter per second had

15 been based on health effects, but it hasn't.

16 Therefore, the health effects would, in fact ,

17- not be used in determining this suggestion of two pico

|

18 curies of radon per square meter per second. So the fact

1,9 that the health risks may be off by a factor of ten doesn't

20 bothei me at all.

21 I do believe that they a re about a factor

22 of ten high. Mention has been made of other radionuclides,

23- particularly those that might be in dust from a pile, the

24 Salt Lake City pile. And those of you who lived there
__
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2 know there is a good deal of wind around, has been studied

3 in detail by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory people. '

4 And in their document on thorium, ORNL-TM-5251, they report

5 twenty-six separate samples of airborne dust in, around,

6 and on the Salt' Lake City pile in a full year of observations.

7 And in every instance, the activity was less than the

8 tabulated maximum permissible concentrations for air, the

9 so-called M.P.C.A.

10 This is for uranium-226, lead-210, plutonium-

11 210, thorium-230, uranium-234, uranium-235, and uranium-236.

12 So that from the unstabilized, uncovered Salt Lake City

13 Pile, with detailed studies, no danger.

14 What do we got? Forty-five minutes left?

15 MR. liENSLEY : Doctor Evans, I'd caution

16 you that your -- the cross examination is going to take .

17- some time so --.

ig THE WITNESS: All right.

19 MR. HENSLEY: I know I think I could cover

20 forty-five minutes with what I've got, but mine is for
.

21 an intellectual level, and not a --

22 THE WITNESS: Well, let's see if we can

23- close this off.

24 Gamma radiation on top of a pile was discussed
__
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2 yesterday. The gamma radiation has been measured on top

3 of all these piles. It runs from point two to one millirem

4 per hour, which on a yearly basis, for twenty-four-hour

5 occupancy, would be f,ive rem per year, which is the per-

6 missible value for occupational exposure.

7 Radon, as I've already mentioned, is low.

8 It's around seven pico curies of radon per liter on top
9 of a pile, even with a tiny little breeze and substantially

10 no working levels.

11 Archer, Radford, and Axelson, I think we've

12 talked about, all right. We take our lifetime risk as

13 a maximum of. ten to the minus fourth. This is for populatior s

14 you see, and it's corrected for breathing rate and cigarette

15 smoking, and all that type of thing.

16 Well, let me read a couple of r s

17' from another document that I've prepared. There are really

18 no significant health problem -- there really is no signifi-

19 cant health problem due to radon flux from the unstabilized

20 tailings piles. The piles could be stabilized and provided

21 with a physically sturdy and durable cover of soil and

22 vegetation.

23- The cover should be designed to prevent e:csicr

24 and dispersion of tailings by weather, rain, snow, ice,
_
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2 wind, dust storm. Weather resistant cover would be

3 sufficiently thick to reduce the radon flux by probably

4 a factor of at least ten; that is, from a nominal six hundrec

5 forty pico curies of radon per square meter per second

6 to' the demand of sixty pico curies of radon per square

7 meter per second.
.

8 And I know of no radiobiological reason for

9 any further reduction, provided that habitable structures

10 are excluded from the immediate area cf the pile.

11 We've had estimates. I believe the estimate

12 decided on yesterday was six lung cancer deaths in the

13 United States, Mexico, and Canada. Was that a figure *you

14 folks gave per year on a basis of your modeling?

15 DOCTOR SCHIAGER: I believe that's correct.

16 THE WITNESS: I think that's right. If

17' you drop that -- now, that six per year, the lung cancer

18 death rate in the United States is ninety-two thousand

19 per year, like a hundred thousand. If you take that six,

20 if you drop that with a modest co'ver, dropped down by a

21 factor of ten, and there is already a factor of ten of

22 overestimate. So that what we're talking about is, without

21- any three meters, no three meters of overburden or anything

24 of that sort, just enough to keep the wind and water from___

.
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ruini ng thin'qs . That will drop even the highest estimates2

3
of health effects to one one-millionth of the naturally

occurring lung cancer incidences in the United States.4

And I submit that there is no point in spending any dollars
5

.

6 going any farther than that.

I know of no scientific basis for the proposed
7

8 two' pico curies of radon per square meter per second, such

a standard would involve substantially n are expense and
9

10 more possibility of serious harm to workers and the general

11 public due to hazards of moving large amounts of earth.

12 And with the provisions in Public Law 95604 for federal

13 . custody of disposal sites after completion of remedial

14 action, it would seem that a small buffer zone landscaped,

15 but without houses around a stabilized pile, would more

16 than suffice for radiological safety.

17- These could be public parks. They could

18 be football fields, playgrounds, baseball, tennis, just

19 don't dig holes in them. One of the problems with the

20 Monticello tailings pile, which was stabilized years ago

21 at A.E.C. by asking for two feet of rock and earth cover,

22 the contractor didn't quite make it. It's about six or

23- eight inches in some places. Some places, it's two feet

24 thick. But the main problem ther have is gophers. And
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2 the gophers go dowr and mine the tailings and bring them

3 up on top. But the E.P.A. won't let them poison the gophers.

4 Well, I say I'm not particularly troubled

5 by these marked uncertainties and inaccuracy concerning

6 radon flux reduction by overburden, which we haven't dis-

7 cussed at all, but that's a highly techincal thing.
,

'

8 I'd be gald to discuss it in the most minute

9 detail because it began in my laboratory in 1966, because

10 we've seen that the reasons advanced for proposing two

11 pico curies of radon per square meter per second guide-

12 lines are invalid. It's not needed, radiobiologically.

13 It would be very expensive. It's cost, in ef#ect, it's

14 inflationary on the economy. And so I'm opposed.

15 Now, the question of longevity of standards

16 has been brought up, and a thousand years has been spoken

17- of, and also thousands of yaars has been spoken of. I

18 served for a number of years on the National Academy of

19 Sciences Committee on Radioactive Waste Disposal. This

20 had to do with the high-level wastes from the reactors,

21 and in particular, for military use. And our committee

22 was nadted the committee on radioactive waste disposal.

23- The first thing we did was to change the

24 name of the committee and change from disposal to management
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2 And it became the committee on radioactive waste management.

3 We saw no way that it was possible to properly, to sensibly

4 and economically take care of such things as tailings,

5 in this case, low and high-level wastes. We thought some

kind of occasional su'rveillance, looking at it once in6

7 a while, a month, a year, if it needs some repairs, you

8 repair it. But to presume that any of us can predict what

9 the country or even the continent is going to be like a

10 thousand years from now, it seems to me to be very interestir,g

11 If you go back medically only a few hundred

12 yea rs , in Sam Peak's time, it was the plague, and which,

13 as you remember, wiped out great fractions of the population

14 quite regularly. We haven't seen any plague around for

15 a long, long time.

16 Good George Washington two hundred years

17- ago had predicted the state of commerce and population

18 and communication, and the state of the healing arts. As

19 of today, two hundred years later, I don't think so. The

20 Pueblo of Los Angeles, California, was founded exactly

21 two hundred years ago, in 1781; and the history books

22 say with a population of twenty-six, including Mexicans,

23 Negroes, and half-breeds, upon the site of the old Indian

24 village Yangnog.
_

.
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2 That's two hundred years ago, and look at

3 what's in the Los Angeles basin now. The Aztec civilization

4 in Central American, as you know, is tremendous, and yet
,

5 it's only -- it's less than five hundred years since Corte:
a

6 came in, in 1519 and destroyed it. The Norman conquest

7 of England, 1066, and all that is less than a thousand

8 years ago. The magna carta, which contains the roots of all --

9 MR. HENSLEY: Doctor Evans, I think that

10 we -- I think that we appreciate the history lesson, and

11 we get the point.

12 THE WITNESS: A thousand years is too long.

13 One to two hundred years is enough. I'll pause at this

14 time and be glad to respond to any questions.

15 MR. HENSLEY: Mr. Crout?

16 MR. CROUT: I'll defer any questions.

17' I believe Doctor Evans has covered anything I would have.

18 MR. HENSLEY: All right, sir. Yes, sir.

19 CROSS EXAMINATION

20 BY MR. STROM:

21 O May I ask you a couple of questions?
_

22 A I''d be delighted.

2 }- 0 If I could refer you to your statement about

24 no problems, or no significant changes of the Chinese,
_,
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2 Brazilians, and Indians who lived in the area of high alpha

3 radiation emanation. Did you believe there was a sufficient

4
,

data base employed?

5 A Yes, I do. In the case of the Chinese, it's
,

6 eighty thousand people for a number of centuries.. In the

7 Brazilian case, about the,same. And in the case of India,

8 it's the same. It's a religious sect which intermarries,

9 so that they have been constant for over a . thousand years.

10 g I meant from the standpoint of the problems

11 that they had associated with living in that high background,

12 How do you relate the statistics of no greater medical '

13 problems associated with this?

14 A. Oh, you look at a disease, you look at cancer

15 incidence, for example, you look at genetics, you look

16 at fertility, number of children per family and so forth,

17' you look at the sex ration of males to females. This,

18 in animal studies, is sensitive to radiation, all sorts

19 of things of that type. Does that respond to your question?

20 g Well, I think so.

21 A There must be ten or fifteen different things

22 that are looked at.

23- G And the statistics support that? .

24 A. Right.
_

.

I
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2 MR. STROM: Thank you.

3 MR. HENSLEY: All right, sir.

'

4 THE WITNESS: The Chinese study was published
,

5 in the science magazine not too long ago.
~

.

6 MR. SCARANO: It's only about three years

7 or so.
.

8 CROSS EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. SCARANO:

10 0 My name is Ross Scarano, Doctor Evans. I

11 enjoyed *your presentation quite a bit.

12 A Thank you.

13 G , Even though I've only been in this field

14 for about six years, I understand the complexities involved,

15 and I appreciate your going through the long -'-

16 MR. HENSLEY: I think it would be better

17" if you go to the microphone. Peorie can't hear yo .

18 MR. SCARANO: Okay.

19 G I'm confused by the beginning of your presenta-

20 tion as opposed to the end. And I guess I want to clarify

21 what I think I heard. In the first portion, I had a ques-

22 tion to ask of you, and I guess I'll ask anyway. Based

23-. on your presentation, would you advocate that no controls

24 be placed over tailings piles?
_

.
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2 A Oh, no. I think I said toward the end, I'd

3 like to see them covered in such a fashion that the wind

4 and the rain and the weather and the freezing and the thawinc

5 and occasional flood doesn't distribute the tailings around.

6 The tailings are just*the same kind of material as an ore

7 body in an open pit mine, and one shouldn't get scared

8 about them. There is nothing mysterious about them at

9 all. It's simply the uranium has been taken away from

10 it. Everything else is there.

11 Q But it's clear that.- .that there should

12 be some controls placed on them?

13 A Oh, I think so. It's a dust nuisance, i,f

14 nothing else, but it's not a radiological hazard in terms

15 of the dust.

16 G Well, then that brings me, I guess, to my

17- other question. Did you -- did I understand clearly that

18 you said that because you cannot distinguish the radon

19 concentration from the tail-ing pile at about a half a mile.

20 away --

21 A That's right.

22 G -- therefore, there is no possible health

23- effect, or no health effect?

24 A. From the tailings pile, right.
_
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2 O You did conclude that?

3 A That's right. The fluxations and the normal

4 radon in any area are ten times as great as any radon that

5 may have come from the pile.
.

6 G But because you couldn't tell what was coming

7 from the pile, as opposed to the normal fluxations, the

8 conclusion is whatever miaht be coming from the pile is

9 not a health effect?

10 A Then perhaps I can simplify it with some

11 hypothetical numbers. For example, if you're in, say,

12 Salt Lake City, and you're out ten miles from the pile,

13 and your annual, average radon concentration is, say,, point

14 four pico curies of radon per liter, and you go in to five

15 miles, and to two miles, and it's still the same, and you

16 go in to one mile and it's still the same, and you go in

17' to a half mile and it's still the same, and 'you go in to

18 a quarter of a mile and you see it a little bit higher.

19 0 But --

20 A And that little bit higher is from the pile.

21 O But isn't it true that, you know, based on

22 the number of samples over what period of time, you have

2 }- so much fluxation just in the normal --

24 A Uh-hum.
__
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g That you may, indeed, be receiving some con-
2

tribution from the pile that because of. normal fluxations
3

you couldn't tell?
4

A. Oh, that's true, sure. It's buried in the
5

statistical fluxations'. It's insiginificant. It's what
6

some lawyers call de .minimus. .

7
'

4 No. I guess I don't see it that way, and
8

I guess my question was, just because you couldn't tell
9

that contribution from what the normal fluxations., you
10

seem to conclude just on that basis there was no health
yy

effect from the radon, from the pile.
12

A No health effects attributable to the pile,
13 .

right.
14

MR. SCARANO: Thank you.
15

A. Whereby no -- I mean, no discernable, no
16

statistically important, nothing that exceeds the normal
17,

values.18

MR. SCARANO: Thank you.
19

A. The close-in data have been studied by the
20

E.P.A. in some detail, as you may know, in their recent
21

doc'ument on the inactive uranium processing sites. And
22

there, using their modeling, they've got a maximum estimate,
23-

a factor, at least three,and it's probably high by about
24

-
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2 and probably ten of -- point eight of a cencer per yea r,

3 and the population between zero and six miles from the

4 Salt Lake City pile, the Mexican Hat pile, the Grand Junction

5 Pile, the Gunnison pile in Rifle, Colorado, in Shiprock,

6 New Mexico. And that's in some for more than four hundred

7 thousand persons. And the natural incidence of lung cancer

8 in that group will be more than a hundred cases.

9 G Okay.

10 A That's why I say it doesn't matter, so why

11 argue as to whether the number is point eight or point

12 two cases per year, or point one case per year. It's

13 negligible.

14 0 You did conclude that there should be some

15 controls, some cover?

16 A Yeah.

17- G End controls?

18 A Make a baseball field out of it.

19 0 over what time frame would you say that this

20 would be -- that this would be appropriate?

| 21 A. You mean how long would it last or when?

22 G How long should these controls take place?

23- A. You mean when should it be done?

24 G No. How long -- considering the long half-lif-
_
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2 of the tailings, and the nuisance of the dust over a long
3 period of time, how long --

4 A. Well, according to the act, this land goes
5 into federal or Agreement State ownership.
6 4 So it --

7 A. And as was mentioned this morning, there

8 is a fund for professional -- for perpetual care and --

9 G So it should be controlled even at those
10 . levels over a long period of time?

11 A. All you have to do is keep people f rom digging
12 down and iaying water pipes and gas lines and building
13 houses. -

*

14 0 But you also showed us -- and we agree that

15 you can't count on the government being around for a long
16 time to maintain those controls, is that correct?

17' A Yeah. But even so --

18 MR. SCARANO: Thank you.

19 A. -- they are not going to hurt many people.

20 MR. HENSLEY: I fail to see the connection

21 between the' government being around. Do you want to explain

22 that to me?

23- MR. SCARANO: Yes. The conclusion was that

24 we needed controls, make some oarks out of it, some controls._._,
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2 And the controls, I believe, that were alluded to were

3 governmental controls.

4 MR. HENSLEY: Well, the way you make it

5 sound is you think the government is going to collapse

6 the day after tomorrow, and I was -- -

7 MR. SCARANO: I hope --
.

8 MR. CROUT: I'm sure sorry I paid

9 my taxes on time.

10 MR. SCARANO: Mr. Chairman, I have a paycheck

11 tomorrow. I hope it isn't going to --

12 MR. FONNER: Several more of my people

13 would like to ask a few questions of Doctor Evans, if we

14 could.

15 MR. STROM: May I ask some questions?

16 RECROSS EXAMINATION

17' BY MR. STROM: ,

|
| 18 g Professor Evans, I wonder if I could refer

19 you back to your discussion, do you believe that the con-

20 clusions that Frigerio reached are definitive?

21 A Yes, I do. It's good work, very sound, and

22 has been checked by others. He's not the only person to

23- have done it. And as I pointed out, the Horton School people

24 are new to the field, and have come to the same conclusion,
_

"
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and that has 'ust been published in a referee journal,2

3 so I believe it. No question about it.

4 MR. ROBINSON: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. Befora

5 I might note I have other questions. There may be others

6 besides the N.R.C.'s questions.

7 MR. HENSLEY: All right . Hub, would you
.

8 state your name for the record, please?

9 MR. MILLER: My name is Hubert Miller.

10 MR. HENSLEY: Excuse me.,

11 CROSS EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. MILLER:

13 4_ . Doctor Evans, I also appreciated your presenta--
14 tion. Did you say that Doctor Billy Mills was one of the

15 coauthors of the paper that we have discussed?

16 A He certainly is.

17' 4 And is Doctor Mills the head of the criteria an d
18 standards group at the E.P.A.?

19 A He was this morning.

20 4 Are you aware -- I'm glad to hear he's still

21. got his job. And in the E.P.A. report that you just referred

22 to a moment ago --

23- A. Yes.

24 0 -- in fact, was prepared under his -- in his
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2 group, is that right?
,

3 A Prepared and issued in his group, right.

4 g Are you aware that the conclusion of that

5 report is that for the inactive uranium mill tailings piles,
a

6 that radon flux should be controlled to a level of about

7 two pico curies per meter squared per second?
.

8 A Yes.

9 MR. MILLER: Thank you.

10 MR. HENSLEY: Just a minute.

11 THE WITNESS: Do you want a longer answer

'

12 than that?

13 MR. HENSLEY: Well, no. I want to know

14 why you referred to it as saying that the two pico curies

15 didn't get in there, and why all of a sudden did it become

16 important?

17' THE WITNESS: Well, it's in here. Doctor Mills

18 is head of the criteria ~ and standard division. Now, it seems

19 that in government bureaucracies, sometimes somebody higher

20 up on the line states what the numbers are to be, and the

21 staff must see to it that that is what comes out in the

22 report. I'm not citing this or any other document as being

23- of that type, but just saying that it does occur.

24 MR. HENSLEY: All right.
_

THE WITNESS: And that Doctoor Mills
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2 believes what is in this paper. And you'll have to ask
3 him whether he believes any of this.
4 MR. HENSLEY: All right.

} 5
CROSS EXAMINATION
P

6 BY MR. BRANAGAN:

7 0 Edward Branagan, N.R.C. Doctor Evans, I
8 enjoyed your presentation quite a bit,

.

particularly the
9 information about bone cancer. In your recent publication in

10 Nature,
Doctor Evans, did you use the linear nonthreshold

11
model to estimate health effects from exposure to radon?

12 A Yes. Sure.
13 g Thank you.

14 A Do you want to know where the linear non-
15 threshold model came from?
16 A No. I don't think we have to go into that.
17' A Good. Don 't you believe it,. either.
18 3 My second question, Doctor Evans, do you
19

agree with the mining association's contention that the
20 risk estimators for lung cancer from exposure to radon
21 and daughters in the G.E.I.S. is more than two orders of
22 magnitude too high?

23- A 1 didn't read that. What I said I believe
24

__ was that you folks had used three point six times ten to
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2 minus fourth. And I think it shouldn't be any higher than

3 one times ten to the minus fourth.- Your value was for

4 miners, not for people, anyhow, and that should drop you

5 by a factor of three to ten. And I thought it was quite

6 immaterial, because yo'ur' regulation, your proposed regu-

7 lation of two pico curies isn't based on health effects,

.

8 anyhow.

9 g Doctor --

10 A So I don't care what number you use for risk

11 factors, you aren't using it in deriving the regulations.

12 g Doctor Evans, are you familiar with the mining

13 association's comments on the health effects models in,

14 the G.E.I.S.?

15 A. Not in any detail.

16 g Thank you. One other question. Earlier,

17- you discussed some information about some of the benefits

18 of radiation. I don't have the words exact but, Doctor

19 Evans, in your professional opinion, is a small amount

20 of exposure to radon and daughters beneficial?

21 A Beneficial? Oh, I would say it's -- no,

22 it's indifferent. For me, it's a zero. I believe this

23- is personal opinion that at the low levels with which we
.

24 deal, there is no effect that the -- whatever radiological
_
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2 effects occur on the cells in the bronchial epithelium, the

3 basal cells, the repair mechanisms which the body has are

4 adequate to keep up with insults at very low rates.

5 G Okay. Thank you. One other point you brought

6 up, Doctor'Branagan. You referred to a study by Frigerio.

7 MR. HENSLEY: This is Doctor Evans.

8 4 Excuse me, I'm sorry, Doctor Evans -- a study

9 by Frigerio. .

10 A Yeah.

11 G Are you aware of the B.E.I.R. III committee's

12 review of the Frigerio study, and their comments on that?

13 A No. B.E.I.R. III is wrong in a great many

14 places, and was not peer reviewed in the proper fashion.

15 MR. BRANAGAN: Thank you.

16 MR. FONNER: Doctor Rogers has a few questions

17' CROSS EXAMINATION

18 BY MR. ROGERS:

19 % My name is Vern Rogers. I have a question

20 or two that I'd like to ask. -

21 A. One of my students.

22 % You mentioned some of the -- one of the Oak

23- Ridge reports on ORNL-TM-5251.

24 A Right.
_
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2 O And this is in relation to your statement

3 about models not giving the same distributions as observations.

4 A Right.

5 0 But overestimating grossly. Are you familiar
a

6 with the modeling that was made in that report?

7 A Yes.
.

8 0 In the comparison there?

9 A Yes. And it overestimates at all distances.

10 G I believe if you refer to it, it will agree

11 when background is taken into account, as well, their

12 other reports, most of their other reports dealing with

13 the other major inactive piles. Are you also familiar with

14 G.J.T.-22 radiation pathways and potential health impacts

15 from uranium, inactive uranium mill tailings?

16 A No. Is that something you wrote?

17' O Yes. For your information.

18 A Send me a copy.

*

19 G Okay. That one also has an agreement within

20 the experimental uncertainties there. It is true that
,

21 the form of the models used in the Sixties overestimated

22 near field radon.

23- A. Yeah.

24 G But later, the agreement is much better with
_
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2 a little better work with the models.

3 A Is it fair for me to have a conversation

4 here with Vern or not?

5 MR. HE!!SLEY It might be helpful to all

6 of us.

7 A. Like what wind speeds and what travel time
.

8 did you use for.the development of working levels, down-

9 stream from the pile?

10 0 I'm talking about models on radon concentratior.s.

11 A You're only going to deal with radon, all

12 right.

13 4 , Yeah. That's -- .

14 A That's hard enough.

15 b Yes. .

l6 A. All right.
_

17' G I guess I was wondering about one other thing,

18 when you mentioned that, you know, early radon " lux measure-

19 ments began in your lab. When was the -- that you were

20 peripherally involved in the Shearer and Sill work in '67

21 and '68. When was the last time that you have made, your-

22 self, radon flux measurement on a pile?

23- A. Oh, with my hands?

24 4 Yes.
_
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2 A Not over - 'not looking over somebody's shoulde c?

3 G Yes.

4 A Oh, it's been quite a while, Vern.

5 G There has been quite a development, maybe,
a

6 since that time, and I just wanted to find out if you had

7 been directly involved in these recently.
.

8 MR. ROGERS: That's all I have. Thank you.

9 MR. HENSLEY: Do we have somebody else?

10 CROSS EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. MARTIN:

12 S Dan E. Martin. Doctor Evans, in your paper

13 published in Nature, did you not quote from Archer's estimate

14 of one thousand lung cancers per million working level

15 months?

16 A Did you say did we quote it?

17' G Yes.

18 A Yes, we did, but notice that the bibliographic

19 references is not to a referee journal. You see, what

20 Vic Archer did was to go to a symposium and give the material ,

21 and that way, you get a bibliographic reference. That's

22 why we did the courtesy of putting it in the bibliography.

23- G Did you not in the text of that quotation

24 say that risk estimate could not be ruled out?
_
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2 A. What? Where are you?

3 g The second page of the copy that I have,

4 the first full paragraph.

5 A. Oh, that speaks of any of the -- you mean
9

'

6 the words, "Whereas it is not possible completely to rule

7 out any of these estimates"?
.

8 g Yes.

9 A From occupational exposure -- our objective

10 .to estimate risk, that's for occupational exposure.
~

11 g I realize that.

12 A You see that word? Our objective is to esti-

13 mate risk for the general population, and that's what this

14 paper is about, not about miners. This is about people.

15 4 But you would not rule out then a. risk co-
,

16 efficient of one thousand lung cancers per million working
17' level months for miners?

18 A. Absolutely, we did. This says it's not possible

19 completely to rule out. That doesn't mean ninety-nine

20 point nine percent. That means a hundred percent. You

21 know, there is no such thing as certainty.

22 0 You think that level of risk is a possibility

23- then?

24 A. No, I do not.
_
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2 G But this says -- |

3 A No, it's based on this dose to the one-half

4 power, the belly-up curve, it's impossible. You see, it

5 was -- that was studied as a tremendous amount of work
,

6 that is condensed into short sentences in this paper. And

7 one of them is by Doctor C. Gordon Stewart, going over

8 all of Archer's data, and all of the material that went

9 into that, and doing a dose response curve with an arbitrary

10 power function on dose, dose to the nth power, to see

11 whether it would come out linear. So that "N" would be

12 one, or square law, so "N" would be two, or a belly-up

13 curve. So "N" would be one-half.

14 And the answer to all this, as I recall it

13 was optimum slope. The most probable slope is point nine

16 seven plus or minus point one five, or something like that,

17' which was linear, and which definitely says that the Archer

*

18 hypothesis is invalid. And that's where that thousand

19 comes from, that original one. If you go to a low enough

20 value, on a curve of this sort, it has an infinite slope,

21 but the origin -- and that means that for the first tenth

22 of a working level month, you've got infinite risk, all

2 }- right?

24 If risk is dose to the one-half power, and
_,
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2 you tak the first differential of risk with respect to -

3 dose, you get one over dose to the one-half power, don't you?

4 % I think I would like to ask another question.

5 A Have you ever taken differential calculus?

6 G I'm not* testifying.

7 MR. HENSLEY: He has another question,
.

8 Doctor Evans.

9 THE WITNESS: Go ahead.

10 S Your estimate in this paper of one times

11 ten to the minus four cancers per working level months

12 for the general population, was that based on a conversion

13 factor of fifty working level months per working level?

14 A Fifty.

15 G Fifty working level months per year per workinc

16 level?

17- A Oh, you're talking now about the conversion-

18 between wczking level year, twenty-four hour, hundred percent

19 occupancy basis?

20 G Yes.

21 A Yes, this is working level months, honest

22 to goodness working level months. And any working level

23- month that has a breathing rate put into it should be can-

24 celled and thrown out immediately, because it is not part
_
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2 of the definition of the unit. And the answer is yes,

3 one working level year of eight thousand seven hundred

4 sixty hours is fifty-one working level months.

5 g Are you aware that we used a different con-

6 version factor in the G.E.I.S.?
~

7 A. I'm sorry to say I'm aware you did that,

8 and I hope you quit it.
,

9 g Do you understand that if we had used the

10 . fifty working level months per working level coefficient

11 that you used, we would have gotten a risk factor one-

12 half of what we arrived at?

13 A. You're getting close. .

14 O And that would be a factor of two closer

15 to what you --

16 A Getting better all the time.

17' g -- than what you have calculated here?

18 A. Right.

19 0 You agree to that?

20 A Sure, but it doesn't matter since you didn't,

21 because your rules on health effects --

22 MR. HENSLEY: All right. Mr. Fonner do

2h you have someone else?

24 MR. FONNER: I don't think so, no, sir. We
_
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2 are finished.

3 MR. HENSLEY: Mr. Robinson, I believe you

4 asked permission to speak.

5 MR. ROBINSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There

6 is, of course, on the order of --

7 MR. HENSLEY: State your name.
.

8 MR. ROBINSON: Paul Robinson, Southwest Infor-

9 mation and Research Center. I believe there is about five

10* minutes left with this witness, is that our time frame, sir?

11- MR. HENSLEY: I think that's his time frame.

12 CROSS EXAMINATION

13 BY MR. ROBINSON:

14 0 When you mentioned the uranium environmental

15 study with the University of New Mexico --
.

16 A Yes.

17' S -- you stated some results from this study.

18 A Well, only in very broad terms, because it's

19 an ongoing study, and so everything is preliminary for

20 a long time.
,

21 4 I believe you --

22 A. But the preliminary results of the status

23- is certainly very, very encouraging, and says radon in
1

24 the mines is now absolutely safe.
_

.
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2 G 5o you would say that radon in mines is now

3 absolutely safe?

4 A At four working level months per year, yes.

5 0 And that is a preliminary statement, you feel?

6 A. I feel that four working level months per

7 year in the mines is safe.
.

8 0 Based on this study?

9 A No. No. No. Based on all the work we did

in the Federal Radiation Council beginning in 1962, culmi-10

11 nating in the Federal Radiation Council reports in 1967,

12 the joint committee on atomic energy hearings in 1967 on

13 radon hazards in miners, and the final reports of the Federal

14 Radiation Council backed by what you're saying now, and

15 with monitoring of all of the subsequent lung cancers,

16 and of the lung cancer types which have been seen by Gino

17- Sakomono and his colleagues at Saint Mary's Hospital in

18 Grand Junction.

19 0 With all due respect, Doctor, I enjoyed your

20 testimony, as well, and appreciate your style, but we are

21 trying to get through a list of questions, and you do have

22 a time constraint. I'm trying to ask a line of questions

23 and would appreciate if the Chair would help me stay on

24 that line.
_
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2 MR. HENSLEY: We'll try, Mr. Robinson.

3 g This epidemiologic study has no results

4 published', has it? '

5 A No.
*,

6 g We are less than one latent period into the

7 lifetime of the miners subject to that study, is that correct?
,

8 A. . wouldn't say less than. I'd say about.
'

9 0 About. So you're saying that a study which

10 initiates with miners in 1971, and is now in 1981, is about

11 the' latent period of radon induced lung cancers?

12 A The study goes back to '61, and before.

13 g The -- you're saying that that study does,

14 not eliminate miners which work in more than four working

15 level month mines?

16 A Correct.

17- g Thank you.

18 A See, there is a new director, and the rules

19 are changed.

20 g Yes, I know Doctor Sanders , as well. When

21 you discussed the B.E.I.R. III report, you said that there

22 were errors in fact ?

23- A Right.

24 O I'm wondering if there are other people who
,_,
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2 might state that as there is controversy over that report,

3 and that they might feel that you had errors in fact?

A. I didn't have any input into it.4

5
g But in terms of the scientific discussion,

I'm not stating that you have errors. I have a great deal6

^

7 of respect for your work. I'm wondering if -- whether

your statement was -- would be more properly pu't that there8

9 is significant controversy over that report, rather than

there are errors in fact?10

A. There are errors of fact.yy

12 g Of fact? Now, the chairman of this B.E.I.R.

13 committee is Doctor Radford of the University of Pittsburgh,

14 is that correct?

15 A. I think.that's where he is now, yes.

16 g Thank you. And tihis is one -- this Doctor

17 Radford is one of the coauthors of the paper by Doctor

18 Archer which you consented to use in your Nature paper?

19 A. What about Nature?

20 g That you used in your Nature paper.

A. No. No. Ted's name is not on that. That's21

22 one of Vic Archer's. I believe the reference we used

23- was one of Vic Archer's most recent symposia attendances.

24 Have you looked it up? He's the sole author, reference
_

.
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2 fourteen. v. E. 7.rcher, Transactions of the American Nuclear

3 Society.

4 g Thank you. Doctor Radford is the coauthor

5 of the Axelson report which you were critiquing earlier?
.

6 A Yes.

7 g When you stated your recommendation fcr stabili-

8 zation as keeping wind and water from ruining things, I'm

9 wondering what levels of cover or other materials you would

10 recommend to keep wind and water from ruining things?

11 A Well, that's not my field, but I would suggest

12 that something on'the order of one'to two feet thick is

13 adequate.

14 G How long do you think the one to two foot

15 thick material would protect from wind and water erosion?

16 A That's not my field.

17' O Would you say that was a relevant question

18 for this forum, whether it's your field or not?

19 A I think one to two feet would last for quit

20 a while, based on what has happened with the Monticello

21 pile.

22 g Quite a while? How long would you say that

23- quite a while would be?

24 A. A significant fraction of one to two hundred
_
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2 years.

3 0 Is that significant at all with respect to

4 the lifetime of hazard from tailings piles?

5 A Oh, the -- well, you and I know what half-

6 period of ionium is. It's long, of course, twenty thousand

7 years.
.

8 O A fraction of a hundred to two hundred years?

9 A It's constant.

10 4 Is a small fraction then of that lifetime
11 of hazard?

12 A The lifetime of the radium and radon in the
13 tailings piles should be taken for human beings such as

14 us, and for the next two hundred years as being infinite,

15 just being constant, it's a constant level.

16 g Thank you.

17- A And a lifetime is more than fives times the
18 time span since the last Ice Age. And I don't know what
19 the continent is going to be like then.

20 0 Thank you. When you were introducing your

21 comments, you stated that the hazard was not with radon,

22 but with its daughters?

23- A. Yes.

24 g I'm wondering if it might be more properly said_
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2 that the hazard is with the decays between radon and its

3 daughters, that the alpha particle and the energy release

4 is where the hazard occurs with respect to the lung problems,

5 rather than with the solid materials. Would you agree

6 with that? *

7 A If I understood your question, I do not agree

8 with it. The hazard is from the solid decay products beginnirm

9 with radium A, which ha's a plutonium isotope of a half-
,

10 life of three minutes.

11 G So you're saying that it's the plutonium

12 that causes the change in the bronchial epithelium rather

13 than the decay into plutonium that rel'ases energy and,e

14 a particle into those cells?

15 A Certainly, the long is a filler which takes

16 out the solid decay products that are floating around in .

17' the air. It's just a filler.

18 G Thank you. Which of the inactive piles did
i

19 you feel were stabilized?

20 A One more question. Which of the inactive --

21 0 -- tailing piles did you feel were stabilized?

22 A Those that are listed in E.P.A. documents,

23- and Monticello in particular.

24 G You're saying that E.P.A. represents those
_

.
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2 piles as fully stabilized?

3 A. The word is not " fully." The word is " stabilized

d '
O Could I --

5 A. You go ahead while I'm packing.

6 G I' understand the doctor has to leave. I've

7 read the same document, and the next sentence says that, b

8 "No piles are adequately stabilized. Some have been attempted" ,

9 A. They are, adequately now, and are judgmental

10 .ma tt ers .
'

11 g I'm wondering whether stabilized is something

12 which degrades and is maintained over time, or whether

13 it's an instantaneous reading, and I think that's significant.

14 A. Grand Junction 'is stabilized, too. It was

15 all regraded and reworked in 1970.

16 g And that stabilization is still considered

17' fully intact?

18 A well, I suppose that would depend on who

19 you asked. I think the local pecole regard it as fine.

20 MR. ROBINSON: Thank you. Well, I have about
~

21 ten other questions which I will just make mention of that

22 and leave the doctor. It's hard to concentrate. I just

: want to leave by saying, I hope with respect to the doctor ---

24 I have a great deal of respect for his work, and pardon_

being blunt --
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| 2 ItS. TAYLOR: Well there be an opportunity
3 for people in the audience to cross examination Dcotor

, ,

4 Evans. I have at least ten different questions which would
5 take about five to ten minutes, and I think that every

,

6
one in the audience that wants to cross examine should

7 have an opportunity to do so. I also have one or two
,

.

8 questions.

9 MR. CROUT: Would it be possible for writter

10 . questions to be submitted to Doctor Evans, and the board
11 transmit it to him, and he transmits the answer back to
12 the authors, and they decide whether they wish to file
13 it with the board or not?
14 MR. HENSLEY: I think the only way, ma'am --

15
we knew about this constraint when we started. If you

1.6 will write your questions, we will get them transmitted
17' to Doctor Evans, and that we will have them back, and we
18 will make those answers to those questions a part of the
19 record.

.

20 MS. TAYLOR: Thank you.
21 THE WITNESS: Mr. Chairman, there is a time

22 constraint on me in terms of answering. I'll be out of

23- town for the next two or three weeks.
24 MR. HENSLEY: No, it will be prior to the_
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2 closing of the documents.

3 THE WITNESS: I'll do my best.

4 MS. TAYLOR: Does that mean that the comment

. 5 period will be extended to incorporate this cross examination?

6 MR. HENSLEY: Yes, ma'am.

7 MS. TAYLOR: What is the --
.

8 MR. HENSLEY: I'm saying the closing of

9 the record. In other words , he's going to be out of town

10 for two or three weeks. When he gets back, he will answer

11 those questions, and then at that time, they.will be in-

12 corporated into the record.

13 MS. TAYLOR: So that means that the comment

14 period is essentially being extend.d.for thirty days after

15 these hearings?

16 MR. HENSLEY: Yes, ma'am. Well, it will

17' probably be for. longer than that.

18 MS. TAYLOR: I just wanted to make sure

19 that they would have enough time to get in before time

20 was cut off.

21 MR. HENSLEY: I assure you of that, that

22 it would be extended.

23- MR. ELLISTON: Elizabeth Elliston from Sandoval

24 County. And I would like to regret that though we have
_
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2 put some of the people who are going to go last, first,-

3 the testimony that the people have been hanging around

4 for a long time, waiting to participate in this, and have

5 questions to ask, are unable to do so at this time.
,

G MR. HENSLEY: Yes, ma'am, but I think that

7 you'll find that this is the only one that you've got that

8 problem with. And if you will put your questions in writing,

9 they will be answered.

10 MS. ELLISTON: I understand that, and I appre-

11 ciate that, but I would like to be able to talk to Doctor

12 Evans, and look him in the eye, and hear his answers. And

13 I respect his ability as a teacher, and I've learned a.

14 lot from this session. Thank you very much.

15 THE WITNESS: I surely wish I could stay

16 and talk with you.

17' MS. TAYLOR: For purposes of the record,

18 my name is Linda Taylor, and I'm with New Mexico Physicians

19 for Social Responsibility.

20 MR. HENSLEY: Thank you, ma'am. Mr. Fonner,

21 you may continue with your presentation, sir.

22 MR. FONNER: I have one document that we'd

23- like to put into the record. It's a letter-from Doctor

24 Evans to Doctor Mills of E.P.A., pertaining tc some of the
_
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2 questions that the N.R.C. witnesses were asking Doctor

3 Evans. And could we put that into the record at this point,
4 or do you want the witness to identify it first?

5 MR. HENSLEY: Yes, I would like you to identify

6 that document, Doctor Evans.

7 MR. MONTANGE: While N.R.C. is looking at

8 that, this is the paper by Shearer and Sill that Doctor

9 Evans referred to as the evaluation of atmospheric radon

10 in the vicinity of uranium mill tailings, and I'd like
_

11 to submit that as an exhibit for Kerr-McGee.

12 MR. CROUT: The uranium environmental sub-

13 committee wants to introduce the article that's on youp --

14 MR. FONNER: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. We

15 think the letter is not relevant to the subject matter

16 of this proceeding. It deals an E.P.A. -- 40 C.F.R. 192.

17' MR. CROUT: This is the one they referred tc .

18 MR. MILLER: It's not the same standard

19 at all.
.

20 MR. MONTANGE: Very, very much is. Doctor

21 Evans, does this refer to the standard that you -- was

22 in this red book that was discussed with the N.R.C. witnesses?

23- Is this the same standard --

24 THE WITNESS: Well, this refers --
-
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2 l MR. MONTANGE: -- that N.R.C. wants New Mexico

3 to adopt here? :.

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, for inactive --

5 MR. MONTANGE: Two pico curies per second?
i

P

6 T!!E WITNESS: For instance, to the Phillip's

7 pile, yes. Inactive tailings piles, right.

8 MR. MONTANGE: The two pico curies per meter

9 squared per second? I move this as Kerr-McGee Exhibit --
10 MR. HENSLEY: Do you wish to enter an objecticn

11 for the record?

12 MR. FONNER: Yes, for the record, I'd like

13 to object to it. It's not relevant to the regulations

14 proposed.

15 MR. HENSLEY: It will be entered, marked.

16 I have here atmosphere of mill tailings,

17' a document which they've entered to be placed into evidence.

18 Do you have any objection to that?

19 MR. DAVIS: My name is Ted Davis, and

20 I'm a physician here in Albuquerque. I also would like

21 to object to the inability of myself to cross examine in

22 person, Doctor Evans. I think that's unfortunate, and

23- I wish I had an opportun.ity. I will try and submit questiont

24 but it would certainly be more appropriate to have a dialogue_
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2 while he's here.

3 MR. MONTANGE: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to

4 note that one of the reasons that we don't have time for
5 full cross examination of any of the witnessts is that
6 N.R.C. is pushing so hard to get the state to adopt these
7 regulations by a time certain, that there simply isn't
8 time to have sufficient proceedings to conduct all the

9 cross examination of any of the witnesses which any of
10 the parties, including ourselves, would like.

11 MR. HENSLEY: Is Doctor Evans a local resident ?
12 MR. STROM: He's from Arizona.
13 MR. HENSLEY: He's from Scottsdale. I was

14 going to say that he said he was going to be out of town
15 for two or three weeks. I would like, and I share -- that's

16 like I said, I had enough up here to last forty-five minutes
17' by myself, but I did not get mine in, either. I would

18 like some time -- as I said, I was leaving the record open.
19 If we could get Doctor Evans back for you people who weren't

! 20 allowed to cross , I would love to get him back, too, but
21 that's one we'll have to cross. And if you'll leave your

22 name and address and all of this, we'll see if we could

23- get that done.

24 MR. ROBINSON: Mr. Chairman, in response_
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2 to Mr. Montange's last statement, I believe that one will

3 find that the lenthiest part of this hearing so far has

4 been the operator's testimony of witnesses, and that it

5 is tha state which has proposed the rules for hearings,
.

6 not the N.R.C.

7 MR. HENSLEY: It has been their cross of

8 witnesses that has been put on. It has not been their

9 testimony. It has been their cross.

10 MR. ROBINSON: I thought I said " questioning,"

11 but I just wanted to make that brief statement.

12 MR. HENSLEY: Yes, sir.

13 MR. FONNER: We have no objection to this

14 document. We would just like to object for the record

15 that this S. D. Shearer and Sill study is already pretty

16 old, but we have no objection to it.

17* MR. HENSLEY: So noted.

18 (THEREUPCN, Kerr-McGee Exhibits One and Two

19 were marked for identification.)

20 MR. HENSLEY: This one is what?

21 MR. CROUT: Uranihm Environmental Subccmmittes

22 Exhibit B.

23- (THEREUPON, Uranium Environmental Subcommittee Exhibit
.

24 B was marked for identification.)
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2 MS. TAYLOR: I'm sorry to keep harping *

_

3- on the lack of cross examination of Doctor Evans, Mr. Chairman,

4 but I'd like to make one more request. Would it be possible

5 to have our questions answered by Doctor Evans in the context

6 of where he finished his presentation, so that they are

7 not stuck in the back of ti.e hearing transcript, because

8 much of the questions that I had contradicted substantially

9 the statements that were made by Sim today. And if they

.
10 are stuck in the'back, I don't think people reading the

'

|

11 hearing transcript would have the benefit, particularly

12 the general public.

13 MR. HENSLEY: I think that we can mark ,--

14 we will mark within that it would have to go into the exhibits,

15 and there will be a -- we can place into the record at

16 this point that the exhibits should be examined for con-

17' tinuation of written answers to questions submitted by

18 people within the audience. r

19 MS. TAYLOR: Thank you very much.

20 MR. FONNER: Could we ask --

21 (THEREUPON, a recess was held.)

22

23-

24
-
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Denver. Colorado in the proposed revisions are currently being challenged
80202 by CMA members in the federal courts (see, e.g. Kerr-McGee
(303) 534-1181 Nuclear, et al. v. N.R.C., C.A. No. 80-2043, USCA-10).

Although CMA members favor ' continuation of Colorado's
,

agreement state status, we cannot take a position with i
respect to the state regulations which is inconsistent i
with our position regarding similar NRC requirements. I

Accordingly, we intend to pursue all available adminis-
trative and judicial remedies in challenging regulations
which we believe to be illegal or inappropriate.

Our comments will follow the following format:

I. Comments on the proposed rationale
for the regulations.

s
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II. Comments on the proposed fiscal
impact statement.

III. Comments on the proposed revisions
to the regulations.

IV. Comments on proposed Part III,
Schedule E, of the regulations.
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comments.
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I. COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RATIONALE.'

4

The draft rationale inaccurately reflects the

COLCRADO standard for agreement state conformity with the program
MINING f the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission subsequent
ASSOCIATH3N to the enactment of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation

Control Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-604).
330 Denver Hilton
O*C3 8""d'"9 Prior to the enactment of Public Law 95-604,
1515 Cleveland Place the Atomid Energy Act of 1954 required that the programs
Derww, Colorado of agreement states be " compatible" With that of NRC, in
80202 order that agreement state status be maintained. Public
(303) s34-1181 Law 95-604 is a statute which is aimed directly and

specifically at management, control and disposition of
uranium mill tailings. In the amendment, the standard
for agreement state conformity with the NRC program is
stated in terms of " equivalency". The equivalency test,
however, is applicable only to " byproduct material" which
is redefined by Public Law 95-604 to include uranium mill
tailings. For aspects of agreement state programs other
than those relating to byproduct material as redefined,
the standard for conformity remains that contained in the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, to-wit: compatibility.

II. COMMENTS ON PROPOSED FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT.

The Colorado Administrative Procedure Act,
524-4-101, et seg. C.R.S. (1973) obligates state arencies
to evaluate the economic impacts of their rule-maki,ng-

activities. See, e.g. 524-4-101.5, C.R.S. (1973).
Pursuant to this requirement, all rules proposed by the
Department and adopted by the Board must be accompanied
by a fiscal impact statement identifying the persons or
groups who will bear the cost of the rule.

Pursuant to the foregoing requirements of the
APA, the Division has appended a fiscal impact statement
to the proposed regulations. Simply stated, the Division
is taking the position that the proposed regulatory
changes will have virtually no fiscal impact, with the
exception of certain license fee increases.

Contrary to the Division's estimates, the cost
increases to licensees resulting from the revised regulations
will be dramatic, to say the least. Licensees will be
forced to bear increased costs in the following areas:

1. License fees

2. Sureties

3. Reclamation, Decommissioning & Long-term Care

-1-
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4. Administrative & Legal
5. Consulting fees

CELCRADO
MINING In the case of operations currently conducted

by two licensees operating mills in Colorado (UnionASSECIATION Carbide Corporation and Cotter Corporation), the revised
330 Denver Hilton regulations will result in cost increases in excess of
Office Buildin9 $50 Million. Such cost 1,ncreases will occur in the
1515 Cleveland Place followin[ arens:
Denver, Colorado Present New
so202 Regulations Rt gulations Difference
(303) 534-1181

1. LICENSE FEES $295,500 $452,500 +$160,500

2. SURETIES $230,000 $2,115,000 +$1,885,000
3. RECLAMATION,

DECOMMISSIONING
& LONG TERM CARE $5,875,000 $56,850,000 +S50,975,000

4. ADMINISTRATIVE /
LEGAL $312,250 $1,043,000 +S730,750

5. CONSULTING FEES
(cover design &
placenent, ground
water monitoring,
air emission con-
trols, and prepara-
tion of expanded
ER) $950,000 $2,450,000 +S1,700,000

TOTAL: $7,462,750 $62,910,000 +S55,447,250

III.
COMMENTSONPROPOSEDREVISIONSTOTHEREGULATIONS.{

Our comments on the proposed revisions to the
regulations are in the following format:

A. Recitation of the particular rule or
portion thereof being addressed;

B. CMA's proposed revisions to the rule, or,
where appropriate, proposed additions where no rule has
previously existed; and

C. Comments on the proposed revisions or
additions.

|
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i RH 3.9.4.1

An applicant may be required to furnish financial
surety arrangements to insure the protection of I

COLOQADO the public health and safety in the event of i
MININ" abandonment, default, or inability of the
ASSOCIATION licensee to meet the requirements of the Act,
330 0enver HiKon these regulations, and the license including
omce swding decontamination,and decommissioning of the
1515 cleveland Place ' facility.
Denv r, Colorado
80202 PROPOSED REVISIONS:
(303) 534-1181

An applicant may be required to furnish financial
surety arrangements to insure the protection of
the public health and safety in the event of
abandonment, default, or inability of the
licensee to comply with decontamination, decom-
missioning, and reclamation requirements imposed
as a condition of licensure.

'

COMMENT:

As presently worded, proposed RH 53.9.4.1 would
allow CDH to draw against a licensee's financial
surety arrangement (bond, letter of credit, or
certificate of deposit) based on any alleged
violation of the license, or of the Radiation
Control Act and CDH regulations. RH 3.9.4.1
will thus function as a prepaid civil penalty
provision, enabling CDH to draw against the
surety whenever it determines that a license
violation has occurred. Proposed RH $3.9.4.1
goes far beyond the nnforcement powers delegated
to CDH by the Colorado Radiation Control Act,
which does not give CDH the power to impose
civil penalties for license violations. It is
a well established rule in Colorado that a
regulation issued by an administrative body, in
order to be valid, must be within the scope of
the statutory delegation of authority which
underlies the regulation. See, e.g., Dixon v.--
Zick, 179 Colo. 278, 500 P.YH 130 (1972).
Proposed RH 53.9.4.1 is clearly inconsistent
with its underlying statutory authority, and
thus is unlawful. It should be noted that an
attempt to amend the Radiation Control Act to
grant CDH the power to impose civil penalties

: (H.B. 1263) was defeated in the General Assembly
during the present session. The Department
cannot gain powers by rulemaking which the
General Assembly has refused to delegate by
statute.

-3-
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i RH 5 3.9.4.2

The financial surety arrangement required by
3.9.4.1 shall be furnished to and in c formgoo approved by the Department prior to the issuanceN

1SS2CIATH3N
of a license, or any amendment or renewal of an
existing license, as required by the Department.

300 Demier Hilton The applicant shall furnish such evidence of
0*C3 C""di"9 initial and continued financial surety responsi-

**
1513 C!eveland Place bility sufficient to maintain the financial
oemeer. colorado surety in force, as required by the Department.
s0202 The amount of funds to be insured by such
(3G3) 5s&1181 surety arrangements shall be based on Department

approved cost estimates. Self-insurance, or
any arrangement which essentially constitutes
self-insurance will not satisfy the surety
requirement.

PROPOSED REVISIONS:

Change the last sentence to read as follows:
Self-insurance, or any arrangement which essen-
tially constitutes self-insurance, will not
satisfy the surety requirement, provided, that
self-insurance shall be authorized for the
long-term care requirements of 53.9.5, and
provided further, that certain types of self-
insurance, such as collateral bonding may be
acceptable, where the licensee's assets are of
sufficient size to warrant this type of surety.

COMMENT:

Self-insurance may be appropriate particularly
for long-term care requirements. During the
period of active operations, long-term care
requirements are not necessary. This is recog-
nized by the NRC rules and guidelines as well
as the final GEIS. Although this section
purportedly applies only to the " performance
surety" requirements, clarification should be

,

! added to allev self-insurance for long-term

| care requirements during operations and before
l decommissioning. Self-insurance is also a

viable means of providing surety in cases where -' ~

the licensee is a major corporate entity with
extensive financial assets. There is no reason
to prevent large corporate licensees from using
their own assets as collateral to secure per- i

formance of reclamation or long-term care I
1

requirements.
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RH 3.9.4.2.5

Such other evidence of initial and continued
COLGRADO finan'cial responsibility as may be required by
MINING the Department, including financial surety

ASSOCIATION Previously provided to any state or federal
agency concerning activity subject to license

330 Denver Hinon under these regulations, or the amount, termsU**' 8""d'"8 .and conditions of such surety have been estab- -

1515 Cleveland Place lished to the satisfaction of the Department,
Denver. colorado provided such arrangements are considered
so202 adequate to satisfy these requirements and that
(303) 534-1181 portion of the surety which covers the decom-

missioning and reclamation of the facility and
associated areas, and the long-term monitoring
and maintenance are clearly identified.

PROPOSED REVISION:

Add a new RH 3.9.4. 2. 5 which would read as follows:
A contractual lien on all buildings and structures
on the affected lands. Such lien shall be
accompanied by information on the estimated
costs of removal of the buildings and structures,
and information on the salvage value of the
materials and components.

Re-number existing RH 3.9.4.2.5 to RH 3.9.4.2.6.

COMMENT:

'

This revision will add another element of
flexibility for providing acceotable surety
which will be less costly to the operator while
ensufing the availability bf funds >to the
state. ,

RH S 3.9.4.5

The licensee's surety heshinlani bill be reviewed s

annually by the Department ano"Le adjusted to,4
recognize any increat:es or decreases resulting 3
from inflation,~ changes ia engineering plans, -

activities perforced, and any other conditions
affecting costs. ',%n j appropriate portion sof
surety;11 ability shai.1.be retained until final '

comp!!ince with the reblacation plan is' deter-
{ '', {mined. '

. -

|
'

sl' \
'

PROPOSED RE71G10N: . s

'

- 4 s ., .

The licensee 's surety mechanism' will be ! reviewed|

onnually'by the Departner.c ^and sbe. adjusted to
recognize any> increases or decreases resulting

.. . ,
,

*

(' .;* Ji

E, s-5- .s' ' *
s
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'
from inflation, changes in engineering plans,
reclamation and other activities performed, and
any other conditions affecting costs. An

CELCRADO appropriate portion of, surety liability shall

MININ] be retained until final compliance with the

ASSOCIATION reclamation plan is determined.

330 Denver Hilton COMMENT:Office Building

1515 Cleveland Place The addition of " reclamation and other" activities
Devw, Colorado specifies one added major item affecting surcty
*020* costs.
(303) 534-1181

RH $ 3.9.5.4.1

The final disposition of tailings or wastes
should be such that the need for ongoing active
maintenance, as defined in the final generic
environmental impact statenent on uranium
milling, is not necessary to preserve isolation.
As a minimum, annual site inspections shall be
conducted by the government agency retaining
ultimate custody of the site where tailings, or
wastes are stored to confirm the integrity of
the stabilized tailings, or waste systems and
to determine the need, if any, for maintenance
and/or monitoring. Results of the inspection
shall be reported to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission within 60 days following each inspection.
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission may
require more frequent site inspections if, on
the basis of a site-specific evaluation, such a-

need appears necessary due to the features of a
particular tailings or waste disposal system.

PROVIDED REVISION:

The final disposition of tailings or wastes
should be such that the need for ongoing active
maintenance is, to the maximum extent practicable,
eliminated. As a minimum, annual site inspections
shall be conducted by the government agency
retaining ultimate custody of the site where
tailings, or wastes are stored to confirm the
integrity of the stabilized tailings, or waste
systems and to determine the need, if any, for

'

maintenance and/or monitoring. Results of the
inspection shall be reported to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission within 60 days following
each inspection.

-6-i.
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' " COMMENT:

This amendment is proposed in order that the
responsibility of the regulator and the obligationCSLCRADO f the licensee comport with reality. Just asMININ3 there is no such thing as "zero discharge" from

ASSOC 1ATH3N an impoundment, there is no method of disposal
330 Denver Hilton which absolutely assures that no need for
0"i*' C#d'"8 maintenance might occur' hundreds of years in
1515 Cleveland Place the future. To create a requirement contrary
Demrer, Colorado to that reality may well give rise to false
80202 expectations and to findings required by the
(msj s3&1181 license issuer which cannot in honesty be made,

and which, if made, produce protracted litigation
seeking to overturn the licensing action.

The language proposed for deletion is a statement
of the regulatory program of USNRC. It has no
applicability to the operations or requirements
of the State of Colorado, and no relevance to
the performance of a licensee in an agreement
state. The statement is enlightening but
irrelevant to a regulation dealing with the
licensing and operation of uranium mills in
Colorado.

RH S 3.9.5.4.2

A fund shall be established based on Department
approved cost estimates, and for source material
milling operations shall not be less than
$250,000 (1978 dellars). The funds provided by
the licensee shall yield interest in an amount
sufficient to cover the average annual cost of
monitoring and maintenance of the site based on
an assumed 1% annual rea; interest-rate. An

i annual review of the inflation rate and interest
yield will be accomplished by the Department
and necessary changes made in the long-term
care agreement with the licensee. The inflation
rate to be used is that indicated by the change
in the Consumer Price Index published by the
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

PROPOSED REVISIONS:

A fund shall be established based on Department
approved cost estimates, after consultation
with the licensee. The fund shall not in any
event be less than $250,000. The funds provided
by the licensee shall yield interest in an
amount sufficient to cover the average annual

,

I cost of monitoring and maintenance of the site

|

|
| -7-
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based on an assumed 2% annual real interest
rate. An annual review of the inflation rate
and interest yield will be accomplished by the

CELCRADO Department and necessary changes made in con-
sultation with the licensee in the long-term

AS CIATION care agreement with the licensee.

330 Denver Hilton COMMENT: -

Office Building
'- '

1515 Cleveland Place This provision has been changed to prevent
oemeer. coforado automatic and unilateral amendment of the
a0202 license by the state. Reference to an automatic
(3m) s>&1181 index for inflation adjustment eliminates

requisite flexibility for the operator as well
as the state. In any given year, the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) may bear little or no relation
to the actual inflation rates prevalent in the
mining and milling industries. These adjust-
ments must be allowed to remain the subject of
yearly negotiations between operators and the
state. An automatic adjuster, particularly the
CPI, is totally arbitrary and inflexible.
Commentors further request that a 2% annual
real interest rate be used rather than the
proposed 1% rate. The basis for this request
is that a 2% annual real interest rate is a
more accurate reflection of the historic earning
power of investments. Research performed by
Union Carbide Corporation's corporate finance
group has shown that the average domestic
corporate bond yield over the last 30-year
period (1950-1980) exceeds the GNP deflator by
2%. Supporting data on the research performed
by Union Carbide Corporation's corporate finance
group will be supplied as an appendix to these
comments at the hearing on June 17, 1981.

RH f 3.9.9. 2.1. 3

The matters of fact and law asserted or to be
considered.

PROPOSED REVISION:

The matters of fact and law asserted or to be
considered, to the extent then known.

COMMENT:

This amendment is proposed in order to eliminate
the interposition of highly technical appeals
based upon assertions of inadequate notice.
License notice and hearing process established
in the regulation contemplates and even er. courages

.
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the formulation and refinement of issues even
after notice has issued. This process could
easily be thwarted and perverted if the notice

COLCRADO provision is lacking in flexibility. One of
MINING the most common grounds of administrative
ASSOCIATION appeal is based upon claims of inadequate

notice resulting in deprivation of due process.
330 Denver Hilton
onice Building RH 5 3.9.9.3.2 ,

1515 Cleveland Place

Dever. colorado Application for party status must identify the
so202 individual or group applying, state an address
(303) 534-11st or phone number where they may be contacted,

state the nature of their interest in the
hearing, and the specific ground on which they
claim to be affected or aggrieved, and state
the specific aspects of the hearing to which
they wish to address.

PROPOSED REVISION:

Application for party status must identify the
individual or group applying, and its address
and telephone number. The application shall be
signed by the party or his authorized represen-
tative, or by an attorney having authority with
respect to it. The capacity of the person
signing, his address, and the date shall be
stated. The signature of a person signing in a
representative capacity is a representation
that the document has been subscribed in the
capacity specified with full authority, that he
has read it and knows the comments, that to the

| best of his knowledge, information, and belief
the statements made in it are true, and that it
is not interposed for delay. If a document is
not signed, or is signed with intent to defeat
the purpose of this section, it may be stricken.
The application document must include the
following elements:

| 1. The nature and extent of the applicant's
'

property, financial, or other interest in the
proceeding, and the specific ground on which

| .the applicant claims to be affected or aggrieved;

2. The possible effect of any order
which may'be entered in the proceeding on the
applicant s interest;

3. The specific aspects of the hearing
which the applicant intends to address. If the
applicant objects to certain conditions in a
proposed license, the proposed alternative

|

| -9-
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el condition (s) must be included in the appli-
cation;w

4. The general nature of the testimonyCSLCRADO
NHNIN] and/or evidence which the applicant intends to

ASSSCIATION Present at the hearing.

330 Denver Hilton COMMENT:(iffice Building
,

"

1515 Cleveland Place See comments on RH $ 3.9.9.3.3 infra.
Denver, Colorado
80202 RH $ 3.9.9.3.3
(303) 534-1181

The Department, or the hearing officer, will
grant or deny party status based on the nature
and extent of the person's property, financial
or other interest in the hearing and the possible
effect of any order which may be entered as a
result of the laaring on the person's interest.
Any person applying for a granted party status
may, by motion to the hearing officer or Department,
as appropriate, challenge the right of any
other person to be a party.

PROPOSED REVISION:

The Department, or the hearing officer, will
grant or deny party status based on consideration
of the following factors:

1. The nature and extent of the applicant's
property, financial, or other interest in the
hearing;

2. The possible effect of any order
which may be entered in the proceeding on the
applicant's interest;

3. The extent to which the applicant's
interest will be represented by existing parties;

,

)
4. The extent to which the applicant's i

participation may reasonably be expected to i

assist in developing a sound record-

5. The availability of other means
whereby the applicant's interest will be protected;
and

6. The extent to which the applicant's
participation will broaden the issues or delay
the proceedings.

-10-
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COMMENT:'

The proposed changes in S S 3.9.9.3.2 and 3.9.9.3.3
concerning elements of the application for

C2LSRADO Party status, and the criteria for grantingMINH4 , Party status, are taken from the NRC's proceduralASSOC IATION rules (10 C.F.R. 2.708-2.714), and the Rules of
330 Demrer Hilton Procedure Before the Colorado Water Quality
U*** 8""d'"9 . Control Commission, both of which govern requests
1513 Clwelsnd Place for party status and intervention in administra-
omwer. colorado tive hearings. While commentors have no objection
m202 to the provisions of the proposed rule, we
(so3) s34-1181 believe that the procedural and substantive

criteria for party status should be more fully
develomed to insure against frivolous applica-
tions by persons who generally are opposed to
nuclear power as a fuel source and would seek
to appeal or intervene in licensing proceedings
on that basis.

*

RH $ 3.9.9.3.4
Parties and persons who have applied to become
parties shall have the right to initiate discovery.
Parties shall have the right to make motions or
objections, present evidence, cross-examine
witnesses, and appeal from the decision of the
hearing as provided by the Colorado Administrative

| amended.
-- seq. C.R.S. 1973 asProcedure Act, 24-4-101 et

PROPOSED REVISION:

| Parties shall have the right to initiate discovery.
| Parties shall have the right to make motions or

| objections, present evidence, cross-examine
| witnesses, and appeal from the decision of the

hearing as provided by the Colorado Administra-
tive Procedure Act, 24-4-101 et seq. C.K.5.
1973 as amended.

---

COMMENT:

The provision that persons who are not and may
never become parties may exercise the right of
discovery, one of the most significant rights
of a party, is an invitation to misrule and
abuse. The Department defends the proposal on
the grounds that the rights of those who may

.

become parties to participate fully must bei
; preserved. This concern can be addressed

adequately by amendments to the party provisionsI

(3.9.9.3.1) shortening the 20-day period for
application for party status, and prescribing

|

-11-
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action upon such application by the hearing
officer within a short period, perhaps five
days, thereafter (3.9.9.3.3).

C3LSRADO RH $ 3.9.9.4.2.1MININ3
ASSOCI. TIONA

A brief summary of the nature of the claim of
go D*gv r the party and the basis therefor:i onj,

1515 Cleveland Place PROP' SED BEVISIONS:
Denver Colorado
som2 A brief summary of the contentions and evidence
(3m) 5S&1181 to be offered in the case in chief of the party

and the basis therefor:

COMMENT:

These are editorial comments which are self-
explanatory.

RH 5 3.9.9.5.1

Any party or person who has applied to become a
party may initiate discovery in the form of
interrogatories to another party, requests for
admission to another party, requests for produc-
tion of documents to another party, or depositions
of any persons: or any combination thereof.
The Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure, to the
extent not inconsistent with the State Administra-
tive Procedure Act shall apply. Such discovery
may be modified by a motion for protective
order filed with the department or hearing ;

officer within seven (7) days of receipt of the j
notice of request for discovery. Motions for ;

protective order shall set forth the grounds in l
support thereof and shall be ruled upon immediately.
Discovery shall be completed no later than ten
(10) days preceding the hearing date, except as
otherwise ordered by the department or hearing
officer.

PROPOSED REVISION:

Any party may initiate discovery in the form of
interrogatories to another party, requests for
admission to another party, requests for production
of documents to another party, or depositions
of any persons: or any combination thereof.
The Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure, to the
extent not inconsistent with the State Adminis-
trative Procedure Act shall apply. Such discovery
may be modified by a motion for protective
order filed with the department or hearing

-12-
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officer within seven (7) days of receipt of the i
notice of request for discovery. Motions for
protective order shall set forth the grounds in

COLORADO support thereof and shall be ruled upon immediately.
MINING Discovery shall be completed no later'than ten

(10) days preceding the hearing date, except asASSOCIATION otherwise ordered by the department or hearing
330 Denver Hilton officer.
OMice Building ,

,

1515 Cleveland Place COMMENT:
Denver, Colorado
80202 The comment to this proposed change is the same
(sm)s>&1181 as that made in connection with section 3.9.9.3.4.

RH 5 3.9.10.1.3

Consideration of alternatives to the activities
to be conducted, including alternative sites
and engineering methods:

PROPOSED REVISION:

Consideration of alternatives to the activities
to be conducted including alternative sites and
engineering methods, but excluding consideration
of generic as opposed to project specific
issues relating to energy choices, economics
and the like;

COMMENT:

The purpose of the suggested limitation is to
avoid involving the Departnent in generic
considerations which represent societal, political
or economic judpents beyond the statutory duty
and expertise of the Department.

RH 5 3.10.6.1.6
|

| Site and project alternatives.

| PROPOSED REVISION:

i Site and Project alternatives excluding, however,
I alternative modes of energy production or other
I alternative considerations involving societal,

political or generic economic judgments.

COMMENT:

1 The comment made in connection with the modifi-
cation proposed to 3.9.10.1.3 is applicable
here.

1
1

-13-
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RH 5 3,. ] |.

|
Amendment of licenses at request of licensee.

COLGRADO Applications for amendment of a license shall
be filed in accordance with RH 5 3.8 and shall

A OCIATION specify the respects in which the licensee
desires his license to be amended and the

y D*f[[,{ ton grounds for such amendment. (No revisions
1515 Clev:;iand Place

-' proposed oy CDH1
i

Denver, colorado PROPOSED REVISIONS:
80202

(3a3)5S&1181 Amendment of licenses at request of licensee.
Applications for amendment of a license shall
be filed in accordance with RH 5 3.8 and shall
specify the respects in which the licensee
desires his license to be amended and the
grounds for such amendment. For purposes of
this section, the term " license amendment"
shall be defined as a process change which
results or has the potential to result in a net
increase in routine operational releases of
radioactive particulates and/or radon gas from
the licensed facility.

COMMENT:

No change in this regulation has been included
in the proposed revisions. Commentors believe
that the present RH 3.17 is deficient, and the
proposed revisions should include a change in
this section. This section is deficient in
that it contains no definition of the term
" amendment". Thus, it could be argued that any
process modification in a facility--no matter
how insignificant the change--will force a
licensee to comply with the application and
environmental report requirements of RH 5 3.8.
Commentors urge that RH 5 3.17 be revised to

'

include a definition of the term " amendment",
and that this concept be limited to process,

changes of sufficient significance to warrant
.the expense and delay incidental to the'

processing of an application under RH 5 3.8.
,

,

a

-14-
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i IV. COMMENTS ON PROPOSED PART III, SCHEDULE E,
OF THE REGULATIONS.

These comments will follow a slightly different
COLORADO format. Proposed deletions from the proposed rule are
MINING slashed, and proposed additions are underlined.
ASSOCIATION
330 Denver Hilton CRITERION 1
Offic3 Cullding

1515 Cleveland Place (a) "In selecting among alternative tailings disposal
Denver, Colorado sites di jddfiff thd dddfdddf df ddidtiff
80202 (diffffd digdd, the following site features
(303) ss&1181 which would assure meeting the broad objective

of fidIdtidf fMd tdflidfd ddd didddidtdd
dddtddidddtd fide did ddd tMd ddviiddeddt if
(Ed AMdit tdid ddd fdf tMddddddd df fddid
#fthddf ddidiff ddtifd ddiftdddddd reducing
harmful emissions from the tailings during
operations and over the long-term without
ongoing regular maintenance shall be considered:

(1) Remoteness from populated areas:

(2) Hydrogeolo31c and other environmantal
conditions conducive to continued immo-
bilization and isolation of cor.taminants
from usable groundwater sources: and

(3) Potential for minimizing erosion, disturbance,
and dispersion by natural forces over the
long term.

(b) The site selection process shall be an optimization
to the maximum extent reasonably achievable in
terms of these features.

(c) In the selection of disposal sites, primary
emphasis shall be given to isolation of tailings
or wastes, a matter having long-term impacts,
as opposed to consideration only of short-term
convenience or benefits, such as minimization
of transportation or land acquisition costs.
While isolation of tailings will be a function
of both site characteristics and engineering
design, overriding consideration shall be given
to siting features given the long-term nature
of the tailings hazards.

(d) Tailings shall be disposed of in a manner such
that no active maintenance is required to
preserve the condition of the site.



,

1
.

l i
i COMMENT:

The first deletion is suggested as application
COLORADO of this criterion retroactively to existing sites is
MIN:NG n t appropriate or lawful. This criterion could not
ASSOC:lATION have been anticipated or planned for at existing

sites and could easily destroy the economic viability
jy0 De{er Hinon of existing projects, especially considering theg, ,'" 9

present economic state of the uranium industry. How1515 Clev: land Place would it be possible to make any selection when the
Denver, colorado site is already in use?
80202

903) s391181 The second deletion and addition are made as
this more concisely states the reasonable broad
objective of tailings stabilization. A regulation
that calls for actions to be effective for thousands
of years is unrealistic. In its proposed disposal
standards for inactive uranium processing sites (46
F.R. 2556, January 9, 1981), EPA has recognized the
impracticality of the imposition of remedial action
standards for periods in excess of one thousand
years (see EPA's comments on proposed rules , 46 F.R.
at 2560) particuarly where, as here, site-specific
evaluation of the need for a longer period is not
present. In comments on remedial action for uranium
processing sites (40 CFR 192) prepared by Robley D.
Evans at the invitation of Dr. William A. Mills
(Director, Criteria and Standards Division, Office
of Radiation Programs, U.S. EPA) Evans points out
that "even 100 to 200 years seems more than an
adequate time span".

Evans also states that, " Disposal" without any
form of occasional surveilance is impracticable.
" Management", not " disposal", is a more realistic
plan". lx. Evans said in a telephone call that
"surveilance" included inspection and maintenance.

It should be noted that uranium mill tailings
constitute only a potential hazard. While they
contain some toxic materials, they are not hazardous
unless the toxic components reach human subjects.

CRITERION 2

To avoid proliferation of small waste
disposal sites, radioactive material fram id
dits iltfittidd 6fititiddi, 646% di tididadd
if66 6614ti66 itif6fitidd di 46dtididitd6
666tidl fidididdi, 666 $46tfi if66 small remote
above ground extraction operations shall prefer-
ably be disposed of at existing large mill
tailings-disposal sites: unless, considering
the nature of the wastes, such as their volume

-2-
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and specific activity and the costs and environ-
mental impacts of transporting the wastes to a
large disposal site, such offsite disposal is
demonstrated to be impracticable or the advantageCOLORADO ,

f nsite burial dIditIf outweigh the benefits '

MINING
ASSOClATION of reducing the perpetual surveillance obligations.

330 Denver Hilton COMMENT:
Office Buildmg

,
,

,

151s crevelan6 ? tace The criterion is clear enough without these
Denver. colorado excess words. When attempting to apply this criterion
80202 to a specific site, several facts must be considered.
(sa3) su-1181 Operators of in-situ and small remote above-ground

extraction operations may not also operate existing
large mills. Therefore, before their wastes could
be disposed of at the tailings disposal sites of
large mills, the operators of the mills would have
to be persuaded to accept them. Questions of pro-
portionate costs and liability would have to be
considered. Existing mills may have planned for
only enough tailings capacity for the tailings from
their mills. Also, the wastes from the small sites
may not be compatible and could lead to instability
of the tailings impoundments.

CRITERION 3

TV4 Y?tidd Optiid7 fit did#6dil 6f tiiliffi
it #1446646t Vitst itidi, ditVit 16 titit 6i
istittiti stitittid piti.

In order to meet the objective of reducing
harmful emissions from tailing areas during
operations ~and over the long-term, the evaluation
of alternative sites and disposal methods
performed by mil 1~ operators in support of their
proposed tailings disposal program shall reflect
' serious consideration of tMi il/pdd4I dddd
full or partial placement below grade, as appro-
priate. In some instances below-grade disposal
may not be the most environmentally sound
approach, such as might be the case if a high
quality groundwater formation is relatively
close to the surface or not very well isolated

*

by overlying soils and rock. Also, geologic
and topographic conditions might make full,
below-grade burial impracticable: for example,
bedrock may be sufficiently near the surface
that blasting would be required to excavate a
disposal pit at excessive cost, and more suitable
alternate sites are not available. WMdid fdII
Vildt itidd Vdtid! it 66t ptidtid4 Eld, iM4 titi
di titidtids stiditdtdt, ide tiid ind stidp6dit
di dIdpid di iddddittdd 4xpdddd idEidRedstd.

-3-
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6YdIt Vi tididitid 51 diti+6ti66 t6 tVi tititst'

istidt 1646664V19 ti%idi4Yli di ittidttiiti
AIVd8 tMd tddIdgId idd EfdtdgidIdgid iddditiddd
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*

330 Danver Hilton
office Building

COMMENT: *
1515 Cleveland Place

-

Demrer, Colorado We have stated the health goal to be achieved
80202 in the first addition and have removed reference to
(303) S34-1181 a " prime option". Establishing a " prime option" is

not appropriate since it creates a presumption in
favor of one technique for tailings disposal. The
criterion should only require disposal adequate to
meet the health goal, through the use of whatever
method is most suitable for each specific site. The
mill license applicant should not be required to
compare and contrast other techniques that are not
suitable to the specific mill site.

We have deleted the last portion of the proposed
criterion as the department has created a " Catch 22"
which should be removed. In cases where below grade
disposal is impracticable, the alternative method
must provide " reasonably equivalent isolation of the
tailings". However, if below grade disposal is
impracticable, it literally cannot be accomplished
and therefore, there is no way of determining if the
alternative disposal method provides " reasonably
equivalent isolation of the tailings".

CRITERION 4

The following site and design criteria
shall be adhered to whether tailings or wastes
are disposed of above or below grade:

(a) Upstream rainfall catchment areas must be
minimized to decrease erosion potential
and the size of the maximum possible
flood.

(b) Topographic features shall provide good
wind protection.

(c) Embankment and cover slopes shall be
relatively flat after final stabilization
to minimize erosion potential and provide
conservative factors of safety assuring
long-term stability. The broad objective
should be to contour final slopes to

-4-
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grades which are as close as possible to
these which would be provided if tailings
were disposed of below grade: this could,

C#dLORADO f r example, lead to slopes of about 10
h riz ntal to 1 vertical (10h:1v) or lessMINING

ASSOCIATION steep. In general, slopes should not be
steeper than about EM/IV 2.5h:1v. Where

330 0:nirer Hilton Steeper Slopes are proposed, reasons why aU * ' 8""di"9 slope less, steep would be impracticable.

1515 Clev: land Place should be provided, and compensating
Derwer. colorado factors and conditions which make sucb
a0m2 slopes acceptable should be identified.
(303) 534-1181

(1) Where a full vegetative cover is not
likely to be self-sustaining due to
climatic conditions, such as in
semi-arid and arid regions, rock
cover shall be employed on slopes of
the impoundment system. The Department
will consider relaxing this requirement
for extremely gentle slopes such as
those which may exist on the top of
the pile.

(2) The following factors shall be considered
in establishing the final rock cover
design to avoid displacement of rock
particles by human and animal traffic
or by natural processes, and to
preclude undercutting and piping:

(a) Shape, size, composition, gradation
of rock particles, excepting
bedding material, average particle
size shall be at least cobble
size or greater:

(b) Rock cover thickness and zoning
of particles by size: and

(c) Steepness of underlying slopes.

l (3) IddividddI tddy fidgdddtd dMdII Ed
didtd, 46066, did tidittidt t6 $Utilidd,
did 6 Mill Yd itid itd6 diddVi, 64464,
466 4tMit 4diddti tVit $6did tddd t6
ddddIf %ddtdddd tMdit dddtiddtidd Ef
$ttit ide it6tt idti666. $ Mild, 16dv
lididitid pitM iMild, idd iMditt
(MdII ddt Ed dddd. Site specific
erosion standards shall be established

i
for each license which will allow theI

use of native rock fragments in a manner
and amount to the end that erosion will
be minimized.

-5-
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(4) Rock covering of slopes may not be'

required where top covers are very
thick, on the order of 10 meters or
greater: impoundnent slopes are very

CSLCRADO gentle on the order of 10h:1v orMININ ,

ASSOblATION less: bulk cover materials have
inherently favorable erosion resistance
characteristics: and there is negligiblefy9f,*n'';fny a drainage catchment area upstream of..

1515 Cleveland Place the pile, and there is good wind
Denver, colorado protection as described in points (a)
ams2 and (b) of the criterion.
(303) 534-1181

(5) Furthermore, all impoundment surfaces
shall be contoured to avoid areas of
concentrated surface runoff or abrupt
or sharp changes in slope gradient.
In addition to rock cover on slopes,
areas toward which surface runoff
might be directed shall be well
protected with substantial rock cover
or rip rap. In addition to providing
for stability of the impoundment
systems itself, overall stability,
erosion potential, and geomorphology
of surrounding terrain shall be
evaluated to assure that there are no
ongoing or potential processes, such
as gully erosion, which would lead to
impoundment instability.

(e) The impoundment shall not be located near
a capable fault that ccald cause a maximum
credible earthquake larger than that which
the impoundment could reasonably be expected
to withstand. As used in this criterion,'

the term " capable fault" has the same
meaning as defined in section III(g) of

, Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100. The term
,

" maximum credible earthquake" means that
earthquake which would cause the maximum
vibratory ground motion based upon an
evaluation of earthquake potential con-
sidering the regional and local geology
and seismology and specific character- -

istics of local subsurface material.

(f) The impoundment, where feasible, should be
designed to incorporate features which
will promote deposition. For example,
design features which promote deposition
of sediment suspended in any runoff which
flows into the impoundment area might be
utilized; the object of such a design

-6-
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'' **d feature would be to enhance the thickness

of cover over time.,,

OMMENT:COLCRADO
MININ3 A. Criterion 4 specifies several " site andASSOCIATION design criteria" which "shall be adhered to whether
330 Denver Hilton tailing's or wastes are disposed of above or below0*" 8dd'"9 grade. The various, criteria are contradictory in

artl For example, one criterion requires that1515 Cieveland Place
p' upstream rainfall catchment areas must be minimized,"Denver. colorado

so202 while another provides that "topograp' hic features
(3a3) s>41181 should provide good wind protection. The best, and

perhaps only, way to cinimize upstream catchment
areas is to place tailings on mesas or other elevated
sites. Such sites, of course, do not provide good
wind protection. This contradiction should be
resolved by assigning relative weights or preferences
to the two factors, given the site specific features
of the applicant's proposed mill site and proposed
alternatives thereto.

B. The requirement of Criterion 4 that slopes
be no steeper than 5h:1v is unreasonable and unsupported.
Depending upon the nature of the layers of cover and
natural surrounding topographic features, slopes of
2 h:1v will provide adequate protection against
erosion. Additionally, the establishment of a
vegetative cover will significantly reduce erosion
potential.

C. The specifications for " individual rock
fragments" to be used in the rock cover required by
Criterion 4 are unreasonable and unrealistic. For
example, the criterion forbids the use of " weak,
friable, or laminated aggregate" or " shale, rock
laminated with shale, and cherts". In many areas
surroun''.ng existing mills, the only native rock
cover reasonably available is " friable" (e.g.,
sandstone) " laminated aggre, gate," or " shale (or)
rock laminated with shale." These specifications
should be deleted and an erosion performance standard
substituted for them which will simply allow licensees

,

to use native rock fragments in whatever manner and'

amounts they find necessary to meet that standard.

CRITERION 7
|

(a) MIIIidg 6pdidtiddd dMdII Ed (dddddtdd dd Mill opera-
tors should make everv reasonable effort to assure
that all airborne effluent releases are reduced
to as low as is reasonably achievable. The

| primary means of accomplishing this shall be by
| means of emission controls. Institutional

|
-7-
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controls, such as extending the site boundary'

and exclusion area, may be employed to ensure
that offsite exposure limits are met but only
after all practicable measures have been taken
to control amissions at the source. M6tpitMitiddidtN INd INIIIINId di INdINIdNII Nddd IIdNddIdI'ASSOCI.ATION
ititit 666tt61 6f itittidit it fidditiff t6MO Denver ' inonH gggggf gygg g4gggggggf ggggggggg ggf gfggggf gf*****""*'"* t%4 ti:lidit istift idiidtiVit idVidiiV14 ind t61515 Cleveland Place *ggggg gggf ffgggggggggff, gf gggggggg gfggggggy

Dwww. Colorado $fffff ff fffffff fffffffff ffpfffff ffffff
*** if66 tid 66 dip 6difil dii 444 ting fi6t $tt
Om) 5M-1181 idtistit di tMd tiiliddi disp 6tdI didi i6t

idifind %f tillidit 6614ti66 466 461461666 1966
14116444Vi 6titig 466 tiiviging 6pititi666
Checks shall be made and 16fgdd M64fIf recorded
periodically of all parameters, that is differen-
tial pressure and scrubber water flow rate,
which determine the efficiency of yellowcake
stack emission control equipment operations.
It shall be determined whether or not conditions
are within a range prescribed to ensure that
the equipment is operating consistently near
peak efficiency; corrective action shall be
taken when performance is outside of prescribed
ranges. In lieu of M6diIf thddVi periodic
recordation, the use of monitoring devices with
alarms will be considered if the devices monitor
all appropriate parameters and are calibrated
and checked on a schedule approved by the
department. Effluent control devices shall be
operative at all times during drying and packaging
operations and whenever air is exhausting from
the yellowcake stack.

(b) Drying and packaging operations shall terminate
when controls are inoperative. When checks
indicate the equipment is not operating within
the range prescribed for peak efficiency,
actions shall be taken to restore parameters to
the prescribed range. When this cannot be done
without shutdown and repairs, drying and packaging
operations shall cease as soon as practicable.

(c) Operations may not be re-started after cessation
due to off-normal performance until needed
corrective actions have been identified and
implemented, unless a restart is necessary to
identify the needed corrective actions. All
such cessations, corrective actions, and re-starts
shall be idp6ftdd td (Mi ddpitttddt id piitidg,
$ltYli 10 dift di 156 idVididddt stif t docu-
mented for review by department personnel during
routine inspections.

-8-
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(d) To control dusting from tailings, that portionL

not covered by standing liquids shall be wetted
or chemically stabilized to prevent or minimize
blowing and dusting to the maximum extent

C ADO reasonably achievable. This requirement may be
relaxed if tailings are effectively sheltered

ASSOCIATION from wind, such as may be the case where they
330 Denver Hilton are disposed of below grade and the tailings
omca sunmng surface is not exposed to wind. Consideration
1315 C!eveland Place 'shall be given in planning tailings disposal
conver, colorado programs to methods which would allow phased

covering and reclamation of tailings impound-80202

(303) ss&1181 ments since this will help in controlling
particulate and radon emissions during operation.
To control dustings from diffuse sources, such
as tailings and ore pads where automatic controls
do not apply, operators shall develop written
operating procedures specifying the methods of
control which will be utilized.

COMMENT:

The sentences on dose standards, population
doses and potential sources of exposure proposed by
the Department of Health are simply editorial comment
and add nothing substantiie to the criterion.

Hourly logging of s : rubber parameters is unreason-
able and unnecessary. The recovery of yellowcake
from the scrubbing system provides a significant
incentive for mill operators to maintain scrubbers
at peak efficiency. More importantly, though,
diversion of mill personnel's attention from operations
to " logging" may result in greater risk to public
health.

The yellowcake drying and packaging operations
could quite possibly be shut down when control
equipment is malfunctioning before the cause andt

corrective actions are identifie d. It then might be

| necessary to restart the operations in order to
identify them. We have added this option.

The increased paperwork of the 10-day written
notification is not justified. Plant personnel
should be allowed to concentrate on correcting or
preventing problems.

CRITERION 8

These criteria relating to ownership of
tailings and their disposal sites become effective
on November 8, 1981, and apply to all licenses
tetminated, issued, or renewed after that date.

|
.

1

-9-
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(a) Any uranium or thorium milling license or'

tailings license shall contain such terms
and conditions as the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and Department determine areCOLORADO necessary to assure that prior to terminationMINING of the license, the licensee will complyASSOCIATION with ownership requirements of this criterion

ynOe'$'*[d n for sites used for tailings disposal.

1515 clev; land Place :(b) Title to tie byproduct material license
Derww, Colorado pursuant to 3.10.6 and land, including any
so202 interest therein (other than land owned by
pa3) ss&1181 the United States or by a State) which is

used for the disposal of any such byproduct
material, 6t it ittidtill t6 ididti 154
I6di tit $ itiVilitt 61 idiM ditf6641 titi,
shall be' transferred to the United States
or the state in which such land is located,
at the option of the state. In view of
the fact that physical isolation must be
the primary means of long term control,
and government land ownership is a desirable
supplementary measure, ownership of certain
severable subsurface interests, for example,
mineral rights, may be determined to be ,

unnecessary to protect the public health
and safety and the environment. Id inf
4444, %ddifit, tVi ittittidt 6titit6i ddit
64d6dittiti i tittidt sti6tt t6 45ttid
#96M ddVddtfiti figMid, idd didt, 18 thi
tiidt tVit tittiid titMit itid6t V6 45tiidid,
ptividi 86ttiIitti44 18 I664I idEIid Iddd
tiisted it 156 titt t%it tMi 14dd it %didt
edid fit tud didtidia if tidt646 tivi
ditittil idd it diviitt t6 4ttMit i Vist
Failidt Figdlit6tf C6dditti6d tiditti 6i
dpitiffi Ittiddi pt4MIVitidt (Mi dididptI6d
idd didigtWidid 6f tMi tillidtd. In some
rare cases, such as may occur with deep
burial where no ongoing site surveillance
will be required, surface land ownership
transfer requirements dif shall be waived.
For licenses issued before November 8,
1981, the department dif shall take into
account the status of the ownership of
such land, and interest therein and the
ability of a licensee to transfer title
and custody thereof to the United States
or the state. Subsequent renewals shall
not disqualify licensees otherwise eligible
for such consideration under this criterion.

(c) The state may permit use of the surface or
subsurface land transferred to it if the

-10-
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- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory subsequent to

title transfer determines that use of the,-

surface or subsurface estates, or both, of
the land transferred to the United StatesCOLORADO or the state will not endanger the publicMINING

ASSOCl.ATION health, safety, welfare, or environment:
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission may

330 Deniter Hihon permit the use of the surface or subsurfaceomce Bdding estates, or both, of such land in a manner,

1515 Cleveland Place consistent With the provisions provided in
Denver. Colorado these criteria. If the U.S. Nuclear
80202 Regulatory Commission permits such use of
903) sw1181 such land, it will provide the person who

transferred such land with the right of
first refusal with respect to such use of
such land.

(d) Material and land transferred to the
United States 'r the state in accordanceo
with this criterion shall be transferred
without cost to the United States or the
state other than administrative and legal
costs incurred in carrying out such transfer.

(e) The requirements for transfer of title and
custody to land and tailings and waste
shall not apply in the case of lands held
in trust by the United States for any
Indian tribe or lands owned by such Indian
tribe subject to a restriction against
alienation imposed by the United States.
In the case of such lands which are used
for the disposal of byproduct material, as
defined in RH 1.6, the licensee shall
enter into arrangements with the U.S..

Nuclear Regulatory Commission as may be
appropriate to assure the long term sur-
veillance of such lands by the United
States.

COMMENT:

The requirement that the licensee transfer
title not only to product material and land which is
used for the disposal of such material, but also to
land essential to insure the long-term stability of
such disposal site, is vague, overbroad and unsupported
in the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act
(UMTRCA).

The requirement that a licensee must demonstrate
a serious effort to obtain subsurface rights even if
they are not necessary to protect the public health
and safety is arbitrary and has no support in UMTRCA.

-11-
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Criterion 8(b) & (d) provide that upon decommissioning,
title to land used for tailings disposal shall be
transferred to the government of the United States
or f an Agreement state without cost to that government.

COLCR, ADO This constitutes a taking without just compensation
MININ and without due process contrary to the Fifth Amendment
ASSSCIATION (and, if a state is involved, the Fourteenth Amendment)
333 Denver Hilton to the United States Constitution. The provision
0* *8""#"9 should be altered to, provide that just compensation .

1515 Cleveland Place for the property and estate (s) conveyed shall be
Denver, colorado paid to the decommissioning licensee. At the very
so202 least, subdivision (c) should be revised to make
(303) 534-1181 clear that if the Commission should deteroitu_ , after

a licensee's decommissioning and conveyance of the
site to the government, that any use of any surface
or subsurface estate is allowable, a right of first
refusal of such use at_no cost shall be provided the
conveying licensee. --

.

1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a copy of " Comments on Proposed

Revisions to Colorado Radiation Control Regulations and

Related Documents" were mailed June 5, 1981, with postage

prepaid to the fol' lowing Board of* Health Members: '

Richard N. Bluestein
National Jewish Hospital
Colfax & Colorado Blvd.
Denver, CO 80206

Al Hayden
Pueblo County Courthouse
Tenth and Main
Pueblo, CO 81003

,

Amilu Martin
2140 East LaSalle Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80909

Gatewood Milligan
3191 South Broadway,

Englewood, CO 80110

Charles Mitchell
3455 Gaylord
Denver, CO 80205

Carol Rushold
Lower Valley Hospital
228 North Cherry
Fruita, CO 81521

Robert Sabin
P.O. Box 490
LaJunta', CO 81050

Linda Shaw
| 2193 So?,tth Estos Way

Lakewood, CO 80227'

Done this 5th day of June, 1981.

KIRKLAND & ELLIS

By.

Belva J. Woodend
1625 Broadway
benver, Colorado 80202

.
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AS40CIAT N OFFICERS

JOHN H. FERRY=: * - - MINING ASSOCIATIONOMER HUMBLE

Pr.".*so".";"o*'.5 *"**"* *

VE N SH DAVID R. COLE
Sector.ry and Manager

Vfn*,P,';,%"2 s.v.ey
*

'

June 17, 1981
HARVEY P BLICHMANN

se nt *
Brioustry Serv +ces

J^5'L"i.fi*'"
Radiation and Hazardous Wastes7|jcg', ' , , , , Control Division

DAvt0 W OELCOUR Colorado Department of Health?7,^p*,'"*, n, 4210 E. llth AvenueNMe u==
DAVID L NELSON Denver, Colorado 80220

Bdeal Basec induarnes. inc.

v'',"IiO."' An..,, Attention: Frank A. Traylor, M.D.d>
/

aAMEs H. RICE

%;"f,,5 S".*.',''?j7ny Executive Secretary, Colorado,.o

Board of HealthE*n" "in' ,"'E*
aOHN s. RioG. sR Re:

S,c,*'**g" ,, ;' S"** Supplemental Comments on Proposed Revisions, p,

to Colorado Radiation Control RegulationsEnergy Minerals

and Related DocumentsDCHAAO B. SC,HWENDINGERsen noing. A=oci.t inc.
Lc;,Pms Dear Dr. Traylor:, , gn,,,,

DOUGLAS V. WATROUS(
s'naa oa''a;=p,cT,'*,", "o CornaenyAttached are supplemental comments submitted

,

"'fn%'$n "o **n. on behalf of the Colorado Mining Association and the8

members of that Association which are or which contemplate'*"u"'

engaging in uranium milling in the state of Colorado.
Comments were presented to all Board of Health members
and to the Department on June 5, 1981 focusing on themajor portions of the proposed rules. These supplemental
statements focus on items not covered in the June 5including:set,

1. The fee schedule for licenses;
2. Pro

long-term funding; posed R.H. 3.9.5.4.2 concerningand

3. Criteria 5 and 6 of proposed Part III,Schedule'E, of the rules.

Thank you for the opportunity to present ourcomments.

Very truly yours,

-

David R. Cole
DRC/z

Denver Hilton Office Building
1515 CLEVELAND PLACE 8Hild COlOrGdO Mining DENVER. Colorado 802C

TELEPHONE (303) 534-118
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CCLORADO
MINING
ASSOCIATION
330 Denver KHton COMMENTS ON FEE SCHEDULE FOR RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
O ** 8"""9 LICENSES AND OTHER REGULATORY SERVICES
1515 Cleveland Place

Denvor. colorado We request that a statement be included with
80202 the fee schedule which provides that the revised fee
(sc3) s3&1181 schedule shall not be retroactive in application; i.e.,

new license or license renewal applicants who have
already paid their license fees as established under
the old regulations will not have to pay an additional
sum.

Retrospective application of the revised
license fee schedule would violate the prc'tibition
against retrospective legislation and rule making
contained in the Colorado Constitution. Article II,
Section 11 of the Colorado Constitution states that "no

law ... retrospective in its operation ... shall be...

passed by the General Assembly." This constitutional
provision has been interpreted to prohibit legislation

{O
which takes away or impairs any vested rights acquiredN
under existing laws, creates a new obligation, imposes
a new duty, or attaenes a new disability, in respect to
trarsactions or considerations already passed. See,
e.g., Peoples Natural Gas v. Public Utilities Commission,

Colo. 590 P.2d 960 (1979); Moore v. Livestock,

comoany, 9U Colo. 548, 10 P.2d 950 (1932); and Denver
South Park Pacific Railway Company v. Woodward, 4 Colo.
162 (1878).

Since the General Assembly is prohibited from
enacting retrospective legislation, this prohibition
must also extend to rulemaking by administrative agencies,
since such rule making is accomplished pursuant to

| authorizing statutes. See, e.g., Dixon v. Zick, 179

| Colo. 278, 500 P.2d 130 (1972) .
|

| According to the " Fiscal Impact Statement" t
'

the license fees are being increased to cover the costs
of other state agencies which participate in the license
review. To the extent these "other agencies" are not
authorized by statute to collect license or service
fees, the proposed revised fee schedule is not authorized
by any underlying statute, and is invalid.

b
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Supplemental Comments to:

ks RH $3.9.5.4.2:

h ifg A fund shall be established based on Department
ADO

ASSOCI.ATION approved cost estimates, and for source
material milling operations shall not be less

330 Denver Hilton than $250,000 (1978 dollars). The fundsomce sundng
provided by the licensee shall yield interest

1515 Clweland Place in an amount sufficient to cover the average
Denver. colorado annual cost of monitoring and maintenance of
80202 the site based on an assumed 1% annual real
(333) 5541181 interest rate. An annual review of the

inflation rate and interest yield will be
accomplished by the Department and necessary
changes made in the long-tern care agreement
with the licensee. The inflation rate to be
used is that indicated by the change in the
Consumer Price Index published by the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

PROPOSED REVISIONS:

A fund shall be established based on Department
approved cost estimates, after consultation
with the licensee. The fund shall not in any
. event be less than $250,000, EXCEPT THAT A

(' LESSER CHANGE SHALL BE CONSIDERED, WHERE
APPROPRIATE, FOR SMALL OPERATIONS (E.G., HEAP
LEACH OR IN SITU OPERATIONS). The funds
provided by the licensee shall yield interest
in an amount sufficient to cover the average
annual cost of monitoring and maintenance of
the site based on an assumed 2% annual real
interest rate. An annual review of the
inflation rate and interest yield will be
accomplished by the Department and necessary
changes made in consultation with the licensee
in the long-term care agreement with the
licensee.

COM!ENT:

We have requested a limited exception to the
"mininum charge rule" of $250,000 in cases
where the subject facility is not a typical
uranium milling operation. We believe the
NRC criterion #10 did not take into considera-
tion the fact that long-term surveillance of
a reclaimed heap-leach operation will require
a much less extensive range of activities
than that required for a typical mill.
Consequently, an exception should be provided{

~)
to the minimum charge figure in cases where

-2-
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i the licensed facility is a small heap-leach
c operation or of a similar nature.

COLCRADO As stated in the comments submitted on June 5,
MINING 1981, CMA herewith submits the following data
ASSOCIATION in support of the 2% annual real interest

rate, which has been submitted in lieu of the
$3j D'7][ofnj " 1% rate proposed in the regulations. I

1515 Cleveland Place
In" dicesDenver, Colorado

80202
Approximate Average Annual Rate of Chance

(333) SS&1181 1951-1980 1971-1980 1976-1980

INFLATION INDEX

Implicit Price Deflator, GNP 4.1 6.9 6.9.

EARNING (INTEREST) INDEX

. Domestic Corporate Bond Yields 6.2 9.2 10.0

PUBLISHED SOURCE U. S. DEPT. OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

IMPLICIT PRICE DEFLATOR - current - weighted price indexes derived.

by dividing the current-dollar GNP by the constant-dollar GNP.

DOMESTIC CORPORATE BOND YIELDS - MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICESs

The overall corporate yield average is the average of the four.

rating classifications (Aaa, Aa, A, Baa) and is also the average
of the three groups (railroa'd, public utility, and industrial).

|

|

H
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COMMENTS ON CRITERIA 5 and 6 OF PROPOSED PART III,
[0; SCHEDULE E, OF THE REGULATIONS.

The format of these comments consists of
CELGRADO Proposed deletions from the proposed criteria designatedMINING by dashes and proposed additions underlined. A comment
ASSOCIATH}N

section follows each criteria.
330 Denver Hilton
O*** 8##"9 CRITERION 5 -

1515 Cleveland Place
-

Denver, colorado (a) STEPS SHALL BE TAKEN TO REDUCE SEEPAGE
80202 0F T0XIC MATERIALS INTO GROUNDWATER TO THS
(303) s34-1181 MAXIMUM EXTENT REASONABLY AGHIEVABLE PRACTICABLE.

ANY SEEPAGE WHICH DOES OCCUR SHALL NOT RESULT
IN DETERIORATION OF EXISTING GROUNDWATER
SUPPLIES FROM THEIR CURRENT OR POTENTIAL USE.
THE FOLLOWING SHALL BE CONSIDERED TO ACCOMPLISH
THIS:

(1) INSTALLATION OF LOW PERMEABILITY BOTTOM
LINERS. WHERE SYNTHETIC LINERS ARE
USED, A LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEM SHALL
BE INSTALLED IMMEDIATELY BELOW THE LINER
TO ENSURE MAJOR FAILURES ARE DETECTED IF
THEY OCCUR. THIS IS IN ADDITION TO THE
GROUNDWATER MONITORING PROGRAM CONDUCTED

( AS PROVIDED IN RH 3.10.6.2 WHERE CLAY
k LINERS ARE PROPOSED OR RELATIVELY THIN

IN-SITU CLAY SOILS ARE TO BE RELIED UPON
FOR SEEPAGE CONTROL, TESTS SHALL BE
CONDUCTED WITH REPRESENTATIVE TAILINGS
SOLUTIONS AND CLAY MATERIALS TO CONFIRM
THAT NO SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION OF
PERMEABILITY OR STABILITY PROPERTIES
WILL OCCUR WITH CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE OF
CLAY TO TAILINGS SOLUTIONS. TESTS SHALL
BE RUN FOR A SUFFICIENT PERIOD OF TIME
TO REVEAL ANY EFFECTS IF THEY ARE GOING
TO OCCUR.

(2) MILL PROCESS DESIGN WHICH PROVIDES THE
MAXIMUM PRACTICABLE RECYCLE OF SOLUTIONS
AND CONSERVATION OF WATER TO REDUCE THE
NET INPUT OF LIQUID TO THE TAILINGS
IMPOUNDMENT.

(3) DEUATERING OF TAILINGS BY PROCESS DEVICES
AND/OR IN-SITU DRAINAGE SYSTEM. AT NEW
SITES, TAILINGS SHALL BE DEWATERED BY A
DRAINAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED AT THE BOTTOh
0F THE IMPOUNDMENT TO LOWER THE PHREATIC
SURFACE AND REDUCE THE DRIVING HEAD FOR
SEEPAGE, UNLESS TESTS SHOW TAILINGS ARE

m
~ NOT AMENDABLE TO SUCH A SYSTEM. WHERE

. -4-
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IN-SITU DEWAIERINGsISiTO BE CONDUCTED / !''
l '

THE IMPOUNDM2W2 ELTTOM,SHALL BE-GRADED '

-

^l ,[TOASSURETHAT,THEDRAINSARE_ATALOW
,

POINT. THE DRAINS SHALL BE PROTECTED BYCOLORADO
MINING , SUITABLE. FILTER thTERIALS TO ASSURE THAT
ASSOCIATION ' DRAINS REMAIN FREE RUUNING.s THE DRAINAGE s

i

$3 "*E nh " P G D AGE.,

nice

(4)J CHEdTCALLY PROMOTE IMMOBILY2ITION OF1515 Cleveland Place '

oenver, colorado T0XIC SUBSTANCES. ')V '
'

.

-

80202 .
,, 4

s

(303) 534-1181 (b ) . WHERE GROUNIidATER IMPACID ARE GCCURING AT AN
EXISTING SITE DUE W. SEEPAGE, ACTICM SHALL BE
TAKEN TO ALLEVIATE CONDIn ONS THAT LEAD 10
EXCESSIVi' SEEPACE IMPACTS OR _TO ; PREVENTs ,

' SIGN 7FICANT M1GRATION OF CD'JTIfiINANTS AND
LiffGM^GEOWN9 WATER QUAblTV T9 ITS POTENTIAL '''

' '

UEE REVORE ')GLLING GPERATIONGi BEGAN TO THE ,
,

s IRXI?fUM EXTETIT PR/.CTICABLE. ~THEISPECIFIC
; SEEPAGE CCMTPML AND 'cROUNDWATER PROTECTION

- METHOD, OR COMBINATION OF METHODS, TO BE USED
' MUC,T BE WORKED,0UT ON:A SITE-SPECIFIC BASIS.
' TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS SHALL BE PEEPARED TO

'CONTROL INSTALLATION OF SiiEPAGE ColiTROL_'

S'ISTEMS . A QUALITY' ASSURANCE, TESTING,5 AND ''

INSPEC'FION PROGRi#, WHICH TNCLUDES'dUPERVISION '

( BY.A QUALIFIED ECGINEER 0. JEOLOGIST, SHALL
BE ESTASLISHED TO ASSURE TdAT SPECIFICATION
IS M'5T. PROVIDED, THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS

'

CRITERION 5 SHALL NOT APPLY IN~SITUAT1dnFi
WHERE TAND BACKFILL TO UMDERGROUNIfMINES
EMPLOYS MILL TAILINGS.

,

-(c) VMILE THE PRIMARY METHOD OF P20TECTING GROUND- '

'
3 W.TER SHALL BE ISOLATION OF TAILINGS 1 AND

c TAILINGS SOLUTIONSf DISPOSAL INVOLVING CONTACT
WITH ' GROUNDWATER WILL. BE CONSIDERED PROVIDED
SUPPORTING TESTS AND ANALYSIS ARE PRMENTED
DEMONSTRATING THAT,THE PROPOSED DISPOSAL AND'
TREATMENT METHODS FILL NOT DEGRADE GROUND.i s

| WATER FROM CURRENT OR POTPECIAL USES. s x.
' '

+
, ,

,- ,,

(d) FURT1{ERMORE, STEPS'SHALL 4E TAKEN BUPING ; ' , ' '
STOCKPILING OF ORL aT MILLS TO MINIMIZE

~

PENETRATION 0F - RI.DIJSUCLIPiES INTO UNDERLYING
SOILS: SUITAELE ifETHODS I'1CLUDE LINING t

AND/OR COMPACTION,0F ORE STORAGE /.REAS.
THIS PROVISION-SHALL NOT APPLY TO ORE STOCK-
FITES AT MTdIIIC~~5PERATIONS. .,

| (e) 'IN SUPPORT OF // T ILINGS DINPOSAL SYSTEM
| ( PROPOSAL, THE APPLICANT /0PERATOR SHALL SUPPLY
'

fMFORMATION CONCERNING THE FOLLOWING:

.
.

-5-
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*
,

i

(-.
(1) THE CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL AND RADIOACTIVE

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WASTE SOLUTIONS.

(2) THE CHARACTERISTT.CS OF THE UNDERLYINGCOLORADO SOIL AND GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS PARTICULARLYMINING THE EXTENT TO WHICH THEY WILL CONTROLASSOCIATION TRANSPORT OF CONTAMINANTS AND SOLUTIONS.
MO Denver Hilton THIS SHALL INCLUDE DETAILED INFORMATION
O***8""#"9 CONCERNING EXTENT, THICKNESS, UNIFORMITY,
1515 Cleveland Place SHAPE, AND ORIENTATION OF UNDERLYING
Denver, colorado THICKNESS STRATA. HYDRAULIC GRADIENTS
80202 AND CONDUCTIVITIES OF THE VARIOUS FORMA-
(303) 534-1181 TIONS SHALL BE DETERii1NED. THIS INFORMATION

SHALL BE GATHERED BY BORINGS AND FIELD
SURVEY METHODS TAKEN WITHIN THE PROPOSED
IMPOUNDMENT AREA AND IN SURROUNDING
AREAS WHERE CONTAMINANTS MIGHT MIGRATE
TO USABLE GROUNDWATER. THE INFORMATION
GATHERED ON BOREHOLES SRALL INCLUDE BOTH
GEOLOGIC AND GEOPHYSICAL LOGS IN SUFFICIENT
NUMBER AND DEGREE OF SOPHISTICATION TO
ALLOW DETERMINING SIGNIFICANT DISCONTINUITIES,
FRACTURES, AND CHANNELED DEPOSITS WHICH
ARE OF HIGH HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY. IF
FIELD SURVEY METHODS ARE USED, THEY
SHOULD BE IN ADDITION TO AND CALIBRATED
WITH BOREHOLD LOGGING. HYDROLOGIC

(- PARAMETERS SUCH AS PERMEABILITY SHALL
NOT BE DETERMINED ON THE BASIS OF LABORA-
TORY ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES ALONG: A
SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF FIELD TESTING SHALL
BE CONDUCTED TO ASSURE ACTUAL FIELD
PROPERTIES ARE ADEQUATELY UNDERSTOOD.
TESTING SHALL BE CONDUCTED TO ALLOW
ESTIMATING CHEMI-SORPTION ATTENUATION
PROPERTIES OF UNDERLYING SOIL AND ROCK.

(3) LOCATION, EXTENT, QUALITY AND CAPACITY
OF ANY GROUNDWATER AT AND NEAR THE
SITE.*

COMMENT:

A. The burden imposed by Criterion 5
on operators of existing disposal sites to
alleviate conditions leading to " excessive
seepage impacts" and to " restore groundwater
quality to its potential use before milling

u
i

* In addition to the specific revisions suggested
( above, please see comments provided below which
L suggest more revisions.

-6-
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operators began to the maximum extent prac-(- ticable" is unduly vague. The provision
should make clear the meaning of the threshold

COLORADO co'iditions (i.e., " groundwater impacts" and
MINING " excessive seepage impacts") which mst be
ASSOCI TION Present before any action is requit 3, asA

well as the method for determining shat
$3|[*7][d n " Potential uses" existed originally. Moreover,

"

1515 Cleveland Place the regulation should clearly emphasize that
corrective action is to be required only toDawer, Colorado the " extent practicable" and that undertakings,80202
the expense of which plainly outweighs the

(3m) ssona} benefits, are not within that scope.
B. Criterion 5 should not apply to

stockpiles of ore located at mines as mining
operations are outside the scope of UMTRCA.

C. Criterion 5 calls for steps to be
taken "to reduce seepage of toxic materials
into groundwater to the maximum extent reasonably
achievable. Any seepage which does occur
shall not result in deterioration of existing
groundwater supplies from their current or
potential uses." EPA regulations promulgated
under the Safe Drin':ing Water Act (SDWA)
. adopt the concept of " exempted aquifers."( Release of effluents to an exempted aquifer
is not subject to the stringent regulations
otherwise applied under the SDWA regulations.
Criterion 5 should be reformulated in a
fashion consistent with the exempted aquifer
concept under the SDWA. As it stands, the
criterion is unnecessarily preclusive and
unreasonable.

D. Criterion 5 states that "the primary
method of protecting groundwater shall be
isolation of tailings and tailings solutions"
and provides further that " disposal involving
contact with groundwater will be considered
provided supporting tests and analyses are
presented demonstrating that the proposed
disposal and treatment methods will not
degrade groundwater from current or potential
uses." Most sand backfill in uranium mines
occurs in aquifers containing groundwater.
Sand backfill necessarily employs mill tailings.
Criterion 5, as promulgated, creates a presump-
tion against sand backfill employing such
tailings. This result is arbitrary and
unreasonable. Sand backfill is essential to( prevent roof cave ins (which damage overlyingL aquifers) and to enhance worker safety (by

-7-
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stabilizing mined-out stopes). Sand backfill !
( employing mill tailings should be allowco !

without restriction,
l

NIN E. As set forth in Criterion 5 of the
ASSOCIATION Proposal and Final Regulations on Uranium

Mill Tailings Licensing and Criteria as330 Denver Hilton
U*** 8 ""'"9 published in the Federal Register on August 24,

1979 (also Criterion 5 in the Department's1515 Cleveland Place proposed' regulations), and in Chapter 12 of
Denver. colorado the Generic Environmental Impact Statement on80202 Uranium Milling (GEIS) recommendations are
(303) 5M-1181 made concerning proposed regulatory actions

for uranium mill tailings disposal. Under
Item No. 6 in Chapter 12 of the GEIS the
statement set forth below was made:

" Steps should be taken to reduce
seepage of toxic materials into the
groundwater to the maximum extent
reasonably achievable. This could
be accomplished by lining the
bottom of the tailings area and
reducing the inventory of the
liquid impoundment by such means as
dewatering tailings and recycling
water from the tailings impoundments( to the mill. Furthermore steps
should be taken- during stockpiling
of ore to minimize penetration of
radionuclides in the underlying
soils; suitable methods include
lining and/or compaction of ore
storage areas." "The specific

- method, or combination of methods
to be used must be worked out on
the site-specific basis. While the
primary method of protecting ground-
water should be by isolation of
tailings and tailings solutions,
disposal involving contact with the
groundwater will be considered by
the staff provided supporting tests
and analysis are presented demon-
strating that the proposed disposal
and treatment methods will preserve
quality of groundwater."

The date presented in the GEIS do not support
the contention that isolation of tailings and
tailings solutions should be the primary
method of tailings disposal. Rather, the

. emphasis should be placed on utilizing the\
site-specific characteristics of the disposal

-8-
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.i area in an effort to select the best tailings(.: . management system for groundwater protection.
CRITERION 6COLCRADO |

A SOCIATION SUFFICIENT EARTH COVER, BUT NOT LESS THAN
THREE METERS, SHALL BE PLACED OVER TAILINGS

330 Denver Hilton
Office Building OR WASTES AT THE END OF MILLING OPERATIONS TO

RESULT IN,A CALCULATED REDUCTION IN SURFACE 11515 Cleveland Place
EXHALATION OF RADON EMANATING FROM THE TAILINGS !Denver, colorado
OR WASTES TO LESS THAN TWO PIC0 CURIES PER80202
SQUARE METER PER SECOND ABOVE NATURAL BACK-

(303) 534-1181 GROUND LEVELS. IN COMPUTING REQUIRED TAILINGS
COVER THICKNESSES, MOISTURE IN SOILS IN
EXCESS OF AMOUNTS FOUND NORMALLY IN SIMILAR
SOILS IN SIMILAR CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL NOT BE
CONSIDERED. DIRECT GAMMA EXPOSURE FROM THE
TAILINGS OR WASTES SHOULD BE REDUCED TO
BACKGROUND LEVELS. THE EFFECTS OF ANY THIN
SYNTHETIC LAYER SHALL NOT BE TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT IN DETERMINING THE CALCULATED RADON
EZHALATION LEVEL. IF NON-SOIL MATERIALS ARE
PROPOSED TO REDUCE TAILINGS COVERS TO LESS
THAN THREE METERS, IT MUST BE DEMONSTRATED
THAT SUCH MATERIALS WILL NOT CRACK OR DEGRADE
BY DIFFERENTIAL SETTLEMENT, WEATHERING, OR
OTHER MECHANISM OVER LONG TERM TIME INTERVALS.(. '

NEAR SURFACE MATERIALS, THAT IS WITHIN THE
TOP THREE METERS, SHALL NOT INCLUDE MINE
WASTE OR ROCK THAT CONTAINS ELEVATED LEVELS
OF RADIUM: SOILS USED FOR NEAR SURFACE COVER
MUST BE ESSENTIALLY THE SAME, AS FAR AS
RADIOACTIVITY IS CONCERNED, AS THAT OF SUR-

'

ROUNDING SOILS.

(Note: see Comments below and Appendix 6-

attached hereto.)
COMMENT:

A. Criterion 6 requires sufficient
earth cover over decommissioned tailings
piles to reduce surface exhalation of radon

from the piles to "less than two picoguries
per square meter per second" (2 pCi/m /sec.).
The preamble to the regulations (45 Fed. Reg.
65528) and the final GEIS (e.g., Vol . I,
P. 12-11; Vol . II, p . A-103) clearly state
that radon exhalagion is to be limited to
less than 2 pCi/m'/sec. "above background"
levels. Criterion 6 should be clarified to
indicate that the radon exhalation limit
refers to exhalation above natural back-
ground levels, as opposed to an absolute
quantified limit.

-9-
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2B. The 2 pCi/m /sec. radon exhalation
(. limit and the three-meter earth cover requirement,

'

-
designed to effectuate that limit, are unreasonabl

COLORADO and not supported by record evidence of
cost-effectiveness. First, CDH essentiallyMINING

ASSOCIATKH4 abdicated its responsibility to provide
reasoned, analytical support for either

$j,7,fn,"*" requirement. The Department failed to selecti

a reasonable period over which to integrate,

1515 Cleveland Place postulated health effects and refused to
0:nver. colorado assign monetary values to those health effects,

same or even to attempt a cost-benefit analysis of
(303) m11a1 the requirements. Moreover, the NRC, in the

Generic Environmental Impact Statement,
seriously underestimated the cost and availa-
bility of cover materials to satisfy its
requirements. These requirements are unrea-
sonable, arbitrary and capricious and
unsupported by the record. (see Appendix 6
attached)

C. The earth cover requirements for
long-term control of radon exhalation specified
in Criterion 6 are needlessly inflexible and
design-restrictive. Reduction of radon
exhalation to prescribed levels above background
should be stated in terms of performance

(- standards and the methods of achieving compliance
.

left to industry and individual licensees to
resolve. For example:

1) The specification of at least
a three-meter earth cover is unneces-
sarily strict, extremely expensive,
and unsupported by the record.
Depth of cover necessary to achieve
the specified limitations on radon
exhalation varies with the permeability

3

and moisture content of soils
available for use as cover. Frequently
two ceters of cover or less will

i- adequately reduce radon exhalation.
Moreover, the additional footage
cannot be justified as a. hedge
against erosion in light of the
rock cover, slope and contour
requirements of Criterion 4, which
specifically addresses the question,

of erosion. Criterion 6 should be
.

amended to delete any minimum cover
! requirements.

( 2) The preclusion of reliance on
L synthetic layers to reduce radon

l.

-10- |
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exhalation should be deleted, and( use of such technology (as it
presently exists or may later be

COLORADO developed) should be accepted upon
MINING demonstration of its effectiveness
ASSOC 1ATION and promise for long-term integrity.
$0 0'7j[n" j D. The statement in Criterion 6 that

'

1515 Cleveland Place direct gamma exposure from the tailings or
wastes should be reduced to background levels"D3wer, Colorado (emphasis added) is unclear. The provision80202 should be amended to reflect the Department's

Om) s>&1181 precise intent with respect to control of
gamma exposure.

E. Criterion 6 seems to envision use
of "non-soiled (sic) materials" as a means of
reducin " tailings covers to less than threemeters.g' This appears to conflict with the
immediately preceding sentence indicating
that the " effects of any thin synthetic layer
shall not be taken into account in determining
the calculated radon exhalation level."
These two sentences should be made consistent
by eliminating the rejection of the use of
synthetic materials and simply requiring (as

(- the second sentence presently does) that the
( efficiency and probable long-term stability

of such materials be demonstrated if they are
" proposed to reduce tailings cover to less
than three meters."

F. Criterion 6 provides that "near
surface cover materials (i.e., within the top
three meters) shall not include mine waste or
rock that contains elevated levels of radium..."
This provision is vague and ambiguous. It is
not clear whether it bars all use of mine
waste or only mine waste with elevated levels

I of radium. If it means the former, it is
i arbitrary and overbroad. It is unclear what

the Department means by the expressionI
'

" elevated levels of radium".

,

| (_

'
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Appendix 6-1 - Risk From Various levels of Radon Flux Control
:

It was stated in the draft GEIS analysis that the greatest risk to the general
public from uranium milling is from radon emanation from the mill tailings
after final disposal. In the analysis of this problem presented in the

,

draft GEIS, projected Continental health effect expressed as total health
effects over 100,1000, and 100,000 year periods were examined at a series
of different depths of cover. It is clear from the does connittments in
Table 6.39, page 6-72, that there are very substantial differences in the
level of risk for the population of the Regions and for those 1iving in the
remainder of the Continent. The use of total numbers for health effects

~

also makes it difficult to. compare the rates of risk experienced with other
risks commonly encountered 'in the workplace and by the general public.

I

The costs of cover for the tailings used in this GEIS analysis were estimated '

on the basis of a hypothetical combined voer consisting of three specific.

I soil types. The soil cover assumed by the NRC consists of one-third Soil
A, one-third Soil B, and one-third a combination of 0.6 meters of clay plus!

the remainder Soil A. This makes it difficult to ascertain the effects
of real situations where only certain soils will be available. Also, only
average costs per health effect averted were provided. This is misleading
because the cost of cover is directly proportional to the depth used while

'

the corresponding health effects decrease in an exponential manner. The first,

foot added is more effective than the second, etc. In this situation the ,

critical variable is not the overall average cost per health effect averted
but what does an incremental additional expenditure provide in terms of the>

incremental number of estimated health effects which it averts.

| In order to provide a more comprehensive basis for a properly infonned
sccietal decision, the CMA, using infomration compiled by the American Mining
Congress, has presented an analysis, based entirely on the risk and costs

i data provided in the GEIS, in the folTowing manner:
|

| 1. Regicaal and Far Field (I) risks are shown separately. Results
are expressed as deaths per million people exposed per year so that'

the level of absolute risk can be compared to other risks.

! 2. Costs for various levels of cover have been calculated separately
for all three soil options, i.e. Soil A, Soil B, and 0.6 meters*

of clay plus Soil A. These costs have been used to find the incre-
mental cost per incremental health effect averted for various levels
of control. The results are compared to the costs to avert other

t

j risks described in the previous section.

I For clarity, the discussion fo risk comparisons will be given in Appendix
6-1. The cost-effectiveness results will be treated in Appendix 6-2.

i

,

'

(1) Far-field is defined as Continental minus Region. See GEIS 6.4 and
6.4.1, page 6-64

f
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Estimation of Risks

GEIS Basis

Table 12.5, page 12-18, of the GEIS presents a series of cumulative costs
and cumulative health effects based on the persistent total Continental
environmental dose comittments given in Table 6.39. To develop this table
the Continental dose comitment was combined with the health effect factors
from Appendix G, Table G-7.1 to obtain the persistgnt annual Continental
health effects for the base case flux of 450 pCi/m -sec. The health effects -z

at other flux levels were obtained by ratio.
,

Table 6.39 also shows the component Regional and U.S. Non-Regional, Mexico,
and Canada (hereinafter referred to as Far-Field) dose comitments that
made up the total Continental doses. The same calculation procedure used
by the staff has been applied to the component doses to develop a complete
picture of Regional, Far-Field, and Continental effects. Both cumulative
and incremental health effects for eacn successive reduction in flux are
shown for all levels of control. The Near-Field and Continental populations

6of 517,000 and 460 x 10 , respectively, have been used to express the cumulative'

risks as a rate in terms of deaths /million/ year.

A " background risk factor" (BRF) for each flux rate has also been calculated
as the ratio of the appropriate risk from natural background radiation sources
to the risk from radon emination from the tailings. A BRF of a thousand
means that the risk from background radiation is a thousand times larger
than the calculated risk from uranium milling.

The various factors calculated are sumarized in Table A6-1. It is fully

recognized that the accuracy of all of the calculated values is substantially
less than the number of significant figures shown in the table. It is

necessary, however, to retain such figures to be able to show trends and to
make relative comparisons.,

AMC Basis
<

It was repeatedly stated in the GEIS that every effort was made to present
a conservative picture. As an example, Section 5.3.2, page 5-7 states:

"These relaased present what the staff considers to be the uoper bound
| of " worst case" situation for the model mill." (Emphasisaaded)

The " worst case" situation for the model mill was then multiplied by the
82 model mills to ot,tain the values for the overall impacts.

,

This dedication to conservatisim has two implicit assumptions of very dubious
validity. First, there are a substantial number of factors which make up
the dose commitment and risk factor estimates that yield the final value
of calculated health effects. It is highly improbable that " worst case"
conditions will occur simultaneously for all factors or even for a majority
of them at any particular mill.

Second, it is assumed that not only do all of the worst cases occur simul-
taneously at any particular mill but also that they all occur all of the time
at all of the mill _s. This is a pyramiding of safety factors beyond reasonabTe

-

conservation and makes it difficult to assess the meaning of the end result.

1 -

.
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PERSIST [NT 50MATit HFALTil (FFIC15 0F VARIOUS DADON Al1[NUATION LIVil5
*

.

IIIIIII8 FARflELD(2)(5) CONTIN [MTAL
air. inn AL

Est. Health Effect.__ Alsh(6) D)(8) Cst. Health E f fect __ ngst(6) (7)(8) Est. Health Effect aggg(6) (p)(g)
Flusglatt(pCl/a -sec.) G ative Incremental lyM/d BRF_ Cuniul a t iv e Incremental {yHfd 8_RF Cumulative Incremental *(d/N/y) SAF

0 0.0165 1.515 9.70 0 0.0?ll 1,184
450 2.10 0 4.06 18.2 7.60

, 5.93 0.0036 6,944 2.13 7.57 0.0046 5,435
100 0.46 1.64 0.89 , 83.1 1,67

50 0.23 0.23 0.45 164 0.84 0.8) 0.0018 13,890 1.07 1.06 0.0023 10.870, .

] 10 0.046 0.184 0.089 831' O.167 0.67 0.00036 64.440 0.213 0.86 0.00046 54.350

| 5 0.023 0.023 0.045 1644 0.084 0.083 0.00018 139,000 0.117 0.106 0.00023 100,700,

l 3 0.0139 0.091 0.027 2740 0.0501 0.C333 0.00010 250.000 0.064 0.043 0.00014 178,600*

2 0.0091 0.0048 0.018 4111 0.0329 0.0172 0.00007 357,000 0.042 0.022 0.0000g 278,000
,

1 0.0045 0.0046 0.0087 8505 0.0165 0.0164 0.00004 625.000 0.021 0.02I 0.00005 500,000

i .

*
. .

i

(1) lacludes regions encompassing 82.2 allis. Total population assumed constant at [(82.2 mills)/(12 allis/reglen)) (75.500 people /reglen) = $17.000.
6 j

! (2) Tar Fleid is made up of U.S. Ilon-Reglenal. Censda and Mealco. Total population assmed constant at 460 a 10 , j,
i

(3) Continental effects are the sum of Aeglenal plus Far Field effects. .

i (4) Health effects calculated by,ratie of 2.1/g.7 applied to the Continental effects.
$
; (5) Health ef fects calculated by a ratie of 7.6/g.7 appiled to Continental effects.
1

; (6) Af shs calculated as cumulated somatic health effects divfded by the populatten at risk. Espressed as deaths /all11en/ year.
(7) This fatter compares the risk from natural background radiatt'en sources to the risk from uranfun al11tng, f.e. the fatter equals Ofsk from eschereund.'

A factor of 1000 noens the background risk is 1000 times larger than the risk free milling. Risk free Milling

(8) Sockground calculated risks Near flgid';(Reglenal): Whole body 0.143 ram. bone 0.250 rom. Iung 0.704 rem which gives an annual risk of
as felle=s 7.4a10- er 74 death /M/y (Table 6.28, page 6 52).

'

,

..

Far Fiel and Continental: Whole body 0.000 ran, bene. 0.172 res, lung 0.141 ran for en annual risk of
2.48a10ger25d/M/y (Tabt; 4.37, page 6-71). Factors given in Table G-7.1 used to convert dese.to risk.

A. General notes
,

| It is fully recognised that the accuracy of all et the calculated values is for less than the neber of significant figures shown'in the
"

; table. It is necessary to retain the figures to show trends. ,

\
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* In ord:r to put thm risk assessment in a more reasonable ptrsptctiva, three
areas in the GEIS need to be adjusted:

1. The number of model mills required.

2. The radon flux from the uncovered tailings from the base case model
mill.

3 The estimates of population risk.

The cumulative impacts in the GEIS are based on a projected nuclear generating (l)capacity of 380 GW and an enrichment tail of 0.25%. A recent DOE publicatione
gives a mid-case value of 255 GW in the year 2000 and an enrichment tail
of 0.2%. On a national basis, t$is requirement could be met by 50 model
mills vs the 82 in the GEIS, assuming 6000 MT from unconventional sources.
The CMA believes that this is a more realistic and therefore more appropriate
value to use in the estimation of environmental impacts.

The adjustment from 82 to 50 mills could be made by keeping the 12 mill per
region configuration and reducing the total number of regions or by keeping
the number of regions constant and reducing the density of mills per region.
The 12 mill per region assumption is considered to be substantially too high

i

and .if fewer mills are required, there will be less tendency for them to be
conc' ntrated in large numbers in any particular small area. The option ofe
keeping the number of regions constant and reducing the mills per region has
been selected. This results in a reduction in persistant health effects in
both the Regional and Far-field operations by a factor of 50/82.

The base case estimates assume a radon exhalation rate of 450 pC1/m2-sec.
for +.he uncovered tailings'at the model mill. In contrast to this Appendix

Ra-226/g to be 209 pC1/m8 calculates uncovered tailings flux for 450 pCi
P, page P-2, in the GEIS

sec. An ANL paper (Momeni, et al) given in
February 1979 at.a Health Physics Society Symposium presents experimentally
measured flux rates of 0.64 and 0.30 pCi Rn/m4-sec, per pCi Ra-226/g for
acid and carbonate leached tailings respectively. The fonner value (acid
leaching) would give 288 pCi/m2-sec. for bare tailings.

2A base case value of 250 pCi/m -sec. is a more realistic overall average
flux level for environmental impact analysis. Since radon is the principal
source of Regional and Far-feild persistant radiological impacts, a factort

of 250/450 has been applied to the GEIS values to adjust to a more realistic
value.

The extent to which health effects are overestimated is a complex question
that has been discussed in detail in the literature, and relevant observations
pertaining to these overestimations are summarized below. Both the estimation
of dose committment and the estjgte of the resulting health effects must be
considered. Impact Associates W has shown that certain dose consnitments

|

| (1) John Kleminic , D.O.E. , October 1978.

(2) Impact Associates, written and direct testimony, NRC Hearing on NUREG
0511, Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 18, 1979.

!
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may be cverestimated by factors ranging from 4 to 40. Dr.Schaignr(2D*

has suggested a factor of 40-100 overestimation of the health effects due
to radon. Mr. Swent (3) has examined a number of factors not generally
covered by the other testimony and estimates that these lead to an overesti-
mation by a factor of about 6

On the basis of their information it appears that persistent health effects
have been overestimated in the GEIS by at least a factor of ten. This factor
will be used in this analysis. Note that this factor still includes linear,
non-threshhold extrapolation to obtain risk estimates at low exposure levels.

The combination of these measures of ,conservativeness yields a factor that
can be applied to the earlier risk calculations based on the GEIS figures
to provide a more realistic _ estimate of risk. Thus:

Factor = (No. of Mills) (Radon Flux) (Health Effect Factor)

Factor = 50 250 1 = 0.034
BT 450 10

This factor can be applied directly to the risks shown previously in Table
IX to adjust for more realistic but still conservative conditions. It should
be noted, however, that since a part of the basis for the reduction in rjsk
is a change in the radon flux from uncovered piles from 450 to 250 pCi/m -sec.
a corresponding adjustment must be made in the related flux to put the two
estimates on a directly comparable basis.

These adjustments of risk and corresponding flux level have been made in the
Regional values from Table A6-1 and the results are sumarized in Table
A6-2. Only the Regional results have been calculated since it is evident
from Table A6-1 that they are higher than those for the Far-field by a factor
of about 250 and are thus the most critical.

Comoarison of Risks

Annual rates of risk for the Regional, Far-field and Continental populations
based on the GEIS values (Table A61) are sho.n as a function of radon flux
in Figure A6 1. The regional values from the CMA assumptions (Table A6-2) are
also given. A variety of occupational and general public risks developed
previously are also shown for comparison. Where a range of risk occurs
in the comparative information, the mid-range value is indicated and the range
is listed. Note that these risks are not related to any particular radon
flux and are presented in an orderly fashion in the open portion of the figure.

It should also be noted that the wide range of risks to be included made
it necessary to use a logarithmic scale on the vertical avis. This makes it
more idfficult to visualize the true differences and it should be empnasized
that each major division represents a change of a factor of 10, i.e., an
order of magnitude.

(2) K. Schaiger, written and direct testimony, NRC Hearing on NUREG 0511,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 18, 1979.

(3) L. Swent, written and direct testimony, NRC Hearing on NUREG 0511,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 18, 1979.
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Considst first tha risks taken directly from thm draft GEIS. Tha Far field" *

and Continental risks shown by the bottom two curves are lower than those
for the Regional population by a factor of about 200 and 250, respectively.

On a Far-field basis the risk from uncovered tailings is nearly an order
of magnitude below the lower end of the suggested acceptable range and isy

about the same as the FDA recommendation of an acceptable level for car-
cinogenic residues in mest products. It is hard to see how any cover is

justified on a technical basis due to risks to the Far-field or Continental |
population. |

The Regional risks (GEIS) are shown by the upper curve in thg figure. At :

the base case level of no control, i.e., a flux of 450 pCi/m -sec, the risk i
'

is about 4 d/M/y. This is about 20 times smaller than that from natural
background radiation, about three times smaller than being in a room with
a smoker or coninon household accidents and is about ten times greater than
being struck by lightning. It is, however, above the suggested acceptable
range of 0.1-1 d/M/y and indicates that, if the GEIS estimates are correct,
some amount of cover to lower radon flux to the 10-100 pCi/m2-sec. range is
appropriate, based on risks to the Regional population. The 2 pCi/m2-sec.

i
requirement suggested by the GEIS, and proposed by the Department, is clearly

'

' not supported by the risks.

Consider next the Regional risks based on the CMA realistic adjustments.
The risk from uncovered tailings is at the low end of the range suggested

2; so that the technical basis for cover is very marginal. At a flux of 25 pC1/m -sec.
the risk matches the FDA suggestion for food residues. The 2 pCi/m2-sec.

|
j suggestion obviously has even less support than given by the GEIS values.

. Although the various general population risks are shown in the figure, a
useful perspective can be gained by examining the specific numerical ratios!-

| shown in the follo' wing table. These risks have been selcted as representa-
| tive of. involuntary risks which are acceptable to the population in general.

Although there have been some limited moves to reduce involuntary exposure
to smoking and to reduce home accidents, northing approaching expenditures
of the hundreds of millions of dollars that would be needed to achieve a
major reduction. Nothing has been se 'iously advanced to lower the substantially
greater hazards due to radiation exposure during air travel. There has been
no move to warn against nor limit travel to parts of the country receiving
high background radiation nor any recomendation that people should not live
in those parts of the country.

For the GEIS figures where conservative assumptions are repeatedly compounded,
the Regional risk from uncovered _ tailings is about ten times greater than
being struck by lightning, about the same as a single airplane trip, three
times smaller than being in the room with a smoker and comon home accidents,
twenty times smaller than natural background radiation, and thrity times
smaller than frequent air travel. With the more realistic but still conservative

r

;

.
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CMA valu2s the same risks range from half that from lightning to 1 to 3 orders
of magniturde less than the other risks listed. These risks apply only to
the 500,000 people that are predicted to be living in the regions around tne
mill. The risks to the remaining population would be less by a further factor
of about 200.

2At a flux of 50 pCi/m -sec. the GEIS-based Regional risks range from about
the same as being struck by lightning to 10 to 200 times less than the
othe'r risks cited. The corresponding CMA values range from 10 to 2300 times
smaller than the risk from the tailings, i.e., one to more than three orders,

of magnitude. There is clearly no reason to require flux limits as low as
50 pCi/m2-sec. based on population risks. 2At the 2 pCi/m -sec, level re-
commended, the GEIS risks range from 30 to 6400 times smaller than the common

,s general public risks and the AMC values from 100 to 23,000 times smaller.
Even the GEIS values do not support the need to acheive these levels.

Conclusions
,

The comparison of the absolute risks from uranium milling to other risks'

experienced and found acceptable to society shows . hat, on an overall Continental
basis, using even the grossly conservative values in the GEIS, there is little
technical justification for any cover on the tailings piles.

Examination of the Regional risks based og the GEIS values shows that a
maximum flux in the range of 10-100 pCi/m'-sec. is a reasonable guideline.
The more realistic, but still conservative, CMA estimates suggest th t there
is no strong technical reason to require flux levels below 100 pCi/m -sec.
The value of 2 pCi/m2-sec. recommended in the GEIS is totally without support.

.
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Appendix 6-2 - Cost Effectivantss of Various Levals of Radon Flux Control j

Introduction

It was pointed out in Appendix 6-1 that the draft GEIS analysis of cost-
effectiveness was difficult to use as a basis for informed decisions because,

a hypothetical combined cover was used and only average rathern than incremental'

costs and health effects were provided. In this Appendix a more detailed
analysis will be provided using costs recomended in the GEIS and considered
representative by the CMA. It should be noted that cost-effectiveness should<

consider all of the health effects involved so Continental figures are used ;
*

in this analysis.

I Estimation of Incremental Costs Per Incremental Health Effect Averted

The GEIS presented a flux control cost comparison in tenns of a combined
; cover of an average composition. It is more useful to examine the components

individually. Total and ircremental industry costs for each successive
level of flux control using the cost figures given in the GEIS have been
calculated for Soil A, Soil B., clay and a combination of 0.6 m clay plust

Soil A and are listed in. Table A6-3. The corresponding cover needed to attain*

various flux levels for each type of material is also included and the results
are shown in Figure A6-2. The figure is basically a more complete version
of Figure 9.1, page 9-25 of the GEIS except that total thickness, not just
that of the soil cover over the clay is given.

In testimony pertaining to the GEIS, the AMC presented evidence that the
average overall industry costs have been substantially underestimated in thei

GEIS. A factor of two has been selected as a conservative representation
of the degree of underestimation for use in this analysis. Total and incremental
cover costs have been calculated using this factor applied to the GEIS
costs in the same manner just described. Results are summarized in Table

4 A6-4.

The GEIS values of incremental cover costs to achieve each increment in flux
reduction from Table A6-3 have been combined with the corresponding GEIS
incremental health effects from Table A6-1 to give the incremental cost per
health effect averted shown in Table A6-5. Integration periods of one hundred
and a thousand years have been included. The results of similar calculations!

based on adjusted Continent 1) health effects and the adjusted incrementalcover costs from Table A6-4 l are sumarized in Table A6-6.

_

Comparisons of Cost-Effectiveness
e

! The results for the 100 year integration period based on the GEIS values
are shown as a function of flux limit in Figure A6-3 using rectangular
coordinates. As would be expected, the more effective the cover, the lower

to escalate rapidly in the 5 to 20 pCi/m2-sec.so evident that costs begin
the level it is reasonable to reach. It is al

range depending on the quality
:

i (1) At a flux of 250 pCi/m2-sec. the Continental health effects are

250 50 1 (9.7) = 0.33/ year
T!i0 B2 l{i

.

Effects at other flux levels obtained by ratio.-

!
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' TABLE A6-3
*

VARIOUS COVER REQUIAEMENTS FOR RADON FLUX ATTENUATION _
t

. 0.6re Clay + Soll A
Soft A Soll 8 Cisy

UI Total (2) Incremer0I Total . Incremental DepthUI II incremental DepthUI II Incremental Depth Total
Reg'd. Ind. Cost (4)lnd. Cost (4) Req'd. Ind. Cost (4)lnd. Cost (4) Reg'd. Ind. Cost (4)lnd. Cost (4) Req'd. Ind. Cost (4)lnd. CCDepth Total

4 -sec.) E_ ($ Mil) (lMril _ (m) _ (in't) ($HM) (m) ($K:11 (!Mit) (m) _ (lH1) (int]UII

0 0 -

0 0 -

0 0 -

L50 0 0

00 1.14 98 98 2.32 199 199 0.27 23 23
-- - -

-

50 1.66 142 44 3.31 290 91 0.39 33 10 - -

0.92(3) 79 79

10 2.88 246 104 5.87 502 212 0.68 58 25

5 3.40 291 45 6.94 593 91 0.80 68 10 1.45 124 45

3 3.79 324 33 7.13. 661 68 0.89 76 8 1.83 157 33

2 4.09 350 26 8.36 715 54 0.96 82 6 2.13 174 17

1 4.62 395 45 9.42 805 90 1.08 92 10 2.66 227 53
*

~ ,

.
.

31) Calculated from Equation 1 on page 9-24 and permeability factors from figure 9.1, page 9-25. (GEIS)
2

32) Tstal Industry cost. Assumes 82.2 mills at 800,000 meters per all) and a cost of $1.30 per cubic meter for cover.

Flus of 15.3 pCl/m -sec. emerging frorn 0.6 meters of cisy used as Jo in fluz equation of note 1 above for this case.2

The first cost figures shown are for the 0.6 meters clay and 0.32 meters soll A needed to reach a flux of 10 pCl/mGsec.]3)
.*

(4) IEd. Cost = Industry Cost. -

.
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TA8tt A6_-4

REAll5 TIC A55IttPTION -
VARIOUS C0VER REQUIREMENTS FOR RADON FLUX ATTENUATION

I
Soll A Soll 8 Clay 0.6m Clay + 5c11 A

,,,,,

III IUTotalI f incremental Depth Tqtal IncrementTotal (2) IIIIII
III Total (2) Jacrementepil Depth

Ind. Cosd4) incremental } DepthDepth
Ind.CostI4 Req'd. Ind. Cost (4)lnd. Cost (4) Req'd. Ind. Cost (4)lnd. Cosus Linit I4 3 1nd. Cost Req'd.g,q.d. Ind. Cost

I/m ,,,e,) (,) {ggg) { ggg) (,) { ggi) { gggy (,) (ggg} ( gg.,) (,) (ggg) { f,y)2

0 0250 0 0 0 0 0 0- -- - -

100 0.69 72 72 1.41 147 147 0.16 17 17 - - -

50 1.22 127 55 2.48 258 111 0.29 30 13 - - -

30 1.60 166 39 3.27 340 82 0.30 40 10 - - -

10 2.43 253 86 4.97 517 177 0.57 59 19 - - -

5 2.96 308 55 6.04 628 111 0.69 72 13 1.00(5) 104 104
3 3.34 347 39 6.82 709 81 0.78 81 9 1.39 145 41
2 3.65 380 33 7.45 775 66 0.86 89 8 1.09 176 31
1 4.17 434 54 8.59 893 119 0.98 102 13 2.21 230 54

..

'
.

w

(1) Calculated from Equation 1 on page 9-24 and permeability factors from figure 9.1, page 9-25. (CEIS)

(2) Total industry cost. Assumes 50 mills at 800,000 meterj2 per mill and a cost of $2.60 per cubic meter for cover.
2(3) Flus of 8.5 pct /m -sec. emerging from 0.6 meters of clay used as Jo in flux equation of note 1 above for this cage.

The first cost figures shown are for the 0.6 meters clay and 0.4 meters soll A needed to reach a flux of 5 pCf /m'-sec.

(4) Ind. Cost = Industry cost in aflifons of. dollars'.
2(5) 8.5 pCf/m -sec. = 0.6 meters of clay at total and incremental cost of $62.4,m.

-

.

.

.

.
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of the cover available. A 2 pCi/m2-sac. level is far into the region of
diminishing cost effectiveness for all types of cover with costs in the
range of 8-25 million dollars per health effect averted. Since the curves
for the other integration periods will have the same relative shapes, they
lead to the same basic conclusion, i.e. 2 pCi/m2-sec. is well into the range

-

where cost effectiveness is poor.

With the CMA adjusted values (Table A6 6)~ the incremental cost per health
effect values move up rapidly for all levels of flux examined. A marked
change. in slope is indicated at approximately 80 pCi/m2-sec. for Soil A

,

and would occur at some point greater, than a flux of 100 pCi/m2-sec. for
,

Soil B.
2The GEIS proposes to specify both a maximum flux limit of 2 pCi/m -sec.

and a minimum depth of cover of 3 meters. The interrelationship between

these two variables and cost-effectiveness is shown in Figure A6-4 for the
values based on the GEIS. The ordiante is the incremental cost per health effect
averted (log scale) and-the abcissa is the total depth of cover in meters.
A solid line is given for each of the three types of cover ith the numbers
by each point showing the corresponding flux limit in pCi/m -sec. The

scatter from the linear relationship depicted appears to be largely the effect
of rounding. The suggested range of appropriate societal costs of 5250,000-
$500,000 developed previously is also shown for reference.

For the most effective cover, clay plus Soil A, the 0.6m. of clay specified'

reduces the flux to about 15 pCi/m -sec. and averts nearly 9.5 health effects2

This leaves only about 0.2 health effects per year for the add-per year.
itional cover to impact upon. Further incremental reductions are thus very
small so the incremental cost per health effect curve rises rapidly. For
the less efficent covers, Soil A and Soil B, tae health effects averted are;-
spread over a wider range of cover depths so the curves increase less rapidly.

Using these values from the GEIS it is svident from the figure that the
radon flux level that can be attained at the suggested range of societal
costs is strongly dependent on the type of cover available. For the clay

i

plus Soil A a range of 4-7 pCi/m2-sec. occurs at g total cover of about 1-1/4
meters; for Soil A alone the range is 40-60 gCi/m'-sec. at a depth of 1-1/2
- 2 meters; and for Soil B only 60-100 pCi/m -sec. can be reached at a coverz

depth of 2-3 meters.

If the acceptable cost to society is increased to $1,000,000 per health
effect, ghe attainable levels for the three cover alternatives are 4, 20 and

i

To40 pCi/m -sec. at depths 6f 1 1/2, 2-1/2, and 4 meters, respectively.
reach the level of 2 pCi/m -sec. recomended by the staff, costs would range2

from 8 to 24 million dollars per health effect averted, at depths of 2, 4,
and 8 meters, respectively (Clay + A, A B). Even a 1000 year integration
period would only reduce the range to 800 thousand to 2.4 million dollars
per health effect.

|
- . _ - . -. . .. -- . -. _. - - - - - _
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Th2 corresponding valu:s based on the CMA adjustments are shown in Figure
A6-5. Since the number of health effects to be averted are considerably
lower than the GEIS values and the costs are double, the cost per health effect
shifts up sharply from the levels shown in the previous figure. All of the
results are an order of magnitude or more above the suggested range of ap-
propriate societal costs. ,

2On the CMA basis, if clay is available, a flux of 5 pCi/m -sec. may be
approached but only at a cost per health effect around 3 million dollars.
If clay is not available, it will be difficult and not cost-effective to reach
flux limits below 100 pC1/m -sec. Values for 2 pCi/m2-sec. are off-scalez

and range from 220 to 470 million dollars per health effect averted. One
thousand year integration reduces these to 22-47 million dollars.

Conclusions

The GEIS estimates shown in Figure A6-4 demonstrate, and the CMA estimates
in Figure A6-5 emphasize that large expenditures of societal resources to
reduce radon flux from tailings piles to very low levels is neither cost-
effective nor reasonable. There are many more effective ways to reduce
societal risks. These results also show that the inflexible level of 2 pCi/m2-sec.
suggested by the GEIS is grossly inappropriate. The need for a flexible
range, on the order of 10-100 pCi/M-sec., with strong consideration of
site-specific conditions is clearly demonstrated.

.

_
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LABLE AR_$-

INCREMErf74L CCST PER HEALTH EFFECT

N BY RJnors FLUr ATTEMUATIONAYERTED

cinval( } * *
.

2 I"#
remental

E3I 100 Year 1000 YearFlut limit Depth of Na...n Effects Incrementa1

2 Cover Averted Cost Integration Integratics
(pCf/m -sec.) (.weters) (per year) _ (SMM) [$fHealth Effect) ($/ Health Effect)

100 1.14 7.57 98 129,000 12,900
50 1.66 1.06 44 415,100 41,510
10 2.88 0.86 104 1,209.000 120,900

5 3.40 0.1C6 45 4.245,000 424,500
3 3 79 0.043 33 5,200,000 520,000
g 4.09 0.022 26 11,820,000 1,182,000
1 4.62 0.021 45 21,420,000 2,142,000-

.

Annual (2)
*

soll 8
Incremental

I33 100 Year 1000 YearFlux Limit Depth of Health Effects Increcental
2 Cover Averted Cost Integration Integra t f or..

(pCf/m .sec.) (yeters) (per year). ($MM) ($/ wealth Effeet) ($/Healin E f fect).

-

100'
50 -3,3j 1.06

, 1992.32 7.57
261 26,180
g53'80091 500 85,850

10 ! 5,37 0.86 212
2'465|000 246,500

5 6.94 0.106 91 g,585,0C0 458,500.
3 7.73 0.043 68 10,600,000 1,500,0C0.

542 8.36 0.022 .

90
24.550,000 2,455,cco

I S.42 0.021 42,860,000 4,286,000

.

-
.

Annual (2) 0.6 Meters Clay *** 3oll' A
Incremental-

Depth of Health Effects Incrementa1W ICO fear 10C0 Year
77,, gg,gg Cover Averted Cost Integration Integration

2.{pCf/n -see.) (Peters) (ee' year) ($FM) ($/ Health Effect? ($/Healtn Ef fett)
100 7.57 -- --

_

50 1.06 -- -

0.86 (9.5)4 79 83,000 8,300.

10 0.92
5 1.45 0.106 45 424,500 42,450
3 1,33 0.043 33 5,200,cco 520,000

2 2.13 0.022 17 7,773,000 777,3C0

"1 2.66 0.021 53 25,240,000 2,524,000*

Somatic effects, Continental basis.

Annual values from Table II. .

'ros Table II.
.

2.6 e.eters of clay reduces the calculated fluz to 15.3 pC1/m sec. The cost shown fecludes an additional
2'O.3 seters of sett A and the total incremental health effects averted to the 10 pC1/m -sec. of 9.5/ year.

.

1C5



REAL!$ TIC A55tfMPT!0N - *
.,

. . , INCREMENTAL COST PEP. HEALTH EFFECT
*

.

,. # AVERTEDU J BY RAOCf3 FLUK ATTErillATION,

.

.

'

innua'(2)1 soll A
Incremental

\ Depth of Health Effects Incrementa1I33'pg, ttagg * 100 Year 1000 Year
2 Cover Averted Cost Integration Integration

DCf/m -sec.) (Meters)
_

(per year) ($MM) [5/ Health Effect) ($/ Health Effect)
250-100 0.69 0.198 72 3.640,000 364,000

50 1.22 0.066 55 8,300,000 830,000
*

30 1.60 0.026 39 15,000,000 1,500,000
~10 2.43 0.027 86 31,900,000 3,190,000

5 2.96 0.0066 55 83,000,000 a,300,000
3 3.34 0.0026 39 150,000,000 15,000,000

-

2 3.65 0.0014 33 236,000,000 23,600,000
1 4.17 0.0013 54 415,000,000 41,500,000

t

..
,

'

I2)Annual Soll 8
Incremental

Dux !.imit Depth of Health Effects Incremental ( I 100 Year 1000 Year
2 Cover . Averted Cost Integration Integration-

*foCf/m-sec.) (Meters) (per yter) (SMM) ($/ Health Effect) ($/ Wealth Ef fect)
250-100 1.41 0.198 147 7,400,000 740,003

50 2.48 0.066 111 16,800,000 : 1,680,000-

30 3.27 0.026 82 31,500,000 3,150,000
10 4.97 0.027 177 66,000,000 6,600,000

*
5 6.04 0.0066 111 168,000,000 16,800,000
3 6.82 0.0026 81 311,000,000 31,100,000'-

2 7.45 0.0014 66 471,000,000 47,100,000
~

1 8.59 0.0013 119 915,000,000 91,500,010

In em r 1 C.6 Meters' Clay + SoM A-

.

Depth of Health Effects Incrementa1W 100 Year 1000 YearUU* LI"It Cover Averted Cost Integration IntegrationtpCf/n -sec.) JFeters) (cer year) (5??) -(5/ Health Effect) (5/Meelth Effect)
' 250+100 0.198| - - - -

.

50 0.060- - - -
.

I 30 0.026- - - -
. . .

| 10 0.027- - - -

5 1.00 0.0066 (0.32) 104 3,250 000 325,000
|

,

3 1.39 0.0026 41 158,000,000 15,800,000
'

2 1.69 0.0014 31 221,000,000 22,100.000-

1 2.21 0.0013 54 415,000,000 41,500,000

. .

(1) Somatic eff. cts, Continental basis.

(2) Base case health effect calculated from the Continental value of 9.7 per year as

! 9.7)= 0.33 per year. ,

2Base case fluu is 250 pCl/m -sec. Health effects for other fluu levels obtained by ratto.
,

(3) from Table III.
I(4) 0.6 meters of clay reduces the calculated flux to 8.5 pCf /m .see. The cost shown

includes an additional 0.a seters of Sof t A and the total incremental health
effccts averted to 5 pCl/m2.sec. of 5.3/ year. .

1 rg,c3
: -
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', ../ GEIS ESTIttATE OF IttCREftEllTAL COST
*

PER INCREftEtlTAL HEALTH EFFECT AVERTED

Continental Effects 100 Year Integration
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AMC ESTIMATE OF INCREt1Et!TAL

COST PER INCREf1Er!TAL HEALTH EFFECT AVERTED.

' Continental Effects 100 Year Integration
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ASSOCIATION OFFICERS

JOHN H FERRY

== - MINING ASSOCIATION
oMER HUMBLE

Exxon Minor.le Company
Presedent-EM DAyt0 R. COLE

VE N . BlsH 5ecretary and Menager

TOWS's. tv June 29, 1981
HARVEY P. SLICHMANN

dont
industry Seewce.

# *'i " .7'" Radiation and Hazardous Wastes Control DivisionCon

Ts* M L, Colorado Department of Health
DAVIC W DELCOUR 4210 E. lith Avenue

E."P,'Z.n, Denver, Colorado 80220
Pubhc Lands

^A Is."ds",in ine. Attention: Frank A. Traylor, M.D.
"L%",,' 'O u,,,, Executive Secretary, Colorado Board ofc

i

a uEsH aiCE Health
M.no a smeit., o on
Barber-Groene Company

70Z;","' Re: Proposed Revisions to Colorado Radiation
soHN s man.sR. Control Regulations.

8*c*e % M 5"*''
Energy Mixml. Dear Dr. Traylor:

QtCHARD B. sC,HWEND.INGERscn - nding. A oc ie..inc.

s**,"|,',*0'0 ,,,,, The Colorado Mining Association herewith
ocuctas v. warnous submits its comments on the revisions to the subject

?'c*,"O,"J,.no Comp.ny regulatiors submitted by the Radiation and Hazardous
S**" oa'ato's Wastes Control Division at the June 17 hearin These

"'u "?e's'.S"O*."n , comments are submitted pursuant to the Board'g.o s order of
T*""''' June 19 extending the deadline for public comment to

July 1, 1981.

We recognize that certain changes have been
made in the proposed regulations, and we appreciate the
consideration accorded our comments by the Board and
the Division. However, we remain convinced that our
proposed revisions offer a regulatory program which is
a practical equivalent to UMTRCA and the NRC guidelines,
yet will preserve the uranium industry in Colorado. We
believe than the regulations proposed by the Division
are unnecessarily stringent and, in some cases, incon-
sistent with their underlying statutory authority. For
these reasons, CMA must restate its intention to seek
judicial review of certain of the regulations, if the
Division's proposals are adopted.

We would be pleased to meet with repre-
sentatives of the Division at any time to discuss our
comments.

Sincerely yours,
.

\
c

David R. Cole
*

.

DRC/zDenver Hilton Office Building DENVER. Color ado 803
1515 CLEVELAND PLACE Build Colorado Mining TELEPHONE (303) 534-11t
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SUPPLEMENTAL COHMENTS ON PROPOSED REVISIONS
SUBMITTED BY RHWCD ON JUNE 17, 1981.

COLORADO
MINING RH 53.9.4.1;
ASSOCIADON

Commentors restate their objection to this provision.330 Denver Hilton
U* '8""#"8 The changes recotemended by the Division do not cure the

overbroad ecope of this regulation, which is its funda-1515 Cleveland Place mental defect. Even with the changes recommended by
Drnver. Colorado the Division, the regulation can still be read to allow
so202 the Division to require surety arrangements to cover
(32) SS&1181 the licensee's failure to comply with the terms of the

license--regardless of whether such terms relate to
decontamination, decommissioning and reclamation of the
licensed facility. This in turn allows the rule to
function as an all-purpose civil penalty provision, for
which there is no authority in the Colorado Radiation
Control Act.

RH S 3.9'. 4. 2

At the hearing on June 17, there was an extensive
colloquy between Board members and certain parties
regarding what standards the Division might apply to
self-insurance, including collateral bonding b7a
licensee. Commentors would point out that collateral
bonds are authorized under the regulatory program
administered by the Office of Surface Mining under the
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act, and OSM has
promulgated detailed regulations prescribing the con-
dicions of collateral bonding. See, e.g., 30 CFR
Part 806, and commentary at 44 Fed. Reg. 15113, et seq.
(March 13, 1979). Commentors would refer the Board and
the Division to these regulations and commentary as
possible guidance in drafting revisions to this section.

Commentors would also refer the Board to the mined land
reclamation program currently being administered by the
Texas Railroad Commission. Under applicable Texas law,
self-insurance is permitted where the licensee can show
a history of financial solvency and continuous operation
sufficient for self-ineurance. 5131.203 of the Texas
Natural Resources Code provides as follows:

The Commission may accept the bond of the operator
itself, without separate surety, if the operator
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Commission
the existence of a suitable agent to receive
service of process and a history of financial
solvency and continuous operation sufficient to
self-insure or bond the amount.
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According to Jerry Hill, Director of the Mined Land
Reclamation Division of the Texas Railroad Commission,
the. Texas self-insurance program "has worked very well

COLORADO for both uranium and coal mining operations". (Telephone
MINING conversation between Henry Ipsen and Mr. Hill, July 1,
ASSOCIATION 1981). A copy of the relevant sections of the Texas

Natural Resources Code pertaining to bonds and deposits
huice $*E[ dun f r mining operations is hereto attached for your"

*
1515 cleveland Place ,

Denver. Colorado Finally, it is our understanding that EPA has nowso20: decided to allow facilities regulated under RCRA's
(333) 5341181 financial responsibility requirements to self-insure

for closure requirements and for liability against
third party damages. See Bureau of National Affairs ,
Current Developments, May 15, 1981, at page 91.

RH 53.9. 5. 4. 2

Commentors are in general agreement with the latest
proposed revisions to this section (refer to Exhibit #1
submitted by the Radiation and Hazardous Wastes Control
Division). However, commentors restate their objection
to the use of the " minimum charge" of $250,000. As
noted in our suoplemental comments submitted on June 17,
this sum is much more than would normally be required
for surveillance of small reclaimed heap leach
operations.

RH 5 3.10. 6. 4. 2

Commentors restate their objection to this provision.
There is no need for a qualified engineer or scientist.

to conduct the inspection. A general mill foreman or
an hourly technician can perform this function if
properly trained. Daily checks for leaks, cracks,
etc., coupled with monitoring and annual or semi-annual
inspections by a " qualified engineer or scientist" will
meet the concerns at a substantial cost savings to the
operator.

Daily inspections would require that more than one
qualified scientist or engineer be employed to inspect
the system. The costs could easily exceed $100,000 per
year.

An additional point is that the term " qualified" is
rather vague. Operations may not have a soils scientist
on the payroll, but it is likely to have a foreman or
technician whose actual exp'erience in the field makes
him or her an excellently qualified" daily inspector.

The original proposal provided the flexibility to allow
the operator to find the most cost-effective method for

l
-2- |

|
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fulfilling the requirement. The original language
should be used.

COLORADO The daily inspection of the entire system may not be
MINING needed. Portions of the system may warrant only a
ASSOCIATION monthly, quarterly, or annual inspection. The benefits

U* " of environmental monitoring may.also obviate the need
[[ic,[jd ng for daily inspections of some portions of the system.
1513 Cleveland Place The criterion should allow the operator to provide for

s p ms d se pMus d & nnem.Denver. colorado
2

CRITERION 5

Commentors submit the following additional change to
5(a). The change proposed below would bring this
regulation into compliance with the groundwater pro-
tection standards prescribed in the recently-enacted
H.B. 1468 (see $25-8-505(3)):

(a) STEPS SHALL BE TAKEN TO REDUCE SEEPAGE OF
T0XIC MATERIALS INTO GROUNDWATER TO THE MAXIMUM
EXTENT REASONABLY AGRIEVABLE PRACTICABLE, TO THE
END THAT NO SIGNIFICANT POLLUTION WILL RESULT
THEREFROM, OR THAT THE POLLUTION, IF ANY, WILL
BE LIMITED TO WATERS IN A SPECIFIED LIMITED AREA
FROM WHICH THERE IS NO SIGNIFICANT MIGRATION. .ANY
SEEPAGE WHICH DOES OCCUR SHALL NOT RESULT IN
DETERIORATION OF EXISTING GROUNDWATER SUPPLIES
FROM THEIR CURRENT OR POTENTIAL USE. THE
FOLLOWING SHALL BE CONSIDERED TO ACCOMPLISH THIS:
....

4

-3-
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BEFORE THE c

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT BOARD
OF THE

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

,

IN THE MATTER OF PROPOSED
AMENDMENTS TO THE RADIATION
PROTECTION REGULATIONS

PROPOSED FINDINGS
BY

,

THE URANIUM ENVIRONMENTAL SUBCOMMITTEE
AND

KERR-McGEE NUCLEAR CORPORATION
.

AUGUST 7,1981

The Uranium Environmental Subcommittee ("UES")
and Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation ("Kerr-McGee")
submit their proposed Findings to the Environmental
improvement Board (" Beard") in connection with the

| Proposed Amendments to the Radiation Protection
Regulatioins which were the subject of hearings held
on June 11-13, 1981,

i

!

|

!
,

|

|

|

.
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Background: Uranium Mills and Uranium Milling

1 Uranium mills process uranium ore into uranium concentrate.

Kerr-McGee Comments p.1.
.

'

'illing of uranium is an, essential step in the production of uranium
'

for nuclear power reactors.

'er-McGee Comments p. 1.

a strategic material; its continued production is vital
'

's security as well as to assure adequate provision of

1es and factories.

.onal testimony of Mr. Robert Luke attached as
atx B to Kerr-McGee Comments. Letter, Senator

.titt to President Reagan, attached as Appendix C to
'

err-McGee Comments.

canium ore typically contains only 1 to 5 pounds of uranium per

ton, 90 to 9No of which is removed in the milling process. The

" mill tai"ags" are ths material remaining after the uranium is

removed.

Kerr-McGee Comments p.1.
P

5. Uranium mill tailings contain small amounts of re:;idual uranium as

well as naturally occurring quantities of all other radionuclides in

the uranium (U-238) decay series.

Kerr-McGee Comments p.1.

6. Uranium mill tailings are native rock from which a significant
lportion of the radioactive content has been removed; their natural

radioactivity has been diluted rather than enhanced by milling.

Tr. at 486 (Dr. Evans): Hearings on H.R 11698: H.R.
12229; H.R . 12937, H.R . 12535. H.R . 13049, and H.R . 13650
before the Subcommittee on Energy and Power of the Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 95th Congress, 2d
Session. 217 (1978) (NRC Chairman Hendrie), cited in
Kerr-McGee Comments at p. 7.

.-2-
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7. Uranium mill tailings are generally stored in retention systems

called " tailings ponds" or " tailings piles".

Kerr-McGee Comments p.1.

8. Uranium mill tailings are sometimes reinserted into underground

uranium mines. This process is known as uranium sand backfilling.

Tr.1336-39 (Mr. Shelley); Kerr-McGee Comments p.1.

9. There is no evidence that anyone has ever been harmed by ex-

posure to uranium mill tailings.

Tr. 558-59 (Dr. Evans); Tr.142 (Mr. Miller); || GEIS
A-35 (NRC Exhibit 1, vol. 2, p. A-35).

II. Statutes and Legal Developments

10. This Board is required under New Mexico law to consider all the

factors relevant to the matter before it. These factors include,

the " character and degree of injury or6 :t are not limited to: --

interference with health, welfare, animal and plant life, property

the "public interest, including theand the environment"; --

social, economic and cultural value of the regulated activity and

the social, economic and cultural effects of environmental degrada-

tion"; and -- the " technical practicability, necessity for, and

economic reasonableness of reducing, eliminating, or otherwise

taking action with respect to environmental degradation."

NMSA 579-1-9; Tr. 24 (Cubia Clayton).

11. The regulations under consideration are modelled on NRC's

Uranium Mill Licensing Requirements. 45 Fed. Reg. 65521 (Oct. 3,

1981). Under the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (Mill
,

Tailings Act), this Board need not adopt those regulations if they

are not practicable in this State. NRC has taken positions con-

-3-
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trary to this view in various forums. However, at the three

lengthy days of hearings conducted in this proceeding, NRC's

hearing counsel (Mr. Fonner) specifically agreed that this Board

has "a legal duty" to examine whether the regulations at issue are
,

practicable.

42 USC .f2021(o)(2) (practicability language);
NRC's opposition to Motion for Stay in Kerr-McGee Nuclear
Corporation, et al v. NRC., No. 80-2043 at p. 27 (May 15,
1981) (NRC position that State may no Oxamine practicabil-
Ity); Tr. 728 (Mr, Fonner)

12. NRC has taken the position that New Mexico must adopt regulations
,

conforming to that agency's Uranium Mill Licensing Requirements

and obtain an amended discontinuance agreement by November 8,4

1981 or the State will automatically lose jurisdiction as of that

date.

Tr. 20-22 (Cubia Clayton); Letter, Mr. Ahearne (NRC) to
Governor King.

13. Under the Mill Tailings Act, EPA is to promulgate standards of

general applicability for active uranium proce. sing sites which NRC

and states such as New Mexico are then to impiament. EPA has

not yet even proposed such standards, yet NRC has issued its

Uranium Mill Tailings Licensing Requirements. The uranium indus-

try has challenged the validity of NRC's regulations, in part on

the ground that NRC acted unlawfully in proceeding in the absence

of EPA standards.

Section 275 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U .S.C. .f 2022;
Kerr-McGee Comment: 13-16; Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation,
et al, v. NRC, 10th Cir. No. 30-2043 and consolidated cases:
American Mining Congress, et al. v'. NRC. 10th Cir. No.
80-2271.

-4-
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Ill. Requirements for Siting:
NRC- Advocated Criterion One;' Industry Criterion One.

.

A. NRC-Advocated Criterion One

14. The version of Criterion One advocated by NRC contains certain

considerations applicable to evaluating proposed or existing tailings

sites; other considerations are contained in Criterion Four as

advocated by NRC. The version of Criterion One advanced by

NRC also emphasizes isolation of tailings for " thousands of years"

and requires that tailings be disposed of in a manner such that

"no active maintenance is required to preserve (the] stability of

the site."

Proposed Criteria One and Four.

15. Criterion One as advanced by NRC is not practicable and is not

adopted.

(a) New versus existing. Proposed Criterion One is equally

applicable both to new and to existing sites. Future application of

the considerations pertaining to siting to existing sites may result

in attempts to require that tailings at existing sites be moved 'to

new disposal sites even if such a move is unnecessary to protect

the public health or safety or the environment. The expense of

such a move would be in the tens of millions and perhaps hundreds

! of millions of dollars. It would also endanger the public and harm

the environment due to the movement of millions of tons of tailings.

The Criterion is thus unreasonable and impracticable for New

Mexico, a State with many long-established mills with millions of

tons of tailings already in existence.

-5-
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Kerr-McGee Comments 17: Tr. 1331. '

(b) Longev/ty. Technology does not exist to assure the

isolation of tailings for thousands of years. Moreover, the; course
- -. .'

of future events is too difficult to predict for an objectiv'ep.
;

isolation of tailings for thousands of years to be manageable.

Tailings disposal should be based on reasonable stabilization

coupled with management; it should not be based on

costly and speculative schemes permanently to isolate the piles

solely by engineering controls for what in effect is perpetuity.4
,

: Tr. 479-81 (Dr. Evans): Letter, Greenleigh (DOE) to
Selander (EPA) attached as Appendix A to Kerr-McGee Com-
ments.

(c) Bar on active maintenance. The bar on active main-

tenance contained in proposed Criterion One is based upon the

rationale that our government will fail. This rationale is inconsis-

tent with the Constitution (which presumes that our government

will last in perpetuity), the Mill Tailings A'ct (which does not bar

active maintenance) and the New Mexico Continued Care Fund

(which is specifically intended to provide for stabilization involving
,

maintenance). The bar on active maintenance is also unreasonable
i
: and unduly expensive.

Kerr-McGee Comments 31-3S;
Marbury v. Madison. S U.S. 137 (1803).
IV Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln 264;

NMSA 3974-3-6 & 7

B. Industry- Advocated Criterion One.

16. The version of Criterion One sponsored by industry relates only to

the siting of facilities. It contains considerations corresponding to

the siting considerations in the versions of Criterion One and Four

i
l

-6-
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advocated by NRC. Industry Criterion One distinguishes between

new and existing facilities. It provides that new facilities must be

evaluated for remoteness from population centers, minimizati,on of
|..

disruption by natural forces, compliance with stringent 'rsdiation

controls, protection from 100-year flood events, possible below-

grade disposal, and location away from earthquake danger. It

provides that existing facilities must be evaluated for compliance

with the same stringent radiation controls and protection from

100-year flood events.

17. Criterion One as proposed by the UES and Kerr-McGee is adopted.

The Criterion takes into proper account the distinction between

new and existing facilities, it assures that the public health and

safety is protected and environmental degradation is prevented in

siting decisions.

UES/Kerr-McGee Comments at 8-19 (many cites to record)

IV. Requirements Applicable to Small Disposal Sites:

NRC- Advocated Criterion Two: Industry Criterion Two

A. NRC-Advocated Criterion Twa

18. NRC-advocated Criterion Two provides that wastes from small

operations must be disposed of at existing large mill tailings

disposal sites unless this disposal is impracticable or clearly out-

weighed by countervailing benefits.

Proposed Criterion Two.

19. Criterion Two as advocated by NRC is not practicable and is not

adopted in its current form. The proposed Criterion appears to

create a heavy presumption in favor of disposal of wastes from

small operators at existing large sites. However, there has been

-7-
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no demonstration that existing large sites are willing or able to

accept such wastes. Moreover, there has been no showing that

such a presumption is desireable to protect the public health or
. r. -

safety, or to protect the environment. ' ". L -
_

UES/Kerr-McGee Comments at 20-21.

B. Industry-Advocated Criterion Two.

20. The version of Criterion Two proposed by industry calls for con-

sideration to be given to disposal of wastes from small-scale opera-
4

tors at large mill tailings sites. The Criterion calls for a balanc-

ing of the costs versus the benefits of that approach.

21. Criterion Two as proposed by the UES and Kerr-McGee is adopted.

It provides for due consideration of disposal of small-scale wastes

at large facilities but does not create any inflexible presumption in

favor of such disposal. Rather, it provides for the weighing of

relevant factors. In a sense, it better corresponds to NRC's basic

position on siting (i.e., that relevant factors be considered and

weighed) than does the formulation advanced by NRC.

UES/Kerr-McGee Comments at 20-21.

V. Stabilization: NRC-Advocated Cri'.eria Three, Four and Six:
Industry-Advocated Criterion Three

A. NRC- Advocated Criteria Three, Four and Six

22. The requirements pertaining to stabilization sponsored by NRC are

scattered through three separate Criteria: numbers Three, Four

and Six. Criterion Three creates a heavy presumption in favor of

below grade disposal, branding that alternative as "[t]he ' prime

option'". It also limits above grade disposal to those situations

where below grade disposal is not " practicable." Even in those,

-8-
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situations, it creates a kind of performance standard, requiring -

that above grade disposal " provide reasonably equivalent isolation

of the tailings" to below grade disposal. Criterion Four specifies a
.:.-

variety of " design criteria" to which adherence is required.. For
, - ,

example, it specifies a preference for 10h:1v slopes, and a pre-

sumption against slopes steeper than Sh:1v. It calls for either

rock cover or "[a] full self-sustaining vegetative cover" on the

slopes and (somewhat more ambigiously) on the top of the pile.

The Criterion also specifies that the rocks used must be at least

cobble size, and " free from cracks, seams and other defects" and

that the rocks not be " weak, friable, or laminated aggregate."

The Criterion calls for design to promote deposition. in addition,

Criterion Four contains a number of matters relating to siting.

e.g., location to protect against a " probable maximum flood,"

location to provide wind protection, and location to protect from'

ea rthq ua kes . (These elements of Criterion Four are dealt with in

the context of Criterion One (Siting).) Finally, Criterion Six

limits radon emanation from the stabilized tailings to less than
,

2pCi/m'-sec and requires that sufficient earth cover, but in any

event no less than three meters, be placed on the tailings. The

Criterion calls for reduction of gamma radiation from the tailings to

backg rou nd.

23. Criteria Three, Four and Six as advocated by NRC are not practic-

able and are not adopted.

(a) Below Crade Disposal. The inflexible presumption in

favor of below grade is unsupported and is not practicable in New

,

_g.
.
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Mexico. There is no evidence in the record that below grade

disposal is necessary to provide reasonable assurance that the

stabilized tailings are protected against erosion. To the contrary,

the evidence indicates that above grade disposal systems ' il

provide as reasonable assurance as below grade systems of erosion

resistance and will be significantly less expensive.

Tr.1107-10,1122,1126-27,1130 (Mr. Wulff).
UES/Kerr-McGee Comments at 12-13.

(b) Slopes . The preference for slopes of 10h:1v and the

presumption against slopes steeper than Sh:1v is unsupported and

is not practicable in New Mexico. The evidence indicates that

above grade tailings retention systems may be designed with s| opes

more steep than Sh:1v and yet provide as reasonable assurance of

resisting erosion as slopes less steep than 5h:1v and at less cost.

Moreover, the checkerboard pattern of land ownership in New

Mexico is such that owners of the large tailings piles in this state

do not control sufficient surrounding land to contour slopes to

values such as 10h:1v.' Finally, making slopes less steep will mean

that more earth cover must be employed to cover the tailings

(assuming that a minimum of three meters were in all events i
l

required as NRC proposes). This would translate into more dis- '

ruption of natural landscape and degradation of the environment.

Tr. 1345 (Mr. Shelley): Report by Sergent. Hauskins
& Beckwith (UES Exhibit).

(c) Rock or vegetative cover. The requirement that tailings

be covered with non-f riable, seamless, unblemished rock or a " full

self-sustaining vegetative cover" is unsupported and is not practic-

-10-
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able in New Mexico. There is no evidence that such a requirement

is necessary in order to provide adequate protection against

erosion . Moreover, the climate of New Mexico'is su'ch that;the
~

..

vegetative cover called for could not be assured and no'nifriable,

seamless, unblemished rock is not reasonably available.

Tr.133S-36; Tr.1351 (perfect rock unavailable); Tr. 1349-50
(climate]

(d) Design for deposition. The requirement that the stabil-

ized tailings be designed to promote deposition is vague, unneces-

sary and impracticable as drafted. It is likely that tailings piles

in New Mexico are naturally depositional. The requirement as

applied here is impracticable because regulations and regulated

industry will lack guidance as to how it may be applied. More-
'

over, there is no evidence that the requirement is necessary to

provide protection against erosion.

Report of Sergent, Hauskins & Beckwith at 12 (UES Exhibit).
I(e) 2pCi/m -sec radon emanation standard. NRC's proposed

,

2pCi/m -sec radon emanation standard is unduly burdensome,
,

unreasonable, not required to protect the public health, and

impracticable in New Mexico.

(i) Radon (an inert, radioactive gas) is released from

uranium mill tailings due ta the decay of radium, itself a decay

product (" daughter") of uranium.

UES/Kerr-McGee Comments 26; Kerr-McGee Comments 24-25.

(ii) NRC regards radon as the primary hazard posed by

uranium mill tailings.

-11-
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Tr. at 253-54 (Hubert Miller).

(iii) The radon released by mill tailings is a small fraction of

the radon released naturally from all soils. -
.

>
.,

. . .
Tr. 468-70 (Dr. Evans); ~ ". L- .
Tr.1012 (Dr. Schiager),
Letter, Evans to Mills (Ker r McGee Exhibit No. 2).

(iv) Increased levels of radon from uranium mill tailings

cannot be detected more than 1/4 to U2 mile from even unstabil-

ized uranium mill tailings piles.

Tr. 454-65 (Dr. Evans); Shearer & Sill, Evaluation of
Atmospheric Radon in the Vicinity of Uranium Mill Tailings, 17
Health Physics 77-88 (Kerr-McGee Exhibit No. 2); Letter,
Greenleigh (DOE) to Selander (EPA), dated July 15, 1981
(Appendix A to Kerr-McGee Comments).

(v) Epidemiological studies unanimously indicate that there

are no adverse health effects from increased exposure to radiation,

including radiation attributable to exposure to radon, at the levels

associated with uranium mill tailings.

Tr. 4S7-58, 484-85 and 562-67 (Dr. Evans); Hickey, et al. ,

_
Low Level lonizing Radiation and Human Mortality: Multi-
Regional Epidemiological Studies, 40 Health Physics 625 (1981)
(Kerr-McGee Exhibit No. 7); Frigerio, et al. The Argonne
Radiological Impact Program ( AHIP)-l. Carcinogenic Hazard
from Low-Level, Low-rate Radiation (Argonne Nat'l Lab Report
ANL/ES-26, Part 1) (1973) (Kerr-McGee Exhibit No. S):
High Background Radiation Research Group (China), Health
Survey in High Background Radiation Areas in China, 209
Science 877 (1980) (Kerr-McGee Exhibit No. 6); Gopal-
Ayengar, et al, Evaluation of Long-Term Effects of High
Background Radiation on Selected Population Groups on the
Kerala Coast in Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Vol. 11
Proc. 45th Int. Conf. Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy pp.
31-51 (1971) (Kerr-McGee Exhibit No. 4); Cullen, et al,
Dosimetric and Cytogenetic Studies in Brazilian Areas of High
Natural Activity, 19 Health Physics 165 (1970) (Kerr-McGee
Exhibit No. 3) .

(vi) Prominent experts are of the opinion that exposure to

low levels of radiation, including radiation from radon at the levels

-12-
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associated with mill tailings, has no adverse health effects and that

whatever radiological effects occur are remedied by the body's

natural repair mechanisms.

Tr. 495-96 (Dr. Evans); Tr. 426-28 (Dr. Branagan): In the
Matter of Duke Power Co. (Perkins Nuclear Station Units 1, 2,

and 3), 8 NRC 87, [1975-78 Transfer Binder] Nuclear Reg.
Rep. (CCH) #30.312 at p. 28669 (1978).

(vii) There is no evidence that public exposure to uranium

mill tailings or radiation attributable to uranium mill tailings has

resulted in any adverse health effects.

Tr. at 5S8-59 (Dr. Evans);
Tr. at 142 (Mr. Miller);
11 GEIS at A-35 (admission by NRC).

(viii) In the absence of any actual evidence of adverse

health effects, NRC assumes that some health effects may occur on

the basis of the linear nonthreshold model. This model hypothesizes

that because very high doses of radiation cause health effects,
>

there will be proportional effects at low levels. This model has

been criticized as overstating the likely risk from exposure to low

level radiation.

Kerr-McGee Comments 25: Tr. 458_-59 (Dr. Evans):
Hickey, et al., Low Level lonizing Radiation and Human
Mortality: Multi-Regional Epidemiological Studies, 40 Health
Physics 625 (Kerr-McGee Exhibit 7).

(ix) Even under the linear nonthreshold model, NRC

calculates the maximum hypothetical risk from even totally

unregulated tailings piles to be only about 1 in 70,000,000 to the

| average member of the public for three times the number of mills

now in existence.

|

|
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Tr. at 241-42 (Hubert Miller): Kerr-McGec Comments 26-27.

(x) The hypothetical risk estimated by NRC is much less

than many actual risks (e.g., the risk of driving a car, the risk

of being a farmer, the risk of drinking milk, the risk of being

struck by lightening) commonly and ordinarily accepted in our

society.

OSHA Testimony of Professor Richard Wilson submitted
as a Kerr-McGee Exhibit at Transcript 229-37; Kerr-McGee
Comments at 26.

(xi) NRC claims that the risk to someone living atop or near

the pile would be greater. However, the stabilized tailings pile

will be under government control so it is unreasonable to assume

that someone will be living on the site. Moreover, the New Mexico

Continued Care Fund will provide additional assurance that persons

will not dwell on the site. in addition, no excess radon from the

pile can be detected more than 1/4 to 1/2 mile from the site, even

in the downwind direction. Finally, there is no evidence that any

person in New Mexico is being exposed to increased levels of radon

due to mill tailings. Thus, the risk even to persons near the pile

is slight.

See, e.g., Shearer & Sill, Evaluation of Atmospheric Radon in
the Vicinity of Uranium Mill Tailings, 17 Health Physics 77-33
(Kerr-McGee Exhibit No. 2) .

(xii) The hypothetical risk calculated by NRC overstates the

maximum hypothetical risk attributable to radon. A recent study

by a panel of prominent experts from EPA, DOE. England. Germany

and Canada indic$tes that the risk to the public per unit exposure

to radon can be no greater than 1/3 that employ ed by NRC and

-14-
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that the risk may in fact be zero. Experts have estimated that

NRC's estimates are excessive by factors of ten to forty.

Evans, et al, Estimate of Risk from Environmental Exposure to
Radon -222 and its Decay Products, 390 Nature 90 (March
12,1981) (UES Exhibit No. B) Tr. 476 (Dr. Evans) (NRC
off by factor of ten): Tr. 987 (Dr. Schlager] (NRC off by
factor of forty).

,
(xiii) NRC's decision to limit radon flux to 2pCi/m -see was

not based upon health effects, but instead was based upon a

desire to reduce radon emanation to " average" natural background

levels. This has no upparent connection to the protection of the

environment or of public health and safety. Moreover, the natural

radon flux in many areas of the country (in particular, in mining

and milling areas) is significantly higher.

Tr. 958-59 (Dr. Schlager): Tr. 480(Dr. Evans]

(xiv) Fifteen feet or more of New Mexico soil will be required

to attain a 2pCi/m -sec limit. The proposed standard thus will

result in considerable environmental degradation and expense and

is impracticable in New Mexico.

Tr. 666 (Dr. Rogers); Tr. 480 (Dr. Evans).

(xv) DOE does not support the proposed 2pCi/m -sec radon

emanation standard. Instead, DOE advocates retention of the

current radon concentration standards of 3pCi/l radon off-site and

30pCi/l radon on-site.

Letter, Greenleigh (DOE) to Selander (EPA), dated July 15,
1981) attached as Appendix A to Kerr-McGee Comments.
N.M. Radiation Regulations, Part 4, App. A (current
regulation) .

(f) Minimum of Three Meters Cover. The requirement that

tailings be covered with no less than three meters of cover is

-15-



unnecessary, unreasonable, and impracticable in the State of New *

Mexico. Erosion can be controlled with less than three meters

cover under the conditions encountered in New Mexico. Requiring

three meters cover will result in significant degradation of the
P

environment due to excavation and movement of large quantities of

soil and rock. It additionally will be hazardous to workers and to

the public as well as unduly expensive. NRC's requirement of a

minimum of three meters of cover appears to be in part based on

that agency's assumption that our government will fail, an assump-

tion contrary to the Constitution, the Mill Tailings Act, and the

rationale behind New Mexico's Continued Care Fund.

Tr. 479-480, 483, 508 (Dr. Evans); Report by Sergent,
Hauskins & Beckwith (UES Exhibit).

(g) Comma radiation. The requirement that gamma radiation

be reduced to background levels is ambigious and impracticable to

implement in New Mexico since background gamma may fluctuate

g reatly. It is not acceptable for the same reasons NRC rejected a

reference to background levels of radon emanation in arriving at
,

that agency's 2pCi/m -sec radon standard.

B. Industry-Advanced Criterion Three

24. The UES and Kerr-McGee have developed detailed requirements

relating to stabilization in their proposed Criterion Three. The

industry proposal has collected all the stabilization requirements

into that single Criterion. The Criterion is based upon a straight

forward performance standard. That standard, set forth in S1,

requires that sufficient cover be placed on the tailings to provide

protection from erosion comparable to two feet of sandy clay soil

-16-
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cover on a tailings pile 50 feet high with slopes of Sh:1v. The

comparable protection may be provided by increasing the soil

cover, by using rock, by terracing, or by other methods; how-

ever, in no event may a cover of earthen materials placed on the
a

tailings be less than two feet. Paragraph (2) of the Criterion

provides that proposed non-earthen cover must meet the same

performance standard. Paragraph (3) provides for control of

runoff so as to prevent washouts. The Paragraph establishes a

performance standard for the pertinent controls based upon catch-

ment systems. That standard calls for design to control a rainfall

event of 5 inches over a 9 hour period. Paragraph (4) requires

reasonable steps to initiate vegetative cover on portions of the

stabilized tailings not covered with rock. However, it does not

require actual establishment of vegetative cover. Paragraph (5)

provides that earthen cover shall be taken from near the tailings

area unless less expensive material is available elcewhere. It also

provides for use of clayey soils and sandstone or rock of compar-

able resistance to erosion. Paragraph (6) requires fencing of the

- stabilized tailings. Paragraph (7) provides that a substantial

portion of the rock fragments shall be of sufficient size to resist

displacement of expected human and animal traffic. Paragraph (8)

( provides for protection against gully erosion by headcutting.

Paragraph (9) requires design to protect against a hundred-year

flood .

! 25. Criterion Three as proposed by the UES and Kerr-McGee is

adopted.

-17-
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(a) Performance standard. The performance standard set
.

forth in paragraph,1 of industry's proposal is supported by the

evidence and provides assurance of adequate protection against the
.%. .

effects of erosion. ~ ' ',3 -

(i) The prim *ary reasen for use of cover in tailings

stabilization is to protect the tailings pile from erosion.

Tr. 486 (Dr. Evans)
Tr.1010 & 1021 (Dr. Schlager)

(ii) Because technology does not exist to assure stabili-

zation for prolonged periods of time and because future events are

uncertain, it is unreasonable to require cover which will last for

more than about two centuries.

Tr. 483 (Dr. Evans)

(iii) One or two feet of soil will provide reasonable

assurance of resisting erosion for at least two centuries or more

when properly applied and maintained.

Tr. 508 (Dr. Evans); see also id. at 479. Report by
Sergent Hauskins & Beckwith at 2, 8 and App. B; Tr. 1059
(Dr. Schlager); Tr.1120 (Mr. Wulff); Tr. 655 (Dr. Rogers)

(iv) Funds and institutions are already available in New

Mexico to assure that the required cover is maintained in perpetu-

ity . New Mexico has established a Continued Care Fund for the

purpose of " remedying or preventing situations which may be

harmful to the health, safety, welfare or property of the people"

which might arise in connection with inactive uranium processing

facilities. This Fund is intended to provide for on-going surveil-

lance and maintenance of such faciiities in perpetuity. Uranium

mills operating in this State must each contribute S1,000,000 to the

-18-
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Fund. Such contributions are in fact being made. Kerr-McGee

has completed its $1,000,000 contribution.

NMSA 1974-3-6 & 7; Tr.134S (Afr. Shelley) ;

|4
(v) Two feet of soil cover will also essentially"ejiminate

gamma radiation from th'e tailings and will reduce radon flux by a

factor of about two to ten. In order to assure that gamma radia-

tion is eliminated and that all tailings are adequately covered, the

Criterion provides that at least two feet of earthen cover must be

placed on the tailings,
.

Letter, Evans to Mills at pp. 4-5 (Kerr-AtcGee Exhibit
No.1) (gamma); Tr. 479 (Dr. Evans) (radon):
Tr. 659 (Dr. Rogers) (radon)

(b) Non-earthen material. Paragraph (2) of industry's

proposal requires that non-earthen material employed as cover

comply with the same performance standard and is therefore reason-

able.

(c) Control of runo//. Paragraph (3) of industry's pro-

posal provides additional assurance that the cover will resist

e rosion . Paragraph (3) requires the licensee to take steps to

control runoff from the covered tailings to prevent major wash-

outs. Various means, including the use of additional cover or the

construction of catchment systems may be employed to achieve this

end on a site-specific basis. Such systems must be designed to

control a rainfall event of 5 inches over a 9 hour period. The

record indicates that a rainfall event of 5 inches over a 9 hour

period is the most rain that can reasonably be expected to occur

at tailings sites in New Mexico. Accordingly the performance

-19-
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standard specified in the paragraph is reasonable and conserva-

tive.

UdSIKerr-McGee Comments 39-41; Tr.1277-81 (Dr. Sabol);
Report of Sergent, Hauskins & Beckwith. Appendix A (UES
Exhibit) .

e

(d) Vegetar/ve cover. Vegetative cover is not required to

meet the performance standards devised for control of erosion and

will be difficult if not impossible to establish in the areas where

uranium is milled in New Mexico. However, in order to provide
,

some additional assurance that erosion is controlled, it is prudent

to require that reasonable steps, such as seeding, fertlizing, and

mulching be employed to initiate a vegetative cover over those

portions of the tailings not covered with rock. In that fashion,

such vegetation as will be self-sustaining will be given a reasonable

opportunity to assert itself promptly upon stabilization.

Tr.1349-50 (Colloquy between Messrs. Hensley & Shelley)

(e) Source and type of earthen cover. The expense of

~ providing cover should be minimized to the extent possible while

providing for proper compliance with applicable standards. It is

accordingly appropriate to derive cover material from sources near

the tailings unless less expensive material is available elsewhere.

Clay, sandy clay and clayey sand have favorable characteristics

with respect to erosion resistance and are therefore preferred soils

if economically practicable. Moreover, these kinds of soils are

more readily able to attenuate radon. Sandstone rock is readily

available and, under conditions in New Mexico, highly erosion

resistant.

-20-
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Tr. 1335: Report by Sergent, Houskins & Beckwith
(UES Exhibit).

(f) Fencing. It is reasonable to require the licensee to

fence the property after stabilization to assist the government,

which will have control gf the site, in preventing trespassing.

This will also provide additional assurance that the cover will not

be disrupted.

UESIKerr-McGee Comments 41; Letter, Greenleigh (DOE) to
Selander (EPA), attached as App. A to Kerr-McGee
Comments.

(g) Rock /ragments. A significant part of the rock frag-

ments employed at the tailings are required to be of such size that

they may not be significantely displaced by expected livestock and

human traffic.

UES/Kerr-McGee Comments 41

(h) Head-cutt /ng. Head-cutting refers to the tendency of a

gully to erode toward the source in its flow. In order to assure

protection against head-cutting, the licensee is required to take

reasonable steps to control gully erosion.

Tr.1109 & 1130 (Mr. Wulff).

(i) Flood protection. Tailings impoundments should be

stabilized in such a fashion to protect against floods which may

reasonably be expected at their location. A 100-year flood is an

extremely unlikely event. Thus,. requiring safeguards against a

flood of that magnitude is adequate for purposes of flood

p rotection . i

UES/Kerr-McGee Comments 12-15; Tr. at 1261 et seq.
(Dr. Sabol)

(
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VI. Groundwater Protection:
NRC-Advocated Criterion Five; industry-Advocated Criterion Four.

A. NRC-Advocated Criterion Five.

26. NRC-sponsored Criterion Five contains extensive provisions relat-

ing to groundwater protection. It creates a strong presumption

against any contamination of groundwater, providing that steps be

taken to reduce seepage of water contaminants into groundwater to-

the maximum extent reasonably achievable. It calls for installation

of bottom liners and leakage detection systems, conservation of

water, dewatering of tailings, and neutrali::ation. The Criterion

also provides for restoration of groundwater at existing sites "to

its potential use before milling operations began to the maximum

extent practicable." The Criterion creates a presumption in favor

of isolation of' tailings from groundwater. Other requirements,

including informational requirements, are specified.

27. The version of Criterion Five advocated by NRC is not acceptable

in its current form. The proposed Critirion is beyond the juris-

diction of this Board, as well as unreasonable and impracticable in

New Mexico.

(a) Jurisdiction. The Water Quality Control Commission and

the State Engineer are responsible in this State for matters pertain-

ing to groundwater protection.

(b) Unreasonableness. New Mexico has extensive regulations

pertaining to groundwater protection with which all uranium mills

must comply. These existing regulations are fully adequate to

|
protect groundwater in the State of New Mexico. The proposed

,

additions will confer no benefit and impose great additional j

expense.

|

|
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Tr.1210-16 & 1222 (Mr. Hoffman)

(c) Sand backfill. Sand backfilling using uranium mill

tailings is essential in New Mexico to prevent catastrophic collapse

of open stopes, to prote,ct overlying aquifers, to safeguard miners,

and to remove ore values. No alternatives are available. The

proposed regulation unreasonably fails to take these factors into

account and is impracticable in New Mexcio.

Tr.1336-39 (Mr. Shelley]

B. Industry-Advocated Criterion 4.

28. Industry-advocated Criterion 4 provides that licensees comply with

applicable New Mexico groundwater regulations.

29. The version of Criterion 4 proposed by the UES and by

Kerr-McGee is adopted. This version is identical to a sentence in

the NRC-sponsored proposal. It is within the jurisdiction of the

Board. The existing regulation provides adequate protection to

groundwater in the State of New Mexico.'

Tr. 1210-16 & 1222 (Mr. Hoffman)

Vll. Preoperational Monitoring:
NRC-Advocated Criterien 7; industry-Advocated Criterion 5.

30. The NRC and industry sponsored versions of the preoperational

monitoring criterion are similar. Both require pre-operational

monitoring. However, the NRC-advocated version requires

collection of " complete" baseline data on the milling site and its

environs for at least one year. The industry version calls for

collection of "necessary" data for simply one year.
,

31. The NRC-advocated version is not practicable and is not adopted.

The requirement of " complete" data is unnecessarily ambiguous and

-23-;
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1,

:;

the provision allowing discretion to require baseline data for more
,

. | than one year may unduly impede construction of milling facilities.
;s

32. The industry version (Criterion 5) is adopted. The version of
..

, Criterion 5 proposed by industry calls for a one year monitoring

program prior to construction of a new mill which will generate.,

. :
- necessary baseline data. This version is less ambiguous and poses

-| less risk of imposition of unduly burdensome requirements.I
Vill. Airborne Effluent Releases:

; NRC-Advocated Criterion 8: Industry Advocated Criterion 6.
i

A. NRC-Advocated Criterion 8.
.

-; 33. NRC advocated Criterion 8 specifies stringent restrictions on.

.,

airborne emissions. It also imposes detailed monitoring require-

ments. It moreover requires that tailings be wetted or chemically.

4

stabilized "to prevent or minimize blowing and dusting to the

maximum extent reasonably achievable." The NRC version also

creates a preferance against institutional controls (e.g., extending
.

the site boundary) as a means of complying with pertinent emission

limits .

34. The NRC sponsored requirement is not practicable and is not,

adopted in New Mexico. New Mexico regulations already impose.

stringent limitations on airborne emissions from uranium mills. No

evidence has been presented to the Board indicating that more |

:

; stringent controls are required. The evidence indicates that
'

airborne emissions (e.g., dust from tailings) does not pose a

radiological hazard at current levels. No reason has been

advanced to foreclose institutional controls.
-

.
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E.g. , Tr. 986 (Dr. Evans) . "

B. Industry Advocated Criterion 6.

35. The version of the criterion proposed by industry provides for

additional controls relati,ng to airborne emissions. The industry

proposal also specifies that consideration be given at new sites to

phased covering of tailings.

36. Criterion 6 as proposed by the UES and Kerr-McGee is adopted.

It incorporates Part 4 of the New Mexico Radiation Regulations. It

takes into account practicable limitations in the accomplishment of

compliance with such standards. Licensees have been complying

with Part 4 for years and there is no known health effect resulting

from compliance therewith. The practicable limitations at existing,

as opposed to new sites, are taken into account.

IX. Financial Criteria:
NRC- Advocated Criterion 9; Industry-Advocated Criterion 8.

A. NRC-Advocated Criterion 9.

37. NRC-advocated Criterion 9 defines measures required to assure

financing of the reclamation called for by these regulations. The
*

NRC version forbids self insurance. It allows only surety bonds,

cash deposits, certificates of deposit, deposits of government

securities, irrevocable letters or lines of credit. No NRC or EID

witness testified in favor of this Criterion.

38. Bonding is not available to uranium companies at this time.

Kerr-McGee, the largest producer in the United States, has been

unable to obtain a quote for a bond.
.

Tr. Vol. 6, pp. 1155, 1180, 1183; Letter from Surety
Association of America, submittea' as Kerr-McGee cxhibit; Tr.
Vol. 6, pp. 1180, 1183.

1
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39. There is no' reasonable basis to forbid self insurance. It is an

I adequate means to accomplish financial security.: <

l
'

(Tr. Vol. 6, p. 1154, 1760, 1163-66) .
I

I! 40. NRC's hearing counsel (Mr. Fonner) acknowledged that ;
'

self-insurance under appropriate conditions could provide adequate,

i
'

' assurance of financial responsibility. r
3

'

Tr.1177-78 (Mr. Fonner).

B. Industry Advocated Criterion 8.
'

t

j 41. The industry version allows self insurance, the measures allowed

under the NRC version, and other means satisfactory to the_ ,

$' Division.

42. The industry-Advocated Criterion 8 is adopted. It provides for

.

self insurance which is the only practicable means available in

( many instances to obtain financial security. Self insurance means

showing financial responsibility and performance capability based

on the legal obligations of the. licensee and the continuing.

existence of unobligate$ working cap' ital and net worth (including

assets which may be liquidated or estimate of cash fl'ow) sufficient

[ to assure performance of decommissioning requirements. The

Industry-Advocated draft adequately delimits the conditions which
t

; m sst be met to qualify for self insurance, as well as the

procedures necessary to determine the amunt of financial ability

necessary to perform the stabilization requirements.

See UESIKerr-McGee Comments p. 55-57.

X. Long Term Surveillance:
NRC-Advecated Criterton 10: Industry- Advocated Criterion 9.

A. NRC- Advocated Criterion 10.
b
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.s 43. The NRC-Advocated Criterion 10 provides for a final disposition of
8

I
wastes in accordance with Parts 1, 3, 4 and 12 of this Board's

regulation. It also provides for inspections of stabilized tailings at
I
j least once a year by the division. However, it also states that

"long-term goal" is "no active maintenance." The industry version
'

i of this criterion (No. 9) in the industry draft (is comparable

; except that it deletes the language pertaining to no active
i

maintenance and substitutes a reference to the Continued Care
!

} Fund.

44. The NRC advocated version of Criterion 10 is not adopted. The,

i
NRC sponsored version of Criterion 10 is inconsistent with this*

i state's Continued Care Fund into which each mill will contribute
i

one million dollars not only for surveillance but for appropriate

y maintenance. It also restates the bar on maintenance rejected in

the discussion of Criterion 1.
>

: B. Industry-Advocated Criterion 9.

; 45. The funds generated by the Continued Care Fund are adequate to
~

finance long term surveillance and such maintenance as may be

required under the Board's regulations. Accordingly,
e

industry-advocated Criterion 9 is adopted.
.

XI. Site and By-Product Material Ownership:
NRC- Advocated Criterion 11; industry-Advocated Criterion 9.

46. The NRC- Advocated Criterion 11 requires transfer of title to

tailings to the United States or New Mexico prior to termination of
'

a mill license. The Industry-Advocated Criteria 9 closely tracks

,; the NRC version but differs in several material respects.

(
,

-27-
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47. In New Mexico, the ownership of land and mineral and royalty

rights are often divided among different owners. It is difficult,

expensive, and sometimes impossible to acquire all outstanding

interests in title to property used for milling operations. The

NRC-Advocated Criterion 10 does not adequately take these

considerations into account.

UES/Kerr-McGee Comments at p. 77-78.

48. The industry-Advocated Criterion 9 is adopted. It takes into

account impediments to acquisition and transfer of title in New

Mexico and vests in the Division the necessary authority to balance

the risk to public health and safety against the feasibility of title

transfer. Without such a provision, the title transfer requirement

would work an impermissible hardship on the licensee.

X11. Proposed Section 3-300N

49. Proposed Section 3-300N provides that all processing of radioactive

ores shall be conducted in such a manner as to provide a reason-

- able assurance that a member of the public will not be exposed to

in excess of 25 mrem to the whole body, 75 mrem to the thyroid,

and 25 mrem to any other-organ of the body as a result of planned

discharges of radioactive material, radon and its daughters

excepted. The proposed regulation also requires that the licensee

maintain a monitoring program for purposes of evaluating

compliancb. No EID or NRC witness testified in favor of Section

3-300N .

50. Average background radiation in the Uni'ted States ranges from

about 100 mrem to 250 mrem.

-28-
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Tr. 457 (Dr. Evans): Tr. 996 (Dr. Schlager)
,

51. An ordinary chest x-ray gives about 50 mrem exposure.
i

.

Tr. 941 (Dr. Davis) .

52. The difference in annual, whole body exposure rate between

Albuquerque and Santa Fe is about 25 mrem.3

1
i Tr. 996.

53. Epidemiological evidence unanimously indicates that increased

exposures of 25 mrem (and, indeed of many times that amount) will

result in no discernible adverse health effects and may in fact be

beneficial.

Tr. 457-58, 484-8S and 562-67 (Dr. Evans): Hickey, et al. .
Low Level lonizing Radiation and Human Mortality:
Multi-Regional Epidemiological Studies, 40 Health Physics 625

) (1981) (Kerr-McGee Exhibit No. 7); Frigerio, et al. The
Argonne Radiological Impact Program ( AHIP)-l. Carcinogenic

' Hazard from Low-Level Low-rate Radiation (Argonne Nat'l
Lab Report ANL/ES-26, Part 1) (1973) (Kerr-McGee Exhibit
No. S); High Background Radiation Research Group (China),

| Health Survey in High Background Radiation Areas in China,
209 Science 877 (1980) (Kerr-McGee Exhibit No. 6);

: Copal-Ayengar, et al, Evaluation of Long-Term Effects of
High Background Radiation on Selected Population Groups on
the Kerala Coast in Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Vol.11,

: Proc. 45th Int. Conf. Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy pp.
'

31-51 (1971) (Kerr-McGee Exhibit No. 4); Cullen, et al,

Dosimetric and Cytogenetic Studies in Brazilian Areas of High
e
\ Natural Activity,19 Health Physics 165 (1970) (Kerr-McGee;

f Exhibit No. 3).

54. Prominent experts on radiation are of the opinion that even doubl-

I ing the level of background radiation will not be harmful.
L

} Tr. 456-47 (Dr. Evans)

55. The standards contained in proposed Section 3300N are unneces-

sary to protect the public health or to prevent environmental

deg radation .;

Tr. 486 (Dr. Evans) (no radiological problem); Tr. 997 (Dr.
Schlager)

-29-
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56. Compliance with the standards proposed in Section 3-300N will be

i difficult and expensive.
1

Tr. 997 (Dr. Schlager); Kerr-McGee Comments 46.
|

| 57. Proposed Section 3-300 N is not adopted.

:
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Respectfully submitted,
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August 5, 1981

.

Mr. George Hensley, Chaiman
Environmental Improvement Board
P. O. Box 10158
Albuquerque,' NM 87114

Dear Mr. Hensley:e

'

In response to your request of June 23, 1881, the Environmental.

Improvement Division has prepared an analysis of the eleven criteria '

proposed to be added to existing Radiation Protection Regulations. The
analysis includes revised language and a narrative explaining and
supporting the revisions.

The Division has also prepared a sumary of the proposed revisions,
with a brief explanation of the changes for each criterion.

This Division appreciates the opportunity to respond to your request
with proposals that are considered to be environmentally effective
and practicable in New Mexico.

.

Sincerely,
|

| /C I 4 ~

l Thomas E. Baca
Director

i

% NM
: i - si

- AUG1019S1 !'

L 6L No-

ENVIRONMENTAL DEPT. .
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; SUMMARY *0F REVISIONS

25 Millirem Standard: Retain essential language, with deletion

of concepts already in existing regulations (new 3-300.M).

Criterion 1 (alternative site selection of criteria): Combine
,

necessary elements of Criteria 1 and 4, with deletion of details
'

not considered essential (new 3-300.I.1). Delete existing 3-300.K.

to avoid repetition.

Criterion 2 (avoid proliferation of smal.1 waste sites): Retain

language originally proposed (new 3-300.N.).

Criterion 3 (consideration of below grade disposal): Combine

part of this criterion with elements of Criterion 4 for analysis

of alternative tailings management methods (new 3-300.K.2). Delete
.

" prime option" language for below grade disposal.

.
Criterion 4 (site and design criteria): Combine essential elements

of this criterion with Criteria 1 and 6. Delete reference to

" probable maximum flood".

Criterion 5 (reduction of ground water contamination): Modify

existing 3-300I to include compliance with New Mexico Water Quality
.

Control Commission regulations.

Criterion 6 (three meter earth cover and reduction of radon emanation):
-

Modify existing 12-300B to include reclamation concepts, with deletion
lof reference to a minimum three meters of cover and two pCi/m sec.

radon flux limit.

Criterion 7 (one year of preoperational baseline monitoring). Retain
,

t

essential language with minor modification (new 3-300.0).~'

*

. .

l
*

l

- -- ~~
- _ _ _ . . . _ _--
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'

Criterion 8 (minimize air-borne effluent releases): Retain

essential language,. with the deletion of nonessential details -

(new 4-160.G.).
~

.

Criterion 8A (daily inspections): Retain essential language, .

with minor changes (new 3-300.P and 4-420.D).

Criterion 9 (surety arrangements): Retain necessary elements,

delete nonessential language, and allow a provision for self

insurance or any other acceptable surety arrangement (new 3 -315).

Criterion 10 (annual inspection of stabilized sites): Modify

existing 12-300.E to include this concept. Delete nonessential

language.

Criterion 11 (site and tailings ownership): Defer further

action pending decision by the New Mexico Supreme Court on Writ

of Certiorari.
.

.
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INTRODUCTION TO SPECIAL CRITERIA

The Division recommends the deletion of this introduction.

.
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EID PROPOSALS DATED MAY 8,1951-

t
ATTACH?.ENT l'

'

_D _R _A _F _T g* -

.

. PROPOSED ADDITION OR REVISION

VI
rent

[ulationsz

g0) . '
'

'

PART 3 APPENDIX A - Soecial Criteria Relati'no to Ura um or Thorium
Millino or Source Material Ex'dction Processes

'

and the Disposition of Taili[os or k'astes . . .

85 (NEW MATERIAL)

3-300.M

Any application submitted or the use of Source Material,

as defined in Section 1-102.Z.Z. for Uranium or Tnorium Milling or

" byproduct material," as defir d in Section f-102.G(2), shall contain- ,..

proposed written specifica' ons relating to milling operations or
~

-

source material extrac ' n operations and the disposition of the
-

meet th's requir=[ents and objectives set forthbyproduct material-

;

in Appendix A to art 3. Each application must clearly dem:nstrate

ments set forth in Appendix A to Part 3 will be compliedhow the requi

wi th . Exi ing Uranium Milling Licensees shall submit appropriate

tion meeting the requirements of Appendix A to Part 3 indocumer

etion with license renewal applications or within nine niontE
'

con

om the effective date of this Appendix which ever occurs first.- -

.

O

'
,

,

.
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25 MILLIREM STANDARD

The Division recommends the adoption of this standard

as originally proposed, except for the deletion of the

last two sentences.

-
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EID REVISED PROPOSALS-AUGUST 5,1983

It is recommended that material originally proposed as 3-300N -

be adopted as 3-300M, with the deletion of the last two sentences:
.

3-300M. All processing of radioactive ores, including -

uranium mills or other source material extraction

facilities, shall be conducted by the licensee in such a

manner as to provide reasonable assurance that the annual

dose equivalent does not exceed 25 millirems to the whole bodv,

75 millirems to the thyroid and 25 millirems to any other

organ of any member of the public as a result of eroosures

to planned discharges of radioactive material, reden and

its daughters excepted, to the general environment. She-

lic::::: :h:11 ::i ::i: :: :f:q= t: ::fi:ti:: ::d t::i ;
.

7:t r ::3 2: " cri *: cr;;r:t hi : Irrtier of :- ;1i:2:e
.

S ie inf: rsti r chril b: : il:51: is the "i"i:i: f:: ::rict -
-

it 22; : r:-3 1: t r.

BASIS FOR RECOMMENTATION:

This recommendation was' supported at the hearing by public

interest groups and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Tr.
-

815-16, 847-48, 891 Exhibits: G.T. Davis p. 1-2).

The Division and the NRC explained the necessity to adopt this
-.._

recommendation so that State will be able to continue the

regulation of uranium processing activities (Tr. 21-65, 815-16).

The NRC testified that the Environmental Protection Agency "25'

Millires" regulation (40 CFR 190) became effective on December 1,
,

.

1980 (Tr. 815-16).
: .

.
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The last two sentences of the original. proposal have beer.

deleted because they are covered in existing regulations (4-200

and 3-400).
. .
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CRITERION 1

The Division recommands the deletion of this criterion
,

"

| as originally proposed, and the adoption of new language.

.. -
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EZD PROPOSALS DATED tiAY 8, 1981 .
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I. Technical Criteria h
'

.

Criterion 1 - In selecting among alternative tailing.
.

. .. .
.

.

disposal sites or judging the adec;:acy of existing tailings si' s, -
' '

the following site features, which determine the extent to ich a .

program meets the broad objective of isolating the ili_ sand ~.'(~
'

..
_

associated contaminants froin man a.d the environment ' ring oparations -

,

and for thousands of years thereafter without ongo' g active maintenance,

shallibe~ evaluated::
-

-

a. remoteness from populated area ;*

'

b. hydrologic and other natura conditions as they

contribute to continued imobilization and isolation of contaminants

from usable groundwater sour' es; an .'c .
.

potential for mini .izing erosion, disturbance, and-
- '. c. ~

. ,

disper'sion by natural forces ver the long tenn.

The site selecti n process shall be an optimi:ation to$ the~

.. , .
.

'

- ' maxim'um extent reasona .y , achievable in te'r:is of these site features.
. .,.

In the se etion of dispasal sites, primary emphasis shall
'

be given to isol ion of tailings or wastes, a matter of having

long term imp ts, as opcosed to c:nsidaration only of short term
.

conveniene or benefits, such as cinimization of transportation

or land equisition costs. While isolation of tailings will be a' -
,

on of both si,te and engineering dgsign, overriding con;iderationfunc.

<

11 be given to siting features ;iven the long tem nature of thes .

I tailings hazards.
l

.

Tailings shall be disposed of in a manner that no active'

wnnnance is recuired to preseres stability of the site.. 4

-_ - - _ _ - . __ - . - . . - _. _ .- __
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EID REVISEL. PROPOS ALS- AU-GUST 5, 1981-

- t

In lieu of Criterion 1, the following amendmenes to the

existing regulations are proposed:

1. Delete e'xisting 3-300K: En-suppere-ei-erenium-siti
.

,

license-applicatsensy-the-applicant-s' nail-perform-en-enet-

y s is-o f-vi ab le-e a tiin g s- s a n,a g em e n t -e t t e r n a t iv e s-in e in d in g

below grade-disposat-and-aheernative-stees, 1

2. Insert the following as new 3-300K.1 (for 3-300K.2
.

see Criterion 3).
.

REC 0!9fENDATION:

3-300.K.1 Environmental reports for uranium mills shall include

an alternative site analysis which has the broad objective of

identifying a site which will' provide long-term isolation -

.

of the tailings and associated contaminants from man and
.

the environment. In selecting among alternative tailings

disposal sites or judging the adequaev of existing tailings

sites, the following site criteria shall be evaluated:

a) remoteness from populated areas; b) hydrologic and other

natural conditions that contribute to the continued isolation of
''contaminants from usable groundwater: c) location where long-

term geologic stability exists and gully erosion is not a

'/
j hazard: d) reduction of upstream catchment area to --

:
I

minimire flooding risk; el protection from wind erosion of'

tailings; f) suitability for long-term reclamation and

minimal continued maintenance and monitoring: g) location
|

vhere seismic risk is within acceotable limits; and h)
.

locations which minimire conflicts with other environmental '
,

'
values, such as archeological, wildlife and recreational.-

10
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BASIS FOR RECOMMENTATION:
.

These siting criteria are considered by the EID to be essential

elements in the evaluation of uranium mill applications. They have
'

been used as guidelines by the Division for the past two years and .

have been found to be practicable to apply and acceptable to
,

industry for both new and existing mills.

'

They represent criteria that should be optimized, to the

maximum extent reasonably achievable, during the site evaluation -

process. This recommendation combines elements from Criterion 1

and 4 of the original proposal.

This recommendation does not require active operators to

relocate present tailings to an alternative site. What this

language does require is the preparation of a study which

evaluates these criteria for present tailings sites and compares
*

the= with characteristics of alternative sites. Once a study of
|

i this type has been completed for an existing or proposed site, it

would not require duplication for subsequent relicensing;

*applications.

Testimony at the hearing supported the evaluation of these

criteria (Tr. 8'48-52, 892-94). With the exception of the

requirement to evaluate the maximum probable flood, there was no
. . .

objection at the hearing to the adoption of this requirement.

There was substantial testimony regarding the " maximum probable

flood" language in the original proposal (Tr. 758, 1261-1326).
.

.

.

D

|
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.

Based on- the-testimony of. the: NRC. and uranium industry-

consultants, the Division concludes that the maximum

probable flood language is not necessary, and that a

requirement to evaluate the " reduction of upstream -

.

catchment area to minimize flooding risk" is more
,

appropriate (Tr.1317).
.
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CRITIRION 2

The Division recommends the adoption of this criterion

as originally proposed.

l
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EID REVISED PROPOSALS-AUGUST 5, 1981

It is recommended that Criterion 2 be adopted as originally proposed

and added to the regulations as 3-300N. ~

REC 0!9fENDATION:
.

3-300N. To avoid proliferation of small waste disposal sites and
'

thereby reduce perpetual surveillance obligations, byproduct material

from in-situ extraction operatio'ns, such as residues from solution

evaporation or contaminated control processes, and wastes from small

remote above ground extraction operations shall be disposed of at

existing large mill tailings disposal sites; unless, considering the

nature of the wastes, such as their volume and specific activity, and

the costs and environmental impacts of transnorting the wastes to a large

diseosal site, such offsite disposal is demonstrated to be imoracticable

or the advantsres of onsite disposal clearly outweigh the benefits of

reducing the perpetual surveillance obligations.

BASIS FOR RECOMMENTATION : ;

This recommendation is considered by the EID to be important in

reducing the numbers of radioactive vaste disposal sites. Future
,

'
\

monitoring and maintenance can be more efficiently and economically
s

conducted with a smaller number of sites.
,

This criterion was supported by the testimony of several public
. . . - - - -

interest groups at the hearing (Tr. 850-51, 893-9A) and there was |

no substantive opposition. i

.

.

e
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CRITERION 3 ,

The Division recommends the deletion of this criterion
as originally proposed, and the adoption of new language.

.
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Criterion 3 - Tne " prime eption" for disposal of t ''
s

is placement below grade, either in mines or specially eg ted

pits (that is, where the need for any specially con : . ed retention !

structure is eliminated). Tne evaluation of alte- ative sites . . .
-

and' disposal methods perfor:ed by[ mill opera' rs in support of .''

their proposed tailings disposal.progra provided in applicants'

environmental reports) shall refler serious consideration of this
,

disposal mode. Where full. bel grade burial is not practicable,

the size of retention st tures, and size and steepness of slopes
_

'
. .

of associated expose emban'rsents, shall be minimized by excavation.

_

to the maximum ent reasonably achievable or appropriate given

the geologi and , hydrologic conditions at a site. In these cases ,
.

it mus e demonstrated.that an above grade disposal program will

pr ide reasonab y equivalent isolati$n of the tailings from natural
'

'

erosional forces. -
,.

.
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EID REVISED PROPOSALS AUGUST 5, 1981-

In lieu of Criterion 3, the following addition as.new

3-300K.2 is proposed: |

RECO M NDATION

3-300.K.2 : ' Environmental reports for uranium mills shall '

.

include an analysis of alternative tailings management

methods. The analysis shall include an evaluation of the

engineering and economic feasibility, as well as the health,

safetyandenvironmentalbene5itsof: 1) below-grade

disposal in trenches and mines, 2) neutraliration and

recycling of' tailings lionid ; 3) dewatering of tailings material;

4) any other method proposed by the applicant.

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
.

The concept of below grade tailings disposal as a preferred or
~ prime option was discussed extensively at the hearing (Tr. 87,

246-49, 803, 850-52, 1099-1142). Testi=eny from the NRC indicated

that below grade disposal is not required, but must be given

serious consideration along with other options. Therefore, the

I orginally proposed language describing below grade disposal as the.'

|

| " prime option" has been deleted. Although disposal in trenches y

and mines is considered by the Division to be a desirable

alternative, all other options will be considered. Testimony by a
.;;. -

consultant for the uranium industry (Tr. 1111-12) suggested that

instead of,the " prime option" lanuage, it would "be better to

simply require evaluation of all the feasible alternatives and

permit each selection to be made on its own nerits, subject to the,

|

~

State's review and concurrence",
'

t

|
*

..

|
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This EID propsal does not require present cpentors *w remove

existing tailings and depse of them in below grade trenches and
.

mines. It requires no ac*h except the presentation of
'

infczmaticri en +=4145s ==m=.-A alternatives, 'Iha concepts of-

neutralization, recycling and dewiitering appared in the

criginally r M dterion 5 ard are judged by the Divisicn too

be iWant envilumental mnsiderations. Again, what is
,

requira:1 is an analysis of feasibility. It is not a requirenant
'

to initiate neutralizatien, recycling and dewa+da scFanes in

existing mills. 'Ihere was no testimony at the ba=45 objecting
'

to a requirenent to prform these f===N1ity smd4==.

It is eersidered ivant by the Divisien to have the

emL:nity to review 3rdustry-projected costs of +=4149
,

tranagecent alter =atives. Under 4-100.3 of existing regulati=:s it

is si:ated that "every reasenable effert should be nede to maintain

radiatien exposure.. .as Icw as r====hly achievable... taking

into -rit the state of Edogy, and the ecencmics of

isre==nts in relaticn to be.nefits to the public health and |
'safety". .

' t ..
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CRITERION 4

.

The Division recommends the deletion of this criterion.
.
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EfD PROPOSALS DATED MAY 8,1981 *
-

.

.,' .
,

:-

.

' ' '

~ , Criterion 4 - Tne following site ed design criter.ia -

m
fshall be adhered to whether tailings or wastas are disposg

4p '
.

.

above or below grade: - ,

a. - Upstream rEinfaM datch=entfareas must' i minimized to
'

i'

able r.aximc=decrease erosion potential .and the size of the .pr
'

flood which could erode or wash out sections o
the tailings disposal

.

area.

b. Topographic features shal provide good wind protection.

c. Embankment and cover s pas shall be relatively flat
,

after final stabilization to mini aze erosion potenti'al and to

provide conservati've factors safety assuring long term stability.

The broad objective should e to contour final slopes to grades~

which are as close as p ssible to those which would be provided if
,

'

tailings were dispo d of below gride; this could, for example,

lead to slopes of about 10 horizontal to 1 vertical (10h:1v) or

less steep. gangral, slopes should not be steeper than about
.

e steeper slopes are proposed, reasons why a slope lessSh':1v . Wh

steep ' at Sh:1v'would be impractic61e should be provided, and .-

com _nsating factors and conditions which make such slopes acceptable
..

'

ould be identified. " -.

,

,

O

9

.
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,EID PROPOSALS DATED MAY 8,1981

,

,.

d.- A full self-sustaining vegetative cover shall _

,

'

established or rock cover employed to reduce wind and w4a'C
erosion

to pegligible levels, j

Where a full vegetative cover is not li e to be self-
' '

sus'taining due to climatic or other cenditions, su as in semi-
i ~-. .

! arid and arid regions, rock cover sha'll be empi ed on slopes of

i the impoundment system. The Division hill .co sider relaxing this
--

i .
,

requirement for extremely gentle slope,s su as those'which may
'

exist on the top of.'the ri,ile. .
'

- -

,- - ...

Tne following factors shall econsideredi[1 establishing
'

the final rock cover design to avoi displacement of rock. particles
'

by human and animal traffic or by natural processes, and to preclude
*

-
.

.
,

undercutting and pipingt -

e. Shape, size, mposition, and gradation of rock particles

(except'ing bedding materi average particle size shall be at least

cobble size or greater ,
. ..

f. Rock c er thickness and zoning of particles by size;
,

'
'

and'

g. S espness of underlying slopes.'

,

In vidual rock fragments shall be dense, sound, and
,

"

resistant o abrasion, and shall be f ee from cracks, seams, and
. .

other d .ects that would tend to unduly increase their destruction

| [ by wa ar and frost actions. Waak, friable, or laminated aggregate

sh.1 not be used. Shale, rock laminated with shile and cherts -
.

, ,

hall not be used. ','

. .-
-

21
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P.ock co0ering of slopes may neh,be require'd where p .

.

covers are very thick (on the order of 10m or greatef); inound-
~

'

ment slopes are very gentle (oN the order of 10h:1v ,or ' ss);
*

bulk cover materials have inherently favorable erosi resistance .

i i

characteristics; and, there is nig'ligible draina e catchment area

upstream of Ahe pile and gobd wind protection ( described in points
'

z. /

(a) and (b) of this Criterion. f(V '

.
-

,
'

Furthermor'e, all impound. ant su aces shall.be contoured
-*

.-* . .

to avoid areas of conc,entrated surface r noff'or abrupt or sharp ,
,

\ .
~

changes.in slope gradient. In additi n to rock cover on slopes,.. .

,

areas toward wiiich surkace runoff 4 .ghtie directed shall be wet 1
..,

. protected wib substantial rock over (rip rap). In addition'to,'

. .

..

providing for stability, cf th impo'endment system itself, overall
.

stability, erosion potenti , and geomorpholog.y of surrounding

terrain shall be evalua' d to assure that there are no ongoing

or poten'tial processe , such as guily erosion, which could lead
*

to impoundmast ins + bility.

h. impoundment shall not be locatedJnear a capable ~ -*

d cause a maximum credible carthquake larger thanfault that co

that which he impoundment could reascnably be expected to withs a .

'

As used '/n this criterion, the term " capable fault" has the same
'

as defined in the Nuclear Regulatory Comission's Regulations |
meani

(Se tion III(g') of Appendi A of 10 CFR 100 dated January 1,1978, see
:.

Atachment3f. 1~ne term " maxi == credible earthquake" means |
*

\

/
- 1

.

6
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EID PRDPOSALS. DATED MAY 8, 1981)
.

. .

,

?

* .
.

.

.

that earthquake which would cause. the maximum vibratory gro '
,

motion based upon an evaluation of earthquake potenti considering
,

the regionil and local geology and, seismology specific character-
,

# -

istiEs of local subsurface material.' dp/
--

. *' " :- \, .

~} 1. The impoundment, where f ible, should be designed to ~
, ,

incorporate features which promote deposition. For example. |
* '

. design features which emote deposition of sediment suspended

in any runoff w* ch flows into the im,coundment area might be utilized;

the obje of such a design feature would be to enhance the thickness
.

of<.over over time.
-

,.
.

*

.

O

.

.

%

.#. e.

%
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.
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EID REVISED PROPOSALS AUGUST 5, 1981

It is recommended that Criterion 4, as submitted to the EIB, be

deleted. '

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
.

|The basic principles stated $n Criterion 4 have been included
|

in the proposed new 3-300K.1 (siting criteria) and additions

to existing 12-300B (reclamation criteria). Further explanation

is included in Division comments on Criterion 1 and 6. Other

reclamation design criteria are included in Part 12 of existing
regulations. '

|
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CRITERION 5

The Division recommends the deletion of this criterion
.

as originally proposed, and the addition of new language

, to an existing regulation.

.
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. EID PROP 05ALS DATED t1AY 8,1981
*

-
.

-
. . .

-

.

Criterion 5 - Steps shall be taken to reduce seepagg

of wat'ar contaminants into groundhiter to tha maximum ext = t reasonably
'

.

achievable. Any seepage which does occur shall not res t in deteri-
'

-

oration of existing groundwater, supplies .from their current or ,
potential uses. The following shall be consider in order.to

- - -
-

,4 .- .

accomplish this objective: .
*

-

,9 -.
. .. .,

~ ,

Installati'on of low permeabt ey bottem liners (wherea.
~ pynthetic liners are used, a leakage det tion system shall be

installed in:.ediately below the liner so ensure major failures

are detected if they occur. This * in addition to the groundwater

:enitoring program conducted as rovided in Criterion 7. k"nere
*

clay liners are proposed or r latively thin in-situ clay soils
'

,

are to be relied upon for eepage control, tests shall be conducted

with representative ta' ings solutions and clay materials to confirm
'

that no significant eterioration of per=eability or stability

properties will cur with continuous exposure of clay to tailings
,

s 'l'ution,s . T ts shall be run for a sufficient period of time
,

~

to raveal a y effects if they are going to occur (in some cases,

deterior t'Iot. hs.: been observed to occur rather rapidly after
~

b.
Mill process designs which provide the maximum practicable

-

rec cle of solutions and conservation of water to reduce the, net
*

put of liquid to the tailings impoundment.' ' '

,
,

.

t
'

.

.

.

- e. 1
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,EID PROPOSALS DATED MAY 8. 1981.
,
_

. .

.-.

.

Dewatering of' tailings by process ~ divices and/
. ' -

c.-

9
..

.
... .

.

in-situ drainage systems (At new " sites, tailings shal he ewatered
.

. . .
.

. '

undmentby a drainage system insta1. led at the bottom of theg .c,
'

to lower the phreatic surface and reduce the dri nad for seepage,

u a system. Whereunless tests show tailings are not amer.able so

in-situ dewatering is to be conducted, the imp ndment bottom shall-

be graded to assure that the drains are at a ow point. The drains

shah be protected by suitable filtar mat rials to assure that
' '

drains remain free running. The drain .e system shall also be .

.
. .

.

adequately sized to assure good drai ace) ~ .

d., Neutralization to p emote fint.obilization of water ' _

, = .

' contaminants. ,
, ,

.
,

Where. groundwater mpacjs arh ebl> ring at an existing
'

*

'"
- -

.

.
site due to seepage, acti n shall be taken to alleviate conditions .

that lead to excessive seepage impacts and restore groundwater.

quality to its pote ial use before milling operations began to -

*

the maximum exte practicable. The specific seepage control and
'

taction method, or combination methods, to be used
- -

'

groundwater p

must be war ed out on a site-specific basis. Technical specifications.

shall be rer,ared to control installation of seepage control syst' ems.

A qu'1 ty, assurance, testing, and inspection program, which includes
| sup rvision by a qualified engineer or scientist, sha'll be established

o assure t,he s'pec'ificatiens are met.
.

|

*
.|

c- g-

'

i
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..

While the primary method of protecting groundwater shal.

*

be isolation of tailings and tailings solutions, disposal invol ing

contact with groundwater will be considered provided support' g

test and analyses are presented demonstrating that the pro osed
'

er fromdisposal and treat =ent methods will not degrade groundw

current or . potential uses. Compliance with New Me Water Quality

4.

Control C6mmission Regulations is req'uired.

In support of a tailings disposal syy proposal, the

applicant / operator shall supply informati erning the following:

e. The chemical., physical, and r oactive characteristics
.

and quantities of the waste solutions.

f.
The characteristics of th underlying soil and geologic

formations, particularly as they will control-transport of contaminants
'''

This shall include 'etailed information concerningand solutions.

extent, thickness, uniformity, s ape, and orientation of underlying ",

strata. Nydraulicgradients, d conductivities of the various

formations shall be determi ed as well as effective porosity and

equilibrium distribution oefficients for radionuclides of concern.

This informa on shall be gathered frem borings and field
-

survey methods taken within the proposed impoundment area and in

surrounding areas vhere contaminants might migrate to usable groundwater .

The information gathered on boreholes shall includeand surface wat e.

both geologi and geophysical logs in sufficient number and degree of

on. to allow determining 'sionificant discontinuities ,' fractures,sophistica
If field survey ,

and chan eled deposits of high hydraulic conductivity.

are used, they should be in addition to and calibrated with
'

-
~

*

method

bore 6 le logging. Hydrologic carameters such as per neability shall not be

de#tannined on the basis of laboratory analysis of samples alone; a 4 l!
_ _ _ . _
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.

.
.

tests) sha11 be conducted to assure actual field properties -

-

gy .

adequate 1y understood. Testirig shall be cor. duct.LT, to acw estimating
.

chemi-sorption attenuation p'roperties of hd ing sofi and rock. H-
*

.e.. . .. -. .. . . . ..
. . . . . ..

~

. Location, extent, qual,it'y, ,,4 city and current uses' *

. .. . , _ . . . . . . . , . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . ,.
-

,of any groundwater at and near . e site. : .N. a . -i
.

. .. .. ..
. . . ,. . . ..

.
~

_,

Furthermore, eps sha1.1 be "taken durir!g. stockpiling
' ~

-
..

,

'

of ore to minir' e penetration of radionuciides into underlying
'

soils; table methods include lining and/or cccpaction of ore

; .orage areas.
.

-

. . ~
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EID REVISED PROPOSALS-AUGUST 5, 1981

The Division recommends that Criterion 5, as submitted to the
~

Board, be deleted and the following change be made in the existing
i

regulations 3-300I. .
,

RECOMMENDATION:
.

3-300I. The application for a radioactive material license for

a uranium mill or a commercial radioactive waste disposal site,

for any renewal thereof, or for an amendment thereto as described

in 3-300 H '(3), shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the

Director that the activity for which such license is requested

will comply with all laws and regulations enforceable by the

Division including the regulations of the New Mexico Water
.

Quality Control Commission.

BASIS FOR RECOMMINDiiTION:
'

The UMTRCA of 1978, as amended, does not require regulations

(standards) identical to those of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) but rather the Act requires the State to adopt

regulations that ". are eq'uivalent, to the extent..

practicable, or more stringent than, standards adopted and
,

enforced by the Commission for the same purpose . . ." The

Division takes the position that the regulations of the New Mexico
. - . _

Water Quality Control Commission (NMWQCC), are at least equivalent

and in some respects more stringent than those of the NRC. (Tr. 15,86,

205,855',1260). In addition, the Commission's regulations have

been formulated expressly for the water resource characteristics

existing in New Mexico and, having withstood the test of use and *

.

.

- .-- . - - _ _ _ _. . - . . - . . . . _ . - .
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.,

.
. .

.

public scrutiny; are without question more practicable.in.New*

Mexico than those of the NRC. (Tr. 1210).

This regulatory position concerning Criterion 5 has not to

date been challenged by the NRC, industry or the public, except to '

the extent that the NMWQCC regulations do not include certain
'

radionuclides. Additional important radionuclides, such as
'

Thorium-230 and Lead-210, are covered by Part 4 of the

New Mexico Radiation Protection Regulations (the standards of

Part 4 are equivalent to NRC 10 CIR Part 20, Appendix B,

Concentrations In Air And Water Above Natural Background).

.
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CRITIRION 6

The Division recommends the deletion of this criterion

as originally proposed, and the addition of new language-

to an existing regulation.

.
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Criterion 6 - Sufficient earth cover, but n:t less t|-n'

three meters, shall be placed over tailinhs or wastes at the end 1

!
.

- ,

of milling operations to result in a calculated rzductio in surface
-

9 ...

exhalation of radon emanating from the tailings 'er[ is to less; ;
'

- '

S' computing
. .

. *
.

than two picoeuries per scuare meter per s,econd.y n ;~

6
-

soils in excess,.
..

required tailings cover thicknesses, moistu..
'i $'''

. of amounts found .nomally in sim,ila. 'soi s' *n similar cireumst nces:- .. . . . ,
,

shall not be considered.' Direct ga=a expcsure frem the tailings' .

or wastes should be reduced to backe und levels. The effects
,

of anj thin synthetic layer shall' .ct be taken into account in

determining the calculated rad e:halation level. If non-soil .

materials are proposed to r duce tailings covers to less than .

three meters, it must b demonstrated that such materials will
~

not crack or degrade y differential setti,ement, weathering, cr -

other mechanism, var long term time intervals. Near surface cover

materials '(/. ., within the top three meters) shall not includei
,

mine waste. or rock that contains elevated levels of radium; soils .s
- s .

fr naar surface cover must be essentially the same, as far
,

#used

adioactivity is concerned, as that of surrcunding surface so.i.l..s.-.
|

as

. is is to ensure that surface ra' den exhalation' is not sign.ificantly! -

..
.

above background because of the cover material itself.
. .

.

,

i

~

t
.

t ,
,

*
.

*
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EID; REVISED; PROPOSAI.5,-AUGUST; S , 1981.

Tha.. Division recommends. that Criterion 6, as. submitted to the
,

Board,,be.. deleted and the following addition be made to.the

existing regulations;.12-3003. "

.

RECOMMENDATION:

12:300 B Waste retention systems shall be stabilized,

as, soon as. p;rac.ticable. after inactivation, in such a <
- .. = . ... . ,

manner. that transport of radionuclides is. controlled

to; acceptable levels. in terms, of applicable

envirocaental standards. The need for long term
'

maintenance and monitoring a'fter stabilization shall
- --- - . ..-... .

be. minimized and, to the maximum extent oracticable,
_ _ . ._ _ . . _ . . . .

eliminated. Stabilization measures shall minimize
~

erasion, isturbance, and dispersion bv natural forces..

,

.

.

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
.- .. .- .

It is readily evident from the hearing record and the exhibits

thereto that Criterion 6, directed primarily to control of radon,

received considerable attention and was perhaps the most

controversial proposal submitted to_ the Board. It is the opinion

of the Division that_ this, is un, fortunate because it diverts
. _ , ,

attention from the broader aspects of requirements for reclamation

t. hat t_he Divis. ion consid.ers of gr.ea.t.er importance. These are all.
. ,.

of the physical and institutional measures that will be neede.d to

ensure that tailings are stabil.ized in a manner that will

"--min.i_m.ize or el,iminate radiation health hazards to the public." !
*

-

, . . .

,

. .

|
*

l
,

.

'
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*

'

(131tTRCA, Sec. 2.(b), Findings and Purposes), including control
-

.

t' of radon. The Division believes that the important requirements
P

for reclamation of tailings can and will be accomplished, on a,

)j case by case basis, by use of the authority provided by existing *

and proposed new regulations including Part 4 (Radiation Standards),e

-

Part 12 (Stabilization of Waste Retention Systems) (Tr. 1084),3-300.J.
'

(I.and ownership) and proposed new requirements for Surety (3'-315) -
.

and I.ong Term Surveillance (12-300.I.).

As submitted to the, Board Criterion 6 imposes three basic
-

requirements that must be met concerning cover material to be

placed over tailings at the time of final stabilization and

reclamation. These are_.(1)..a calculated reduction in surface

emanation of radon from tailings or vastes to less than 2 pCi/m*-.;

sec, (2) reduction of direct gamma radiation exposure to
.

background levels, and (3) a minimum thickness of three meters

of earth cover.

While the Division finds that the 2 pCi/m#. sec and.

minimum three meter cover criteria may in certain cases

to be useful benchmark values for guidance in evaluating
-

proposed reclamation programs it does not, for reasons summarized

below, support the u'se of these specific values as regulatory

requirements. Based on the evidence and supporting exhibits, the
'

.

Division notes a number of problems with the proposed criterion

including:

(1) The required radon flux limits are based on highly
*

,

!
uncertain and speculative estimates of health effects (Tr. 91, 93, !

l143, 371, 476, 480, 958, 999) and on unfounded assumptions that '.
'

f

I

/

P
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'

. adverse health: effects might occur in certain hypothetical

. situations (e.g. building and .living in a 'home, with basement' on a.

~

tailings pile (Tr. 93,139,1001,1021).

(2) The radon-limits are not correlated with existing ;
1

!

standards for radon control (Tr. 415).
'

(3) The criterion assumes a scenario of no government
~

i

control (Tr. 365),notwithstanding the existence of requirements
4

for the transfer of| ownership of land and tailings to the

State or Federal government, and proposed requirements for long-term

surveillance.

.(4) The specific fixed ' numb'ers used in the criterion do

not provide for flexibility for site specific characteristics

in administration, and thus discourage innovative approaches
,

.

to reclamation and radon control.

(5) Determination of cover thickness for radon

emanation control is based on complex mathematical models that

have not to date been subjected to sensitivity analyses. In

addition, certain of the critical parameters entering the models

are based on limited experimental data. -

~

(6) The NRC criterion recognizes but ineffe~ct
,

ignores experimental data that indicate that with' proper
. . - _ _

installation and use of earth and' rock materials (Tr. 856) the

proposed three meter cover might be reduced b'y a~ factor oY two'l

(that,is,from. three to one ane one/ half meters for effective re'd$cti~ n
~

o

iin radon. emanation). Additional and promising studies', supported by
*

the NRC ~and: DOE are: continuing- (Tr. 643).

. .

%
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* "*where g

(D ,}p)|'x | ,, )| Q - | { - A * D6!@so that y,.
.. .

By Criterion 6, J = 2 pCi/m* sec. (regulatory requirement)

sec '(radon decay constant) Therefore,disknowntobe=2.1x10
estimates are required for:

conc. of radium in tailings solids (pCi/g)C = ,

3density of the tailings solids (g/cm )[ =

emanating " power" of the tailingsE =

(dimensionless).

effective bulk diffusion coefficient for radonD =
g

from the tailings solids (cm# sec)/

P Porosity of tailings soilds (dimensionless)-

t
.

" alternate" diffusion coefficient of coverD =a
.

material"(cm# sec)/
.

porosity of the cover material (dimensionless)P =

For the Gulf case the following estimates of the parameters

were used: ,

1330 pCi/gC =g
3[ 1.6 g/cm=

.- -

0.2 (dimensionless)E =

0.0131 cm*/seet,/p, =

o ots! cm%sD,/P =

-
.

e

.. - - . _ . .. . _ . . . _ _ ._. ._ . _ _
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.

'In this simplified model, the ratios D/P (diffusion coefficient to

porosity) were estimated from the empirical relation

D/P = 0.106 exp (-0.261 M)

where M is the moisture in percent. An assumed moisture
,

content of 87,was used for both the tailings and cover

material along with the further assumption that no depth
'

adjustment is necessary so that I]g/Pcs 4,/P where De is

the " exact" diffusion coefficient. The latter assumption can be

used for thick covers..Using the indicated values, the final

result of the computation was that the required cover thickness =

4.6 meters (15.2 feet).

Due to the planned use by Gulf of below grade disposal of
.

tailings in deep trenches, approximately 50 feet of cover will be

available and thus the computation readily indicates that radon.

control would not present a problem for ultimate reclamation of

the tailings disposal area. However, for situations where earth

cover is not readily available in sufficient quantity (e.g.

existing surface impoundments), the calculated value of 4.6

meters, by Criterion 6, would constitute a regulatory, or legal,

requirement.
.

,

The Division recogni::es that in such a situation further
.-

refinements in the pomputation could and,would be made (Tr.ll2).

Unfortunately, such refinements would not necessarily improve the

results due to the uncertainty involved in the estimates of the

imput parameters (Tr. 315). Sensitivity analyses by the Division,
*

.
,

s
.

e
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' using the Gulf data noted above, indicated that the. calculated

value of 4.6 meters could easily vary from as low as 2.5 meters to

as much as 6.7 meters, with the largest variation due to

uncertainty in the estimate for the moisture content of the cover

material. A variation in moisture content of the cover material

of 2% results in a change in the calculated cover thickness of
.

approximately 1 meter. -

Given these uncertainties in the calculated results, which may

or may not be resolved in any individual situation to the

satisfaction of the agency, the licensee, and interested parties,

Criterion 6 as proposed to the Board nevertheless requires a

minimum thickness of 3 meters. The basis for this particular

value is not entirely clear and in the Division's view the public

hearing did not provide convincing arguments (Tr. 96,118) either

,
for or against the 3 meter requirements. It is for this reason

that the Division takes no position concerning whether the

thickness should be less, equal to, or more than 3 meters. The

required thickness, materials, and methods of emplacement should

be based on a combination of measurements, calculations,
.

evaluations, and scientific and engineering judgment. The

proposed addition to 12.300.3, taken with the additional and
.. -

complementary regulations noted earlier, allows such an approach

and provides for:

(1) site specific and case by case determinations (Tr.

690,1103),
,

.

.

O
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e , .

.

*

(2) flexibility in administration, .

(3) primary emphasis on hydrologic, geologic, geomorphic, and

related parameters (Tr. 39,479, 1009), *

(4) encouragement of innovation (Tr. 643,855), -.

(5) relationship to existing radiological health and reclamation

standards (Tr. 560),

(6) recognition of government ownership (Tr. 880) and long-ter:n

surveillance; and

(7) the incontrovertible fact of the existence in New Mexico

of very large and growing tailings piles (Tr. 226).

.
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CRITERION 7

The Division recommends the deletion of this criterion

as originally proposed, and the adoption of new language.

.
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.- ' Criterion 7 - At least one full year prior to any m'a' -

site construction., a. preoperational r.:nitoring pre rad 1 be
'

,

^ "

conducted'to p ovide complete baseline data p .illing site and
-c .

.. . .
. . . '

its environs. Tnroughout jthe const,ruc . and operating phases
,

. - . .

,.. . , ,,.,,,

of the millilan operational mon * ring program shall be conducted
~

-
.

- -
. .

. ..
. *

to measure o'r' evaluate ~ .pliance with applicable sthndards and
.

regulations; to uate perfonnance of control systems and procedures;

to evalu environmental ' impacts of operation; and to detect potsntial
'

g term effects. . ,I ~
-

-
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* EID REVISED PROPOSALS-AUGUST 5, 1981

The EID recommends.that criterion 7, as submitted to the EIB, be

pelatedand,vrittenasanadditiontotheexistingregulationsas
apv 3-300.0.

,

REcottfENDATION: .

. - . - . . - , ,

3-300.0 Up to one full year prior to licensing, a pre-
_ , . . . _ . _ - .. _ . . . . ._ _

operational monitoring and resorting program shall be
. _ _ . _ _ . _ . . - . . ..__. - __ . ._

developed and imolemented 6hich will provide baseline
. - - - . . .... - - ._

data on a uranium processing facility site and its environs.
._ _ _ - . _ . _. . .

Throughout the construction and operating phases of the site,
,

an operational and reporting program shall be conducted to
-. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . - .

-

measure or evaluate comoliance with apolicable standards
-. . ._ . . . . _ - - .~ . _ _ _ . _

,

and regulations, performance of control systems and
_ . . . . . _ . . _ _ ._ _ . . . . . _.

procedures, environmental impacts of operation and to

detect potential long-term effects.
,

. . _ _ . . _ . _ _ . _ . . .

BASIS FOR REC 0!tfENTATION_:
_ . . . - . _ . . _ _ _ . . . . - _

Criterion 7 requires a preoperational and operational

monitoring program. New Mexico Radiation Regulations currently do

not have such a requirement and the Division favors this adoption.
,

T.he _,1 vision has rehuired the preoperational a.nd operational.. ,, - o .- . _ . . . p.
t

monitoring program as part of th,e licensing actions and agrees
. . .

wi.th the neces.sity for the requirements outlined in Criterion 7,
~ . . . . , . ..

.b..u.t prefers that the requi. rements be incorporated into present
. ,. -. -, . . . . . .. ..

.re?.u. la tions .
*

s .~.

No objections were expressed to the requirements of Criterion 7
,

,

at the hearing (Tr. 860-861, 899). Generally, all parties agree.

,

a

*
|

l
;

. . _ . . -_- -. . _ _ - - _ _ _ . . - - - . . . . -
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with the need for baseline data and continued monitoring in order

to document and verify changes to the environment which may have

occured as a result of the mill operation over the years.

Operational monitoring is an acceptable standard industry policy. -

.
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CRITERION 8

The Division reconnends the deletion of this criterion
as originally proposed, and the adoption of new language.
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.

Criterion 8 - Milling operatiens shall be conducted,

that all air-borne effluent releases are reduced to leveY
s low

6
-.

as is reasonably achievable. The primary means of a r lishing

this shall be by means of emission controls. Ins 6Y tional controls,
.

. .
. .

such as extending the site boun'dary and exclusi area, may be '
"

employed to ensure that offsite exposure limi are met, but enfy

' aftef all practicabl measures have beelb ken to control emissions' -

,

'
'

at the source. Notwithstanding the 'ste'nce of individual desa

standards, strict control of emiss* ns is necessary to assure that-

population exposures are reduce to the maximum extent reasonably
'

achievable and to avoid sit contamination. The greatest potential

sources of offsite radia ion exposure (asida from radon exposure)
,

are dusting frem dry urfaces of the tailings disposal area not

covered by tailin s solution and emis,sions from yellowcake drying

and packaging perations.

! ecks shall be made and logged hourly of all parameters
.

(e.g., ifferential pressures and scrusber water flow rates) which *

det rmine the efficiency of yellowcake stack emission control ecuipment
--.

pera tion. It shall be determined whether or not conditions are

.
-

|

.

.
. .

! .

.

_. . . - _. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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: '
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'
- .

. .-
. .

. .

. . . ... . ,

.
. .

.

within a range prescribed to ensure that the equipment is operati.

- . .
. ~

consistently near peak efficiency; corrective action shall be t .an

*

shen perfomance. is outside of. prescribed ranges. Effluent ntrol * -

~

devices shall be operative,at all times @uring drying $ackaging * / -

-

.. ~. . ..

operations and whenever air is ex.hausting from the y 1 scake stack.
*'-

_--.

Drying and packaging operations shall terminate w gn entrols are
,

inopera'tive. Vnen checks indicate the equipm* i not operating
,

~

within the range prescribed for peak efficien actions shall

be taken to restore parameters .to the prescr* ed range. 'Jhan this-

cannot be done without shutdown and repair , drying and packaging
.

operations shall cease as soon as pract" able. Operations may

not be re-started after cessation due to off-nord.a1 performance
,

until needed corrective actions ha a been idantified and implemented.
.

All such cessations, corrective etions, and re-starts shall .be -
,

reported to the Division in ~ iting withili ten des of. t'he subse6uent
,,

. .

':re-stan. .' '
. . .

'

} .' '.'' - -

_

To control du ing from tailings, that portion not covered . -.

by standing liquids s' all be wetted or chemically stabilized' to

prevent or minimiz blowing and dusting to the maximum extent
,

- - . -

reasonably achia able. This requirement may be relaxed if tailings

are effective' sheltered from wind, such as may be the case where~

they are d'. posed of below grade and the tailings surface is not
,

exposed a wind. Consideration shall be given in planning tailings'

dispo /al programs to methods which would allcw phased covering-

-

ar.d reclamation of tailings impcund ents since this w'ill help
.

f n controlling par'ticulate and rad:n emissions during operation.
0-

.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ,,. ,._.. __
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To control dusting from diffuse sources, such as tailings > '

pg $5j
pads where automatic con operators shall develop,

written operatino " ures specifying the,mathods of control which ' -

.

be utilized.a ,

-
.
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EID REVISED PROPOSAI.5-AUGUST 5,1981*

The EID recommends that Criterion 8, as submitted to the EI3, be

deleted and that the following be added to the, existing

regulations as 4-160.G.

RECOMMENDATION:

4-160G. Uranium processing operations shall be

conducted so that all air-borne ' effluent releases are

reduced to at least the standards in Part 4, New Mexico
'

Eadiation Protection Regulations and to levels as low as

are reasonably achievable. The primary means of

accomolishing this shall be by emission controls.

/Institutional controls such as extending the site boundarv f-
and exclusion area, may be emoloyed to ensure that offsite

exposure limits are met, but only after all practicable

measures have been taken to control emissions at the I

source. The licensee shall prepare and submit to the !

IDivision for approval plant operating procedures for

yellewcake drving and packaging operations and yellowcake k
\

stack emissions control equipment describing. procedures for

assuring that emissions will be within-New Mexico
.

standa / Nrds. Ooerating procedures for interim stabilization
, . - ,,, ~ _

,/ of tailings not covered by liquid or otherwise protected
,

from wind dispersion must also be included and aporoved by

! the Division.
,

LS FOR RECOMMENDATION:

The EID recocunends that the licensee or applicant submit to the,

Division for approval engineering plans and operating procedures
. ,

. _ _ - _ . _ . . - __ _ - _ - .- - - - - - _ - - . -. .. - _ _ _ .
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, .

.

.

for meeting emission standart and assuring that those standards

would be continuously met. This al:ws the applicant to design

emission controls which consider advances in technology in the
.

reduction of releases to levels as low as reasonably achievable. -

No objections were expressed to she requirements of criterion 8 at

the hearing and it is generally supported (Tr. 862-865, 899-901).

The essential elema:its of the original proposal have been retained,

with the deletion of nonessential langua~ge.

.
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CRITERION 8A

The' Division recommends the deletion of this criterion
.

as originally pro' posed, and the adoption of new language.

.
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EID PROPOSALS DATED MAY 8, 1981-
.

.

Criterion 8A - At least daily inspections of taili ,

or waste retention systems shall be conducted by a qua '.ied engineer,-
'

scientist, or scanagement representative act p b' to the Division

alid documented. The Division shall b iately notified of

any failure in a tailings or , '[k wantion system which results -

in a release of tailings or .e into unrestricted areas, and/or

of any unusual conditio (conditions not contemplated in the design

of the retentior. jstem) which, if not corrected, could indicate

the potenti . or lead to failure of the system and result in a,

rele of tailings or wast'e into unrestricted areas (see 4 420,
.

notification of Accidents). . ,

-
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EID REVISED PROPOSAI.5-AUGUST 5',1981o

The-EID recommends that Criterion SA, as submitted to the EIB, be
|

deleted and the following be added to the existing regulations as i

new 3-LOO.P and 4-420.D. -

,

REC 0!9fENDATIONS:

3-300P. Uranium processing facility apolicants shall
'

develop a tailings management plan and provide for

inspections of tailings or waste' retention systems at least

daily by a qualified engineer, scientist or management

representative. Incidents must be reported to the

j Division in accordance with 4-420D.

4-420D. The Division shall be immediately notified of

any failure in a tailings or waste retention system which

results in a release of tailings or waste into unrestricted-

~

areas, or of unexpected conditions not contemolated in the
,

system design which could lead to failure of the system and

result in a release of tailists or waste into unrestricted areas.

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:

The EID agrees with the requirements of Criterion 8A as important ,

in the regulation of uranium tailings n' nagement. The uraniuma

industry did not object to these requirements at the hearing,
.~

and generally recognizes them as part of responsible management.

(Tr. 865-866). The essential elements of the original proposal

have been retained, with the deletion of nonessential language.

.
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CRITERION 9

The Division reco= sends the deletion of this criterion _

as originally proposed, and the adoption of new language.

.
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. EID, PROPOS t.S DATED iuY 8, ini
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II. Financial Criteria .

Criterion 9 - Financial surety arrangements shall
-

ofestablished by each mill operator prior to the ec=encemen
ble to carry

operations to assure that sufficient funds will be avai
.

and site andout the decontamination and decor:nissioning of th r

i areas. Thefor the reclamation of any tailings or waste di ;

amount of funds to be ensured by such surety rr ngements shall be
a; proved plan for (1)based on approved cost estimates in a Div o

I decontamination and decommissicning of .f buildings and the milling

'cted use of these areas upon
site to levels which would allow unres-

decc=nissioning, and (2) the reclamat' n of tailings and/or waste
iteria delineated in Section !;

disposal areas in accordance with
.

-

Criteria., of this. Appe dix, a..d (3) icag-ter:n surveillance rid control,

Technical'

The licensee shall submit thi
plan. in conjunction with an environmental

re;: ort (3-300.H.) that addr sses the ex;ected enviror. mental impact

of the' milling operati , decon:nissioning and tailings reclamation, .

.
,

In estab-and evaluates altern tives for mitigating these impacts. .

|
lishing specific rety arrangements, the licensas's cost estimates . ,

.
.

,

shall take into account total costs that would be' incurred if an
-

.-
.

,

independent ntractor yere hired to perform the ceco missioning . . _
t

and recla:- tion work. In order to avcid unnecessary duplication

and ex .nse, the Division may accept financial sureties that have

been consolidated with financial or surety arrangaments established
j

tof eet requirements of cther federal or stata agencies ar.d/ord
,

-

/
'

f ocal governing bodies for such dacc=issioning, decontamination,l* .

- - - - - - - , . , . _ , , -- - - - - - - - ----,-._m.-



EIQ. ??.0?05ALS DATED f*AY 8,1931-
;,

,

. .

.

reclamation, and long term site surveillanca and.contrcl,. provid-W

such arrangements are considered adequate to satisfy these rar ' ire-
,

ments and that the portion of the surety which covers the .co.m issioning

and re'clamation of the mill, mill tailings site and so iated ,

. ' areas, and the long term funding chat ge is clearly /ih .ntified and .

r J : .
. -.

' committed for use in accomplish'ing these activ,i @. The licensee',s

surety mechanism will be reviewed annually by Division to assure.

that sufficiant funds would be available ':d' ompletion of the.

reblamation plan if the work had to b p r ormed by an independent
7

contractor. The amount of surety liabi .ty should be adjusted

to recognize an increases or decrea s resulting frdm inflation,

changes in engineering plans, acti ities perfor ned, and any other

conditions affecting costs. F.e ardless of whether reclamation- ,

is phased thr:: ugh the life o' the operation or takes place at the
'

end of operations, an appr priate portion of surety liability shall
'

be retained until final compliance with the reclamation plan is
'

determined. This wi 1 yield a surety that is at least sufficient
'

t all times to e ver the costs of decc=issioning and reclaratione

of the areas that are expected to,be disturbed before the next

license rene/wal. The term of the surety mechanism mu- be open

/
ended, uniess it can be demonstrated that another arrangement would

'/

orovide/ an ecuivalent level of assurance. This assurance could
.-'

j '

he,provided with a surety instrument which ,is written for a specified
,

. aried of time (e. ., five years) yet hich must be autcmatically-

t

i

, - - - . - ,, . , , - ,



E10, PROPO3ALS DATED l'AY 8,1981
,

..

...

'

. renewed unless the surety notifies the beneficiary (the Divisio t

or the appropriate State agency) and ,the principal (the lice sas)

some reasonable time (e.g., go days) prior to the renewal date {
'

of their intention not to renew. In such a situation '. e surety
,

frequirement still exists and the licensee would be r quired to
,

submit' an acceptable replacement lurety within a rief period of {

ti'me. to alicw at least 60 days for the regu ry' agency to collect..
,

&

hv
Proof of fortaiture mus' no e, r|acessary, to collect

.,

the surety so that in the event thau the -licensee could not prev,ide
-

,. ,- .

an acceptable replacement surety ithin the required time, the
.

surety shall bs automatically 11ected prior to its expiration. . .

*

,The conditions described ab e would have to be clearly stated*
,

on any surety instru=ent hich is not open-ended, and must be agreed

to by all parties. Fi ancial surety arrangements generally acceptable
'

to the Division are -

.

(a) S ety bonds;

(b) Cash deposits: . . .
.

) Certificates of deposit;
,

.

(d) Deposits of governmant securities;

(e) Irravocable letters or lines of credit; and- ,

(f) Combinations of the above or su:h other types of
, ,

rrar.gaments as may be approved by the Divisien. ,

-

. .

O



!*D ??.DPCSALS DATED tiAY 8, 1951-

,

*
.

.

.

- -
.

. .. .
,

-. .
-

.

However, self insurance, or any arrange.. ant which essenti>';.

* / .

constitutes selfinsurance(e.g.,acontract ., a - or federal. .

agency), will not satisfy the sur . ik .. since this provides

bno additional assurance other th ..at which alrea y exists through '

license requirements.. _'
"- - - -

' ase of surety requiraments shall be acce=plished- -

,

:.-n the Division deterdines that all licensa conditions are satisfied.

.
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IID REVISED PRCPCSALS-ADGUST 5, 1981

2e Division .-Ms the following surety provisica he
.,

adopted as new 3-3H :
.

RECCMENDATICN:

; 3-315A. Surety a_wts shall 1:n established by uranium

processine aeolicants and licensees to assure that sufficient

funds will be available for reclamatien (deconnissionine and

decentaminatien of the facilier and reclamation of the waste .m
, :- .

x..-

__ _ p'discesal area) as recuired by the license and the reculations. Se

amount of the suretv shall be based on ecst estirates of hirine /
1

an indemndent centracter to perform the reclamatien.Ite

surety shall be adiusted annually to reflect chances in ecsts

restitine fr:rn inflation, revised clans, and any other conditien

affectine ecsts. Becardless of whether reclanation is rhased
*throuch the life of the o=eraticn or takes elace at the end of

oraratiens, an adecuate e rtion of surety shall he retained v

until final comliance with the reclamaticn clan is deeined by

the Divisien. te suretv shall be released uten de enstratim by

the licensee that an accreved reclamation elan has -

heen imeler,ented as recuired bv the license and the reculatices.

B. Se suretv shall be erovided bv any acclicant for a new or

renewed license crier to issuance cf the license, and by anv

licensee within 180 davs of the effective data of this reculatien.

C. Accectable suretv a.wts nust he necctiable in New

Mexico and include:
,

1. a hend runnine to the State issued bv a fidelity er
.

.
-

suretv cu..2.nv;
,

2. irrevemble assic .-ent to the State of savines er

certificate of de esit; j

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ~ _ _ _ __ .._- __ . . _ - _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . ._
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.

3. a cash bend rested with the State tv the licensee; .

4. an i. h le letter of credit or line of credit

to the State issued bv a recoenized financial

institution;*

i

! 5. self insurance based en licensee assets leca11v
'

- 7../
'

,

secured to the State; -

6. cernbinations of the abcve or other ar ancemnts

acceetable to the Division.
.

.
-

BASIS FOR RECOHENIATICN:

The Division considers that surety requirements are essential

to protect the State frm the risk of pyirs;r reclamation costs for

uranium tailings in the event of abaMon: rent by present operatcrs.

his is consistent with the Radiation Fweec:icn Act (Secdcn 74-3-5-A.
,

(III) NMSA 1978) which errscwers the EIS to pr=mulgate regulations "regairing

the pesting of a band, running to the state...adecuate to insure,

in the event of abandenmant, default or other performance inabilities
:

of the licensee, compliance with the... regulations cr limnse conditicas,
.

including actiens of the licensee required during or after -

I

i cessation of operaticas".

It is emmen practice for the State to rwaire a form of surety

for activities which may affect the public health aM safety and the

environment. An example is the New Mexico Depa s t of Energy

; and Minerals which recaires surety arrargoronts for the 1

reclamatien of surface coal mining activities. Dat regulation is
'

i ,

similar,h2t more detailed than the one under censideration, and
<a

has been adopted without objection fr m the coal industry. Iti
.

allcws self insurance as an option. Se State cf Texas has -

_ _ - . . . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ - _ . _ _ . - - . _ _ . - -
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.

.

proposed a similar surety regulation for uranium facility l

reclamation which does not prohibit seL* Insumx:m.

2e Division has included self insu. ance as one of the
'

*

acceptable surety options and has defined the term so

that financially stable ecmpanies, cay use their assets

as surety. Because unsecured assets have no value to the Sta+a ,

it is tr====_q to ga-i'h that self insurance 1:n "haca4 on

licensee assets legally secured to the State". In the event of

ba%tcy, it is probable that assets not specifically secured to

the State would go to other secured ccupanies or geve&med.-

agencies.

A persuasive argunent for the adoption of a surety regulation
.

is the example of the Grace Nuclear Cwstian which has

abandoned three facilities without reclamatien. Se Divisien is |

cmtly involved in prepari:q for a legal acticn with the

Cor;cratien, but withcut surety arrangements the State may finally

1:n required to use public funds for reclamation necessary to

p.c, Lect the public health and Safety.

It is i::Ecrtant to neta that the surety recomendatien leaves -

five eptiens, or cmbinatiens of options, c;en to t!4 cparator,

including self insurance. Other types of surety arrar6ssi*a may

also be progesed by the applicant or licensee. It .culd not he

necessary to purchase a bend frcm a surety ccupany if cne of the

other options is nere satisfactory.

9
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CRITERION 10

The Division recommends che deletion of this criterion,,

as originally proposed, and the addition of new language

to an existing regulation.
,

!

I

.
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This criterion was supported at the hearing (Tr. 867, 901-02).

There was substantial discussion regarding the feasibility of

obtaining suretiy bondh, the cost of obtaining letters of credit, '

and'the suitability and definition of self insurance (Tr. 869-72,

:'154-1208). Based on the testimony of the uranium industry,

tblicinterestgroupsandthehRC,theDivisionrecommendsthat

self insurance, along with other options proposed by the applicant

or licensee be included as an acceptable option.

.
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E:3 pT.O.LO5A!.S DATED l'AY 8,1951

,.-.

III. Long Tem Site Surveillance ,/
- -

Criterion 10 - Tne final disp:sition of '.'lir.s'_ or wastes
.

'

, at milling sites shall be in accordance with Pa fs ., 3, 4 and
'

*
12

J/
of t'hese regulations and directed to* the lori 'g rm goal such that ongoing

.

jf .

active maintenance is not necessary to cre/ ve isolation. Asp ,- .. .
,

a minimum, annual site inspections sn c be conduc'ed by the Division

or State agency retaining ultimat,e\/ .L
ustody of the sita where tailings,

or wastes are stored to confi the integrity of the sta'bilized .

.
. .. .

tailings or waste systems' nd .to- determine .thk need,* ii any,' for **

maintenance and/or momtoring. Results of the inspection shall
,

be reported to th Div.ision within sixty days following each' inspection.

The Division .a/
,

y require more frequent site inspections if, on
'

the basi of a site-specific evaluation, such a need appears necessary -

due the features of a particular tailings or waste disposal

system.

. _ .

.

k |
,

. . . _ _ _ -
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EID REVISED PROPOSAIS-AIX;UST 5,1981

2m EID rh nds that following language changes be made to

12-300.E. of existing regulations.
,

.

RECCNMENDATION:

12-300.E. Stabilized inactive weste ratantion systems shall be

insg-t d bv the licensee Ogfpl,1 at least anmally to assare centinued

integrity of the stabilizItica system and also iw.ediately following

any natural or man-made er n7seces, which wac1d affect the inte # ty
,

of the stablization. Maintenance needed to restore the system to

their original effectiveness shall be performa:1 as soon as

possible. Inspections shall include surveys to determine

evi&wm ntal concentrations of radioactive materials. Such

| inspections and m intenance shall be performed by the licensee

| until tM Division has' deter =ined that the licensees' -

.

.itabilizaticn pa%&csi has been implemented in accor ance withd
;

license conditions and applicable regulations and the license is

terminated by the Division and the licensee is formally nctified
i

of such termination by certified nail. _If *m.sfer of the!

|

preparty to the State occurs in accordance with 3-300.J. , the

Divisien will centinue to inscect annually and maintain the

waste retentien svstem as necessarv. .

BASIS FCR PFCMd!2nTION:

This criterien regaires annual inspectien and cenit: ring of

stabilized waste retention system by State cr Federal agencies

after transfer of the property frm the ferrer licensee. Par:

'

t
:

-

.

|

|

|

| n

$!

I

I
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12-300.E. of current New Mexico Radiation Pegulations refers to

inspections and monit= ring by t% licensee as cwner of t% pv7
,

I.

pending final acceptance of the stabilizatien prw. = by the State !.

)e
and the legal transfer cf the prope.cf to tte State or a Federal

Agerx::y. -

Se recem: ended deleticn of Criterien 10 and change to 12-300.I.

will provide for continucus inspection and neniter2g

frcm the tire of tailings stabilization into the distant futtare

regardless of who owns the preserty. 'Ihe suggested changes shculd

meet all the regairenants of both the cur:ent 12-300.E. and

CriWm 10. Sase recnirements are generally supt.r::d by all

parties (Tr. 867-868, 902).

.

$

t

b

. . .
;

1

p
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CRITERION 11

The Division recommends that further action on this

'
criterion be deferred pending a decision by the New.

Mexico Supreme Court.

|

.

9

$

'

,

Eks
. _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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IV. Site and Byproduct fiaterial Cancrship

Criterion ll-A.These criteria relatinq to ownership of tailings and

their disposal sites beco=e effective on tiovember 8,1981, ar apply to {,

all licenses terminated, issued, or rgnewed after that datg

Anyuraniumorthoriummillingli,cinseortailing
". B

license shall contain such ter=s and conditions as the' Division
determines necessary to assure that prior to termina/tion of the

license, the licensee will comply with own es requirements of

this criterion for sites used for tailina's isposal,

Title to the byproduct mya tal licensed under
C.

this Part and land, including any igerests therein (other than
the State of tiew Mexico) which

-

land owned by the United States
'

byproduct matarial, or is
is used for the disposal of ng/

suc

esstential to ensure the longiterm stability of such disposal site,
ted States or the State of flew i-fexico,

shall be transferred to the
In view of the fact that physical isolation

at the option of the Sta/
t.

must be the primary means of long term control, and Government land

ownership is a desir ble supplementary measure, ownership of certain

severable subsurface interests (for example, mineral rights) may be
/ ''-

detar.nined to e unnecessary to protect the public health and.

safety and . e environment. In any case, however, the apolicant/

/st demonstrate a serious effort to obtain such subsurfaceoperator

righ , and must in the event that certain rights cannot be obtained,

pro: ride notification in local public land records of the fact that ,

i l and.e land is being used for the disposal of radioactive cater a'

is subject to either a state or :ucl2ar Regulatory C =.ission general
or specific license prohibiting the disruption and distrubance of

ik
rite cr.cs such as may occur with deep burial

the tiilinos. In wmr

.

. . , , , , . _ _ _- _ _ _ . . .. _ .-. .. - ,
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I* * where no ongoing site surveillance will be r;quir:d, surface land
.

ownsrship transfer requirements may bc we.tved. For licenses i sued

before flovember 8,1981, the Division may take into account she

status of the ownership of such land, and interests there , and the-

'

ability of a licensee to transfer title and custody the eof to the
-

United States or the State.
,

D. If the Nuclear Regulatory Comissio6, subsequent

to title transfer, detennines that use of the su face or subsurface

estates. or both, of the land transferred to t .e United States or to the

State will not endanger the public heaO, safety, welfare, or environment

the Comission may permit the use o su face or subsurface estate,

or both of such land in a manner ns nt with the provisions provided

in these criteria. If the com qsic permits such use of such land,

1it will provide the person,.w9no t.anferred such land with the right:
.( j j

of first refusal with respect o such use of such land.

E. Material and nd transferred to the United States

or the State in accordance 'ith this 'Critarion shall be transferred

without cost to the Unit States or the State other than adminstrative
/ .

and legal costs incurred in carrying out such transfer.

F. Th provisions of this Part respecting transfer of -

ti ti t. and custed to land and tailings and wastes shall not apply ir.

the case of la s held in trust by the United States for any Indian

tribe or la owned by such Indian tribe subject to a restriction

against a Senation imposed by the United States. In the case of such-

lands w ich are used for the disposal of byproduct material, as defined
.

by the ? uclear Regulatory Ccmission, the licensee shall enter into
.

/
arrangements with the Comission as may be appropriate to assure the

long tenn surveillancr of such lands by the United Sta tes. 1 0

. . _ - - . - _ _ -. - _ _ - . _ _ _ . _ , _ _
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' EID REVISZD PROPOSALS-AUGUST 5, 1981

Criterion 11 deals with the land ownership and transfer require-

ments found in Section 202 of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation

i

Control Act of 1978. On April 11, 1980 Radiation Protection ,

Regulation 3-300J. was adopted by the Environmental Improvement

Board. 3-300J. in most regards addresses the same concerns as

criteria 11. 3-300J. was. filed iiith the State Racords Center

on April 21, 1980 and became effective on May 21, 1980. Several

uranium companies appealed this Regulation to the Court of Appeals,

which found that 3-300J. was ' improperly adopted. The Environmental

Improvement Board then filed a Writ of Certiorari with the New

Mexico Supreme Court. The writ was granted and at this time the

validity of 3-300J. is being deliberated by the New Mexico'

Suprema Court. Pending the outcome of the Supreme Court's
-

.'

deliberations, 3-300J. remains in effect. The regulation has

not been stayed by either the Court of Appeals or the Supreme

Court.

It is therefore recommended that the Board take no action at this
.

ti=e on the property ownership requirements of Criterion 11.

After the Supreme Court decides on the validity of 3-300J.,

the Board could reopen the hearing record only for the purpose
. . . . _

'

of taking final comments and suggestions on 3-300J. Those final

coc=ents may well differ depending on the Supreme Court's decision.

Then the Board could act considering the record made at the June 11-13,

1981 public hearing, the written comments submitted after the

public hearing, and the ruling of the Supreme Court. .

~

.

- .

;t

. . . . _ . - - - _ _ . _-. - - ._ -.-
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DEFINITIONS

The Division recommends that these definitions b'e deleted.

. .

.

i
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My name is Warren Keith Sinclair. I reside at 2900 Ascott Lane, Olney,

Maryland and I have a Ph.D. in Physics and background in biophysics and

radiobiology. I am presently employed full-time as the President of the

National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) on whose -

behalf I am appearing today, although neither my Board nor the Council itself

have approved this testimony. I an on leave from my position of Senior

Biophysicist at Argonne National Laboratory where I was also, until recently,

Associate Laboratory Director for Biomedical and Environmental Research and
~

from my position as Professor of Radiation Biology at the University of

Chicago, positions which I have held for 22 years. My personal experience-in

research has included a variety of studies in medical physics with both

| radionuclides and beam radiation, in biophysics and radiobiology on both

animal and cellular aspects of radiation effects, and in radiation protection

and human risk estimation and I have published over 120 original articles on

my research.

I should also say that I an a member of the International Commission on

Radiation Units and Measurements, a member of the International Commission on

Radiological Protection, and a member of the U.S. Delegation to the United

Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation and I have

made many contributions to the reports of these bodies as well as to reports

of the NCRP.

I would like to present to you some information about the NCRP. The NCRP

began in 1929, first as an advisory commit, tee on x ray and radium protection,

later as a National Committee on Radiation Protection and finally, since 1964,

as the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, a not for

profit corporation chartered by the Congress of the United States, "to

collect, analyze, develop, and disseminate in the public interest information

. _ . - - .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ._. .- - -- -. . . _ _
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and recommendations about (a) radiation protection, and (b) radiation

measurements, quantities, and units, particularly those concerned with

radiation protection. There are, of course, additional clauses.

The Council currently consists of 75 members, all experts in their field,
~

and embracing a wide range of disciplines in science and engineering and

including specialists in nonionizing as well as ionizing radiation. In

addition there are about 400 additional scientists involved in the work of the

70 or so committees and task groups that are presently active in the NCRP.

These persons serve voluntarily, motivated by their interest in the field and

a spirit of public service. The, organization is supported by almost 40

collaborating organizations, scientific and medical societies as well as

various branches of the federal government and the armed services.

The NCRP produces scientific reports on a wide variety of topics that
,

relate to radiation protection, including, for example, radiobiology - like

report 64 - I, (1) assessment of dose to-the public, like from natural

background report 45 - II, (2) guidance - as for example in environmental

measurement - report 50 - III, (3) on information' as for example, report 44 on

krypton-85 - IV, (4) and its corollary, a report on krypton-85 venting at

Three Mile Island - V. (5) and lastly, for the present, on nonionizing i

i

radiation - microwaves - report 67 - VI (6). (See Report Covers)

These reports are produced initially by a draf ting committee of experts

appointed by the Board of the NCRP and then reviewed critically by other

Council experts and finally by all 75 members of the Council. We hope they
.

represent the best that experts can do at any given time.

Basis for Radiation Protection Standards

The first radiation protection recommendations were made about fifty

- - _ . .- _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - .- - - --. . - . - - - , - - _ _ . . - . . . - . _ - - - - , . _ - _ , _ , - .
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years ago by NCRP to protect workers in the medical applications of x rays and

radium (7). The predecessors of the NCRP, using the principle of absence of

observable harm, set the level at about 1/10th of an erythema dose per year

(actually 1/100th of an erythem dose per month) which resulted in a
'

" tolerance" dose of 0.lR/ day [ Figure 1]. In 1949, as the result of the

development of atomic energy during World War II and the realization that

radiation work would expand to many fields other than medicine, levels were

reduced by a factor of about 2 to 0.3 rem /wk, 15 rems /yr. Not long afterward,

a further reduction of a factor of 3 in occupational levels was introduced,

again, not because of observed harm, but because of concern about genetic,

effects and the assumption of linearity for prudence (8). Public levels were

introduced for the first time. In 1971 the occupational levels were not

altered but public levels were modified to 0.5 rem /yr to the individual and

0.17 rem /yr as an average. ICRP has had a parallel set of recommendations,

their last report in 1977 recommending 5 rems /yr occupational and 0.5 rem to

an individual in the public; they expected the latter to result in no more

than a 1/10th or 0.05 rem on the average to the public (in addition to

background and medical) (7).i

Thus, the actual doses associated with recommended levels for the public

and for radiation workers have not altered greatly in the past two decades.

What has changed is the scientific appreciation of the hazards of radiation at

low levels. All the non stochastic effects of radiation, which have

thresholds, such as impaired fertility, cataract and damage to the blood

forming organs etc. are no longer important at low doses. The important

problems at low doses are the risk of cancer induction and the risk of genetic

(hereditary) effects both believed to be stochastic, i.e. occurring with a

certain probability even down to the lowest doses. In the last decade in

particular the quantification of these risks has become increasingly important
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in relation to the other risks the public and workers generally face in their

daily lives.

Calculation of Radiation Risks

~

The United Nations Scientific Committee (UNSCEAR) in 1972 (9), and again

in 1977 (10), the BEIR Committee of the National Academy of Sciences (USA) in

1972 (11) and 1977 (12) and the International Commission on Radiological

Protection in 1977 (13) have made detailed estimates of the risk of cancer and

genetic effects. In the case of cancer induction, the risks are derived from

the study of effects in human populations exposed to ionizing radiation for

which an estimate of the dose is possible and the effects can be distinguished

from those occurring naturally in the population. These populations include

those shown in Figure 2 (14).

In the case of genetic effects, estimates of human effects are derived

from animal data, principally the nouse, but human effects are known to be not4

more severe relatively than those in animals because of the comparative

absence of genetic effects in the Japanese populations exposed to atomic

bombs.

There are, of course, limitations on the data bases available from which

these estimates are made. These limitations include:

- uncertainties in the estimates of dose,
J

- the difficulty of distinguishing between the excess induced cancers and

those occurring naturally, .

- the dif ficulties of , extrapolating from the higher doses where data is

available to the lower doses where information is required,

- uncertainties about the choice of risk model, relative or absolute;

- uncertainties concerning incidence vs mortality and, of course,

- the confounding factors of sex and age dependence of tumor induction.
_ _ _ - - _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - . _ _ _ _ _ __ _.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ __. .-_ _ . . . _ _-
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|

To reduce the measure of uncertainty all these factors ' contribute, the f

scientific community continues to sift, examine, and explore new information

as it develops, for example the continuing accumulation of data in the |

*

Japanese population which will go on well beyond the year 2000, information'
;

from new populations irradiated therapeutically and now surviving for long

periods, and improvements in dose estimations in the Japanese and other
!
!populations. More and more information will steadily either improve our

confidence in the current estimates of risk or modify the values, at least to

some degree. Nevertheless, five different groups over the past decade have
!

come to remarkably similar conclusions concerning the risk. A brief

comparison of BEIR (1980) and UNSCEAR (1977) estir.ates is shown in Figurai 3.
a

iProbably a reasonable synthesis of current estimates is that the total
,

!

! absolute risk of fatal cancer and genetic effects is about (1-2) x 10-4 per
i

rad lifetime, and the more important cancers such as leukemia, breast,

thyroid, and lung each contribute about (2-5) x 10-5 per rad lifetime. Note

that some, notably the BEIR Committee of 1980, did not consider these risk

estimates applicable below 10 rad and 1 rad / year. Others tend to use them,

| appreciating that at the lower doses a linear extrapolation from 10 rads to

lower doses may yield estimates for x and Y rays that are high rather than

low.

Risk in Context

The estimation of radiation risks must be compared with other known risks 3

in order to be meaningful.

Occupational:

One method of comparison occupationally is to examine the risk rates in

-_-. - -_ . _ _ - _ - . - _ _ _ _ _ _ . -. --- . . _ - . . - _ . - - - _ _ -_
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existing occupations. A direct way. is to compare with industries in which the

main risk is also that of getting cancer. However, the riska in such

industries as those involving benzene, arsenic, asbestos, petroleum products,

nickel, chromium, etc. turn out to be rather high, of the order of 10-3/ year .

*

to 10-2/ year (15). Perhaps more reasonable is to compare with other

industries in which occupational accidents are the main causes of death. The
,

data of the National Safety Council (Figure 4) indicate that safer industries

have accident rates below 10~'/ year while common but less safe industries !

approach 10-3/ year (mining, construction) (16). Others may even reach 10-

2/ year e.g. smoke stack construction, deep sea fishing, navy frogmen, etc.
,

(17) Test pilots may have even higher risks and so do astronauts on some

missions.

Radiation risks at average occupational levels (less than 0.5 res/yr)

eventually reach about 0.5 x 10~4/yr. or less and are thus comparable with

many of the safer " safe" industries. .

.

Public

There is no such thing as "zero" risk in our society and there never has

been. Some risks, especially those we understand well and derive pleasure

from (e.g. sporting activities) we accept without question while others, often

less in magnitude, but less well understood and for which the benefits to the

individual are less evident, are less widely accepted. Nevertheless, many

risks to average members of the public fall in the range of 10-5 to 10-6 One

,

in a million risk of death, 10-6, is a rather small risk. A table from a

British worker, E. Pochin, yields some examples, Figure 5. (18)

Risks ten times greater than one in a million or 10-5, can be seen by

multiplying the numbers in the table by 10, i.e. 4000 miles by air or 600

. ._. . - _ . . - _ _ - - _ . . - _ .
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miles by car yield a risk of 10-5 Many common medications also carry risks

of 10-5 or greater and are regularly or commonly experienced by most people.

The risk eventually associated with the anximum dose permitted to a

member of the public namely 0.5 ren/yr is comparable with the risk experienced -

by the average occupational worker, about 0.5 x 10-4/ year or 3 x 10-3
'

lifetime, similar to those from rather safe occupations. However the average

exposure expected to the public by ICRP, about 1/10th the maximum, or 0.05

rea/yr (which is only half the background radiation level excluding radon)

accumulates to a risk of only about 0.5 x 10-5/yr or 3 x 10~' lifetime

comparable or less than many other common risks.

Note: Risk associated with background (a) at 0.1 ren/yr due to

terrestrial, cosmic and internal sources are about 700 per million (see Figure
,

3, UNSCEAR) (b) Radon, average U.S. background level, 0.004 WL, leads to lung

6cancer risk of 40/10 / year (Harley). This is to be multipled by a period at,

risk of ~ 40 years which yields ~ 1600 per million or perhaps or,a to two

times the risks associated with other sources of background.

Common Radiation Exposur'es

Occupational:

In the United States some 1.2 million people are engaged in work which

brings them into contact with radiation. Some figures on the average exposure

of these workers extracted from the BEIR report follow, Figure 6 . An overall

1average is about 250 area or only 2 / times the natural background excluding2

radon.
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Public exposures include those from a variety of sources listed in (Figure 7).

Note that air travel because of the increased cosmic radiation at high

altitudes contributes a small but calculable amount to the average public

exposure. To individuals like myself travelling 100,000 miles or more in a "

'

year air travel contributes an additional 50 to 100 mreas each year, or a

significant multiplication of the background rate, perhaps up to twice. Thus,

the expected dose from background in a lifetime could be increased from about

7 rems to about 10 or 14 resa because of air travel.

Hazards from the Mill Tailings

The hazards from the mill tailings include (a) radon emanation into the

air from the piles, (b) y radiation issuing from the body of the piles and

(c) leakage of radioactive materials from the piles which might be ingested

from water or food.

--.

Radon

The total amount of radon released into the air from the ground (USA) is

120 million Ci of radon, the mill tailings and mines contribute 350,000 C1

(19) or 0.2%, only a small increment to the general exposure of the U.S.

population and well within the error of the estimates. Using the ALARA

principle, exposure of individuals should not exceed background if at all

possible; the background being 0.004 WL of radon. John Harley testified

aarlier (20) that his NCRP Committee recommends that action should be taken at

enhanced levels 5 times background or more, i.e. 0.02 WL (including

background, i.e. 0.016 additional). A British recommendation would accept

0.01 WL additional background before action is to be considered and 0.05 WL

additional to background before action is mandatory (21). These

- - - -_ _ _ - _ - - _ _ - . . . _ . _ , _ - - _ _ _ . _ - - - _ .
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recommendations indicate that if a small number of individuals were to exceed

the average background in the range of 2 to 12 times, these committees would

not consider this a serious population exposure problem.

.

External Exposure

Background is about 0.1 rem /yr, and current (22) NCRP and ICRP (10)

recommendations permit 0.5 rea/yr in addition, to the maximum individual (a

small number of individuals in a group). Thus, while again ALARA would

suggest that individuals be exposed to no more than background exposure, if

small groups were exposed to 5 x this level this would not be considered a

serious exposure problem.

Leakage of Radioactive Material

Leakage of radioactive materials must be controlled in such a way that

levels do not . exceed those permitted in drinking water for members of the

public. Public levels are usually a factor of 10 below those accepted

occupationally. (23)

|
,

Summary

The NCRP has been developing radiation protection recommendations for

more than 50 years in its efforts to provide guidance in all areas of

radiation protection. Current recommendations are based both on experience

and on estimates of the risk of cancer induction and genetic effects.

Occupational exposures in the USA and the risks associated with them are less

than or comparable with the risk in other " safe" industries. For the public,

exposures and the risks associated with them are less than or comparable with
|

many other risks frequently encountered in their daily lives.:

'
.

|
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Radiation exposures likely to result from mill tailings would seem to
,

pose a negligible threat to the population as a whole and presumably the mill

tailings can be controlled to avoid individual exposures beyond undesirable

levels.

.

(

1
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estimation.
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estimates.
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NCRP Protection Recommendations

Occupational Public

Limit Annual
Equivalent

1934 0.lR/ day - 30R/ year

1949 0.3R/ week ~ 15R/ year

1957 5(N-18) rem Sres/ year 10ren/30 year
N = age

1971 5(N-18) rea 5res/ year 0.5rea/ year max.
0.17 rem / year ave.

.

_ _ -
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SOURCES OF HUMAN EXPOSURE
INFORMATION

Japanese Survivors of A-Bombs

Marshall Islanders Exposed to Fallout

Pelvic Radiotherapy

Spinal Radiotherapy (Ankylosing Spondilitis)

Neck and Thyroid Radiotherapy

Scalp f rradiation (tinea capitis)

Breast Radiotherapy

Multiple Fluoroscopies

Uranium Miners
'

Radium 226 ngestionI

Radium 224 Treatment ,

.

W80-17
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| COMPARISON OF CANCER DEATHS POTENTIALLY INDUCED
BY UNSCEAR (1977) AND BEIR (1980)

Number of Cancer Deaths -

|
per million

,,,

i BEIR lli UNSCEAR

USA 1980 1977
- -. . . . . . . - . .

Single Dose Abs. Rel.

10 rads 163,800 766 2255 1000'

,

| Increase % 0.47% 1.4%

Continuous Dose
1 rad /yr lifetime 167,300 4751 12920 7000

.

Increase % 2.8% 7.7%

~ Note: This is for LQ model
; L-L model x (2-3)

Q-L model x ~1/10th or lessi

.

W81-3
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ACCIDENTAL DEATH RATE PER 100,000 WORKERS
,

Approximate
industry 1950 1955- 1960 196_5 1970 1975 1980 Mean Change 1950 80 [%)

Trade 12 11 9 8 7 6 5 8.4 -50%
Manufacturing 16 13 10 10 9 8 8 10.6 - 50%
Service 14 15 15 12 9 7 12.1 - 50*/.13
Government 13 12 11 13.3 - 20%
Utilities 27 14

38 41 36 33 28 37.6 -35%
Transportation 43 44

.

Construction 93 76 73 73 72 61 45 70.4 - 50%
Mining and Quarrying 110 104 123 108 100 63 50 94.0 - 55% '

'

Agriculture 57 55 58 65 67 58 61 60.2 + 7%

ALL INDUSTRIES 27 24 22 20 18 15 13 19.9 - 50%

Data is from the pedications of the National Safety Couned "Accsdent Facts' for the years indcated. Classifications have
changed somewhat over this thirty year penod

82-14 '

.

G
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1

A one in a million risk of death has been attributed
to each of the following [16]:*

400 miles by air
60 miles by car
3/4 of a cigarette

1hainutesofrockclimbing
1 V weeks of typical (UK) factory work2
20 minutes being a man aged 60

*Pochin. E.E. (1967). " Principles and practice of
|( radiation protection," page 13 in Symposium on

Radiation Dose Measurements, Stockholm, Sweden June
12-16, 1967 (European Nuclear Agency, Paris).i

.

81-43
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OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES

l
Number of People Average Exposure

_ _ _ _ . .,, ..

Medical

| Diag. X rays - medical 195,000 300-350 mrems
| Diag. X rays - dental 170,000 50-125 mrems
! Radiopharmaceuticals 100,000 260-350 mrems
'

Nuclear Industry

Power Plants 67,000 400 mrems
Industrial Radiography i 11,250 320 mrems
Fuel Processing 11,250 160 mrems
By-product Material Handling 3,500 350 mrems
DOE Contractors 88,500 250 mrems
Naval Nuclear Propulsion 36,000 220 mrems

! Research Activities

Electron microscopes, etc. 4,400 50-200 mrems

Airline Crews 40,000 160 mrems

(BEIR 1980)
|

.

W80-49
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ANNUAL POPULATION EXPOSURE

Natural Background 84 mrem

(65-125 mre@
Medical Exposure 90 mrem

Fallout 4 mrem

Nuclear Power <1 mrem

Research Activities <1 mrem

Consumer Products 3-4 mrem
'(Building Materials)

Airline Travel 0.5 mrem,

,

Airline Crews 160 mrem

(BEIR 1980)

W80-50

*
,
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
.

My name is Al Topp. I am Chief of the Radiation Protection

Bureau in the Environmental Improvement Division of the New Mexico

Health and Environment Department. I appreciate the opportunity to

testify regarding the stabilization and management of commingled

uranium mill tailings piles. With me is Mr. Gerald Stewart who is Chief

of my Uranium Licensing Section. He will respond to any technical

questions concerning our regulatory program for uranium extraction

facilities and uranium tailings piles.

At the outset of my statement, I wish to thank you, Mr.

Chairman, for tne Stratton Amendment to the Energy and Water

Development Appropriations Bill which enabled New Mexico to retain

regulatory authority over uranium mill tailings through this fiscal year.

We have read the Department of Energy's Commingled Tailings

Study dated June 30,1982. We have verified to the best of our ability

the portion of the study pertaming to New Mexico. In general, we are

in agreement with the study and its recommendatons. We believe an

l equitable cost sharing arrangement can be achieved. It should be

noted that in June, the Environmental Protection Agency submitted
:

revised inactive tailings pile standards more nearly approaching New

Mexico regulations to the Office of Management and Budget. We

understand that OMB returned the revised standards indicating that
'

they do not meet Presidential guidance regarding cost.

| My testimony shall cover the situation in New Mexico to include:

! production, licensed capacity, accumulated tailings, regulatory program,

regulation development. and radiation protection philosophy. I shall

1
-

|

1
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give the rationale behin(1 our regulations regarding stabilization and

some thoughts concerning cost.

Through last year, New Mexico's uranium industry produced about.

half of the uranium "yellowcake" in the United States. Our licensed
'

production capacity for five operational uranium mills is 22,160 tons of

ore per day. Two recently licensed mills, when completed and operating

will add an additional 6,400 tons per day c.apacity. Under the present

market conditions, New Mexico uranium ore processing is about 5,300 tons

per day. Since scme of our uranium mills have operated for over 20

years, we have accumulated a total of 88 million tons of uranium mill

tailings . These tailings have a surface area of about 1,300 acres. No

other state, agreement or non-agreement, exceeds these values. New

Mexico has 55 percent of all tailings and 56 percent of the commingled

tailings . If the 1,300 acres of tWings were to be covered with three
,

or more meters of earth as required by NRC regulations, this would

require over 36 square miles (23,000 acres) to be denuded of soil. We

believe this is utter nonsense and should not occur.

New Mexico began its regulatory program as an Agreement State in

1974 and has evolved from one person in 1974 and 116 pages of radiation

protection regulations to a professional staff of seventeen in 1982 and
.

200 pages of regulations. My Uranium Licensing Section has over 100 .

'

man-years of radiation related experience and includes one Ph.D. , five

with master's degrees, and one B.S. degree. In addition, a complete

staff of air and water specialists is available within the Division. The

New Mexico State Engineer provides review, approval, and inspection

of dams. Our regulatory program has regulations that have been in place

for control of uranium mill tailings since 1974 and stabilization since

1979. Thus. regulations are in existence and are being enforced. A

2
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chronological chart demonstrating New Mexico's compliance with the

Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 is attached.

Unfortunately, New Mexico's request for an amended agreement with the

NRC has not yet been approved. NRC is currently evaluating our
*

proposal.

Later you will hear from Mr. George Hensley, the Chairman of the

New Mexico Environmental Improvement Board about the Board's 1981

deliberations on the mill tailings portion of the radiation protection

regulations. New Mexico's regulatory development process is time

consuming. It involves public comments on, proposed drafts. We have a

Radiation Technical Advisory Council which reviews draft regulations in

public meetings. Our Board conducts public hearings on proposed

regulations with the Council in attendance. The hearings before the

Board are adversary with proponents and opponents. The process

includes sworn testimony, cross examination, transcripts, and judicial

review. In adopting any regulations, the Board is charged by law to

consider the real protection to the public and environment, the economic

impact, and the technical feasibility of the proposed regulation.

Finally, the Council must consent with the Board's action. This

process results in a strong regulatory program with regulations that are

practicable; protective of the public health, safety and the environ-

ment; enforceable and respected.

Our policy for radiation protection is founded upon recognized

radiation health protection standards established over many years by

international and national conferences on radiation protection and

proven to be effective. We also consider as fundamental to our program

the concept that any unnecessary radiation must be minimized; that is,

as low as reasonably achievable, taking into account the economics of

3
.
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!
j improvement in relation to benefits to public health and safety. In
j addition, we believe that the radiation emitted by uranium fuel cycle

activities should be considered no different than radiation from the same
f radioisotopes from any other radiation activities. It is our opinion that

the penalty against the uranium ' fuel cycle requiring a factor of 20

reduction in the dose to the nearest resident is unwarranted. If an

applicant for a license to use natural uranium, but not involved with

the uranium fuel cycle, were to approach the NRC and he could show

that the total dose to any member of the public would not exceed 500

millirem per year, the NRC would be obligated to approve his

application. Under 40 CFR 190 the uranium fuel cycle including mills is

restricted to a dose to the nearest resident of 25 mrem per year

exclusive of radon and radon daughters. The 25 mrem per year

standard cannot be measured directly and therefore must be inferred *

with computer modeling techniques. I should point out that 25 mrem

per year is approximately the cosmic radiation equivalent to an increase

in altitude of 2500 feet; like moving from Albuquerque to Santa Fe

which people do without any hesitation. To add another perspective to

this issue, those who move from sea level to Santa Fe increase their

radiation expcsure by almost three thnes from about 80 mrem per year

to about 200 mrem per year. Some of our fastest growing areas in the

southwest result from such population movement and the increased '

background radiation is seldom, if ever, considered by those makhig
,

such moves. I am aware of no demonstration by epidemiological methods

that shows that those of us in higher radiation background areas suffer
,

from the higher radiation background. I believe the 25 mrem per year

standard provides no necessary health protection and should be

abolished. '

4 |
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The emissions from uranium mill tailings piles involve gamma

radiation, airborne particulates, radon and seepage into ground water

of radioactive and non-radioactive contaminants. Measurements around

tailings piles have indicated that beyond about ne-half mile from

tailings piles, radon from piles,cannot be distinguished from background

levels. Since a thin cover of earth material will stop.all airborne

particulates, the only airborne radioisotope of concern is that of the ,

1

noble gas radon. The earth emits radon naturally at a rate between

2.5 and 3 gigacuries af radon per year. The atmosphere contains 40

megacuries of radon at all times. We are immersed in air which contains
1

radon, both outside and inside structures. Since radon concentrations

cannot be distinguished from background beyond .a one-half mile from a

tailings pile, New Mexico first attempted to keep people beyond this

distance from a tailings pile. This very simple, easily understood

concept was lost in our 1979 hearings because NRC considered this to

be an institutional control and it was opposed by industry. I should

also point out that New Mexico has no problem with considering

stabilized tailings piles as dedicated land where access can be restricted

and periodic surveillance and maintenance can be accomplished. We

believe the concept of restricted access, surveillance and maintenance

will enable a stabilized tailings pile to last indefinitely. This we
'

consider to be a major objective of our stabilization regulations.

Table 2 on page 13 of the ECE Commingled Tailings Study ,

compares mill tailings standards and regulations. For the purpose 'of

discussion I have reproduced the table. It should be noted that the

EPA column was changed in the recent submittal to OMB. I shall give
,

you :the rationale behind our regulations as shown in the right column.

The 200 year longevity was selected because expert witness
.

5
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testimony established the fact that the engineering profession is pre-

pared to accept only 200 years as a rational and definitive design goal.

With public access denied and programmed inspection and maintenance,

which is assured by our Continued Care Fund, we believe such

stabilized piles as are turned over to the State will last far in excess of

200 years. Our Con.tinued Care Fund is in existence now. It contains

over five million dollars and is earning over fifty thousand dollars per

month in interest. The fund is dedicated to inspection and maintenance

of uranium mill tailing piles accepted by the State from contributors to

the fund. Additionally, surety arrangements for stabilization of all of

our existing talhngs piles is guaranteed by financial arrangements now

in existence in accordance with our regulations.

Radon emanation rate is not a health standard. Therefore, we

have not utilized a radon emanation rate because we consider the rate

to be of little importance if the radon concentration in air standard at

the area boundary is met. It is radon concentration, indeed radon

daughter concentration, not radon emanation rate, that presents a

hazard to people. We have no objection to the use of an emanation rate

to describe a source term to model boundary concentrations. We will

insist that permissible concentrations must be demonstrated by the

licensee or agency stabilizing a pile before the State will accept custody

of the pile.
,,.

We believe New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission

Regulations provide adequately for seepage control of non-radiological, ,

contaminants. New Mexico led the way in establishment of such

regulations and we have found our water ' quality regulations to be both

adequate and enforceable. We question seriously the recent EPA i

\~

6
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proposal of 10 picocuries per liter uranium drinking water mandard as
,

not being necessary for public health purposes and failing to recognize

the natural background of ground water in New Mexico. We consider

the proposed standard to be totally out of context with the physical

environment and health protectio'n standards.

I am pleased to be able to agree with the NRC on radon in air

concentrations. I would note that these values were established years

ago and have stood the test of time. If there is a radon problem, we

think these values regulate it appropriately. It should be noted that

the concentrations are values above background.

We see no need in specifying a cover thickness if the above

parameters are met.

In the opinion of the New Mexico Environmental Improvement
.

Division, our regulations are practicable, technically feasible, and

provide adequate radiological protection to our citizens. We believe the

cost to implement our regulations is commensurate with achievable health,

benefits.

While I have no ability to critique the DOE's cost estimates for '

commingled piles, I assume the estimates are generally correct. It is

obvious that commingled piles should not be stabilized to standards any

| different than say, inactive piles. To consider the total uranium mill

tailings problem correctly, all stabilization and reclamation costs for all

piles should be considered. Since the cost of all tailings stabilization

will be large, no matter who pays for it, stabilization standards must be

justified based upon proven radiological standards with appropriate

consideration.s for gatural background. Society can not afford either

extravagent or inadequate solutions.

So far my statement has addressed only stabilization of uranium

7
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mill tailings piles. I believe that I would do a disservice not to address
another subject not yet discussed. This is the matter of widespread,

technologically enhanced background resulting from low-level . radiological

contamination from all uranium activities including uranium mining, ore
'

storeage, and, ore transportation. We asked the NRC to consider this

in their Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling but;

:

the NRC declined citing lack:of authority. The environmental impact

does not go away from New Mexico so simply.

Our Ambrosia Lake area, which has the most intensive under-

ground uranium mining in the free world, appears to have somewhere

between thirty and sixty square iniles affected by low-level con-

tamination to some degree over the many years by wind--blown
\

I

material--some natural, some mined but not yet milled, and some mill

tailings. It is not possible at this time to identify or isolate the source,

1 of one radioactive contaminant from another. As a further complication,
|
:

the Kerr-McGee tailings piles, the largest commingled pile, and the old

Phillips pile, a Title I UMTRCA pile, are in the same area. In my

opinion, even if both of these piles were covered to NRC standards,

the average radon concentration in the Ambrosia Lake area would not be

reduced by a detectable amount. This reduction may not be detectable
; even after all mining stops. This area is very sparsely populated and

used as grazing where sufficient growth is available. It seems rather

futile to spend a lot of money covering tallings piles in a mining area.
;

To do so would create a nice clean spot in the middle of a big dirty

spot at great expense--hardly a cost--effective effort.

Who pays for it? The Director of the New Mexico Environmental

Improvement Division went on record May 23, 1979 advocating in a i

2

letter to the Comptroller General of the United States, "that Congress

8
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provide assistance to the active mill owners to share in the cost of

cleaning up that portion of the commingled mill tailings that were

generated under federal contracts." We commend Congress for the
,

wisdom and fairness shown by Public Law 96-540. We hope sincerely
'

that appropriate stabilization standards similar to New Mexico's will be

selected and that adequate funds provided to solve this important

problem.
,

This concludes my statement. I shall answer questions to the best

of my ability.

.

J

!
'
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NEW MEXICO'S COMPLIANCE WITH UMTRCA

May 1977 NRC issued Branch Position on " Performance Objectives"
for uranium mill tailings impoundments.

Sept. 1977 New Mexico included " Performance Objectives" in New
Mexico Uranium Mill * License Application Guide.

March 1978 New Mexico prepared draft revision to New Mexico
Radiation Protection Regulations (NMRPR) .

June 1978 New Mexico testified at Congressional Hearings on
Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act.

Nov. 1978 UMTRCA passed by Congress.

Dec. 1978 Agreement States meeting in Colorado Springs on early
GEIS draft. First discussion of amended agreement
being required and concurrent tailings licensing.

Feb. 1979 Draft of revision to NMRPR submitted for public comments.
Revision included issues for UMTRCA compliance.

March 1979 Radiation Technical Advisary Council (RTAC) meeting on NMRPR.

May 1979 Environmental Improvement Board (EIB) public hearing
for six days on revised NMRPR to meet UMTRCA.

August 1979 NRC issues proposed rules based on draft GEIS.

Sept. 1979 Revised NMRPR submitted to EIB for approval and filing.

Oct. 1979 NRC public hearings on draft GEIS, industry and New
Mexico testified against NRC standards.

Nov. 1979 EIB approved revised NMRPR but deferred filing at
industry request to hear more arguments.

March 1980 EIB public meeting on industry request to defer three
sections from the regulations for future hearings.

April 1980 EIB acted on industry request and deferred sections
on performance objectives, bonding and buffer zone.
EIB instructed that alternative requirements would
not apply to existing sites. Revised NMRPR filed
on April 21, 1980 and were effective 30 days later.

. -. _-
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Oct. 1980 NRC published final rules based on final GEIS. These |
rules followed those published on draft GEIS August 1979. '

Nov. 1980 RTAC meeting on proposed draft of remaining NMRPR
re' visions necessary to comply with UM'IRCA.

April 1981 RTAC meeting on fin,al draft. Members requested copies
of GEIS and EPA EIS on "25 Millirem Rule." <

May 1981 RTAC meeting on technical aspects of NRC rules.
NRC and industry presented technical statements.

June 1981 EIB pubic hearing on proposed NMRPR revisions.

August 1981 Hearing record closed. Transcript available for review.

Sept. 1981 Final revised NMRPR approved by EIB.

Oct. 1981 Revised NMRPR filed.

Nov. 1981 Revised NMRPR affective. First draft amended agreement
package submitted to NRC - November 2, 1981.

Jan. 1982 Sutin dscision upheld. Deleted 3-300J land ownership
from NMRPR.

Feb. 1982 NRC letter and meeting concerning clarification of
items in regulations for amended agreement.

Feb. 1982 RTAC meeting on . proposed 3-300J land and tailings
ownership.

March 1982 EIB meeting to set hearing date of April 22, 1982
for 5-300J. Public notice out March 15.

April 1982 EIB hearing for 3-300J. '

May 1982 Transcript for April 22,198,2' EIB hearing received.
Final draft amended agreement completed and sent to
NRC.

I

June 1982 Final comments on hearing record submitted 7 June 1982.

July 1982 EIB/RTAC neeting on 3-300J 1anguage 9 July 1982.

I

! .

|

|

!
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Extracted from: DOE /DP-0011, Commingled Uranium Tailings Study,
Volume 1, Plan for Stabilization and Management of Commingled
Uranium Mill Tailings, June 30, 1982, U. S. Department of Energy,
Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs, Office of Defense Waste
and Byproducts Management, page 13.

Table 2. Proposed Uranium Mill Tailings
Stabilization Standards and Regulations

Standard / Regulation NRCa EPAD New Mexicoc

Longevity (years) 1000& 1000 200
-

Radon Emanation Rate 2 2 Not Specified
2(pC1/m -se,c)

Ground Water Requirements No Degradation EPA Drinking New Mexico
Water Standards Water Quality.

- Crite ria

Radon Concentration (pCi/1)
On Tailings Area 30d Not Specified 30
At Area Boundary 3 Not Specified 3

Cove r Thickness (meters) '3 Not Specified Not Specified

8For new tailings piles.

bFor inactive tailings piles.
,

cState of New Mexico Environmental Improvement B oa rd , ' Amended Radiation
Protection Regulations and Statement of Reasons for Their Adoption," October
9, 1981.

dSame as 10 CFR Pa rt 20, App. B-II.

__



NEW MEXICO'S PHILOSOPHY

FOR

RECLAMATION AND STABILIZATION

OF
'

URANIUM MILL TAILINGS

DESIGN STABILIZATION FOR 200 YEARS AGAINST EROSION

COMPLY WITH NEW MEXICO WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION
REGULATIONS

ALLOW INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS

PROVIDE FOR INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE TO ASSURE LONG TERM
STABILIZATION

CONTINUED CARE FUND IN EXISTENCE FOR INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

PERFORM REMEDIAL MAINTENANCE PROMPTLY TO ELIMINATE FUTURE PROBLEMS
AND REDUCE COSTS AND EXTEND STABILIZATION LIFE

REQUIRE SURETY ARRANGEMENTS TO ASSURE FINAL STABILIZATION

RECLAMATION COMPLIANCE BY MEASUREMENTS TO DEMONSTRATE MEETING
HEALTH STANDARDS

USE EXISTING RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS

_- , _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ - _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _
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Testimony of Mr. Gnorga Rica

Vice President of Kerr-McGee Corporation
on behalf of the American Mining Congress

August, 1982

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my

name is George Rice. I am a vice president of Kerr-McGee

Corporation, a company long-involved in this Nation's domestic
,

uranium industry. I am also Chairman of the Uranium Environ-

mental Subcommittee of the American Mining Co'ngress, a trade

association whose membership includes companies that mine and

process a large portion of the Nation's uranium. I am here

today with Jack Vogt of Union Carbide Corporation to discuss,

on behalf of the AMC, implementation of the Uranium Mill

Tailings Radiation Control Act by NRC and EPA.

In implementing the Act, NRC in its Uranium Mill
:

} Licensing Requirements and EPA in its proposed inactive site
|

I standards have called for private industry and DOE to take a

number of unreasonable measures essentially to eliminate the-

emanation of radon, a naturally occurring inert radioactive

gas, from tailings piles. These unreasonable measures are

I

! inconsistent with the negligible health risks posed by the

very small amount of radon emitted by the tailings. We believe

that the NRC and EPA approach is contrary to the intent of

Congress and incompatible with generally-accepted approaches

to setting radiation standards and requirements. In addition,

it threatens to cost the domestic industry and taxpayers a

billion dollars or more for minimal benefits. Further, these

unreasonable actions compound the already serious economic

problems of the domestic uranium industry, an industry vital

'
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to our national defense and energy security. It is accordingly

imperative that the agencies modify their approach.
Dispersion and Misuse

Mr. Chairman, we believe there is a consensus that

tailings piles should be stabilized to prevent dispersion or
<

misuse of tailings material. The problem of misuse has been

resolved by the provisions in the Mill Tailings Act which

require government ownership and control of.the tailings after

stabilization has been completed.2 Government control will as-

j sure that people .do not occupy the disposal sites or use

stabilized tailings for construction purposes.2 This leaves

only the problem of dispersion.
,

Dispersion is controlled by stabilizing the piles to

i protect them against erosion. The key issue is how long the

tailings must be so protected without the need for any long-

term maintenance. We believe a period of 100 to 200 years is

reasonable for this purpose. And, there are engineering

controls which can give a reasonable assurance of successful,

cost-affective stabilization for this period of time. This
!
'

would be accomplished by contouring the piles and covering

them with one to two feet of earth and rock. Consonant with

these views, the State of New Mexico, which is this Nation's

largest producer of uranium, adopted extensive regulationst

providing for control against dispersion for 200 years.'

| The State's regulations additionally protect nearby residents

by requiring that stabilized tailings meet radionuclide con-
|
i

.
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centration limits equivalent to those contained in the basic

health physics standards specified in NRC's 10 C.F.R. Part 20,

App. B." The New Mexico uranium industry believes the4

i

i State's approach is fair, reasonable, well-supported, and

fully protective of the public health and safety. In addition,

the State approach has won the endorsement of-DOE.

NRC's Approach Is Fundamentally Flawed

Unfortunately, NRC and EPA have diverged from the

; approach developed by New Mexico and endorsed by DOE. NRC has
. .

instead developed a set of regulations, known as the " Uranium

Mill Licensing Requirements," which are devoted to reducing

2the emanation of radon to 2 pCi/m -sec -- a level close to

the average natural background radon flux rate.' The
t

]
proposed EPA standards for inactive sites contain a similar

provision. The NRC regulations also require that tailings be

moved for burial below-grade or else spread out to have slopes

approaching lOh to lv and covered with no less than three

meters of earth.'

Costs
,

,

The NRC approach will be extremely costly to impleme A.

The Commission has calculated that its radon regulations could

cost the domestic industry a billion or more dollars.'

; Industry and DOE estimates indicate the costs could be higher.'

The exact cost, however, is impossible to project. This is
d

largely because many of the NRC regulations are open-ended in
'

nature. Although they impose certain minimum requirements,

J
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they embody no limits on what the agency may in the future

require at any given uranium processing site. My company,

Kerr-McGee, has estimated that if a number of NRC's minimum

requirements were waived, the cost to stabilize our Ambrosia
P

Lake mill tailings would be about $20,000,000, not counting

inflation, and under the most favorable of engineering assump-

tions. However, if we are required to cease use of our tail-

ings pile and move future tailings to a new site, the cost

would exceed $80,000,000. The stabilization costs would be

much greater if we were required to move the tailings already

in existence.

Mr. Chairman, we understand that some NRC staff

state that expensive movement of tailings piles will not be

required. However, certain actions being taken by NRC at the

two active processing sites currently ready for stabilization

raise questions ac to whether movement will in fact be demanded.

In particular, an NRC draft environmental impact statement

requires TVA to move all the tailings at its Edgemont facility.i

And NRC has failed to endorse permanent stabilization in place

at Kerr-McGee's thorium facility in West Chicago.
1 -

The uncertain nature of the NRC regulation leaves

industry at a loss to calculate final costs. In spite of what

well-intentioned regulators may state today, there is no way

| to know what future regulators will ultimately require once

tailings are ready for final stabilization. The NRC regula-

tions make business planning virtually impossible and pose the
.,

threat of very substantial increased liability down the road.

1
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In addition to these economic factors, the NRC regula -

tions will result in substantial environmental disruption from

moving the vast quantities of earth and sand necessary to

comply with NRC's below-grade and three meters cover require-
,

ments.

Risks

It might make sense to incur the heavy burdens

associated with the NRC/ EPA approach if radon from tailings

posed a significant risk. However, it does not. Epidemio-

logical studies have uniformly failed to detect any adverse
effects from exposure to the low levels of radon associated

with mill tailings. ' The risk posed by that exposure is

thus purely hypothetical. It is based solely on worst-case

estimates under the linear nonthreshold model. " Even the

worst-case risk which NRC calculates under that model is de

minimis. The hypothetical annual risk to the average individual

works out to only about 1 in 200,000,000 from al2. active

uranium processing sites combined. " This hypothetical

risk, which we believe is substantially overestimated,'

is incredibly small. To give some perspective, the actual

risk from being killed by a tornado is about 1 in 2,000,000 --
one hundred times greater than that hypothesized to be asso-

ciated with radon from mill tailings; the hazard from drinking

one pint of milk per day or merely from being in a room with a
smoker is about 1 in 100,000 -- about 2,000 times higher; and

the average risk from government employment is about 1 in

_ _ _ _. . .-
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10,000 -- approximately 20,000 times more excessive. The

maximum hypothetical risk to nearby residents is also minute.

Sandia National Laboratories has compared that hazard to the

risk of being struck by lightning. " I am attaching to my

testimony.a chart, entitled " Insignificance of Radon from

Tailings," which' summarizes some of these data. "

Senior NRC staff, in a memorandum only recently made

public, have confirmed that radon poses an insignificant

hazard to the general population. The staff explained that:

"[t]he effects of radon from tailings on the
distant or continental population, while
calculable, are judged by the staff and
others to be of little or no real signifi-
'cance and by themselves would not justify the
uranium mill tailing regulations The. . . .

staff has always recognized that such radon
releases constitute a very small, essentially
immeasurable and insignificant, contribution
to the radon exposure of the general popula-
tion. " "

The staff also noted that the worst-case risk to nearby resi-

dents was "very small. "" Similarly, NRC's lawyers admit

that the evidence concerning risk to nearby residents does not

support the NRC's costly approach. " The staff's conclusion
i

that radon releases pose an insignificant hazard is consistent

with that reached by NRC's Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.

In its Perkins decision, the Board explained that "the release

of radon-222 [from tailings] and health effects that can

reasonably be associated therewith" are " insignificant. ""

NRC and EPA have failed to address the question of

whether radon from tailings poses a significant risk, and, if

. - _ - _ - . - ..- _ -_-___ -. __ - - _, _ . - _ _ . - - _ -
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so, to whom. To the extent that they pay it heed, the agencies

claim that the Mill Tailings Act requires them to regulate

radon flux regardless of the insignificance of the risk it

poses. For example, in a recent letter to several uranium
~ ,

mill managers who expressed concern on this very point, EPA's'

Deputy Administrator, Dr. Hernandez, suggested that regulation

of radon flux is required by the preamble to the Mill Tailings

Act.2' The Deputy Administrator is wrong. Congress never

intended for NRC and EPA to impose billion dollar requirements

upon taxpayers and the domestic uranium industry without

regard to level of hazard and the costs involved.

Mr. Chairman, it is essential that regulatory agen-

cies recognize, in the words of the Supreme Court, that "' safe'
.

is not the equivalent of ' risk-free.'"21 The agencies

must take into account the insignificance of purported hazards

! such as that involved here. A risk-free environment is simply

not possible in a modern, technological society. 22 We would all

be out of work, and our health and safety would certainly

suffer, if such an environment were demanded.28 Moreover, it

would be equally irrational and counterproductive to demand
;

|

zero-risk of activities associated with nuclear power. For

one thing, that arbitrary and unrealistic standard will trans-

late into higher costs. This will predispose the marketplace

against nuclear power, which is one of the safest energy

i alternatives. The ironic result will be an increase in overall

|
societal risk as well as a waste of money -- in the economist's

i
;
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vernacular, a "misallocation of resources."2" The Department of

Energy has recently reiterated the importance of these con-

siderations. In comments on a recent GAO report, DOE has

recommended that radiation standards for clean-up and stabiliz-
,

ation activities should be " realistic and balanced with consid-

eration of risks and costs accepted by society for non-nuclear

activities."2' The GAO concurred in DOE's position.

Economic and Environmental Costs

There is another major flaw in NRC's approach. NRC

did not balance the economic and environmental costs imposed

by its regulations. This is a marked and unwarranted departure

from past practice. Until now, it has always been recognized

that costs must be balanced with the benefits achieved in

setting radiation standards. This approach is embodied in the

Radiation Protection Guidance for Federal Agencies issued by

the Federal Raciation Council in 1960.' It is endorsed by

national and international standard-setting organizations.

The National Council on Radiation Protection, for example, has

explained that

"the setting of radiation protection standards
requires consideration of compensatory trade-
offs between currently assumed hazards and
benefits."8'

Similarly, the International Atomic Energy Agency has declared,

in specific reference to standards for stabilization of uranium
4

mill tailings, that " social and economic considerations"

should be taken into account.27 Consideration of costs is

also embodied in the "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA)

|

I.
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principle found in 10 C.F.R. 5 20.1(c) of NRC's regulations.2
.

Indeed, EPA's Policy Statement on the Relationship Between

Radiation Dose of Effect explains that costs must be weighed

when risks are assessed under ,the linear, nonthreshold model.**
The NRC environmental impact statement asserts that

the NRC staff cannot weigh costs because the risks are so

speculative and arbitrary.'' Mr. Chairman, we agree that.the

risks are speculative and arbitrary but this is precisely why

costs should be weighed. NRC's argumegt simply subverts the

long-established approach in radiation standard-setting and

leads to imposition of unsubstantiated regulatory requirements.

NRC's failure to weigh costs would not make sense even if the

uranium industry could afford them. It certainly does not

make sense when the uranium industry is collapsing; when 60%

of its employees are out of work in the key uranium producing

states; and when the remaining mines and mills are being

curtailed or closed.

The NRC/ EPA approach is leading to illogical results.

For example, naturally-occurring indoor radon is the principal

cause of radon exposure. Although the gove* .c recognizes

the much higher risk from indoor radon it is heavily encourag-
,

ing even greater exposures through tax subsidies for insulation

and conservation. It is obviously inconsistent, arbitrary and

unreasonable for NRC and EPA at the same time to seek to

impose billion dollar burdens on taxpayers and the domestic

industry to eliminate the de minimis radon exposures associated

with mill tailings.

.__ ____. . ._ . . - . _ . ._.
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Churning

Finally, we also note that the NRC requirements were

issued in advance of EPA standards. This action is contrary

to section 275 of the Atomic Energy Act which in our view

clearly provides for EPA to issue final standards before NRC

issues more detailed regulations. In addition, NRC's action

in advance of EPA subjects industry and Agreement States to

administrative confusion and wasted effort because the NRC

regulations will eventually have to be conformed to the EPA

standards.

Clean-up Standards

Mr. Chairman, important cencerns are also raised by

recent actions by EPA and NRC with respect to " clean-up" or

" decommissioning" standards for uranium mills and related

nuclear facilities. I will focus on EPA's proposed 5 pCi/ gram

radium standard for inactive sites and a recent Branch Technical

Position issued by NRC.

EPA advanced a 5 pCi/gm radium-226 clean-up standard

for inactive uranium processing sites as part of its proposed

inactive site regulations.31 The agency is now threatening

to apply this stringent standard across the board under the

Superfund law. The 5 pCi radium standard is not supportable.

It is far less than many naturally occurring concentrations of

radium. Under the assumption of a 10% occupancy factor, which

we believe is re,alistic, a 5 pCi radium standard translates
into a de facto exposure limit of about 5 mrem per year --at

|

|

|
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least 20 times less than the average natural background expo-

sure of 100 to 200 mram.- This stringent limit is not required

! on the basis of health considerations. In addition, it will

be extremely expensive and environmentally disruptive because

it will require excavating vast quantities of earth for move-

ment and disposal. It is also so low that it will be virtually

impossible to measure in order to verify compliance. In sum,

the proposed standard is not justified in terms of health,
economics, or enforceability.

NRC has not issued formal regulations applicable to

! mill site decommissioning. The Commission, however, has taken

another approach to this issue. It has published, without

complying with rulemaking procedures, a " Branch Technical

Position" which in effect imposes stringent clean-up standards

applicable to at least some sites formerly employed for process-

ing uranium and thorium.88 The standards in the Branch Techni-

cal Position linked to EPA's controver. sial proposed SpCi/gm

radium standard. The standards which the Branch Technical
i

Position embodies are therefore themselves unduly stringent.
|

Indeed, the NRC limits transform into exposure limits which
are about 40 to 50 times lower than the 500 mrem exposure

standard for unrestricted areas contained in 10 C.F.R. Part

20.8' Similarly, they amount to concentration limits 40 to 50

times less than those contained in the AEC/NRC decontamination

guidelines. The Branch Technical Position is thus considerably

i

!
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harsher than either of the two decontamination standards

previously employed. We believe that the NRC limits, if

applied across the board, would be extremely costly to private

industry and to the federal government.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, a viable domestic uranium industry is

essential to assuring our Nation's defense and energy security.

This country has devoted a substantial amount of money and

effort to building a domestic uranium industry capable of

supplying its needs for precisely these reasons. It would be
i

tragic and shortsighted to jeopardize that investment and the

important national interests at stake through the imposition
|

of costly regulatory requirements addressed to hypothetical

and remote risks.

We do not dispute the need for reasonable regulation.

EPA and NRC, however, have failed to balance factors such as

risk significance, economic and environmental costs, and

comparative risk analysis in devising their requirements. It

is imperative that these errors be corrected.
,

Mr. Chairman, there are a number of reports which we

believe are highly relevant to the issues addressed in my

testimony. With the Subcommittee's permission, I would like
,

to submit four of these for inclusion in the record. These

reports include the following:
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(1) . University of Pittsburgh report entitled
"The Health Effects of Low-Level Radon '

|Exposure in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania."
This recent study, which is continuing,
found no increased incidence of lung

|

cancer associated with the Canonsburg !
inactive uranium processing site.

'

(2) The summary to NCRP's Report No. 43, i
cautioning against overreliance on the '

linear non-threshold model and indicating
that costs should be balanced in setting
radiation standards.

(3) Testimony by Dr. Bernard Cohen, given
October 19, 1979, entitled " Radiological
Risk in Perspective and the Mechanisms
for Making Rational Decisions on Risk
Reduction." This testimony discusses
some of the flaws in the rationale em-
ployed by NRC staff in addressing the
radon issue in NRC's Generic Environ-
mental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling.

(4) A report Dr. Edwin Still, D.V.M., calcu-
lating the total amount of radon released
frora all mill tailings piles, assuming no
radon controls. The report indicates
that the amount is less than 1/20 ounce
per year. This supports independent
calculations by Dr. Evans and is consistent
with measurements finding that radon from
tailings is readily dispersed and is not
detectible 1/4 to 1/2 mile from tailings
sites.

We express our appreciation for this opportunity to

state our views on these issues of vital importance to our

industry.

i
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ENDNOTES

1 42 U.S.C. 5 2113. The statute also provides for private
operators to post a sum sufficient to cover the costs of
necessary long-term maintenance. 42 U.S.C. 5 2201(x).

^
2 We note that NRC in its Generic Environmental Impact State-
ment on Uranium Milling (GEIS) has erroneously assumed that
the government will fail and that people will permanently
occupy mill tailings sites.

8 N.M. Radiation Protection Regulations 9 12-300(B).

* See id. 10 C.F.R. Part 20, App. B specifies a radon / radon
daughter concentration limit of 3 pCi/ liter radon or .03 WL
radon daughters for unrestricted areas.

* Significantly, senior NRC staff appear also to agree with
the New Mexico approach. In a December 10, 1981 memorandum,
NRC staff expressly indicated that the focus of regulations
should be on controls to prevent dispersion of tailings or
their misuse. Memorandum, Messrs. Kreger, Lowenberg & Mil 3.s
(NRC) to Mr. Bickwit (NRC), Dec. 10, 1981.

* See 10 C.F.R. Part 40, App. A, Criterien Six.

7 See 10 C.F.R. Part 40, App. A, Criteria Three and Four.

NRC's cost estimates are obscure. The Commission gives*

cost estimates only for compliance at hypothetical new mills,
few if any of which a're likely to be constructed or operated
under current market conditions. NRC estimates that the cost

2to meet the 2 pCi/m -sec radon flux limit at hypothetical new
mills will be at least $340,000,000 (GEIS at 12-22); that the
cost for below-grade disposal will be approximately twice as
much 'GEIS at 12-8); and the cost for water protection will be
equivalent to that for radon. Compare GEIS at 22 with GEIS at
18. In sum, the cost to comply with the NRC regulations will
likely exceed one billion dollars by NRC's calculations.

' The costs will be greater than calculated by NRC at the
active uranium processing sites to which the NRC regulations
will in fact apply. This is because existing mills were not
sited for the kind of tailings disposal NRC now seeks to
require. The cost of moving a single existing pile for below-
grade disposal (as NRC's criterion three seems to require)
will be in the $100,000,000 range.

,

|

| ' NRC, GEIS at A-35; Addison, Excess Cancer Risk Estimatas
from Exposure to' Gamma and Radon Daughter Levels in Mesa
County, Colorado, in Uranium Mill Tailings Management 169
(C.S.U. 1981).;

>
.
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12 The linear non-threshold hypothesis assumes that because,

very high doses of radiation cause health effects, there will
'

be proportional effects at low levels. The linear non-threshold,

model is' frequently used for calculating a " conservative"
worst-case risk estimate for regulatory. purposes. The federally
chartered National Council on Radiation Protection has expressly
cautioned that hypothetical fatalities calculated under the
linear non-threshold model should not be confused with actual
hazards. NCRP, Review of the Current State of Radiation
Protection Philosophy (Report No. 43) at 4 (1975).

12 NRC calculates a hypothetical risk of about 1 in 70,000,000
for three times the number of mills currently operating or
expected. See GEIS at 19.

18 For one thing, NRC uses an excessive risk estimator. NRC
projected a risk of about 3.6 in 10,000 for one " man-WLM"
exposure. Six prominent authorities have indicated that the
risk can be no greater than 1 in 10,000 per man-WLM and could
be zero. See Evans, et al., Estimate of Risk from Environmental
Exposure to Radon-222 and Its Decay Products, 390 Nature 98,

(March 12, 1981). In addition, most of the hypothetical'

fatalities calculated by NRC are at distanceu many miles from
tailings piles. However, increased radon from tailings cannot
be detected more than about 1/2 mile from a tailings pile,
even in the downwind direction. See, e.g., Shearer & Sill,
Evaluation of Atmospheric Radon in the Vicinity of Uranium
Mill Tailings, 17 Health Physics 77 (1969).

** L. Hanchey, Uranium Mill Tailings and Radon, reprinted
in Uranium Ore Residues: Potential Hazards and Disposition,
Hearings before the Procurement and Military Nuclear Systems
Subcomm. of the House Armed Services Comm., 97th Cong., 1st
Sess. 513-14 (June 24 & 25, 1981). -

** The material for.the chart is derived from the following
i sources: Testimony of Prof. Richard Wil' son (Harvard), OSHA

Docket No. H-090; EPA, Draft EIS for Remedial Action Standards
| for Inactive Uranium Processing Sites (40 CFR 192) at p. 4-20
; (1980)(1 in 21,000 per year risk estimate for naturally occur-

ring indoor radon); Goldman, Radon: The Ubiquitous Pollutant
'(1980).
28 Memorandum, Messrs. Lowenberg, Kreger & Mills (NRC) to
Mr. Bickwit (NRC) (Dec. 10, 1981).'

1'
id.

1
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2' Memorandum, Messrs. Slaggie & Trubatch to Messrs. Kreger,
Lowenberg & Mills (March 18, 1982).

" In the Matter of Duke Power Company (Perkins Nuclear
Station, Units 1, 2 and 3 ) , 8 NRC 87, (1975-78 Transfer Binder]
Nuclear Reg. Rep. (CCH) 1 30,312 at p. 28,669 (July 14, 1978).

Letter, Dr. Hernandez to 8r. Bailey, et al. (May 10, 1982).8'

21 Industrial Union Dept. v. American Petroleum Institute,
448 U.S. 607, 642 (1980).

,

22 Nader v. NRC, 513 F.2d 1045, 1050 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

2' See Okrent, Comment on Societal Risk, 208 Science 372,
374 (1980)(" Resources for the reduction of risks to the public
are not infinite. At some point, a greater improvement in
health and safety is to be expected from a stable and viable
economy than from a reduction in pollution or the rate of
accident").

See, e.g., Nuclear Waste: What to Do with It? at 112*

(1979) (Prof. Kenneth Arrow: "it would be pointless to demand
a safety level for nuclear waste disposal that is so high as
to prevent it from being achieved and then go to another cycle
that has higher health hazards").

GAO, Cleaning Up Nuclear Facilities -- An Aggressive and8'

Unified Federal Program Is Needed 65-66 (1982).

NCRP, Review of the Current State of Radiation Protection28

Philosophy (No. 43) at 2 (1975).

8' IAEA, Current Practices and Options for Confinement of
,

Uranium Mill Tailings (No. 209) at 72 (1981).

2' 10 C.F.R. 5 20.1(c) detines ALARA as follows:
"The term as low 'as is reasonably

achievable' means as low as is reasonably
achievable taking into account the state of
technology, and the economics of improvements
in relation to benefits to the public health
and safety, and other societal and socio-
economic considerations, and in relation to
the utilization of atomic energy in the
public interest."

|

;

.
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EPA Office of Radiation Programs, Policy Statement on the8'

Relationship Between Radiation Dose and Effect, March 3, 1975,
reprinted at 41 Fed. Reg. 28409 (July 9, 1976):

"The linear hypothesis by itself precludes
development of acceptable levels of risk
based solely.on health considerations.
Therefore, in estabIishing radiation pro-
tective positions, the Agency will weigh not
only the health impact, but also social,
economic and other considerations associated
with the activities addressed."

See NRC, GEIS on Uranium Milling at 12-19 (cost / benefit''

"can be quite arbitrary, given the highly subjective nature of
some of the major factors and._ assumptions which must be decided
upon to use it. .There is substantial uncertainty in the.. .

calculational models used to, estimate the environmental trans-
port of radon and its daughters, and resulting human exposure
and potential health effects."):. See also Letter, Dr. Palladino.

to Chairman Udall, April 26, 1982 at p. 4 (comment of Commis-
sioners Gilinsky and Ahearne).

'1 See 47 Fed. Reg. 1822 (Jan. 13, 1981).

'2 46 Fed. Reg. 52601 (Oct. 23, 1981).

'' 10 C.F.R. 5 20.105(a).

,
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Insignificance of Radon from Tailings

Comparative Radon Releases

Source Curies /yr. (U.S. only)

Natural sources 131,000,000
Agriculture 3,100,000
Uranium milling 150,000

e

_____________________________________________________________

Causes of Radon Exposure

Source Percent of total exposure.

Natural sources 43%
Building interiors (enhanced

by insulation) 55%
Agriculture 1%
Natural gas use 0.9%
All other, including uranium

milling less than 0.1%

_____________________________________________________________

Perspective on Risks

Cause Average individual risk / year

Smoker 1/300
Agricultural employment 1/1,700
Motor vehicle - total (1975) 1/4,500
Air pollution - sulphates 1/6,700
Government employment 1/9,100
Truck driving 1/10,000.

'

Falls 1/13,000
Alcohol 1/20,000

'

Natural radon in buildings 1/20,000
, Living downstream from a dam 1/20,000
| Motor vehicle - pedestrian (1975) 1/25,000

Drowning (from recreational activities) 1/53,000'

Inhalation and ingestion of objects 1/71,000
Home accidents 1/83,000i

l Bicycling 1/100,000
. Person in room with smoker 1/100,000
l One pint of milk per day (aflatoxin) 1/100,000
| Accidental poisoning 1/170,000

Electrocution 1/200,000
vaccination for small pox

(per occasion) 1/330,000<

Air travel - one transcontinental
flight per year 1/330,000

Lightning 1/2,000,000
Tornados 1/2,000,000
Mill tailings at active sites,

assuming no stabilization 1/200,000,000*

The maximum hypothetical risk to the average individual*

from radon from three times the amount of tailings at
active sites is about 1 in 70,000,000 according to NRC.
This works out to a risk of less than 1 in 200,000,000
for current tailings.

'n, ;
. . . . . _ . - - _ - -
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Department of Ep. demo 6cgy
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.

THE HEALTH EFFECTS 0/ LOW-LEVEL RADON EXPOSURE IN CANONSBURG, PENNSYLVASIA

Residents of the Cano ishurg/Strabane/ Houston, Pennsylvan a area have been concerned
tb:ut health ef f ects pot <;ncially resulting from radiation exposure due to the
dspssition of radioactive wastes from 1911-1954. It is new establis5ed that uranium
einers exposed to radon concentrations thousands of times higher than those in Canonsburg
may develop lung cancer in as much as fifty timss the expected incidence in non-nining
populations. They do not have increased incidence of other diseases, however. The
University of Pittsburgh's Department of Epidemiology recently completed a study
dcsigned to determine if the health of Canonsburg residents has been affected by radon
expssure from the uranium tailings.

OurcaUegroupconsistedoflungcancerdeathsoccurringoverauincteenyear
pariod from 1961-1979. The comparison group was selected from among persons dying
cvar the same time frame of arteriosclerotic heart disease (ASED)- a disease not .

ccsociated with radon exposure. Comparing raddn exposures of lung cancer cases' to .
rcdon exposures in the ASED group enables us to determine if there was an associatien
batveen lung cancer and expo:iure to radon. Our analyses revealed the following:

Lung cancer rates in the area were not higher than in other parts ofa.
.

Washington County.
.

.

Lung cancer cases did not cluster near the vaste disposal site and.wereb. '

distributed geographically like the ASHD group.
.

.

Radon levels in the haces where persons developed lung cancer were sistlarc.
to the levels in homes where lung cancer did not cccur suggesting that the
radon in the home did not contribute to the developcent of lung cancer.

Indoor radon levels in the area were consistent with background levels.d.
is, the radon levels in homes in Canonsburg are lower :han levels fcundThat

in other communities without radioactive waste disposal sites.

From the above results we may conclude the following:

The contribution to total radon dose received by Canonsburg residents f rom-a.
th- dump site was less than the contribution from the regional geology.

~ have aExposure to radon f reF,the d1spc2al of radioactive vastes did notb.
signif_icant impact on The health ;of the ' residents living 'in the area.

This study was supported by' the Environmental Protection Agency and the American
Lung Association of Southwestern Pennsylvania.

/,
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1. Introduction -

.

During the past few years a number of reports dealing with assessment
of the biological efects of radiation have been released. These include
reports of the International Conumssion on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) [1,2,3], the United Nations ScientiSc Committee on the Erects
of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) [4], the Advisory Committee on the
Biological EKects of Ionizing Radiations of the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS-BEIR) [5], and the National Council on Radiation Pro-
tection and Measurements (NCRP) [6). Some of these have pointed out
the basic philosophical problems in moving from our state of knowledge
about the biological efects of radiation to recommendations as to accept-
able levels of exposure for individuals, groups or the entire population.
These philosophical problems present an area of continuing concern to
the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP), but one in which the Council han been moving slowly because
of the uncertainties as to the basic relationships between dose and effect,~

especially at low doses and low dose rates. While all of the recently pub-
lished reports are based on essentially the same data, different assess-
ments and conclusions have been drawn and diferent applications have*

been proposed. Some of these ddferences are important, particularly the
question of the use of the linear hypothesis in risk estimations at low .

radiation levels and the question of the use of such risk estimates in
setting radiation protection standards. On o.ase two issues the NCRP
differs with the NAS.BEIR Committee Report [5] and, where applicable,
is more in agreement with the UNSCEAR Report [4]. As a consequence,
the NCRP decided that it should review the recently published reports
(4,5] for the purpose of identifying diferences, their significance, and
especially how they relate to the NCRP's recommendations relative to
permissible exposures or dose limits for the public. The review resulted
in the production of this report which includes the current position of
the NCRP.

1
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2. Current NCRP Position
and Plans ' Regardino

0 O *

Radiation Protection
Standards

.

~

.

A. Current NCRP Position

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements,
after reviewing recent developments relating to radiation standards for
the public, particularly in regard to extrapolated estimates of cancer risk
at low doses and low dose rates, takes the position that no change is
required at this time in the conclusions set out in NCRP Report No. 39 |

issued in 1971. See Appendix A for the recommended dose limits estab-
lished by NCRP Report No. 39 [6].

The NCRP position is centered on the principle that the " lowest
practicable" radiation level is the fundamental basis for establishing
radiation standards, and on the assumption that the most important
radiation health hazards do not have a dose threshold. On this basis, the
setting of radiation protection stan<hrds requires considers.n.n of com-
pensatory trade-offs between currently assumed hazards and benefits.

At such low radiation levels as are involved in the radiation protection .

standards, identiScation and quantificatica cf both risks and benefits are
so highly uncertain and imprecise at this time that the practice of balanc-
ing risks and benefits numerically is not useful to pursue without far more
thorough and penetrating exploration.

Consistent with the normal practice of the NCRP, such exploration
has been undertaken and the subject of radiation protection standards
will be reconsidered when the studies described in Section B, below, have
been concluded.

The NCRP continues to hold the view that risk estimates for radio-
genic cancers at low doses and low dose rates derived on the basis of linear
(proportional) extrapolation from the rising portions of the dose-incidence
curves at high doses and high dose rates, as described and discussed in

2

_ _
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CURRENT NCRP POSITION / 3
J

subsequent sections of this report, cannot be expected to prodde realistic
estimates of the actual risks from low level, low LET radiations, and
have such a high probability of overestimating the actual risk as to be of
only marginal value, if any, for purppses of realistic risk-bene 6t evalua-
tion.

Such risk estimates by themselves do not constitute justification for
urgent action to make numerical radiation protection standards more

;
'

restrictive than they now are, assuming that the application of such
standards adheres to the basic principle of " lowest practicable levels" of

j

dose. ..

In risk-benefit analysis for purposes of decision maMng, numerical'.
' estimates of radiation-related risks even when' realistic, are of little use;

in a vacuum, i.e., without comparable numerical estimates of associated
benents, and of risks and bene 6ts for alternative means to achieve the
desired ends. When it becomes possible to analyse, quantify and weigh
in the balance numerically the risks, benents and costs of activities in.,

volving desirable or undesirable radiation exposure, on the one hand, and
:

|
alternative means to desired ends on the other hand, the use of overesti-

1

mates of risk for one alternative, e.g., one involving radiation exposure,*

1

I
unless counterbalanced by commensurate overestimates of risks from

,

other alternatives, could deny benents to society and could conceivably'
.

incur greater risks in some circumstances.
Before considering any further restriction of radiation protection

standards, it is important to attain realistic values for risks and bene 6ts,
for weighms risks and bene 6ts in decision-maung, and for'the most

,

| effective application of the principle of " lowest practicable level".
j

This approach is important in order to avoid the expenditure of large*

amounts of thelimited resources of society to reduce very small risks still
further with possible concomitant incresse in risks of other hasards or
consequent lack of attention to existing greater risks.

Average exposure of the public to man-made nonmedical radiation, as
estimated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (7), is now
and is expected to be, even in the year 2000, only a very small fraction of
either the natural background radiation dose or of the present upper limit
of radiation protection dose limits for average dose to the population of

;

ititerest. The EPA estimates that the per capita dose to the population
in the year 2000 will be slightly less than at present.

The 1972 NAS.BEIR Committee Report states in its section on Sum-
mary and Recommendations, without developing the point in the body.
of the Report, that societal needs can be met with far lower average
exposures and risks than permitted by the current Radiation Protection
Guide of 170 millirems per year, and that to this extent the current Guide

i

is unnecessarily high.
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4 / CURRENT POSITION AND PLANS

The risks and costs to society of further reductions of dose limits still
need to be ascertained, however.

Numerical radiation protection guides or dose limits for the exposure
of radiation workers or the general public are provided only as upper
limits; all exposures should be kept to a practicable minimum. The
NCRP has always assumed that its admonitions in this regard would be
interpreted in a reasonable way. The application of this principle involves'

value judgments based upon perception of compensatory benefits com-
mensurate with risks, preferably in the form of realistic numerical esti-
mates of both benefits and risks from activities involving radiation and

alternative means to the same benefits.
The linear dose.effect hypothesis has been coming into frequent use

in analyses in which population exposures are expressed in the form of
person. rem, including doses of one millirem per year or less to population
groups and doses to individual organs, with linear extrapolation to
damage estimates through the use of the NAS.BEIR Committee Report

.

values. The indications of a significant dose rate influence on radiation
effects would make completely inappropriate the current practice of
summing of doses at alllevels of dose and dose rate in tho istn of total
person. rem for purposes of calculating risks to the pop luion on the
basis of extrapolation of risk estimates derived from data at high doses
and dose rates.

The NCRP wishes to caution governmental policy. making agencies of
the unreasonableness of interpreting or assuming " upper limit" estimates
of carcinogenic risks at low radiatica levels, derived by linear extrapola-
tion from data obtained at high doses and dose rates, as actual risks, and
of basing unduly restrictive policies on such an interpretation or assump-
tion. The NCRP has always endeavored to insure public awareness of
the hazards of ionizing radiation, but it has been equally determined to
insure that such hazards are not greatly overestimated. Undue concern,
as well as carelessness with regard to radiation hasards, is considered
detrimental to the public interest.

The basis for the NCRP position, as well as indications of pertinent
studies needed and being carried on by the NCRP, are given in subse-
quent sections of this report.

.

B. Current NCRP Plans Regarding Radiation Standards .

In its continuing efforts to provide recommendations with respect to
possible radiation hazards and radiation standards, the NCRP has taken
the following actions:

__.
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TESTIMONY OF DR. BERNARD L. COHEN
.-

RADIOLOGICAL RISX IN PERSPECTIVE AND THE MECHANISMS
FOR MAKING RATIONAL DECISIONS ON RISK REDUCTION

.-

.
,

My name is Bernard L. Cohen. I have worked as a nuclear- scientist
'

,

-
;

for over 30 years, and for the past 21 years I have been a professor of
...

Physics at the University of Pittsburgh. From 1965-1978 I was Director

of the Scaife Nuclear Laboratories. I was Chairwan of the American Physical

Society Division of Nuclear Physics in 1974-75, and am currently Chairman-
.

elect of the American Nuclear Society, Division of Environmental Sciences.

The subject I will discuss today is how our society should approach
,

decision making in the radiation health risk area. Risk is an inherent

aspect of life itself. In what'ever *we do, wherever we go, we are con-

stantly exposed to many risks. Indeed, we cannot eliminate these risks, we*

can only reduce them to some level that each of us individually, or our

society collectively, considers acceptable.

The draft GEIS devotes much discussion to the potential risks from

radiation from uranium mills. It assumes that there will be 82 model
;

uranium mills each having a 2000-ton per day capacity operating in the

United States by the year 2000. Each of these model mills will have

a tailings disposal area from which radon gas will be emitted well into

Using a modelng analysis, the draft GEIS predicts anticipatedthe future.
adverse health effects on an annual basis from exposure of the general

population to emissions of this radon gas from each tailings disposal area

at a rate of 450 pCi/m -sec. The draft GEIS then calculates economic costs2

2

of reducing this exposure by limiting the radon flux rate to 2 pCf/m -sec

above natural background levels.
1
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To determine whether it is cost effective to impose this degree of

radon flux control, a number of factors must be considered. The American
.

Mining Congress will include in its wri'tten comments on the draft GEIS a detailed '

discussion of these factors. I will summarize the major points here.

Radiological Risks Relative To Other Daily Life Risks

The draft GEIS predicts that the long-term health effects to the

North American population from radiation from the projected 82 model

uranium mills will be less than 10 fatalities per year among the

projected maximum 460 million population that will be reached in the

next century. Translating this into today's terms for comparison

purposes, this is equivalent to 4 fatalities per year in the'present*

U.S. population. Currently, some other risks we all encounter cause

the following number of annual fatalities in the U.S. population:
.

All accidents 100,000
Alcohol 50,000
Automobile accidents 50,000
Suicide 28,000
Homicide 21,000
Drowning 8,000
Illicit drugs 6,000
Poisons 4,000
Choking on food 3,000

Clearly the predicted adverse health effects from uranium milling

milling are many orders of magnitude less than many other risks, including

some that we do little to reduce any further.

2

.
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A more striking perspective is gained by translating these uranium

mill emissions risks into reduced life expectancy figures. The emissions |

from all the predicted mills would reduce future life expectancy by about
i

fifteen (15) minutes. Other activities that cau,se this same life expectancy

loss are (1) smoking 14 cigarettes in a lifetime. (2) driving an extra
.

h mile per year, (3) living in a house without a smoke detector for one

month, (4) crossing a street one extra time every two years (5) taking one

short airplane flignt in a lifetime, or (6) an overweight person eating

100 extra calories (such as one piece of bread and butter or one soft

drink) in a lifetime.

Even within the narrow question of health effects of radon, there are

much more serious things to worry about. Radon gas, of course, is part

of the natural background radiation to which we are all exposed every moment

The government is urging us to insulate our buildings toof our lives.
.

save inergy, but this traps radon gas inside for longer than normal times.

and hence increases our exposure to raden. If all U. 5. homes were insulated

to government specifications, the increased annual fatality toll from radon

would be over a thousand times higher than that caused by mill tailings
i
'

without covers.

Determination of an Acercoriate Period of Integration for
Healtn Effects Averted by Risk Reduction Tecnnloues

At present the usual technique to reduce radon flux from mill tailings

is to cover the tailings with some amount and type of material that will

While the health risk reduction benefitsretard the radon emanation rate,

from covering tailings will extend into the future, the bulk of the economic,

social, and enviror,:nental costs of the covering operations will occur much

earlier--that is during the period of mill operation and decomnissioning.

Therefore, the benefits must be integrated over some reasonable period.
3 .
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The draft GEIS seems to have essentially considered selection

of an integration period as an intractable problem and part of the
*

justification for not doing a cost effectiveness analysis. The problem
~

may be difficult but 'it isn't impossible. It is not my purpose here to

specify a single appropriate time period but rather to highlight the

considerations that must go into selecting the integration period.

First over extremely long time periods, erosion will bring essentislly

alJ the naturally-occurring uranium close enough to the earth's surface to

p2rmit radon emanation. If we integrate over very long periods, there is

thus no net harm in mining uranium and creating mill tailings; the

total number of health effects will be the same.
Second, an important consideration is the effect of discounting the money

that would be available in the future to avert health effects but for its
.

For instance, assuming
conc:itment now to complying with regulatory controls.

even a li annual real interest rate, for every million dollars spent now,

we will forego the availability of $20 billion a tiiousand years from now

to avert health effects.
Third. there are highly unpredictable factors in considering very long

There may well be a cure for cancer, or an antidote fortime periods.

radiation, or it may be determined that low level radiation is harmless.

For all of these reasons, it is generally considered unreasonable to

integrate ef#ects beyond a few hundred years. Many prestigious scientific

study groups, federal agencies, and international bodies routinely use

integrr an periods in this range.
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Selection of a Cost per Health Effect Averted Decision Criterion

Our society frequently makes judgments on how much saving' a' human

life is worth in economic costs. The range of such costs per health effect

averted provides the best background from which to make a judgment on such ,

AMC's written comments will include a full presentation of
'

cost criterion.

these costs. I will only sumarize the features here briefly.

In the area of medical screening and care, many fatalities could be

averted at costs ranging from 510,000 to S200,000. Additional safety

equipment is usually not included in automobiles when costs per life

saved exceed about $200,000. Many lives could be saved in safety-oriented

highway design improvements for' costs ranging from S20,000 to 5280,000

with several items in the 540,000 range.

These' figures would suggest that if the cost per health effect

sverted by reducing rsdon flux from uranium mill tailings exceeds a figureI
*

in the range of the items just discussed, then it will be more cost1

effective to use our society's limited financial resources to save lives
flux

in these other areas rather than to commit these fuhds to gadon

control measures.
demonstrate that a rigorous cost effectiveness analysis isTo

indeed possible in this area, AMC has analyzed, on a preliminary basis
|

and in draft GEIS terms using draft GEIS data, the cost per health effect
criterion 6 dealing with

averted of one of the proposed criteria
--

Dr. Harrison B. Rhodesreducing radon flux from uranium mill tailings.

of Union Carbide Corporation will now discuss the results of AMC's preliminary

analysis.
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Radon from Uranium Tailings
|

I

Various authorities give the total radon release

from natural sources (soils and rock) in the United States
as approximately 120,000,006 to 130,000,000 curies per

Releases from man's activities are much less. Foryear.

example, the largest man-made contribution, agriculture,

adds about 3,000,000 curies per year. The amount of radon

released from uranium mill tailings is generally taken to be

in the range of 100,000 to 300,000 curies per year.
The specific activity of radon-222 is such that 1

gram of radon contains about 154,'000 curies. The total

amouat of radon released per year by all mill tailings,

assuming no stabilization, is thus less than 2 grams, or
about 1/20th of an ounce, of material. In view of the small

amount of radon gas that' is released over the year from the

tailings piles, it is not surprising that within a distance
of 1/4 to 1/2 mile, it is readily dispersed and cannot be

detected.

| A more detailed calculation follows:
The area of the inactive uranium mill tailings

Eachpiles and the commingled tailings piles is 3362 acres.
acre contains 4056 square meters; therefore, the surface area

7 2

f
of these tailings piles is some 1.36 x 10 M .

l
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222
The nominal Rn emanation rate from the tailings

2
piles is 640 pCi/M -sec. For these piles, this results in

222
an annual emanation of 275,000 curies of Rn i.e.,,

2 7 2 6'

Ci/yr = 640 pCi/M -sec x 1.36 x 10 M x 31.5 x 10 sec/yr x
-12

'~'10 Ci/pci

275,000 curies /yr=

222 5
The specific activity of Rn is 1.54 x 10 Ci/g;

therefore, 275,000 curies equa.tes to 1.75 grams.

One gram is equivalent to 0.03527 ounces; therefore,
222

1.78 grams of Rn equates to 0.063 ounces or 6/100ths of an
'

ounce, which is about 1/20th of an ounce.

!
$
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